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INTRODUCTION

From that Egyptian darknesi which, by jiMnmon
consent of the learned (including Voltaire and M.
1 Abbe le Blanc), preceded and accompanied the first
manifestationB of native art in England during the
middle of the eighteenth century, the names which
emerge most conspicuously are those of Reynolds and
Hogarth. Superficially, uo two men could be more
diiferent in aim and character. As regards initial
social status the disparity was not so great ; but in
individuality it was unbridgeable. Hogarth was in-
curably self-confident, dogmatic and obstinate, holding
moreover (with Montaigne) that, if you felt you had
done well, there could be no kind of reason whv
you should not pioclaim that fact very audibly oh
the house-tops. Reynolds, on the contrary, was
always deferential, compliant, bland (in Goldsmith's
excellent epithet); and equally convinced that it was
inexpedient at any ime to Utk m ich of your own
performances—part oularly t„ ywjr mfessional rivals.
Nor were their uieories of art ^ opposed than
thPir theories of conduct. Sir .lotAua, though by
vocation a portrait painter, was M «»r the Beautiful,
the Elevated, the best acceptec^ edition, of the
past. Hogarth, for his par':.
Nature literally, even in her n
If Beauty came in his way, he drew
chiefly for Reality, with perhaps au ..„„..„„„, «,.«—It may be—an unconscious leaniiu in the direc-
tion of sharp contrasts, and strougly-at ed hamorous

i to serve
'<rilid aspect*.
hut he sought

icunfessed, and



ri INTRODUCTION

antitheiM. Each, tither openly or covertly, deipited
"• **n^'<l of the other. Reynolds po' tely pooh-
eK>hed Honrth'i lerpentine Line of b«»uty ; and
onrth ridiculed whet Reynoldt and 'the nnff«'rt

in booki • denominated the * Grand Style in Paiiitinjr*
And yet, aa it often the caie, these eminent men

bad certain points of resemblance. Apart from such
exteroal and merely accidental facts as that .hey
were both sons of schoolmasters, and both li i in
Uieester Fields, they were alike in several p. ticn-
lart. Their definitions of gtniug, for instance coin-
cided almost exactly. Genius, declared Ho^rth, was
nothing but labour and diligence

'

; » according
to Reynolds it was 'a power acquired by long labour
and study.' Again, thry both essayed, with in-
different success, the diffici'l . art of historical painting.
Also, both wrote, as artists, of their work—Hogarth
in his much criticized Analy»it of Beauty, and
Reynolds in those famous Dueourxtft which he delivered
in his caoacity as President of the Royal Academy.
The staple of the argument in both cases is less
history and criticism than actual and practical personal
experience

; but the superior literary gift of Reynolds,
coupled with his official status, has given a permanent
note to^ his efforts which cannot be claimed for
Hogarth's disconnected 'jtterances.
One might even push the parallel as to similaritx

a little farther, and note that both artists, it the
outset, appear to have been driven to the pen oy im-
patience of the art- quackery of their age. Htsiirth's
first literary performance is said to hr. -e been • !?ner
in June 1737, over the characterist^ iseudony.Ti of
'Britophil,' to the St. James* Evening PoJt, by
which, in good set terms, he discharged himself of
all his spleen against the iniquitous picture-jobbers,

1 Seward, Biographiana, 1799, p, 293.
8 Works, by Malone, 2nd ed.. 1798, ii, 340. Reynolds

later somewhat modified his views. This very debatable
ti^hteenth-century theory is fully discussed in Isaac D' Israeli's
Literary Character, sth ed., 1839, chap, iv.



INTRODUCTION vii

who, to the prejudice o ' native effort, we"^ gluttini;
the market with the vubbith of the Roman art-
factories—'dismal darV subjects, neither entertaining
nor ornamental, oi \>wh Hey «orawl the terrible
cramp names of some Itn'.:- . ro'tvters, and fix on us
poor Englishmbu the churactr: of unirer»al dupet.'
After this, he proceeds to depict—quite in Foote's
manner—an imaginary *Mr. Bubbleman,' dilating
upon the beauties of such a 'gigantic fat Venus'
u that which, at Kensinffton, delighted the unrefined ,

taste 5 his Majesty King George the Second.'
Re; .0 *, on the other hand, contributed three letters
to I ' jon's Idler for 1769, in which, after a gentler,
but not less scornful fashion, he made fun of the
cut-and-dried connoisseurs fresh from Italy—the
'Dick Minims' of the studio—who gabbled like
Kirrots of * the Grace of Raffaelle, the Purity of
omenichino, the Learning of Poussin, the Air of

Guide, the Greatness of Taste of the Caraccis, and
the Sublimity and Grand Contorno of Michael Angelo,'
yet were incapable of admiring, anything withoat
reference to rules they had learned mechanically.
But the most interesting thing about these papers
of Reynolds—certainly the most interesting thing
in the present connexion— is, that they seem in part
to foreshadow those p' nciples which, ten years later,
he was periodically to develop and enforce in the
Discourses here reproduced.
^These Discourses arose out of his appointment in
1768 as President of the newly-established Roval
Academy of Art ; and in the last series, he gives ai.
account of their origin. The delivering o( addresses
was no part of his function as President. But it was
one of his duties to say something at the annual distribu-
tion of prizes; and the dread of falling by repetition
into stereotyped forms of commendation— a t ilt
especially repugnant to him—at a very early <iate
Buggested the substitution of what gradually became

1 Hervey's Memoirs, 1848, ii, pp. 33.4.



viii INTRODUCTION
a formal disquisition, widening and extending in
Its scope as time went on, upon the 'interior prin-
ciples and 'latent exjjellencies' of Art in general.
Ordinary details of practice and technique he left to
the occupants of the several professorial chairs, con-
cerning himself mainly with that generalization which
was at once his forte and his foible. The first Discourse
was delivered on the 2nd January, 1769, at the opening
of the Academy

; the last on the 10th December, 1790,
some fifteen months before the lecturer's death.

»

When seven out of the fifteen Discourses had been
delivered, they were republished, with a brief and
admirablv phrased dedication to George III, steering
skilfully between arrogance and servility. It is probable
that they were more effective in type than when
read. Reynolds's delivery was not happy, partly owing

» Samuel Rogers was among the listeners ( 7"aW<r Talk, iSqe.
pp. 18-20), and (m defiance of Cobbett) his graphic record
seems to warrant a somewhat lengthy footnote 'I was
present when Sir Joshua Reynolds delivered his last lecture atthe Royal Academy. On entering the room. I found that a
semicircle of chairs, immediately in front of the pulpit, was
reserved for persons of distinction, being labelled " Mr. Burke."
Mr. Boswell. &c. &c.. and I with other young men [he was

then twenty-seven] was forced to station myself a good way offDuring the lecture, a great crash was heard ; and the company*,
fearing that the building was about to come down, rushed to-wards the door. Presently, however, it appeared that there wasno cause for alarm, and they endeavoured to resume their
places

;
but. m consequence of the confusion, the reserved seats

were now occupied by those who could first get into them : and
I

.
pressing forwards, secured one of them. Sir Joshua concluded

the lecture by saying, with great emotion, " And I should desire
that the last words which I should pronounce in this Academy
and from this place might be the name of—Michael Angelo "^

As he descended from the rostrum, Burke went up to him? took
his hand, and said.

The Angel ended, and in Adam's ear
So charming left his voice, that he a while.
Thought him still speaking, still stood fix'd to hear.

{.Paradise Lost, h. viii. 1-3).' (It should be added that the

resultl"f~
failure of a \xz.m—might have had most serious
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to the deafness he had contracted when copying
Raphael in the Vatican

;
partly, to his habit of not

pitching his voice high enough for all his audience.
' Sir Joshua^' said a nobleman who listened to his

last effort, ' you read your discourse in a tone so low
that I scarce heard a word you said,'—a comment
which drew from the courtly painter only a smiling
*That was to my advantage.' The anecdote, how-
ever, detracts a little from Burke's splendid and
(as Rogers evidently thought) somewhat theatric
tribute,^ to which may be added that the purposely
subdued and unemphatic character of Reynoldss
written style would seem to require all the adventi-
tious aids of elocution.

As to the merits of that style there has long been
but one opinion. Apart from their priority of position
in English art-literature. Sir Joshua's Discourses have
come to be regarded, for perspicuity, reticence, and
distinction, as among the minor triumphs ofeighteenth
century prose. That they siiould have emanated,
not from a literary man, but from a highly-popular
and very industrious artist, whose amply-filled engage-
ment-book scarcely left him any apparent breathing
time, has sometimes been matter for surprise. One
inevitable result was the suggestion that he must have
been assisted by some of his famous colleagues of the
Club—in particular, by Johnson and Burke. These
'wandering rumours' his executor and biographer,
Malone, was at some pious pains to deny ; and in
the case of Johnson, Reynolds's own disclaimer should
surely be accepted as conclusive. In a sketch of a
contemplated Discourse, found among his loose papers,
while incidentally ascribing much o£ the success of
his writings to the fact that the influence of Johnson
had 'Qualified his mind to think justly,' he says
expressly and unmistakably that the Doctor never
contributed 'even a single sentiment' to his pages.
With regard to Burke, it seems to have been actually

^ See previous note.

a 2



X INTRODUCTION
insinuated that some ofthe Discourses were to be found
in Burke's handwriting. This Malone was able of his
own knowledge to deny; as well as to assert his
conviction that the Discourses were absolutely and
entirely Sir Joshua's own. He was prepared to admit
however, that Reynolds might have shown some of his
earlier efforts in manuscript to Burke and Johnson
as well as to others, iacludiug himself ; and that minor
verbal amendments had been made in consequence.

»

The fact remains that the Discourses both in style and
substance are esse-ially Reynolds's work ; and it may
indeed be questioned whether, in the subject matter
either Johnson or Burke were capable of rendering any
material aid—Johnson, in particular (in Burke's own
words), ' neither understanding, nor desiring to under-
stand, anything of painting.' But Reynolds was tlie
friend and warm admirer of both, and no doubt insensibly
caught something from each—in Johnson's case no diffi-
cult matter. One remembers that parts ofMiss Burney's
Oecilia were confidently attributed to the Doctor by
Macaulay in spite of Johnson's statement (which the
great historian must have overlooked) that he ' never
saw one word of it before it was printed'—a proof
how much his 'triptology' had impressed the real
author, since there are certainly passages in Cecilia
which do unmistakably repeat Johnson's very t -ick
and tone of voice. It is only to be wondered that the
superacute critics, who were so well informed on this
vexed question, did not go a step farther, and attribute
the first five Discourses to a third friend, of whose
sign-manual, it could be fairly contended, there were
also indications." Such a sentence as that in Discourse
No. 2—' It will not be as it has been in other schools,
where he that travelled fastest only wandered farthest
from the right way'—has just the knack and accent
of Goldsmith.

In Art-Criticism every age has its own point of

1 Reynolds's IVorks by Malone. 2nd ed., 1798, i. xxxiii.
Diary and Utters ofMadame D'Arblay, 1904, ii, n6.
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view, and every schuol its special mes ige, often
communicated to its devotees ' in ecstatic diction,'—as
Walpole said of Shaftesbury's style,—Hike one of the
Magi inculcating philosophic visions to an Eastern
auditory.' Reynolds is emphatically of his century

;

he is of the party of order, of precision, of plain
thought plainly expressed. To the modern amateur
of nuances and nocturnes—of the hazy and the half-
revealed ; to those, above all, who '

theorize about
painting without experimental knowledge, much that
he says must seem either hopelessly trite or trivial.
To such indeed he never appealed ; and he is careful
to define his attitude. As President of the Academy,
he confined himself to those principles of Art which he
found to be satisfactorily established: as a painter of
experience he spoke to learneis who, having passed
through the preliminaries, had still to go farther. In
his concludingDiscourse he tells them— 'I amconvinced
that one short essay written by a Painter, will contribute
more to advance the theory of our art, than a thousand
volumes such as we sometimes see ; the purpose of
which appears to be rather to display the refinement of
the Author's own conceptions of impossible practice,
than to convey useful knowledge or instruction of any
kind whatever. An Artist knows what is, and what
is not, within the province of his art to perform ; and
is not likely to be for ever teasing the poor Student
with the beauties of mixed passions, or to perplex him
with an imaginary union of excellencies incompatible
with each other.'

It is from this practical and professional standpoint
that Reynolds's Discourses are to-day to be regarded.
He had little written art-criticism at his back ; and he
relies mainly upon his personal impressions. He may
mention Felibien and De Piles ; but his real authorities
are his Italian memories and his Flemish note-books.
He took up the art,' he says, ' simply as he found it

exemplified m the practice of the most approved
Painters,' and he nowhere attempts to substitute
declamation for argument,' or 'a smooth period for
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INTRODUCTION
a Bound precept.* Naturally, and perhaps inevitably,
as might be expected in a person of his acquirements
and enthu8ia«im, be builded better than he knew ; i,

as successive anthologists have discovered, it is not
difficult to extract from his pages elegant and even
eloquent passages on Michael An :;ilo and Raphael,
on beautv and invention, on simplicity and ornamflnt,
or the like. But the abiding value of his work lies in
the body of helpful precept—contradictr^rv at times as
this of necessity must be—which it contains.^ Adapted
skilfully to the needs of those addressed, and neither
before nor behind the time at which they were delivered,
the Discourses had an appreciable influence in their
day; and, in more ways than one, set a useful model
to the future. If somethinjj of them has now grown
threadbare and faded, they still retain much which is as
persuasive is common-sense, as permanent as t-uth.
And, as one of their author's biographers has said
unanswerably, ' Whatever we may think of the road
into which they directed the student, there can be
no doubt it hd upwards ' *

AUSTIN DOUSON.
Ealing, August, 1907.

1 Cf. Hazlitt's Table Talk, 1831, i.-' On Certain Incon-
sistencies in Sir Joshua Reynolds' Discourses.

'

2 Leslie and Taylor's Li/e and Times of Sir Joshua Reynolds,



CHRONOLOGY OF REYNOLDS'S
LIFE AND LITERARY WORK

1723.

1740.

1743.

1744.

1746.

1749.

1749-

1762.

17o3.

171.

1753.

1753.

July 16 (Thursday). Born at Plympton in
Devonshire.

At Plympton Grammar School.

Apprenticed to 'Iliomas Hudson, of Great Queen
Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields.

Returns to Plymouth.

Back in London.

Decewher 25. Death of Samuel Reynolds.—
Reynolds's father.

May 11. Sails with Commodore (afterwards
Admiral) Augustus Keppel to the Mediter-
ranean.

-52. Leghorn, Rome, F!orence, Venice, etc.

October 16. Arrives in London.

Sets up in Sir James Thornhill's old house in
St. Martin's Lane, Xo. 104.

Moves to No. 5, Great Newport Street.

(?) Makes acquaintance with Johnson.

iDecember. Hogarth's Analysis of Btautu pub-
lished.

]

'

xiii

llliii
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1759.

1760.

1760.

1761.

1764.

1764.

1764.

1766.

1768.

1768.

1769.

1769.

1769.

1769.

1770.

1770.

1771.

CHRONOLOGY
September 29-November 10. Letters to Idler,

Nos. 76, 79, and 82.
'

Summer. Removes to Uicester Fields (now
Leicester Square), No. 47, west side, and sets
up chariot.

April 21. First nublic exhibition "a Great
Room of Society of Arts, Strand.

May 9, Exhibition of Incorporate! Society of
Artists in Spring Gardens.

Literary Club founded at sujjgestion of
Reynolds.

Dangerously ill.

iOctober 26. Death of William Hogarth at
Leicester Fields.]

Incorporation of Society of Artists.

September 9-October 23. Trip to Paris.

December 14. First General Meeting of Royal
Academy, Reynolds President.

January 2. First Discovhsk (Introductory).

April 21. Knighted h" George IIL

April 26. First Exhibition of the Royal
Acade iy .

Villa at Richmond (Wick House).

December 11. Second Discourse (Course of
Study).

•'

September 7-October 14. Visits Devonshire.

December 14. Third Discourse (Grand Style, etc).

1771.

Royal Academy granted Rooms in Old Somerset
House.

Fourth Discourse (Generaliza-

louse

December 10,

tion).
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1772.

1772.

1775i.

1774.

1774.

1774.

1776.

1778.

1778.

i780.

1780.

1781.

1782.

1782.

1784.

1784.

1786.

1788.

1789.

CHRONOLOGY
Juiy. Receives Oxford Degree of D.C.L.

September. Mayor t f Plymouth.

December 10. Fifth L iscourse (Qualification of
Earlier Utterances).

[Apnl 4. Death of Goldsmith.]

April 19. Goldsmith's verse-portrait of Reynolds
in Retaliation.

December 10. Sixth Discourse (Pictorial Imita-
tion).

December 10. Seventh Discourse (Standard of
Taste).

First Seven Discourses republished in octavo with
dedication to George III.

December 10. Eighth Discourse (Pnnciples of
Art). ^ •'

October 16. Ninth Discourse ((>/>eniw^ newSchools
in New Somerset House).

December 11. Tenth DiscounsE (Sculpture).

Jul^2^Septembfr 16. Journey to Fla-iders and
Holland.

Paralytic Stroke.

December 10. Eleventh Discourse (Genius).

December 10. Twelfth Discourse {Education of
the Artist).

"^

[December V6. Death of Johnson.]

December 11. Thirteenth Discourse (Art
Nature, and Imagination).

'

December 10. Fourteenth Discourse (Gains,
borough).

Becomes partially blind.



xvi CHRONOLOGY OF REYNOLDS'S WORKS
^7^- -^'^^ 23. Resigns Presidency of Royal

1700. March 16. Resumes Presidency.

1790. ^*^^*«'-10. F'FTEENTH Discourse (Fa/«rf»rfoiy

1701. November 5. Makes his Will.

1702. February
23

Jl'hursday). Dies at Leicester
fields, in his sixty-ninth year.

1792. March 3. Buried in Crypt of St. Paul's.

1794. Works published by Edmund Alalone, 2 vols
quarto. '

1813. Monument by Flaxman in St. Paul's.
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TO

THE KING

Thb rejfular progress of cultivated life is from neces-
saries to accommodations, from accommo<lations to
ornaments. By your illustrious predecessors were
established Marts for manufactures, and Colleges for
science

: but f(»r the arts of elegance, those arts by
which manufactures are embellished, and science is
refined, to found an Academy was reserved for Your
Majesty.

Had such patronage been without effect, there had
been reason to believe that Nature had, by some
iniurmountable impediment, obstructed our profici-
ency

; but the annual improveme.it of the Exhibitions
which Your Majesty has been pleased to encourage,
shows that only encouragement had been wanting.
To give advice to those who are contending for

royal liberality, has been for some years the duty
of my station in the Academy ; and these Discourses
hope for Your Majesty's acceptance, as well-intended
endeavours to incite that emulation which your notice
has kindled, and direct those studies which your
bounty has rewarded.

May it please Your Majesty,

Your Majesty'

-

Most dui.ful Servant,
And most faithful Subject,

[1778] JOSHUA REYNOLDS.
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TO

THE MEMBERS

OF

THE ROYAL ACADEMY

GENTLEMEN,
That you have ordered the puhlication of this dis-course, IS not only very flattering to me as it Jm«K
your approbation if thl methoiff stu^y'whichTfcrecommended

;
but likewise, as this method receivesfrom that act such an additional weight and auKlva. demands from the Students that deference "ndrespect, which can be due only to the uS senseof so considerable a Body of Artists.

I am.
With the greatest esteem and respect.

Gentlemen,
Your most humble.

And obedient Servant,

JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

zziti
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DISCOURSE I

ART BE EXACTED PBnw ^„» RULES OK
THAT X PHKM^t"he"^,1po"tJ'r «'''^»^--«-

CONSTANTLY RECOMMENDED, ^^IJl'T'''' "''

EFEECrUA.) DIRECTED TO^ PROpiniE^""^ ""

GENTLEMEN,

royal mLnificence Tl,;! J!f*/P*°*** ""o^^ "s by
the highest deffre; inirlL- ^' *PP**'' *° -vent in

an'l.;rp/rf lt1f,rof B^;:? T'^f^^ "«°° -by

that slow progression o?tiin1rs whicfrS'^'T'^
^^-^^

elegance and refinement thS^^ti°f"?"y ^^e.and power. ^*®' ®*ect of opulence
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effect even its own narrow purposes. If it has an
origin no higher, no taste can ever be formed in
manufactures

; but if the higher Arts of Design flourish,
these inferior ends will be answered of course.
We are happy in having a Prince, who has conceived

the design of such an Institution, according to its true
dignity

; and who promotes the Arts, as the head of a
great, a learned, a polite, and a commercial nation

;

and I can now congratulate you, gentlemen, on the
accomplishment of your long and ardent wishes.
The numberless and ineffectual consultations which

I have had with many in this assembly to form plans
and concert scIiernes for an Academy, afford a sufficient
proof of the impossibility of succeeding but by the in-
fluence of Majesty. But there have, perhaps, been
times, when even the influence of Majesty would have
been ineffectual

; and it is pleasing to reflect, that we
are thus embodied, when every circumstance seems
to concur from which honour and ptv^sperity can pro-
bably arise.

There are, at this time, a greater number of excel-
lent artists than were ever known before at one period
in this nation ; there is a general desire among our
nobility to be distinguished as lovers and judges of the
Arts; there is a greater superfluity of wealth among
the people to reward the professors ; and, above all,
we are patronized by a Monarch, who, knowing the
value of science and of elegance, thinks ev ry art
worthy of his notice, that tends to soften and h anize
the mind.

After so much has been done by his Ma ty, it
will be wholly o ir fault, if our progress is not ni some
degree correspondent to the wisdom and generosity of
the Institution : let us show our gratitude in our dili-
gence, th*t, though our merit may not answer his ex-
pectations, yet, at least, our industry mav deserve his
protection.

But whatever may be our proportion of success, of
this we may be sure, that the present Institution will
at least contribute to advance our knowledge of the

1

I

I
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Arts, and bring us nearer to that ideal excellence,
which it is the lot of genius always to contemplate,
and never to attain.

llie principl advantage of an Academy is, that, be-
sides furniahmg able men to direct the student, it will
be a repository for the great examples of the art.
These are the materials on which genius is to work,
and without which the strongest intellect may be
fruitlessly or deviously employed. By studying these
authentic models, that idea of excellence which is
the result of the accumulated experience of past ages
may be at once acquired ; and the tardy and obstructed
progress of our predecessors may teach us a shorter
and easier way. The student receives, at one glance,
the principles which many artists have spent their
whole lives in ascertaining; and, satisfied with their
effect, is spared the painful investigation by which
they came to be known and fixed. How many men
of great natural abilities have been lost to this nation
for want of these advantages ! They never had an
opportunity of seeing those masterly eflFoits of genius,
which at on-e kindle the whole soul, and force :t into
sudden and irresistible approbation.

RaflFaelle, it u true, had not the advantage of studv-

ii"^? i*°i
*" Academy

;
but all Home, and the works of

Michel Angelo in particular, were to him an Academv.
On the sight of the Capella Sistina, he immediately,
from a dry, Gothic, and even insipid manner, which
attends to the minute accidental discriminations of
particular and individual objects, assumed that grand
sty.c of painting, which improves partial representa-
tion by the general and invariable ideas of nature.
Every seminary of learning may be said to be

surrounded with an atmosphere of floating knowledge,
where every mind may imbibe somewhat congenial
to its own original conceptions. Knowledge, thus
obtained has always something more popular and
useful than that whicli is forced upon the mind by
private precepts, or solitary meditation. Besides, it
IS generally found, that a youth more easily receives
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instruction from the companions of his studies, whoseminds are nearly on a level with his own thai fromthose who are much his superiors • andlt'i« frni^
equals only that he catches^theZ' of emulationOne advantage, I will venture to affirm, we' shallhave m our Academy, which no other nation can boasWe shall have nothing to unlearn. To this Sethe present race of artists hare a just claim %?« faras they have yet proceeded, they are right With usthe exertions of genius wilf henceforJ^S'be Ejected

in other schools, where he that travelled fasted nnlllwandered farthest from the right way
"^^

Impressed, as I am, therefore, with such a favourableopinion of my «sociates in this undertakingfu would
11 hecome me to dictate to any of them. fiSt as theseInstitutions have so often failed in other nations -anl
wi Z^^'^Y''^ K *^'"^ *'*^ '«^«t> how much might

tZ^a ^r^^ ^ ""'* **'^« ^««^« t« offer a few ffiby which those errors may be rectified, and thosedefects supplied. These the professors and visSmay reject or adopt a. they shall think proper.
I would chiefly recommend, that an implicit obedience to the Ruk. of Art, as established by ?be pi^ctfceof the great masters, should be exacted from theyoung students. That those models, which have Lsedthrough the approbation of ages, should be coSredby them as perfect and infdlible guides ,^ssu£tsfor their imitation, not their criticism

^uojects

lu*?
confident, that this is the only efficaciousmethod of making a progress in the Art^s ;TndEhe who sets out with doubting, will find life finished

m«:'b«^'S*r"'"'
""''''' "^ *^« rudiments For itmay be laid down as a maxim, that he who begins bypresuming on his own sense, has ended hiVSiesas soon as he has commenced them. Every oppor-tunity therefore should be taken to discountenance

that false and .ulgar opinion, that rules are the fettewof genius
: they are fetters only to men of no genius"as that armour, which upon the strong is an orSment
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and a defence, apon the weak and misshapen becomes
a load, and cripples the body which it was made to
protect.

How much liberty may be taken to break through
those rules, and, as the poet expresses it,

To snatch a grace beyond the reach of &rt,

may be a subsequent consideration, vrhev. the pupils

become masters themselves. It is then., when their

genius has received its utmost improvement, that rules

may possibly be dispensed with. But let us not destroy
the scaffold until we have raised the building.

The directors ought more particularly to watch
over the genius of those students who, being more
advanced, are arrived at that critical period of study,
on the nice management of which their future turn of
taste depends. At that age it is natural for them to
be more captivated with what is brilliant than with
what is solid, and to prefer splendid n^ligeuce to
painful and humiliating exactness.
A facility in composing, a lively, and what is called

a masterly, handling of the chalk or pencil, are, it

must be confessed, captivating qualities to young
minds, and become of course the objects of their
ambition. They endeavour to imitate these dazzling
excellencies, which they will find no great labour in
attaining. After much time spent in these frivolous
pursuits, the difficulty will be to retreat ; but it will
be then too late; and there is scarce an instance of
return to scrupulous labour, after the mind has been
debauched and deceived by this fallacious mastery.
By this useless industry they are excluded from all

power of advancing in real excellence. Whilst boys,
they are arrived at their utmost perfection : they ha
taken the shadow for the substance ; and make the
mechanical felicity the chief excellence of the art,
which is only an ornament, and of the merit of which
few but painters themselves are judges.
This seems to me to be one of the most dangerous
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Murces of corruption ; and I speak of it from «»

tf?T\"u°* '^ *° «"°' ^fai«h may poiibl/wnen'W which has actually infected all fordg^ iLdeE'The directors were probably pleased with tK;- J
^-t-re^e-terity in^their pupTand prdsed'tEefr"dispatch at the expense of their co;rectne?8

^fll^ ^°*u ^ ""f°
^^^^^ '^'^t °"Jy this frivolous ambition

nn ^n^V*""^"^?*
'"^'**" «^ execution, incitinrthemon one hand, but also their natural sloth ternotWihem on the other. They are terrified at the pXctbefoie them of the toil required to attain exactnessThe impetuosity of youth is disgusted at the s

W

approaclies of a regular siege, and desires, from merlimpatience of labour, to take the citadel by storm

SL^r'L*'? ^".^ '^"'^ «^«'^«'- path to excellence a,Tdhope to obtain the reward of eminence by other Scansthan those, which the indispensable rulers of art haveprescribed They must, therefore, be told a^ain andagain, that labour is the only price of solid feme andthat whatever their force of genius may beThere^sno easy method of becoming a good paintedWhen we read the livls of the most eminentpainters, every page informs us that no part o? the^rtime was snent in dissipation. Even an increase offame served only to augment their industry ?o beconvinced with what persevering assiduity they pursuedtheir studies, we need only reflect on their methodof proceeding in their most celebrated works' VVhenthey conceived a subject, they first made a vrrietyof sketches; then a finished drawing of the whole-after that a more correct drawing of every senarate

from t'Cwe ^kT'-7' '"
V^^"- ""' -to/ched i?irom tne Jite. rhe pictures, thus wrought with suchpains, now appar like the effect of enchantment, andas^if some mighty genius had struck them offVt a

»t.5"S '^I'l!^^*
.*^/Ugence is thus recommended to thestudents, the visitors will take care that their diligencebe effectual

;
that it be well directed, and empliyfd on
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the proper object A studen'; is not always advancing

because he is employed ; he must apply his strenj^th

to that part of the art where the real difficulties he

;

to that part which distinguishes it as a liberal art;

and not by mistaken industry lose his time in that

which is merely ornamental. The students, instead

of vying with each other which shall have the readiest

hand, should be taught to contend who shall have the

purest and most correct outline ; instead of striving

which shall produce the brightest tint, or, curiously

trifling, shall give the gloss of stuffs, so as to appear

real, let their ambition be directed to contend, which

shall dispose his drapery in the most graceful folds,

which shall give the most grace and dignity to the

human figure.

I must beg leave to submit one thing more to the

consideration of the visitors, which appears to me a

matter of very great consequence, and the omission of

which 1 think a principal defect in the method of

education pursued in all the Academies I have ever

visited. The error I mean is, that the students never

draw exactly from the living models which they have

before them. It is not, indeed, their intention, nor

are they directed to do it. Their drawings resemble

the model only in the attitude. They change the

form according to their vague and uncertain ideas of

beauty, and make a drawing rather of what they think

the figure ought to be, than of what it appears. I

have thought this the obstacle that has stopped the

progress of many young men of real genius ; and I

very much doubt whether a habit of drawing correctly

what we see will not give a proportionable power

of drawing correctly what we imagine. He who

endeavours to copy nicely the figure iiefore him, not

only acquires a habit of exactness and precision, but is

continually advancing in his knowledge of the human
figure; and though he seems to superficial observers

to make a slower progress, he will be found at i

capable of adding (without running into capricious

wildness) that grace and beauty which is necessary to
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joga) of the ffreat masters inThr" t!™ ^^ ^"e^r draw-

K^eat deference, t ' i u^*i ' " " not wi>}ir...«^

danger; since the Cou^aL«^°J °^^h« there s no
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SL*If!!?'•??
thi. InttituUon nay answer the expec-tation of It. Roval Founder; that the present LeSSVvie m Arta with that of Leo the Tenth • andX* A!

^f^fyjifthe diriyAH (to make u^of kn expre'ii/j^

a2
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DISCOURSE II

i! Sif

U J!l!

t: *:

8H0i;rj> BK KMPLOvrn f» 7./ ''''^ PIECES

GENTLEMEN,

have jurrecei'vei''! IIV^ V^*
.^°°°"'- ^''•<^h you

merii and ciuW wish t„ -h^
^^^"^^ °P'"'"" '^^ ^^ur

than barren prais^^I c'ouiywfs"r "^ ^'^
such a course of studv r« »,- ^ '®*^ ^O" '"to

hive had, anatte .n««T ">« l»ng experience I

have purs'ued th'i:sS ?„ X''""4rH'f '

been enffaired. I shall Ka ««^ x*. V «' ® ^^"^ ^ ""ve
some hints to your consfdera^^^^^^ ""^'T'''^

'" °^«"»^
in a great decree founS ^^ *'*' ^°*^^«'l'

the same purS' BS?Jhf T?" '"^/'^" "''«*^''«« i"

managed/ often shortens t^*""^f ^"°"' JP"P«%
although no method of !/^ T^ .^"^ *^"*^- -AnH
of itself conduct to exL"-^' ^* '^" °^''' ^'"
industry fromtin^raSr;;^ ''' '' "^^^P—
only" cSn:ye"r^l°i"rtts'l'^r^ ^'^^'^ ^^^^ ^ «^-»
your studies ' * "^^^^'^^ *° *^« "'^'Aorf of
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n«Si'*'??i.*^r 'S^y '^^ P*'°'^°^ '»*« tl»«e di-tinct

S^W nf^ •ddrew you .. having p^sed throughthe 5rrt of them, which is confined to theVudimenS"S ;^;i^"m ^ *^^ ^.':''''"^ "y «bj*^* thatTet^iL'itoelf, a tolerable readinesi in the management ofcolour, and an acquaintance with the mSst .rmoLand obvious ruleu of compoii -ion.
^

The first degree of proficiency is, in paintimr whatgnimmar is in literature, a general prewSn for

ct^V 'r^^ °^ **>• ''^ the student mrrafter^artchoose for Lis more parUcular application. The m)werot drawing^^ modelling, and u«?ng colour/, is^I^

KL^"^:'ho„^'""^"^r' '••« ^^' -'^^^ th^language, tlie honours you hare ust !«<•«; v«/i «-«.,-
you to have made no incLiderabli prorre^"'^

^
When the artist is once enabled to express himselfwith some degree of correctness, he mJst the ^en
tZT *?/°"«ft subjects for expression

; to L.^
mav reau/re*"'H«*^

"°'"^'°.*'* '^^ ^•"•^ " °«^^
rSv TJ^t- u v5 "t

".^'^ '° *b« -econd period ofatudy m which his business is to learn aU that h«,been known and done before his owTSme HavW

enlarge his imagination. With^a vlrietv T^J"fthus before him. he will avnid tl.* ^ models
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he sought only to kno v ;^
tb^; former period

wherevir it «L to h! % ^
'"'"'''°® excellence,

obeyed as teachers; and as exerdSnr* ^i^^®^^'^

without^Cr try ?he nowl ^?
)"?"^°''^' ^« '"^X ^<'^

the borders of the wildest extravao-anl tk Tu^ °^

These are the different stages of the art Rnf . t

throngh the first yr7od I i^^S.^ h
"'"''^ ^"^

"uppoie they want anv heln i^fk. • t 1" V">V'iHy
My p™„„t'desig„ i"C df^e" yo'u "vi'.?Z S";
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and shall not anticipate those precepts, which it is his
business to give, and your duty to understand.

It^ is indisputably evident that a great part of eve -

man's life must be employed in collecting materials
for the exercise of genius. Invention, strictly speaking,
is little more than a new combination of those images
which have been previously gathered and deposited in
the memory

: nothing can come of nothing : he who
has laid up no materials can produce no combinations.
A student unacquainted with the attempts of former

adventurers is always apt to overrate his own abilities
;

to mistake the most trifling excursions for discoveries
of moment, and every coast new to him for a new-
found country. If by chance he passes beyond his
usual limits, he congratulates his own arrival at those
regions which they who have steered a better course
have long left behind them.
The productions of such minds are seldom distin-

guished by an air of originality ; they are anticipated
in their happiest eflForts ; and if they are found to
differ in anything from their predecessors, it is onlym irregular sallies and trifling conceits. The more
extensive, therefore, your acquaintance is with the
works of those who have excelled, the more extensive
will be your powers of invention; and what may appear
still more like a paradox, the more original will be
your conceptions. But the diflSculty on this occasion
IS to determine what ought to be proposed as models
ot excellence, and who ought to be considered as the
properest guides.
To a young man just arrived in Italy, many of the

present painters of that countrv are ready enough to
obtrude their precepts, and to offer their own perform-
ances as examples of that perfection which they affect to
recommend. The modern, however, who recommends
himself as a standard, may justly be suspected as
Ignorant of the true end, and unacquainted with the
proper object, of the art which he professes. To
follow such a guide will not only reUrd the student,
but mislead him. '

iii
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obvious; those great master, ?**l ^^« •"^'^er is
same road with suS^ a

' tl *^?':^ *"*"«"«<1 the
others. The workro;thosl'';hT? ^''^"^^ *° *^°"'i»«t
of ages have a claim to th!t ^*''® *°o<' 'he test
o which no modern C.S preLnd ^t^""^ veneration

stability of their fame is s.fffl!,- * *
^*® duration and

not been «uspendSTpin th^TV'' !?°"« *''*' '* has
and caprice, but bound to the >.u***^ of fashion

The%Ts'^*'?^ apprXit
'"'"•° ^^"* ^^^ --y

of those great merbttW^'lf *°" "'"^^ *^« ^orks
advantage is an inquiry of ^-l.^-''

"^>' ^^ studied to
Some who have nZ-J ^® ^'"P^^n'^o-

consideration of the rll dSl'^f *^''' "'"'^^ to the
rate the works of an .,Sst i? nrL°l-^" "^^ ^"^ ^ho
or are defective in th i mi

proportion as they excel
theory as something tStmavprL?\uP*^^^ ^°°k on
not to paint better f and c^nfinTnt t

*^''", *° ^^^ but
to mechanical practice vp,^».^^ themselves entirely
drudgery of co^ng and^tb-''i??u"'^^

toil on in the

part ofa favourite picture ;, o „ ^ *^® mmutest
tedious, and, I think a

appears to me a very
proceeding. Of every laie ix.nn-?^""'^

"'^''^^^ of
which are most admired a ^r^T ^"''"^ *^^° °^ those
said to be commonpace Thfs ,b^'V°^."^

^« truly
much time in copying cond ,;. w^,^ ^* takes uj
ment. I conside? gfilera] ^ '

*^^ *° ''"P'-«^e-
k'nd of industry • thTll a

^^^^P^^ng as a delusive
the appearancfjf-dlV,'om:;'r-fi- himself "^^^^^^^^

dangerous habit of imft.? .°f '
he fells into the

of labouring wiVout'^.^.^ftoS:/ ^^^^-^^nd
requires no effort of the ^ITT^''^^^''^' " it
work

: and those newer, nf
" ' .^* ^^^eps over his

''hich ou ,t paffiariv t '^^°*,r. ^°*^ composition
action, lie ^or^iS? and fose tW ""'^ «"t, ancfput in
exercise.

*^ ^°^® their energy for want of

1
^^^ ___
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their own^ who have spent much of their time in

making finished copies, is well known to all who are
conversant with our art.

To suppose that the complication of powers, and
variety of ideas necessary to that mind which aspires

to the first honours in the Art of Painting, can he
obtained by the frigid contemplation of a few single

models, is no less absurd, than it would be in him who
wishes to be a poet, to imagine that by translating a
tragedy he can acquire to himself sufficient knowledge
of the appearances of nature, the operations of the
passions, and the incidents of life.

The great use in copying, if it be at all useful,

should seem to be in learning to colour ; yet even
colouring will never be perfectly attained by servilely

copying the model before you. An eye critically nice
can only be formed by observing well-coloured pictures
with attention; and by close inspection, and minute
examination, you will discover, at last, the manner of
handling, the artifices of contrast, glazing, and other
expedients by which good colourists have raised the
value of their tints, and by which nature has been so
happily imitated.

1 must inform you, however, that old pictures,
deservedly celebrated for their colouring, are often so
changed by dirt and varnish that we ought not to
wonder if they do not appear equal to their reputa-
tion in th«^ eyes of unexperienced painters, or young
students. An artist whose judgement is matured by
long observation considers rather what the picture
once was, than what it is at present. He has by habit
acquired a power of seeing the brilliancy of tints
through the cloud by which it is obscured. An exact
imitation, therefore, of those pictures, is likely to fill

the student's mind with false opinions, and to send
him back a colourist of his own formation, with ideas
equally remote from nature and from art, from the
genuine practice of the masters and the real appear-
ances of thingps.

Following these rules, and using these precautions.

It
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invent on their ^^^ P *°® same road ri^k ^^^
ing. Po".eL yo^^^/Pl°ciples and t.y%r *«

»Dg a Similar subject an/ ^.^Petition, hy rJ^t

01 instruct on Th^ i
precepts or any oth^r «.!
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f!^?'!;^*^**^ '"^ .*^*' '"^<^' ^'" not only be morejust but more lasting than those presented toTouby p.ecepts only, which will always be fleetingvariable, and undetermined.
' neeting,

II,Ji'^
method of comparing your own efforts withthose of some great master is indeed a sev^e Tndmortifying task, to which none will submirbut sScb

ttAT.f"t- ^'^''l'
^'^^ ^°^***"<^« sufficient to forgothe gratifications of present vanity for future bono?,?When the student has succeeded in some measure tohis own satisfaction, and has felicitated hhnTelTon m"success, to go volunterily to a tribunal where heWs

musrvanlb
"'* ^" ^"'"^'^*^' T^ ^" self-approbation

greai numurty. lo him, however, who has thaambition to be a real master, the sol.Tsatisfact on

^nenU^Ti' ''^'"
t .^""^'^iousness of his advanc^ment (of which seeing his own faults is the first ste^will very abundantly compensate for the mortTfica fouof present disappointment There is, besides thSalleviating circumstance : every discovery he

''

kes

r^c^dToi^'roi'^s:^^^^^^^^^
a confidence in SsSfSci:nf o'L'ruT'Zresolution of perseverance. ^ "^ *^'

W"e all must have experienced how ]«»;i«^ o^j

^:rf'^ ,^0- "'«ffecSallv Tnst^c fon Vrece^e°d"when forced upon the mind bv others FVwLIk
tl"cfe.*°

-y P"7o- who h'a:?:::t beetttTr t^lteachers. We prefer those instructions which we hav«g^ven ourselves, from our affection to the nstnictor

you should not admire i^l^ Jtll^tT^onZt. b^'

(

:

1

1

r

I ff-
i
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^^^^J^"^^ ^'^-^ «nd that the .oHd has
't is not an easv task- +« • x

excellencies for y«^ur irnitltio'^n wl''?*,*''r
^^'"'""^

amongst the various schools In"^ j'^ distributed
this may, perhaps, be the suL*.* V ^°d«*^our to do

a model for style in paint n^ wS '
°l^

recommend
art more immediateir„ecSf;r?^ .k'

'^ '"'"^"''^ «^ t^e
Style ,n painting is'the ^meL ' ^^'^^ff student,
over materials, whether wo^Ss nn T"''°«^' * P^'^er
conceptions or sentiments ar«L *'°l""'«'

'^3^ '^hich
Ludovico Caracci (T mean hi? kT*^- ^^ '" this
to me to approach^ thT nearest *T "7^"^ *PP«"s
unaffected breadth of light Ind'L^ I-erfection. His
of colouring, which, holding £ 1 '^ *^' simplicity
not draw aside the least nT.f iV ^^^P*"" '^^^^^ does
the subject, and the solemn ./ *^/ttention from
which seems diffused over T^?s JT °^ *^*t twilight
to correspond with gravelnd diSnfrf'

?.P**^ *» ">«
than the more artifcial SiafcJ "f** '"^^u*?*^'

^«tter
enlightens the pictures nf T**"^

of sunshine which
thought that TitL's CO ourii5*w

°
't.'^°"^.^

7^"tore?
fection, and would corresDonyT

the model of per-
pf Michel Angelo

; and tE«? v?" ""^^ the sublhne
like Titian, or^Titian SesigneVhke^f^" f"^ ^^^^"'^d
«^ould once have had a perfect nlint^'''^*^°^

^^^ ^"'"Id
It IS our misfortune,'^rowele^r tilt .uCaracci, which I w^..m

""'^^ever, that those works nf
"ot often found out if b'T'°™^°^

to the student are

of St John the BalXl'jZ ^^^fi^^-'^ti^, The BiHh
^"^^ St. Jerome, TheFrescoJaF^t"^'-^?'' ^««^««',
palace, are all worthv tv.. I^'"^* '" the Zampieri

'ho ProfeJ't'o'a ^ne™;' "' """'' "«"«">
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the toil of studj might be saved. Bat let no m- a be
seduced to idleness by specious promises. Exc€ icnce
IS never granted to man, but as the reward of labour
It argues, indeed, no small strength of mind to perse-
vere in habits of industry, without the pleasure of
perceiving those advances ; which, like the hand of a
clock, wh .it thev make hourly approaches to their
point, yet proceed so slowly as to escape observation.A facility of .1 rawing, like that of playing upon a
musical mstrumen't, cannot be acquired but by an
infinite number of acts. I need not, therefore, enforce
by many words the necessity of continual application •

nor tell you that the port-crayon ought to be for everm your hands. Various methods will occur to you bv
which this power may be acquired. I would particu-
larly recommend, that after your return from theAcademy (where I suppose your attendance to be
constant), you would endeavour to draw the figure by
memory. I will even venture to add, that by perse-
verance m this custom you will become able to draw
the human figure tolerably correct, with as little effort
ot the mind aa is required to trace with a pen the
letters of the alphabet.

*^

That this facility is not unattainable some members
in this Academy give a sufficient proof. And be
assured, that, if this power is not acquired whilst you
are young, there will be no time for it afterwards •

at least the attempt will be attended with as much
difliculty as th(»se experience who learn to read or
write after they have arrived at the age of maturity.
But while I mention the port-crayon as the student's

constant companion, he must still remember that the
pencil 18 the instrument by which he must hope toobtain eminence. What, therefore, I wish to impressupon yn- ,s, that, whenever an opportunity offersyou pamt your studies instead of drawing them. This

^'L^r yoH,f"«h a facility in using colours, that intime they wiU arrange themselves under the De-"ileven without the attention of the hand that coSI. .ts
It. Jf one act excluded the other, this advice could
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short struggle ofresoTitfinSustr^T"^' "^ '^ '>y «
" attainable in painSmr as hi^'i.

*'*'"* **P«d'tion
cauuot see what object"! Ln J T'^^ °" P«P«'. I
practice, or why thiTlhouuVA^^y ^ ™«^« ^ the
tnav be done ./together ** **°"* ^^ P"^ ^hich

ing.an5 co^ide'tS r'^s^^-'^^^'*^ r^°°^« of paint-
find that those Uoexcern^^r.^^^^^^V^ncies, we^haS
this method. The wSn Vn^i "S^''"'*.'".^

P"^"«d
which owe much of their fL?* ^^^^'"^ »«^o<>l«,
enriched the cabinets orthl^nlu/^^^T^'^' ^^^^
with very few examples Th. ''***/*nf^ drawings
Veronese, Tintoret, Tnd the ^T °^ ^'"*"' P«"l
«I'ffht and ""determS Th^irr'.Y* '" ^«"«^»1
a.-e as rude as their pictures are LpI? 5^ ''^ P^P'*-
harmony of colounim- n f*celJent in regard to
left few] if an V fin shin

9°"«^«^'o a"d Baroccio have
'•n the FleSh Bchool ITk'"^'

''"^'"^ them S
their designs for hetost "art eith"'

•''*°1>^^'^ -«de
chiaroscuro. It is a^ nnm£ ! ^V*" *" colours or in
Venetian and FleLi^^hTinters 'on'"'

"^^'^'^^ °^ *»!«
schools of Kome and Hoteice on n "^''^^r

'^ ^^ the
many finished drawinJs a

" Lm ^ 'If' f'*'*
''"' that

those masters ThoT/^hf '** ""*^®'' the names of
productions either oTengrav^^^^^^^^^

undoubtedly^
copied their works

^^^'^^''^^^ ^^ their scholars, who

received opinions I niSl i-K^ ^^^^^^ ^'dely from
when bette^r are ^uLsteS sJalT 1*^

^'P'^^^^^' «nd
regret

«*"ff&ested shall retract them without

be opposiVS^PtrSJin'Thr^' •" ^^'--^ ^ -^-" o-l7
I am not afraid that? shal'rer.r.^I' *^^ *^« ^dleT
must have no deD?ndJm.« ^^' '* ^''^ o^en. You
70U have greattC^!"L'duTtrnnr" ^^^-t ^^
If you have but moderate ahiMt;!^ -I '"^P^o^'e them :
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labour : nothing ii to be obtained without it. Not to
tnter into metaphysical discussions on the nature or
e85ence of genius, I will venture to assert, that assiduity
unabated by diflSculty, and a disposition eagerly directed
to tlie object of its pursuit, will produce effects similar
to those which some call the result of natural power*.
Though a man cannot at all times, and in all places,

{>aint or draw, yet the mind can prepare itself by
aying in proper materials, at all times, and in all
places. Both Livy and Plutarch, in describing Philo-
poemen, one of the ablest generals of antiquity, have
given us a striking picture of a mind always intent
on its profession, and by assiduity obtaining those
excellencies which some all their lives vainly expect
from nature. I shall quote the passage in Livy at
length, as it runs parallel with the practice I would
recommend to the Painter, Sculptor and Architect.

' Philopoemen was a man eminent for his sagacity
and experience in choosing ground, and in leading
armies ; to which he formed his mind by perpetual
meditation, in times of peace as well as war. When,
in any occasional journey, he came to a strait, difficult
passage, if he was alone, he considered with himself,
and if he was in company he asked his friends, what it
would be best to do if in this place they had found an
enemy, either in the front or in the rear, on the one
side or on the other ? " It might happen," says he, " that
the enemy to be opposed might come on drawn up in
regular lines, or in a tumultuous body formed only by
the nature of the place." He then considered a little
what ground he should take ; what number of soldiers
he should use, and what arms he should give them

;where he should lodge his carriages, his bagfr«£ro, and
the defenceless followers of ^^is camp; how many
guards, and of what kind, he should send to defend
them : and whether it would be better to press forward
along the pass, or recover by retreat his former station :

he would consider likewise where his camp could most
commodiously be formed, how much ground he should
enclose within his trenches ; where he should have £he



The artist whn u .

"^ <^«coJoured

«f«•«, he make, n*'"^*^ «^ °btainin„ ^UafT"*'""'
those ofcW aL?^ P''«*e°8'on8 to ll^f ^^ ?<>«-

smallest i«ill *PP^'cation. V^itLnf
^'^^'^ets, except

«» shautt^J'»^f««t otherT, he Js ,"onr'r'°/
^^^^

the same fatSuf^,'j ^'T^^^
-'

^ave *^f/
*hat

not
of
sh



DISCOURSE III

Delivered to the SttuienU, of the Royal Academy, on the
Dutrtbutton of the Prize*, December 14, 1770

THE ORKAT LKADINO PRINCIPLES OP THE GRAND STYLB—OP BEAUTY—THE GENUINE HABITS OP NATURETO BE niSTINGUISHED FROM THOSE OP PA8HI0N

GENTLEMEN,
It is not easy to speak with propriety to so nanystudents of d.fferer.t a^es and different degree, of "Ivancement The mnd requires nourishment adaptedto Its growth

; and what may have promoted our

L-^p^rfeS'"^^'^^*^ - ^" °-' neaJerapproare^

The first endeavours of a young painter, as I hav#^

TtU^t'^ ^ ^rr' di«coirse,Vust be' employed

in..f tn.?"""^''*.'''^^
mechanical dexterity, and con-fined to the mere imitation of the object before him

2Zn^ I
bave advanced beyond the 'rudiments, mav

IJ^A A .^ l,-'^^"^'^^ ^'^^^ t^'e'n^ when I recom-mended the diligent study of the works of our ^^t
^J^^.t T"' ' ^"- ^ ** *^" ^^'^^ ti'"^ endeavourS to

SLt^^'f ^^^'"''^ ^" ''"P''*^'* .ubmission to theauthority of any one master however excellent or bv

frfm 1he"'atunJ
'' '" T""^^ P'-««l"<li"K t'emSve^irom the abundance and variety of nature I will

cold'^'n'*
°'*""

^T*^' ^^ "<»* *« »>«'- « o^ y
h2 A ?7^- *'* excellencies in the art of paintingbeyond what is commonly called the imitation ofnature

;
and these excellencies I wish t.» pSnt out

1 he students who, having passed through theSatory
exercises, are more advanced in the art, and who, sure
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Da. havA I.:..

^
'ne wish of tha »*„ •

beautiful Fvf, /u^^^ °«^er attain to wLt^ " 5"^**^*

proportion, and fllf 7°'"H °^ °-""*:
aJe ^Tnf5^^
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in hit mind from Homer's description.' And thuaCicero .peakmg of the same Phidias :-' Neither d"d

Ju ,uer or Minerva, set before him any one hfman
fii,ure, as a pattern, which he was to copy ; but haWnJ
• more perfect ide. of beauty rtxed in his mind, thii 5stead.lv contemplated, a«d to the imitation of this! a 1his skill and labour were directed

'

\n^c?ent^'^?hi;
"* •"°* ^*'" convinced than theAncienU of this superior power existinir in the art •

nor le^ sensible o/Tts effects. Every fanguLehwadopted terms expressive of this excellence Th^

the En^nJI.
^^^Sref^y^', genius, and taste amon|

hfnf
^

t : T-
''"^different appellations of the samfthing It IS this intellectual dignity, the-^ «v that

hr'and*?hVf'^ n* *''^ ^^y«^^« linetSweenmm and the mere mechanic; and produces thosegreat effects in an instant, which eloquence anTpoetrvby^slow and repeated efforts, are\carcely aCfo
Such is the warmth with which both the Ancientsand Moderns speak of this divine principle ^f theart

,
but, as I have formerly observed, enthusiasticadmiration seldom promotes knowledge Though astudent by such praise may have his attention roifsedand a desire excited, of running in this ^reat Xer'yet It 1. possible that what haf been safd ?o Txdte

mfn^d^^Ifid'''"
*° ^''^\ ^•™- "« examines hfsoi^miuu, and perceives there nothiutr of that h;v5^^

inspiration with which he is told so S.any others havebeen favoured. He never travelled to Wen logather new ideas; and he finds himself dossmS of

vaVonira^nr-"'";*^*" ^''^' -ere com'mrrb'ser'vation and a plain understandin^r can confer Thus

But on this, as upon many other occasions, we
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:ff.tts^iti Totjn" ^. Six r

and may fe enabled to prrctise. *
''^ '"'' '^»^°°'

It 18 not easy to define in what this irreat «itvU no„

all ranaSo «f u "'^ ^'^ *^« Student should be at

be, any precise invariable rule, for the Mer^fi^

.kill in selecting, a„dT!„r ca^tdSS^'n^r/

lie n»*\u ^ ? , "^^ *"<» upon every side of

l:.^.f:rlt,^„rr^tx::iStT^;aj?ic4r™5

All the objects which are exhibited to our view bvnature, upon close examination will be fonnH t«T
"^

their blemishes and defects. The mos'\eSu?^^^^^^^
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have something about them like weakness, minute-
ness, or imperfection. But it is not every eye that
perceives these blemishes. It must be an eye long
used to the contemplation and comparison of these
forms ; and which, by a long habit of observing what
any set of objects of the same kind have in common,
has acquired the power of discerning what each wants
in particular. This long laborious comparison should
be the first study of the painter who aims at the great
style. By this means, he acquires a just idea of
beautiful forms; he corrects nature by herself, her
imperfect state by her more perfect. His eye being
enabled to distinguish the accidental deficiencies,

excrescences, and deformities of things, from their
general figures, he makes out an abstract idea of their
forms more perfect than any one original ; and what
may seem a paradox, he learns to design naturally by
drawing his figures unlike to any one object. This
idea of the perfect state of nature, which the artist

calls the ideal beauty, is the great leading principle
by which works of genius are conducted. By this

Phidias acquired his fame. He wrought upon a sober
principle what has so much excited the enthusiasm of
the world ; and by this method you, who have courage
to tread the same path, may acquire equal reputation.
This is the idea which has acquired, and which

seems to have a right to, the epithet of divine; as it

may be said to preside, like a supreme judge, over all

the productions of nature, appearing to be possessed
of the will and intention of the Creator, as far as they
regard the external form of living beings. When a
man once possesses this idea in its perfection, tliere is

no danger but that he will be sufficiently warmed by
it himself, and be able to warm and ravish every one
else.

Thus it is from a reiterated experience, and a close
comparison of the objects in nature, that an artist
becomes possessed of the idea of that central form,
if I may so express it, from which every deviation is

deformity. But the investigation of this form, I
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the same school opened to m, tV,*
^^e have

i« to be /one bv felicitv In/tk. ^ ^ e"/y'l>ing

genius. Even tt.T™* n "' •'°'"'" »' »«"

with It but which does not contradict it Hlfv"^which is wrouffht with c^rtitiniZ ;l
"•^*'V«rything

principle. If it Ts no?^f '
'

wrought upon somi
k«- f^iH-T •

"^''^ '* cannot be reseatpH Tf

&^^;SKrbr--.---a.J
1 Essays, p. 352. edit. 1635.
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Xee with this great philosopher. Every object which
ases must give us pleasure upon some certain

principles : but as the objects of pleasure are almost
infinite, so their principles vary without end, and
every man finds them out, not by felicity or successful
hazard, but by care and sagacity.

To the principle I have laid down, that the idea of
beauty in each species of beings 'w an invariable one,
it may be objected, that in every particular species

there are various central forms, which are separate
and distinct from each other, and yet are undeniably
beautiful ; that in the human figure, for instance, the
beauty of Hercules is one, of the Gladiator another,
of th« Apollo another ; which makes so many different

ideas of beauty.
It is true, indeed, that these figures are each perfect

in their kind, though of different characters and pro-
portions ; but still none of them is the representation
of an individual, but of a class. And as there is one
general form, which, as I have said, belongs to the
human kind at large, so in each of these classes there
is one common idea and central form, which is the
abstract of the various individual forms belonging to
that class. Thus, though the forms of childhood and
age differ exceedingly, there is a common form in
childhood, and a common form in age, which is the
more perfect, as it is more remote from all peculiar-
ities. But I must add further, that though the mo r

perfect forms of each of the general divisions of thd
human figure are ideal and superior to any individual
form of that class

; yet the highest perfection of the
human figure is not to be found in any one of them.
It is not in the Hercules, nor in th« Gladiator, nor
in the Apollo ; but in that form which is taken from
all, and which partakes equally of the activity of
the Gladiator, of the delicacy of the Apollo, and of
the muscular strength of the Hercules. For perfect
beauty in any species must combine all the characters
which are beautiful in that species. It cannot consist
in any one to the exclusion of the rest : no one.
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dSr ""* "^ P-dominaat, that ao one may be

undoubtedly neceS I fo the dShJ^"^i"^-
*''^'"' "

his compositions withii^LlTF^^^' "^^^ " to vary
portionsr though he if neve^r ?„"]"' ^^''••"f

""^ P^^

po^o" whijn^L^>p^^3^^
j: rd-^n^ r p-

deformity. A figure Ipan^^^ f*"^ *® ''^^ong to
though deviatin/w Cu4 l^^^'AVi**" °^ ^^^''t^

union of the various naS-^i,"/ ^*'" ^*''® ** <^«^tain

make tbe on tl^r^ottt^Ste "^'"'"*« ^

clel^alVd^l^^ridtoVbt^^^^^^^ -'^"-<^ a
he has reduced Ihevarietfnf^ "?^ symmetry

; when
idea, his next teskVilThpL t

**"'^ ^ *^'« abstract
the genuine habits of nature I^^^^

acquainted with
those of fashion. For ^n ?h!'

^^J'^^'^^^ished from
the same principles rheb-» "^ ?'^'"'*'"^ ^"*^ ^''^

of the real forms of^„t
**"^a«q"'red the knowledge

deformity/ he "U ende'a'vouf^ '''"'" ^^«''^«'^*a'

chaste nature, from thosP ^iv^ *•? ^^Pa^ate simple,
and forced aire or actirs wkh .rt' *^^ ^^'^'^^
by modern education ' ^ '^**'*'^ *^« " loaded

by'^retrndLryou' o/*whlf^ T^^' "-n, than
Professor of LitoV,i"Je'Ttot"^^^^^ ^ V *^«
tionand movement of the fSf H ^u°^*"^*' P°«»-
the fashion of turning th^m^ .

«e observed, that
to the intent of na "fe as mLhrh

^' was contrary
structure of the bones an2 fr^ i® '®®" ^^O'" tbe
proceeded from Ihatl^iZt oJ^ndtrl^^^l^

*^^*
may add the erect nositinn nf Vj, k j^', ^** *^'s we
of the chest, the Skinrwith*«t'*^\*^V'^^J^^''^"manv such actions, whS^rk„ow't'^K* ^""^^.' «"d
-uft of fashion, ^nd ^Irna^r '^.Xl r^t^^^d!as

children.
that w. have Wei'UghTtlrS
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I have mentioned but a few of those instances, in
which vanity or caprice have contrived to distort and
disfigure the human form

; your own recollection
will add to these a thousand more of ill-understuud
methods, which have been practised to disguise nature
among our dancing-masters, hair-dressers, and tailors,
in their various schools of deformity.*
However the mechanic and ornamental arts may

sacrifice to fashion, she must be entirely excluded
from the art of painting; the painter must never
mistake this capricious challenging for the genuine
oflfspring of nature; he must divest himself of all
prejudices in favour of his age or country; he niust
disregard all local and temporal ornaments, and look
only on those general habits which are everywliere
and always the same ; he addresses his works to the
people of every country and everv age, he calls upon
posterity to be his spectators, and savs, with Zeuxis,
In aetemitatem pingo.
The neglect of separating modern fashions from the

habits of nature, leads to that ridiculous style which
has been practised by some painters, who have given
to Grecian heroes the airs and graces practised in the
court of Louis XIV ; an absurdity almost as great as
it would have been to have dressed them after the
fashion of that court.
To avoid this error, however, and to retain the true

simplicity of nature, is a task more difficult than at
farst sight It may appear. 'Hie prejudices in favour of
the fashions and customs that we have been used to
and which are justly called a second nature, make it
too often difficult to distinguish that which is natural
from that which is the result of education; they
frequently even give a predUection in favour of the
artificial mode; and almost every one is apt to be

1 ' 'r^°se,' says Quintilian, ' who are taken with the outwardshow of things, think that there is more beautv in personswho are trimmed, curled, and painted, than uncoVrupt naturecan give
;
as if teauty were merely the effect of the corruption
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I
t

Ancients « i^sTru^to;'' n S"fr
''"^^ «''^°""« to the

their works that yoTwmLl^^T/f^^^^^l study of
real simplicity of natare- th^ *-.,*° ****^° to the
observation, which woSdVroi?" '"^*««* "'^^ny
study were confined to naC« -^ ^'^^ y«"' '^ 7our
cannot help 8uspectXg""tha? t ?V "**' '°**"*^' '
ancients had an ^iertLkfhJ\^Hl '°»tance, the
had, probably, little or nothing t ^l^^""'- ^^^4
manners were nearly LnrnTi? *° unlearn, as their
simplicity; while thi tK^^'"^ to this desirable
see the trLth of^thX""^!:^. "j'^ before he Jin
«^ith which the fa^S of thf .*" 'T«^« » ^«l"
proper to cover her * *""®^ ^w thought

that the artist has fomH lu "**'^ ^^^'^^d suppose
which enables him triple t w%'^*" '' "^^'T.
perfect design ; if we fhoulH «

°'*^' * *^*""«ct and
has acquired a knowTedee of fh!"^^"^, *^^^ that he
of nature, which givM Lrn .• T^^^^terated habits
his task is, perhapf^2s tr»„

^P^'"*^'' the rest of
Beauty and ^^mpfev h\te

°
'trf^''^^.^ '"'•^°«d

composition of aVreat8tvirtW^"\" ?'*'"« '^ the
them has little elS to Sru It

^^ T^° ^« «'^q»»i'-ed
forgotten, that there s a noS '* "^*' ^°'*««<*^ ^e
>vhich goes beyond an^tnrSThf °^ conception,
even of perfect form • thirf i ® ""* exhibition
and dignifying theTgurL wfth irf^lf"1 *^f

""'"^^ting
of impressing the ap^^anJe of ^^"1 l.^"'^*"^or heroic virtue. ifKn on?^

f*'^o«>Phic wisdom
that enlarges the spherrof hi^

he acquired by him
variety of knowledirean^ Z understanding by a
the best „roductronfo;rncSTnd't''J^°^^^^^^^A hand thus exercised ««J ^.

modern poetry.
^n brin^ the art tia Cher T^ *^^' instructed,
ti^au, peXp., it has ^l^^l^^^^Sl^^tS^^S^^
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artist servilely to aunnZ* *?*^*P ^«*^e the meaner
pictures whi2 a°e rnKkl J^^^^^^

-"^ *^« b««t

tator. He will nermit t!,«T
*^®*^®"'® '^« ^Pec-

florist or colI^LK^s to prif-K-rif?**''.
^'^^^^

criminations, which df'tS'g'ui^rotobi^^
'""

species from another • whfu i! i-i °"J^^ °^ the same
wTu considerrtur^in^heabstmc^ philosopher,

would be more apt toCceS- bit*it'
""'""^

P"'°*«^
it is the mind wLh the^inter ofIn' "°V^address; nor will he waJteT J^^ T"® *^*'''"«« *»
smaller objects which onTserve tTcatTh t'"^"

''''"^

dmde the attention, and to conntA^nt k-
*"^ ^*"'^^ *«

of speaking to the heart
"°""*^'^^* ^'^ STr-at design

miidsVand'^hS^^
out this discouree iftT o* ''*** '" "^y ^'^^w, throbgh-

paintingl^true dil^f wh' T'V'I^^ ^^'^^ ^^^^ to

come all dTcultieE .ni'l
'''^' sufficient to over?

of embracbg ?he mos? e^t
"'• "^'"'^^ ^^''^ *=«P^We

have, by a wromr ^frlt-
^"''''^. '^^^^ ^^^t they

their' li/es in the^miner JilkT^f"'"^' .?'^^"^ ^P«"*
ever knowing there wi a ?ii *

?*'"*'"&. without
Diirer, as V^HhL m.thr r ^'i *^ P"'"«' Albert
have been onTof t?l « ^ '^™*'^®'*' ''ould probably
lived ^Z"e^% grtafartSTaf.'L^^ <-d he
into those great nrinPinlJ; VIy^**^ ^^ ^^n initiated

well undeXod Ind p?actised Jv I'''
"^'^^ ^«^« «•>

in Italy. But unluckFirhavW^
^'' contemporaries

of an/ other manner, he a^*'^" '^^^
^or he.ri

his own as perfect.
Without doubt, considered

As for t«:e various departments of painting which
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do not presume to make such high pretensions thev

though none enter into competition with this univeiS.!

fnn1-**i"»1
•'^^ *^^ *^« art.*^The painters who Weapplied themselves more particularly to low and vulvar

mVnIr ^°^ T'''"" *" **»«y ««•« exhibited by vu"gaJminds (such as we see in the works of HoCTrth)deserve great praise
; but as their genius h^Sinemployed on low and confined sub^ the pwTsewhich we give must be as limited as^iteobject/ Themerrymaking or quarrelling of the boors of Tenie„*the same sort of productions of Brouwer or Ostodl'

?te p'Ss^w^VL*'!^'''
^'"'^'.""^ '^' excellence and

subKand nJ]!'. l'"^

P^P^^^'^^ '^' ^" ^^ose limited

irc/^ptl
Pe«"|'ar forms, they introduce more orless of the expression of those paksions as theyapLarin general and more enlarged nature. This prffilemay be applied to the battle-pieces of BoS|oZne

S« ^™°;t8^*»«"t"es of Watteau, and even feyonjthe exhibition of nnlmal i;fi» *„ \t.. i^ ,
"c^uuu^he exhibition of animal life, to-'thrkndsV^rTf

-views of Vandervelde.
Claude Lorraine, and the sea-v.ews or vandervelde

different degrees, to the name of a painter, w^ich asatirist an epigrammatist, a sonneteer, a Writer ofpas orals, or descriptive poetry, has to thkt of a poetIn the same rank, and perhaps of not so treatmerit, is the cold painter of portraits. But his cofrectandjust imitation of his object has its merit Eventhe painter of still life, whose highest ambition is togive a minute representation of every part of those
fow objecte which he sets before him, deserves pSm proportion to his attainment; bemuse no pTrt ofthis excellent art, so much the ornament of pEed
life, IS destitute of value and use. These, howeverare by no means the views to which the mind of thestudent ought to be primarilj, directed. HavTng Wuuhy aiming at better things, if from particular IncSia

in.

or from the taste of the time and place he livesor from necessity, or from failure in the highest
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and character tCwni raJ,/"'?'^*"" "J^
^^n^Po^tion

far above their natural rani "^ *""°"* ^'« ^"'^^^

practise that which he estipm«*i i^! \"*" "^^^ys
which he can bist do Tn^5® *^'*' *»"* «^o«« t''at

are many wafks o^ to the" aTtS't'tuf^'Tr
.^^"-^

beauty is of necesSy but one so tb«- -- ^^^ "^
great mode of paintinir • th*. L? ®. ^'^".^ ^"* 0"e
I have endeavored to^,Saii'°^ P""''P^" '^^^^''^'^

I should be sorrv if wha* ;= u
should be at all understood tl ?® recommended
or undetermined maimer of "^^^^^

* ^'''^Je^^

the painter is to oveKk tL^'"*!?^-
,^°'"' though

tions of nature! he I to Jhfhr!iV^f."*^^ cliscrimina.

precision, the general forS^ J?.?''*'"*'*^^''
«"*> «^ith

determined outSneToue^ th/ V*"'"^' -^ «"" «"d
great style in painting- a.^d tt

*^*'^'''»?/ristic8 of the
possesses the knoS; of Jhi!.* ""f

.^^^^^ t^»t I'e who
partof nature ought to l.»vi Ml f*/*"™ ^^'^^^ every
that wied^niiv^o r c^ ':Jr±i''-'^''^'''4his works. ^^^-mess ana precision in all

idI^fTaX'to',et"f"?rr'^r^' *« -'^-« the
pleasure to oVenfthat fh?7'/ '

^"^^ ^°^ the
proceeded in the samP mo^l ^

' '•?^'^^"««r of Paintinif
that the artifice orrntn*"^' "^.^^'^ ^« showed yoH
principle. I a^ foulZlTtZTtl"-''X' '"f

«"
'""

of advancinir science -nf «1^'^ 'f
^^^ °°^y means

confused help of co„traln. ^"°f *^^ ™'"<^ from a
but perplex aSd puSThe sS 'l^^T"*'^^' that do
them, or misgui/eTim f hl^f*'i

^^*1j'^ '="™P«res
authority

. ^riiurinJ ,u ^I®^ himself up to their
can -loIe'gtT^^t\tZt^.fy °"^ ^^"«^«J he'd
mind. * ®" **"** satisfaction to an inquisitive
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DISCOURSE IV

DeNvered to the Students of the Ropal Academy, nn the
Dietnhutton of the Prize,, December 10, 1771

OKNEBAI. IDEAS, THE PRESIDINO PHINCIPLE WHICH REOU-I^TES EVERir PART OP ART ; INVENTION, EXPRES-
BIOV, COLOURING, AND DRAPERY— TWO DISTINCT
STYLES IN HISTORY-PAINTINO

; THE GRAND, ANDTHE ORNAMENTAL-THK SCHOOLS IN WHICH EACH
IS TO BE FOUND — THE COMPOSITE STYLE— THESTYLE FORMED ON LOCAL CUSTOMS AND HABITO. ORA PARTIAL VIEW OP NATURE

GENTLEMEN,
The value and rank of every art is in proportionto the mental labour employed in it, or the menta"pleasure produced by it. As this prindple is obTervedor neglected our profession becomes either a liberal

art, or a Tnechanica^ trade. In the hands of one man
llrnnKW P ^'t^^

pretensions, as it is addressed tothe noblest faculties
; in those of another, it is reducedto a mere matter of ornament; and th4 painter has

S^tVefeXe '''""''' '' '"™"''°^ our rpartmenS

This exertion of mind, which is the only circum-stance that truly ennobles our art, makes the gre"tdistmction be ween the Roman and Venetian sch^ools
I have formerly observed that perfect form is produced

^LiTT «"*
Pt'lf"^""*'^^. and retaining onlvgeneral ideas: I shall now endeavour to show thatth 8 principle, which I have proved to be metaphysi-

cally just extends itself to every part of the art •

that It gives what is called the grand Vtyktofn.

rSg^^nSTra^l^r^^ *° '^^^'^^^^^^ *"^ -^ ^
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Invantiou in painting does not imply the invention

of the subject, for that is commonly supplied bv the
pojt or historian. With respect to the choice, no

uS.T S* P?uP*"* '^*' " "*»* generally interesting
It ought to be either some eminent instance of heroic

pffW Vr. f""'
«"ffering ll^ere must be something,

either in the action or in the object, in which men
are universally concerned, and which powerfully
strikes upon the public sympathy.

'

Strictlv speaking, indeed, no subject can be of
universaf, hardly can it be of general, concern ; but
there are events and characters so popularly known in
those countri^ where our art is in request, that theymay be considered as sufficiently general for all our
purposes Such are the great events of Greek andRoman fable and history, which early education, andthe usual course of reading, have made familiar and
interesting to aU Europe, without being degraded bythe vulgarism of ordinary life in any country. Such

1?' i*'"u
*^® *'.*»"**^ subjects of Scripture history

which, beside their general notoriety, Wome vener-able by their connexion with our religion
As It is required that the subject selected shouldbe a general one, it is no less necessary that it shouldbe kept unembarrassed with whatever may any wavserve to divide the attention of the spectator. When-ever a story is related, every man forms a picture

employed. The power of representing this mentalpicture on canvas is what we call invention ISapainter. And as, in the conception of this idea*picture, the mind does not enter into the minute
peculiarities of the dress, furniture, or scene ofaXnso, when the painter comes to represent it, he con-trives those little necessary concomitant circumsL^^m such a manner that they shall strike the s^ecSf^

of the' sU;."
*''^ ''^ '^"'^'^ •" ^'^ «^-^*

-
'-Pt^»

nfinf^/®''^
""^'^y to allow that some circumstancesof minuteness and particularity frequently tend to gU^
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merefore, cannot whol J V h-\!^- 7. <^»'"cuni8tance«
J»7thin^ in the art whlch^rp?;,'^**^

' •»"' '^ there Sd'scernm^'nt,
it i<» *Z2 X ^*fl"""e« peculiar nicptl «5

^'•^um^tanti;!1 ts .^ihf'JP^'*"*" ^^ theL"Sf

-the s!:r^ of^.X'jif.ri tr^— —r i.caution most necessltl u ' ""*** therefore. I thi„i;
Jjene^lide. C^t tS r^JP ""If

^'^^ «»''•</. *Thet'»n^, however Irfcct *?i
"^^«nce. All gmaUer

w'ui not inquire what *u greater. Thp naint^.

Thus, thoujfh to th- • •

f ™
third be added^a,S,*^4^»-P3i^pou^ a second orcare must be talcen fh«7X "^ third mass of iLk*.
l'«rht«, neither ^h^^, t*^«

«uhordinate actions fnScome into any de^/e ofPn^'^'f""''' "*>'' a" Cetber
ithey should meref n^aJce

'^P^^'t^n with the priScS

painting thi.. r.ile may be aloJi!?^" J° ^^^''^ ^^'nd of

a«^tV.°ffi;v^. uj^^^rnr^n-'of'^r
even to cat ^ that nf fT

°^^ '**' «« managed as n -
enough .be. we anlw I^*^*^. "^e^now'^w"'
the subtlety with which

* ^ !^®' *^* difficulty and
Kround dra^ry, and maL?.f^S.^'^J-^ the LS^
--:^sider«bie part of the '^^.2 'f L'

*^* ^"ow that atne grace and effect of his picture
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the picture i. not pf^g^nt
'" *''* "'"""'^ when

the me.rbVSthi8 s ZnT\l °" ^^^'"t^t'on of
to feel the rLult in M. ^ ' \^^ .spectator is only

unwilliig tSr.iv iLrt ;n- ^°,"'^*rior arti«t i«

lo.t„pon^he Utito^ He uUlstLh"*'".^'* ^
discover, as the nT^.tlp V • * j

""""^ P"'°« to

jn»rk. of hu'txr.r^idtty T:^i; "•',
the lower kinH «vo...«l- """"""X- in works of

.o„£ . .V;- „r /r^siii-r .K^t

^een in he cartoons of Raff'lirin all tL'"^!^
^

i".l;' .i'thrni^Tth'^j^^^^^^^^^^^
'»!« »!i^

of receiving; yet^w7a?e expreXtofd"" V'^^^'they had no such resDecbibI??nt^ '" i^cnpture
i'aul, in particular w?i?«f

'ippearance
; and of St

J«<^'/i.preLnce wasCL It ' L^"-""^^^^^^
*^«* ^'«

rij«,tom T *.»n *• •
'« me nero. In copf

ouX t^ iT n"!f
^^'' "^ *^« "^ history-p

5Yi l^-
.''*"'"'* poetical, as in reality itAll th.s u not falsifyil^g any tf; ^Pi

ill
HI

if.
I

If
I'
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«how8 the man bv 8howfn.f^' P*'"*®'' o^^istory
gust compensate 4e natural defi?^^^^^ ^ P^'^^J
He has but one sentence to nilT*"*" «^ *>« art
to exhibit. He cannot jfket^/'

^"* **°« °>«n«°t
expatiate, and impr^ S'e mind 5,!.^** °' historian,
for the character oflheh^'"!'''*^ «T^ veneratio

J

though he lets us know at th-
"^'"^

•
* '«P«««°ts,

saint wa. deformed/ or the ht«T* '^'"^' ^^ ^^e
has no other means ofVvW.n^H*'"*; .^« Painter
the mind, but by tha^eife "

.
°^ *^^ ^'»°'*y of

grandeur of thought doeLtneraiJv ffP"!!-"*^ ^hich
impress on the c?untenanfrin7k ^^^^ not always,
ence of figure to sentim.n*' a ^^ *^"* correspond-
n.en wishf but^^no rm^fa^fd " Th"

""' •'^^'^^ «"
may m this one particular Sf^f".*J^® P*'"*er who
desire in vain, oS to Ifv^ n ^u^%^^«' ot^^ers
can, since there are so i v .f"

'***' ^« Po««iWy
greatness that he cannot ^ve it alT" H*^***

°^ '^"«
his hero talk like a greS man • L ^« f"'^ot make
look like one. For which ~«.^ ' C^®

™"^* '"ake him
studied in the anKs of fl^"" •

^ °"«^*" *° '»® «^e"
constitutedignityo/a^pT^^^^^^^

-It ,;: ^"Z'ur^^^ijr^^^^^ -e
expressions alone »hou[d be^^ve^^J'tbi'

?'*'• ^^'^
their respective situations ^Serall^

the figures which
this enough

; each nersnn .P 1/ ^ Produce. Nor is
sion whici, m?n orhTranrii''^'°^^"*^**«^Pr«

-

joy, or the grief, of a chlJ^lf";?"3^. «*hibit. ^^ffae

expressed in the same manTer L ! —/*^ " "°' **» ^«
vulgar face. Upon thTs nrin.Tn./'n'^**: P"^'«o in a
may be subject to censure tE!' ^T'""'' P^'^aps,
respects admirable has ^iv

* ^''" ^c^lptor, in many
to his statue of DaWd who fs -n"^*'^ "?" expressio,^
•0 throw the stone from ti/P*'®"*^***«J"^t going
give it the .xpres'si^n VeLrh^L'^f '

^" °/- to
bitmg his under lip ThU, /^' •

*"" "•*<*- him
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He might have seen it in an instance or two ; and hemistook accident for generality

firsTa 'U'rt K.?n*- """«^', ^^°'^^ •* ""^y «PP«ar atnrst a part of painting merely mechanical vet it otill

all tnflmg, or artful play of little lighte' or a^ aS^n

'

turn to a vanety of tints, is to be avoided ; I JSiet^"and simplicity must reign over the whole S- towhich a breadth of uniform and simple coTour 'wSvery much contribute. Grandeur of effVct is pr^uc^
JJhothS""^n^'^Y'^''}' «««"» entirely op^p^ed toeach other. One is, by reducing the colours to littK

TthV^^
ch aroscure, which w^as often the Jractte

th«^ni?*^°^'*°.'.'*'.°°^^'
^"d th« other, by maSthe colours very distinct and forcible, suih LTe m!

princXoftrh^S^^^^^^principle ot both those manners is simplicity. Certainlv

intended. Perhaps these distinct colours strike fhlmind more forcibly, from their notS anv trpn?union between them; as martial muTif ^L'Sf
*

requires, whilst, in that which is intenSid to move

trnl^r'^"''*'^ "'^^^^ -Percep1rb1?^nfeh"ll^

debase h,. conceptions, with minute attention to tJe
B2
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aiscnmmationa of d»n.^., t. .

that marks th7v«ietyS?S;J* ^w.*^ '"^^^or style
'n«: is neither woollea nor 1?n

^'*^ ^^"' t^« cloth!
velvet: it i. drapery ."jt^ruiS-"'

°°' ""^' ««n, or
disposing the folding of th«^"*^

'"°"- ^he art of
considerable part ofS« L- ! **."Pery makes a ve^
merely natu.S,Vl *Sf^P^^«^^^^^ «*"<^y-. 'i'o mak^
neither genius nor tolte arl i

°P?''«tion, to which
requires the nicest mZement fl^T'""^ ' ^^ereas, it
so that the folds shallTve an **'"P*^ the drap^,

drawing the humao fieure" th.t "l*^
"'" «>•« of

rules of drapery, he saiH «« i!!
*°® former

; as the
tained as th^^or del iteatinl

/°' ^' «° ^«" ^cer!
perhaps, is a proof how SiK? f

''°'"''^^* ^"'m. Tliig
peculiar excellence CaHn >f^^^

'^^ ^*^«"r our own
valued himself ^rticSai^^"^^^^^ "^^^ to have
part of his art: vet in k/ ".?°° *"« skill in this- ostenutiouslV'^rtl-it^r't^^^^ disposition appe'at

t^^pttir ^" ^^- -^^<^^ ^- iSm Sis'tfclaiL"

direS^V/LfhtSrer'Lltt
o'fo^'^^^ ^ --' ^^

atha?e%^S"i^^^^^^^^ BXnt
have deservedly obtined'tKl*-'E' *"«* ^y thS^w"

fe^els-n^-^^^^^
Frenchmen, to be TSuvf^ '"fiT

^ ^^''^^ though
Next to these, but in a verv 5 J ff

*^! ^"^^^ ^'hoSW. we may rank the VeLt a^t* 'l& ^^ ^««1-
Hemish and the Dutch Ss"; X^feS^gt
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stood Thw;.^^ r
* V '*** "°' ^ *>« misunder-

the meclianism of o.intin^ .nj .
"f*"""' in

desirod to have th^r 5^' • *^t '^*'*<^«'"»C'aii»

m his picture of Pi^i-e*,./-.,^
""'.*^"'^^, ^^u^es of art,

the prLc pll figure iu8hai^°T°T.'^*' ^P'-«««nte<i

satis^tory^nsw^er wa^^htl^en BuM H'*'""
"'^

to sav that if th^„i. !i
e'^en. t$ut I will venture

unreasonable to exrtopf »k.i- ™ answering—* It was
intention WM Voleirto nrn^^ "^^''^i

'"^nded. His

if

4

In
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i» particJlarhr pleiw •
f' "J^ f^"'

""^ {he Venetians
of the art tLl g^veVmu«^ S^^'I'

'*" '^°«« P**^
have been cultivSted l^hZe.fa "^'^' ^"^'^
degree nearest to perfection tL '"*''"*** *° *he
the mechanical part of the'.J ». ^^I*" **«'*«d in

poor eloquence which nnlJ?i,
"'"J',**^' that it is but

talk, ^ords should ^"i^'te^^^ °™*«' «»»

th^^i'IJf.^^V^tnTnTa^ I'^'^J.^
^»--»

.ubjec'tscJS^inventi:: oTarW^h' ""!"*--«t4
manner in which they are t^Sf* •/ '-^"'"t^resting

their capricious compSitlon ^^ .'^ ''^ "**«nd tS
contraste, whethnHgu °; or V^^^^^^ '^°? »ff««ted
the richness of their dTwA InS .?Jk

""•* "^^•^"'^^

the mean effect which th7'/ '• * *''® *•"« *»«•'

irives to their Jicture^ • if to th!!"'"'"^*^ °^ -^^^^^

inattention to*^ exp^ion ^^and^In '^^ *^*''" *°*«J

conceptions and the learn'int «f m? v'?^®*'*
°n *he

the simplicity of BaffaeUe we^cl^
^^'5^*^ ^"«^'«' o*"

the comVisJn. E^enTn colouriL "If
°°*^^ '^^^^ °°

quietness and chastity of thl S^i
*' ^"^^ compare the

picture, without the least Vttll^^ ^ * Venetian
pa«ions, their boasted art -Jii

P' *® interest the
without effect •^SL^^t^^'an'fZVuS'T ^*T*^'^./«'y. signifying nothing

*^*ot,fuU of sound and

totally m&tak." TbTLw f*"'?' " Tintoret, are

- my optoion, >^V^Z.^-^S,^Z^
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•nd processions, ST^^Z.?^^' marriages,

characters in their^rich "tuff?
^^^'''^ '*'*'^» ^d

there is Mlm 1"^ . ]?" "S' ""^t "»"«> KhSoh,
pictures « p^dS'f/eoC '"Aid'th^"*."^

""?'
respect tie Venetian. m,.TS. '

ii ", """Vb m tliii

sWll, vet eve,, >1.^ tTi °\»"»"«» ertraordinary

will bnt 111
' 'H'"' " "•«y k'™ emnloved itwill 6ut lU correspond with the ereat «fvt '^tL •'

colouring is not onl^too brilliant, fu^l Xvemu'i^.'
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require, and wS.ichUpIeT'Jave colonT 'fj*^give to a work. That they ar«S i^« *° ",°°^^ "«»
Br thoM who are amWtious of t^iJi^"*!.""'^^

''*"^^«**

of history, is con^Ttnl ™te/„ii* «f''!?* ^^^

told Vasari^^Lf;;J^^^^^^ Titian,

much his colouring and ««««-.-• r\ .^"*' °« ^'k«d
'that it was a pgrthe V«nJ*'

•"»* *h«n ^e added,
learn to draw coi?ertlv in I"**"*^ P"'°*«" ^^ rot
. better r^nn^^f^^l^P

**•"" "-'^^ y°"*h, and adopt

the^Cetiai^^ >n^Lt*. P"°%^ attention of
seomed to beSS^^ bv th/Il"^" c^^""^ ^"^^o,
neglect of the &C«^« !/V^ °^ '°^°""' ^^ the
expression. But^ te„^" f /-^^^ or Propriety of
«.h*ool from the sighfofrpic'turo?'?:? ^'T *« *»>•*

mora heavily and mor« ?„?fi: f/'*.'*°' ^^^ ™»ci»
on Paolo Veron^e ^nST ^ """^'^ *^« «en«"e fell

An" here I i^av^fd ST''^"^ "" -^'^^o^*?
style and manner o? T ntor^?^ TjS" J

T^'O" o^ the
nary geniuses,' « says he^ *th«f Sf- **»« extraordi-

art of paintini. for ^Id%^«r- •
^*''® Poetised the

fontastiSl inventions for f^P'^'?"^'
Mtravagant, and

rjess in the^lxSofof^'i^^^^
Lice Untoret; his strange ^'Srn7e^Lrt:Z'lJ}Z

n.1 Sre'ra"' ^n'' ™^2t?' ctT^' ~'°"''' '"*>•..* '*-»'- ^

principio a disegnwe tene e rh7n "'w
"°" » ™Parasse da

Tiziano. ^**' *o™' ">• p. aa6. \^u di

Pittura. come si pud vedere in tS il
*'*^^'* ^^'^^o mai ui

menu delle sto,?e. faSiLefi«rH»'f'^ !.•*"' "'"PO-i-
fuori deir uso degU altrf piuori • an,i S '"' diversamente. e

b.«.delsuointelleto chehKoSto I
°"'' * """' 'hiri-

quaa nonstrando che'ques? a/fe ??„a baS.'°'
* """ *'*«°*»'
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w^vasrance; and his work, seem to be produced
rafter by chance, than in consequence of any previousdeagn, as if he wanted to convince the world that the
art was a tnfle, and of the most easy attainment'

TJilrf^""^!?*!*' r^®° \ "P***' °^ *»"« Venetian

^^ ' 7J^^ *** ^ understood to mean Paolo

X« IT'".**
T'ptoret, to the exclusion of Titian: fortbough his style is not so pure as that of many other of

SilSi; T'^^v?^' ^t*.
?*'« " " «>rt of inatorial

diirnitjr about him, which, however awkward in his
imitators, seems to become him exceedingly. His
portrarts alone, from the nobleness and simplicity of

to the greatest respect, as he undoubtedly standi inthe first rank m this branch of the art

«^ i" ^* "^j**" '*''*'*?' ^"* ^'^^ *he seducing qualitiesof the two former, that I could wish to caution youagainst being too much captivated. These are the
persons who may be said to have exhausted all '•epowers of florid eloouence, to debauch the young andunexpaienced

: an^ have, without doubt, been the

ZTJL ""^r"^ °? **•* attention of the conroisseur

from fin" P"i^-T ""^ "^^
?.'

^^^^ ^« *^*t o^ *e P«inter,trom those higher excellencies of which thrart iscapable, and which ought to be required in every
considerable production. By them, and their imitato^
a style merely ornamental has been disseminated
throughout aU Europe Rubens carried ittoTS^
Napli.

""

'

''''*^ Giordano to Spain and

ITie Venetian is indeed the most splcoilid of the

J£
"1^°*^ elegance

; and it is not without re.uon thatthe best performances in this lower school are valuedhigher than the second-rate performances of thoseabove them
; for every picture has value when it hasa decided character, and is exceUent in its kind. Butthe student must take care not to be so much dazzled

r„:f ,fu-
"Pl^^^^^'^^^as to be tempted to imitate whatmust ultimately lead from perfection. Poussin, whoseeye was always steadily fixed on the sublime, hLs been

I

i
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Often heard to uv 'ti,-»
colouring w« an^bstacie V**S?"'^r/"*°*'o° *<»

progress to thereat end .n^^^* student, in hi,
thft he who .tuSL hL^Slf t?fv °^ *^« ^.- «d

coteg' ^'lufaiTVillfta'^^-^ ^«--y of
tijinaition from one to anoih?; ^"^ '"'^ ^^ual
.'^h«t an harmonious con«irty P'*^°' ^ ^^ eye
It must be rememK fW **^ ™!»'c does to the ear
gmtification oTt^e sTgVt

C'ing
^f

«ct mereija
properly cultivated, where notht "^"u*°"*' *^<>4h
g«nce is intended, ig w^ °^?'"«^ ^'«^her thsn efe-
when the work

«piresrJ'raSeur°a::;S'*^?,.°^. ''f^'^'
The same reasons that We i^'*

sublimity.

tyeaTs'^rwIitorf? «^°^ J'-ptv:

which Rubens is the head ^a^ fo£^!:"»^^
««*»ooI. of

Je Venetian; like themThe toVK"^ "P*»° *^«' of
from the people before him B„t ? ^«^™ *°o °»«chm &vour of the Venetian* t?.^ u* ™"8tbeaUowed
««n they, and carriSl a,I "thet± T" ""^'^ S^^^a far greater excess In fJ^^ mistaken methods to
where they all err from lu

^««««»n school itself
difference i^n the effecf^^rJe'dS™" ^T«' ^^^rit *
"Id Bassano seems to be onlv thT '^*'?'*«" ^^^^^
Venetian gentlemen into h?s ^ctu«. ^'"^^"troduced
the boors of the district nflii^**' *°** '^e other
patriarchs and prophete

'''*''°' ^^^ «»"«d them

KxS:,.'^ WiSIt ftsl,^^-^ ^- stiU more
portraft of themselrc^ f whl&ir ^!, ^''^'^^'^J' *
'-^nde or outside of ther W *''®/ describe the
i ^Ple engaged in th'^ own IIL'eXr''*

'""'''•'^^wwu peculiar occupations •

qnis attache au prindpal,.™S ^,1' '='*'"'"''•« «lui
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working or drinking pUying or fighting. The circum-sUnces that enter into a picture of this kind, are so
far from giving a geueraf view of human life, thatthey exhibit alfthe minute particularities of a nation

v5*77;l" '®l*''"^ 'f*P**=** ^°» ^^ '««* of mankind.
Yet, let them have their share of more humble praise.ihe painters of this school are excellent in their ownway; thejr are only ridiculous when they attempt
general history on their own narrow principles, anddebase great events by the meanness of tfaeir cfiaraitersSome inferior dexterity, some extraordinary mecha-
nical power, 18 apparently that from which tbey seek
distinction. Thus, we see, that school alone hks thecustom of representing candle-light, not as it reallv
appears to usV night, but red, as it would iiluminat^

fe^.{S ^.^Pf^'-fP'by day. Such tricks, however
pardonable m the little stvle, where petty eflFects arethe sole end, are inexcusable in the greateJ, where the

!JS°K ^"^*1 "•''*' ^ ^^*^ »«»d« bv trifles, butshould be entirely occupied by the subject itself.

n \u "J"®,
^°*^ principles which characterixe theDutch school extend even to their landscape-painters

;and Rubens himself, who has painted many kSdscTpes
has sometimes transgressed in this particular. TWr
pieces in this way are, I think, al^ys a represenSi-

? -fJ iT
'°^»^'d"*J «P0t, and each in its kind a very

faithful but a very confined portrait Claude Lorraineon the contrary was convinced, that taking natureas he found it seldom produced beauty. HiiTpictures
are a composition of the various draughts which hehad previously made from various beautiful scenesand prospects. However, Rubens in some measurehas made amends for the deficiency with which he ischarged; he has contrived to raise and animate hisotherwise uninteresting views, by introducing a rain-

1: ^: ^^-u^i.?*"
^'"®. particular accidental effect oflight

1 hat the practice of Claude Lorraine, in respect
to his choice, IS to be adopted by landsca^paintewm opposition to that of the Flemish and DuS:^^"
there can be no doubt, as its truth is ft.unded upon

M
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cape-paintln* hMhm^AT?' ^V* 'whether knd-

not eaay to determin« i!^
•ccident. of nature, is

-eldoin,;if ev:!^'?;;S^ Urr.i„e
either he thouirht ih^tuZh^ I *^°^ wcidents:
tWtoth.t.tyleof«L«l5.r'"^'^^*'*" ^'"^ con.
or tU it would c^tcfJhe itte„r "* '^^ ^« P">fi»»«^»

too much into the detail JH^ ? ^'^^^^ *° «nter
hii hirtorical heads look Iik« nn!j^'

•{"'^"®°*^>^ m*kea
once the custom amX« '^Jho^^^^

""^ *''" '^w
revived the art befor^Teneralld^ P""**"» ^^«
or understood. A histo^ ,lin*-

'^®'* practised
K«neral

;
a portrait-jS^nteT? "t^l-.P?'"** ""'^ m

consequently a defective mcSel
P''*'""^*'' ">»n* and

tbeTt'^Si'ir^t'J
s.r"^f:oi:;' s^-^^.^^^^ t--- of

But such of us who move fn^h!!!'\?'°*uf''«
»'•*»*•«••

the profession, are nrSnorantThat"'""/if ""^^ ^^
dignity of the subject is 1^ ?hV™ ' ^ n^® °*toral
ornamental heios ar- r,L '

"® ^^^ ^^^ the litUe
It would be Sio";: for:Sr i?/'"^"'^^"^-*'of portraits, IandscaDe«ft«?,!^®^**°'"®«tic scenes,
that he despised ffi%S^' t- ^'^ ^'^^ to s^'
subordinate schooiwfamoi'l'i^'*^ ^*" """d' the
«nd the skilful manliim^^J'lf J\««rt of colouring,
essential requisitesThS confinSS^ff

'^•*'«'^* »'«
descend still lower, what is J?-?^ 1*^°""' ^^ we
flowers without the'uWt artYn S"**":

°^ '''"•* »"d
the painters call handC • ti^f f°""°,?\*°'^ ^hat
pencil that implies ™t^'„iS^?.V' » i'S^^tness of
appearance of being £^^Sr^^% *«** ^^*« the
befieve, must remem^r a flower^nt.^T* ''*^' '
It was that he scorned toSt f^r t^' ^^.^ "^^
he professed to j^int in the^'u^tt 'Sll^rand;
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dMipiting the crowd, called •trenuou.ly apon tUfemto .dmire him. H« idea of the ItalUu SJtoWto
^^L'L^^A fi^^'y -.^*

f««'^' -ndTleaTJallclearaew and bnlliancy of colouring to thoee whowere fonder of money tlian immortaSy. SHoni!qujnce wa. ,uch aa^nl^ht be expect. For ?h^p^ excellencie. are Here eMential b^wtiea ; wdwithout thu merit the artist'a work will h* »™
short-lived than the object, of hi. Tmlution! "'*'*
from what hai been advanced, we must now beconvinced that there are two dirtinct styles in Krv!p«mt,ng-the grand, and the splendid or ornamS
•Hie great style stands alone, and does not reqairt

KffeHJ!r»l°n°°* ^ "•" '^™»*' -"7 additioT'from
inferior beaaties. The ornamental style also poss^^

tL?JJJr ?^^,"l'^^ • ^"^ °^ composite style, yet

S^ Jl* ? ^'''*'l^
*.** ^ "^'•^ imperfertthan eitherVthose which go to Its composition. Both kinds havemerit, and may be excellent though in different kn£rf uniformity be preserved, and the genenTand

particular ideas of nature be not mixed! Even ttemeanMt of them is difficult enough to attain ; and Sjfirst place being already occupied by the «4t mSJ
there was less room for them ; and feeling the impulseof ambition and the desire of novelty, anJbeing at tSsame tmie, nerh.ps, willing to take the shortest way

Z^^'Zl:,^ "T^" ^%
themselves a placeX^^^

)?« ^wr \*^®? ^*''® f?^^^ ^7 fo"n5°? «n union of

rtvI«irnM* %'**T- ®"*.'" '^« Rrave and majiSt?cstyle would suffer by an union with the florid and mvso also has the Venetian ornament in some r«iS^
^t «ir^ ^^ »'!f™P«"» »« alliance with simS!

It may be asserted that the great style is alwa^

SuTit^haiZ-"^"**^'""^^^ '^ ^y meiLer'mS
£, LI ?5^^ ^ * ^®!^ instances that the lower maybe improved by borrowing from the grand. Thus ifk

subject, be has no other means than by appr^hing it

I
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to a gvnersl idea. He leaves «„* .11 ».•nd peculiarities in the fl^e an^.?' *"»'»^ »»'^»
from a temporarv fashion JA

<^'"w««« the dre»
which ha. anaexS to it nS iL? «f

"**'• P«°>«ent,
being tknilUr to u^ But if

!;*55*^*" ^"^ '*^
•n individual be ^miderJd^tl^^^^^'''^ «'
•uned at, the portw^Snter •in^L'*'^'

''^^^ ^ ^
than he e>^im^hy^J^^r^^^ ^f^^ }o»emori>
general JIture. It iJ Je?? Sl. Pl*^ **''•« ^^*>'"

chwacter of a count^Ja^^^b,^^^?"^* ^ •""'»»>»^ '^^
likeneM, which ia w£t^ m«i^^

' * "pense of the
uch a. ait to the nLnter

genemiy m^uired by

•ndha'^°^„;^^7„Pr^^ compo^te style,
the for«no.tToT^^p?'* K« i^i?

*^.'"^^' ^«^^-P^modem gr^ •nd^ggSc. to^hfcll'-"'^''"^
"^^^^

omething of the simiEt «? I?"'^ ** '"i^^dded
breadth of light anrjilo;/ tl*^^ ^^^ ^^^- ^
drapery, an SiinuJruSed Si /*°f~^ ^'^ « «f the
to this' effect Ne7t tohiS, T °^?"^°e> aU conspire
Parmegiano haa dL^,?ed S^^P^'^P? ^^ to hfmX
effeminacy, by uSk Tt ^?h*^K*** "'^f.

°^ °^«de™
ancient, wd tte ^deurlnH^® «mplicitv of the
Angelo. It must KnfeUS'^!.r"*J^ «/ ^'chel
two extraordinary men bl^' howeve

, that the»e
utmost degree^^' Le^Z^"^ "^ r^ '^^
ceeded its boundarieT «n5 I

"^^etimes perhap. ex-
hateful of alJ LS'q u.1i«r!.^J^^«°

^to tbe^m^t
[t is the peculiar ch.r2cterf«Srf**^'^°°- Indeed,
be afraid J^coldne* I^d^SdhvT ^^^^"J'"

"^
thmk they never can h« l^^f^' ''°™ '^bich they
cularly haV^ to^eJ^ ^,L[" T^''^* '* P-^i^
elegance, "fhey o^Tlo^^ aT^"^ °^ grace and
verge of ridicule; Se sDe^totorl 7 """.^ *^« ^e^y
-ne time adrnir^ tl^:^'^^":;:llt7:^;,|;^'^l

*^*

Strange grace, .till, and .t«nger flight, they h«l.

l!*u!l*'®M° ""^^ °"'' passion to create'A. when they touch/Se brili^Slu 'we hate.
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The errort of genius, however, are iMrdonsble andnone eyen of the more exalted i» ntert^iro wZli; free^ them

;
hut they have Uu^^t us, biThrrect^tudeof their general prmctice, to correct thefr oitq Effected

B^St^Ji!^ ^"S *"1 r'^'^V* there is not

venerlbl« «n»K^t""^ ^H '*'^"*'' "°d«' t^e mortvenerable authorities
; yet that style only is nerfect. inwhich the noblest principles are unifomly'^^ed^

Zr^lS^K"*''' ^^1 .«°^*^ *ho boundaries of

l^MkiT' ^v^
^•''"'^ ^* *« «8 highest dignity, bv

^'S°^ *J«
general ideas of nature? ^^' ^

r^rJ^A-
"h"'?* i*

T""^ *<» ™e ^'t there is but one

fo";e,I?r°* "*''l*' '"^i^ •»°'» gi-« «^bim;
10 every «.. The works, whether of noets nainf«r/

nature, live for ever
; while those which depind foriaejr existence on pwticular customs and &, a^rtial view of nature, or the fluctuation of f^hiin^n onlv be coeval with that which first raiseTthem

ex^t*^ hT/"' ' ^ T^° ~"«*» thronTLiSexpect to be disco aici by the other.

i
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DISCOURSE V
^^^w^ed to the Student* of th» r^.„i a v

-I«U, P^s«ON NOT T^BE I^E^^ST'^" °' ^

THIR #.«.»
COMPARED WITH EACH OTHbb

0PP08KD TO CA^J'ti^ir^rj^J "V"'; ^^^^
CHAHACTEH8 OP POU88,N !trHi;BSr8 " « ^""^

PAINTERS ENTIRELY DIS81M»
™^«—'HME TWO

WITH THEM8EI.VE^Tm« rifJ '
"'''' ''O'^SISTENT

^^ PAR„ O^T^JTIrt
"^^'"'•^•^^^ "^^l^'HKD IN

GENTLEMEN,

whichrCa' SmXT "lt*t^
di«oa«e the subject

occasion toinciteZ to dJL?k' ?'^u''"^ ^P«" ^hat
of the art. But Ifear th^^n Z ^'^^*' excellencies
been misunderstood Some ^'"JT^?^ ' ^"^^
when any of their tavonrH^

««. ready to imagine.

This IS a very great mistake -nnttu^ disgraced,
lustre but i/il proZ piLie te ^? its. proper
worthy of esteem in S affitt^ Y "^^'^^ ^ "^^^
object; not of resnect buf «f°i • •

^P^®""®' becomes an
into a higher, Swhkh^t^f^^^'^V' '^hen it is forced
becomes doubly a sourcln? r !i"''*^.'

^^^ '^e^e it

situation whicif i^ noTratuluj'rt'^^T^P^'^^ ^
down ^om the first pC^lr^-1^^^
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!«»«« which y„„''ir^.^^*''«i"n™er.ble

always to be preserved .« ;„ ».
^""'^ ' ^'^^

and the attPmrS ' ®^.^?" a^ of a discordant nature •

jarrintoV1n?on,* ui^^^^^^i£y ^i^f- «» ^a-^.'

unite contrarv' excelienciJ"?n!-V r
.attempt to

a single fiiru?e can npv^r ^
"""^J

^''' '°«tance) in

the monst?ous!^ut b^ I'r^i'nTfftn^T"^'^""?
'°*«

e",;;:ii:r^^ -^eVc&a^weiiLr^ 12

£X t^^ifH^^ 'T^-' ea^t'
anS defomit^ Zre t less In tfI"^":^

^^^°''^'''"

faces. ®®^' '" *"** ™08t beautiful

to^h^'r^ei^irhu^^ieT i;
?'^p*'"^ ^«-'>i-t

preserve beauty wWeTcouldnnrS *"«'"P*'°ff to

« this respect succeeded ve^yfl Hi,^Z'^^''^^'^'
i"*^

engaged irsubjects that r?quLd Lr^^'e'^n'l?^"yet^.s Judith and HolofL^, fC dr^K'^of
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iKm««l*n V^t*.^'?'^ ^**^' *»>« Andromeda,and some even of the Mothers of the Innocents havehttie^more expression than his Venus atS% thl

Obvious as these remaiks appear, there are manvwriters on our art, who, not being if the prrfeS
Zt'^;^'^^^^^ ^o\^^owmg y^hlt can or^cannTb^done, have been very liberal of absurd praises in tLiJ

them what they are resolved to find. Thev nnise«?««"encie8 that can hardly exist towthwC?
J^"" *?^°«^' "« ^«"^ of describrnff wkh ™|exactness, the expression of a mixed iSsi^n w^,?hmore^rticnlarly appear, to me out oFSe r^a^h of

antVt"^ "!!?^ disquisitions which I have read on

X« the critlirr *"^ «*¥' pictures of Raffaelle"Where the cntics have described their own imairina-tions
;
or, indeed, where the excellent ma^erSselfmay have attempted this expression of pasSons a^>4

.•nl.?°!?" 5 *^* ^'^^ '^'''' ^"> therefore" by an

mtS.°.?
'"** 'V;P^rfect ma: ..n^, left room for e'^er?ima^nation, mtfi equal probability to find a JJZof his own. What has been, and what can bTdone

'^^% T' ^-
•"ffi<''«ntJy difficult; we ^d notTmortified or discouraged at not being able to executethe conceptions of a romantic imagination. Art hwIts boundaries, though imaginatioS has none wl

possessed of aU those powers and perfections whichthe subordinate deities were endowefwith e^rTtehTYet, when thev employed their art to represent Sm'
h^r.r'^'l?* h *'*'*'*'^*'*" *« rnajestyaCe Pliny*therefore, though we are under ireat oblimtionsTo
r w;r£'i?'?hT*"^ 'f 'f-

''^^'^ -^n rffion totne works of the ancient artists, is very freouentlv

often m the style of many of our modern connoisseursHe observes that in a statue of Paris, by EupWoTyou might discover, at the same time three diferent
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characters
; the dignity of a Judge of the Goddesses,

the Lover of Helen, and the Conqueror of Achilles.
A statue, in which you endeavour to unite stately
dignity, youthful elegance, and stern valour, must
surely possess none of these to any eminent degree.
From hence it appears, that there is much difficulty,

as well as danger, in an endeavour to concentrate, in
a smgle subject, those various powers, which, rising
from difi'erent points, naturally move in different
directions.

The summit of excellence seems to be an assemblage
of contrary qualities, but mixed in such proportions,
^at no one part is found to counteract the other.
How hard this is to be attained iu every art, those
onljr know who have made the greatest progress in
their respective professions.
To conclude what I have to say on this part of the

subject, which I think of great importance, I wish you
to understand that I do not discourage the younger
students from the noble attempt of uniting all the
excellencies of art ; but suggest to them, that, beside
the difficulties which attend every arduous attempt,
there is a peculiar difficulty in the choice of the
excellencies which ought to be united. I wish to
attend to this, that you may try yourselves, whenever
you are capable of that tri4l, what you can and what
you cannot do ; and that, instead of dissipating your
natural faculties over the immense field of possible
excellence, you may choose some particular walk in
which you may exercise all your powers, in order
that each of you may become the first in his way.
If any man shall be master of such a transcendent,
commanding, and ductile genius, as to enable him to
rise to the highest, and to stoop to the lowest, flights
of art, and to sweep over all of them, unobstructed
and secure, he is fitter to give example than to receive
instruction.

Having said thus much on the union of excellencies,
1 will next sav something of the subordination in which
various excellencies ought to be kept.
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^7 uwcuurse of last vear F ««..•
—

' "v*"* wnicn,
considering as;,n„«^/^;'J^fH^ioned you against
the attention even ofth^S,« -• ^ 7^.°"^ unworthy
when it is properly plaJS"J!5V" '^ *^« ^°d style,

. Botthisrtudywifl^niw P-W'^y^**^^
»t8 Principles Je rmpW^"^l ^j?!^ ^?^ »'«tte'- effect, if
antfmitigating the rUj^^f tJ.!?^"'°^

**»« harshn^
attemptlo «2nd fJJ^rSIS* «?"""' ^J'^^^ than if it
own to positive and Snlfl "\^ Pretensions of its
Ludovico Qiracd, tffi e^al^nfT5*- ^* ""^ ^^
mended to you, eipTov^ S^^i& ' ^""^^^^Y recom-
the works lith ofCwSio and thT *«^?"°ted with
and knew the princip7Jfr^J?,i\«J«°««an painters,
pleasing effect^, which/at the aLT P'°^"ced those
us so much in their favo" • but S ,»T''*^ P"P°««e88from each as would emUlli^J k *f°^ °^^ «« """eh
that manly strength an™eSe;^'nf"Jl ?°* ^^''P^^e'',
peculiar character ^'^ °^ ^^^e, which is his

fomrd{sct'i^*aTd'^f/5»**'«t«i «o largely in my

able to my subject, if I mfntfor*!^
°* ^ *' «»" "»«"it.

relaUve i thi ^4^1^^°;^'""^,^^^
of those who exceilelirthe iS^/^f/'^P.V**^ ^°'^«*
bring vou from abstraction nJL?^^!

"^^' **»** ' "'a;
exemplifying the^Sn" wTfch Vif«^*r> and by
enable you to undpr^3 .

^ ^^^e la d down
enforce."^

understand more clearly what I w3
modtV'jirSS^g^hfcVexcll!:" i'*^ '"•^'•««'''> «
elegancies

: yet the^ work"^*^
attention to minute

ductioiis on whichXw of th''"°
*'" *^« P«>-

depends. Such ara JL • *
'°® greatest masters

anfRaffaelle ki the vLf
''""^"'^ *»^ ^'^^el Angel"

the Cartoons ; wh Jh Tw^J ' "? ^^'''h '^e mayTdd
fresco, yet mLy ll^ p^t tm£ t"hatl"'*'^> ^ ^*»«^

be lost^the ^tTrt^thrr^SC'^^^
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Seatesr^ffo^ 'n/^' ^^'^if ">!'. -1"'*^^ considered as the

fv. t?^ TJ f our art which the world can boast.To these, therefore, we should principally direct ou»

^^^L^'j/^'i^'^^l"
excellencies': As^foJ^ ^eWarts as they have heen once discovered, they may heeasily attorned by those possessed of the foSr ^

^

naS?;« nil S-'**'"^'i°
?*°*'*^^ ^°''«^««t o^'the firstpinters, owes his reputation, as I have observed to

Z^^^Z '5.;'?
higher parts of the art f^h^works in fresco, therefore, ought to be the first obiect

llZi:^f^
»nd attention, hs easel-works standTna lower degree of estimation: for though he contini"ally, to the day of his death, embellished his Sm-ances more and more with the addition of tho^Wr

S«*:;ttrn '"*"''^
r'^^ *^« merit o1 somepainters, yet he never arrived at such perfection as tomake h.m an object of imitation. He never wm able

i? maTeT ^^'htj^l^ '-'t* ^-^TI^' - even^lUUene ^oi manner, which he inherited from his master He
oreadth of light and shadow, that art and management

to make the object rise out of the ground, with the

&5o°^wr* I**
"'".'^h admired in the worls of

to ^^fcram^^'" ^! painted in oil, his hand seem^
f^.w- •!•* P!^ "."** confined, that he not only lost

fresco-work^^ I H " ? ^^'^f,'*
*°^ admirable in hisiresco-works. I do not recollect any pictures of his

til '
^'""i'

"'^P* *^« Transfiguitkm, ?n which

Sawn Th'aVtr ^*^ *^^* ^PP«" *« ^ «^'
°n feebl?

on-Mintili «. 1 "
"'^i*

^"e^essary attendant oJoii-painting we have abundant instances in mor«modern painters. Ludovico Cararci for insta^r.preserved in his works in oil the same sprrirvSou?and correctness which he had in fresco.^ I hive no

hrL^rvtXtoldJ^'t't'r *'^ ^'^^^ -°^"»''"lie aeserveaiy holds; but by comparing him with
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From those who have ambition to tread in thisgr«»t walk of the art, Michel Augelo claims the nex?

n^ff^T' u ^\u'^
not possess so many excellencies as

5n5 & **"* ^T '^^'^*' **« ^"^ ^«™ of the highest
lund. He considered the art as consistinj? of little

^^ ??° "^"^ T^ ^ *"**"*d ^y M«Jpture ; correct-
ness of form, and energy of character. We oinrht notto expect more than an artist intends in hi? workHe never attempted those lesser elegancies and gracedin the art. Vasari says he never painted butoue
Kill* '? °'^' ""^ 'f'*^^*'^ °«^«»' toV">t another,

SuSn '^^ *" employment only fit & women and

IniL*"^
ni*n had a right to look down upon thelower accomplishments as beneath his attention, itWM certanly Michel Augelo; nor can it U &htstrange, that such a mind should have slighteTor

VhZ.^''
withheld from paying due attention to allthose nace^ and embellishments of art, which have

diffused such lustre over the works of other painters.
It must be acknowledged, however, that togetherwith these, which we wish he had more attendtl tohe has reiected all the false, though specious orna-ments, wSich disgrace the works even of the mostesteemed artists

; and, I wUi venture to say. Thatwhen those higher excellencies are more known and
cultivated by the artists and the patrons of art, hisfame and credit will increase with our increasinir
knowledge. His name will then be held in the sami
veneration as it was in tl.e enlightened age of Leo thelenth

: and it is ren.arkable that the reputation of
tbis truly great man has been continually declininir
as the ait iteelt has declined. For I must remark toyou that It has long been much on the decline, andthat our only hope of its revival will consist in yourbeing thoroughly sensible of its deprivation and decay

if R^ n*'^*l'^"»*^?
*^'* ^« *»*'« «^«^ the existence

of Raffaelle
; it is to him Raffaelle owes the grandeurof his style. He was taught by him to ellvate his

thoughts, and to conceive his subjects with dignity.
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Hi* geniug, however, formed to blaze and sliine, might,
like fire in combuKtihle matter, for ever have lain
dormant, if it had not caujrht a spark by its contact
with Michel Angela; and though it never burst out
with hu extraordinary heat and vehemence, yet it

™"ft «>« acknowledged to be a more pure, regular,
Hiid chaste flame. Though our judgement must, urion
the whole, decide in favour of Raffaelle, yet he never
takes such a firm hold and entire possession of themmd as to make us desire nothing else, and to feel
nothing wanting. The effect of the capital works of
Alichel Angelo perfectly corresponds to what Bouchar-
don said he felt from reading Homer; his whole
frame appeared to himself to be enlarged, and all
nature which surrounded him, diminished to atoms.

Ifwe put these great artiste in a light of comparison
with eacli other, Raffaelle had more taste and fency

;Michel Angelo, more genius and imagination, llie
one excelled in beautv, the other in energy. Michel
Angelo has more of the poetical inspiration ; his ideas
are vast and sublime ; his people are a superior order
of beings

; there is nothing about them, nothing in
the air of their actions, or their attitudes, or the style
and cast of their limbs or features, that reminds us of
their belonging to our own species. Raffaelle's imagi-
nation 18 not so elevated ; his figures are not so much
disjoined from our own diminutive race of beinffs
though his ideas are chaste, noble, and of great con-
formity to their subjects. Michel Angelo's works
have a strong, peculiar, and marked character ; they
seem to proceed from his own mind entirely, and that
mind so rich and abundant, that he never needed, or
seemed to disdain, to look abroad for foreign help.
Jlaffaelles materials are generally borrowed, thoudi
the noble structure is his own. Tlie excellency of
this extraordinary man lay in the propriety, beauty,
and majesty of his characters, tlie judicious contrivance
ot his composition, his correctness of drawing, purity
ot taste, and skilful accommodation of other men's
conceptions to his own purpose. Nobody exceUed
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him in that judgement, with which he united to hisown observation, on nature, the energy of M?chel

ToTh^' ""l^*
beauty and simplicity oFthe ant^ue

Mswe^ th^t f. ,^'*K?*^?^«1
Angelo, it must beanswered, that if it is to be «ven to him who possesseda greater combination of tie higher qualitiS^^e

Ttfe'SiS^ "fiutT"^ f
'^''- '^ °\^°"^' but RaLlle

l^inl M^i.- f"i »^> •s.'^nginus thinks, the sublime.

«fi^ti.-* ^***^ excellence that humaA compositToncan atUin to, abundantly compensates the ab^ce of

^t7\y^t'^''^^{ *5^ '^^"^ ^' *" other defidend^
5?. ""i!^ ^°«®^** demands the preference.

*

hJw t^o ertraordmary men carried some of the
fjfe*"*^u*'°"^ «^ th« *rt t« a greater de«-ee of

since. Many of their successors were induced to leaveth 8 great road as a beaten path, endeavour^^ to sur

^'SnT^- S^"^ ^/ «o™«tl»iV uncommon^r new"

iLlZl"^
^^'"^''^

^"''^^^J^ ^« proceeded from mere
Idleness or oiprice, it is not worth the trouble ofcnticism

;
but when it has been the result of a busymind of a peculiar complexion, it is always strikSand interesting, never insipid. ' »«^iKiiig

Such is the great style, as it appears in thosewho possessed it at its height: in tSCsearch after

Zjl^e!""
'°"''P"'" °'^" ''«^*'°^ '^' subject,L

But there is another style, which, though inferior tothe former, has still great merit, because it shows thatthose who cultivated it were men of lively and vi^usimagination. This, which may be called the oriSor characteristical style, being less referred to anTtruearchetype existuig either in general or partfcularnature, must be supoprted by thi painter?coSte„eym the principles wfiich he has aWumed, and in ?heunion and harmony of his whole design.' The exce

U

iency of every style, but of the suEorfinate stylesmore especially, will very much depend on prWing
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^Ss"^? tw ^^^"""^ ***^*?" •" *»"» component

K^«fo T*,*^«y '""^ «PP«»'- to hang well together, ax

rrJlf r*"
'" *^* characters of men. The faultHor defects of some men seem to become them when

SlmJn!!^ ^*S.T «^*»cter. A faithful picture

?L u -1' u''""'^^ •*> °°* °^ the most elevated kindthough ,t be irregular, wild, and incorrect, yet i" itbe marked with that spirit and firmness which cW-
i^;~ «r?' ^U^""^^' ^'" ^^>™ attention, andX
Tnot ii'^t?*"-!

combination of excellencirthat

ttJ? a wnrk ? ?"'** **" ^^^^^h**-
•• «r we may say,

S^lnT'm'od^iStl^^r ^"° ^^ •'^^''"«--' •'"^

One of the strongest marked characters of this kindwhich must be allowed to be subordinate to the „entstyle, IS that of Salvator Rosa. He gi^us a nLKcast of nature, which, though voTof allTaJeelegance, and simplicity, thougl. it has nothing o^at
tllu \ r^ .i'^^y ""^'^^ ^^«»»« to the gnmdstyle, yet has that sort of dignity which belonS^osavage and uncultivated nature : but what is ^o«t
iS.*t '^"'''l^

^" ^'""^ '« *he perfect corrLUnd"ncewhich he observed between tVe subjectT^ich hechose, and his manner of treating them. Erer^i„|
IS of a piece: his rocks, trees, skv evei.TTl^^^
handling, have the same %udT;nd ^;il7cha.^c?e;which animates his figures

« timracier

mS wITn
"-^ "*^ *'^."^''*'* ^^"^ character of Carlo

inina or strength of on^-jaal genius. He rarely seizinthe imagination by ex}ui>:j„g the higher See LTcS^
attends the painter who thinks for himSlf fteT !

si;L,°'of^h^rh" iie^^TfauTt^^^^ f
»

manifest defects and uo^trikiL Siut^e^ a^ TV'?the principles of his compositioS iTe^nrver bLtd
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together so as to form one m'fonn body, original inlU kind, or excellent In anv iew.

'» ^

-nf{Ji'^j""*"*.'""
^'^o <>*"•*• painters, who, though

h?mi; ? 'I'S""'"'' ^^*' ^y ^'"^ ««'»' consistent withinmself, and possessing a manner entirely his ownhave b<,th gamed reputation, though for veJy opposit^
•ccompluhments^ the nainter. f mean aS S^nnand l>«ussin. Rubensf mention in this plrce, a. Ith.nk h.m a remarkable instance of the £i ne mindbeing seen in all the various parts of the art The
Wn;»l%'\!!?"'*' 2^' V'^' *^«* «°e can scarce be

ne pomessed had been more correct and perfect, hisworlcs would not have been so complete aTthey nowappear. If we should allow him a greater purify and

rZ^r «^'^"7>"?> »»" want^of sim^pSy in
composition, colouring, and drapery, would appearmore gross.

"' -ppear

In his composition his art is too apparent. His
figures have expression, and act with Vnergy, butwithout simplujity or dignity. His colouring, in whichhe IS eminentlv skilled, is notwithstanding too muchof what we calf tinted. Throughout the whole of his

r/'^i- T® "
"i

Pfoportionable want of that nicety

?n Ji H^ 1?"
and elegance of mind, which is requiredm the higher walks of painting: and to this «a„t it

wJr^l, '\^T '^'^^'"Tf
««cribed, that those qualitieswhich make the excellency of this subordinate stvle

f!S?i^
'"

• u"" u!*t V'*"''
^***«''* ^"«*«- indeed the

facility with which he invented, the richness of his
composition, the luxuriant harmony and brilliancv of
his colouring, sc, dazzle the eye, that whilst his works
continue before ns we cannot help thinking that all
his deficiencies are fullv supplied.

., 9PP°fJ
***

*|f
florid careless, loose, and inaccurate

Jfv!' nV i •
* '""P'*' T*^"'' P"^«' *nd correct

style of Poussm seems to be a complete contrast
^et however opposite their characters, in one thinirthey agreed; both of them always preserving a
perfect correspondence between all the parts of their
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veneration for them so for
„*";^""*? ."« earned hw

wnrlr> !.« -:. r .
""^ "* *° ^wh tO ffive htMworjM uie air of ancient itainfin.M i*. • * . '"

h«s yet been found ' "^*^^ ""°*« «*?«» ^hat

No works of any modern have so much nf !.. •

I>aint such subiecte not f^,.l^ e W^, qualified Co

Skilled in the SwiXe oMr ^'' *^'^* eminently
and habits o?th^Sts but froT^^if^

""^'^'^^^

acquainted with the different cl^^^'.^-^^u'^ .^^^
who invented them%ave7o thi t™?,**" ^^i''^^

^^"^
Though Rubens h^&„% ^Tfa^ifclsSilenuses, and Fauns, yet tSey are noVll.at"dt*Q
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ee REYNOLDS'S DISCOURSES

separate class of beings, which is carefully exhibited
by the ancients, and by Poussiu. Certainly, when
such subjects of antiquity are represented, nothing in

the picture ought to remind us of modern times. The
mind is thrown back into antiquity, and nothing ought
to be introduced that may tend to awaken it from
the illusion.

Poussin seemed to think that the style and the
language in which such stories are told, is not the
worse for preserving some relish of the old way of
painting, which seemed to give a general uniformity
to the whole, so that the mind was thrown back into
antiquity not only by the subject, but the execution.

If Poussin, in imitation of the ancients, represents
Apollo driving his chariot out of the sea by way of
repres-^nting the sun rising, if he personifies lakes
and rivers, it is nowise offensive in him ; but seems
perfectly of a piece with the general air of the picture.

On the contrary, if the figures which people his

pictures had a modern air or countenance, if they
appeared like our countrymen, if the draperies were
like rioth or silk of our manufacture, if the landscape
had the appearance of a modern view, how ridiculous

would Apollo appear instead of the sun ; and an old
man, or a nymph with an urn, to represent a river or
a lake ?

I cannot avoid mentioning here a circumstance in

portrait-painting, which may help to confirm what has
been said. When a portrait is painted in the historical

style, as it is neither an exact minute representation

of an individual, nor completely ideal, every circum-
stance ought to correspond to this mixture. The
simplicity of the antique air and attitude, however
much to be admired, is ridiculous when joined to a
figure in a modern dress. It is not to my purpose to

en^jr into the question at present, whether this mixed
style ought to be adopted or not

; yet if it is chosen, it

is necessary it should be complete, and all of a piece

;

the difference of stuffs, for instance, which make the

clothing, should be distinguished in the same degree
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as the head deviates from a general idea. Without
this union, which I have so often recommended, a
work can have no marked and determined character,
which IS the peculiar and constant evidence of genius
But when this is accomplished to a high degree, it
becomes m some sort a rival to that stvle which we
have hxed as the highest.

ITius I have given a sketch of the characters of
Kubens and Salvator Rosa, as they appear to me to
have the greatest uniformity of mind throughout their
whole work. But we may add to these, all Lhose
artists who are at the head of a class, and have had
a school of imitators from Michel Angelo down to
\\atteau. Upon the whole it appears that, setting
aside the ornamental style, there are two diflFerent
modes, either of which a student may adopt without
degrading the dignity of his art. The object of the
first IS to combine the higher excellencies and embel-
lish them to the greatest advantage : of the other, to
carry one of these excellencies to the highest degree.
But those who possess neither, must be classed with

Jf}' .V^^'.
^® Shakespeare says, are men of no mark

or hkehhood.
I inculcate as frequently as I can your formiiiff

vourselyes upon ereat principles and great models!
i our time will be much misspent in every other
pursuit. Small excellencies should be viewed not
studied; they ought to be viewed, because uothinir
ought to escape a painter's observation : but for no
other reason.

There is another caution which I wish to give youBe as select m those whom you endeavour to please'
as m those whom you endeavour to imitate. Without
tlie love of fame you can never do anything excellent

:

but by an excessive and undistinguishing thirst after
It, you wUl come to have vulgar views; you will
degrade your style; and your taste will be entirely
corrupted. It is certain that the lowest style will be
the most popular, as it falls within the compass of
Ignorance itself; and the vulgar will always be pleased
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with what is natural, in the confined and misunder-
stood sense of the word.
One would wish that such depravation of taste

should be counteracted with that manly pride which
actuated Eunpides when he said to the Athenians who
criticized his works, ' I do not compose my works in
order to be corrected by you, but to instruct vou.'

IJ^ i!l"** ^ ^*? * ^i?^^ *° ^^^^ thus, a man
must be an Euripides. However, thus much may be
allowed, that when an artist i" sure that he is upon
firm ground, supported by the authority and practice
of his predecessors of the greatest reputation, Ibe may
then assume the boldness and intrepidity cf genius

;

at any rate he must not be tempted out of the right
path by any allurement of popularity, which always
accompanies the lower styles of painting.

I mention this, because our exhibitions, while they
produce such admirable effects by nourishing emula-
tion and calling out genius, have also a mischievous
tendency, by seducing the painter to an ambition of
pleasing indiscriminately the mixed multitude of
people who resort to them.



DISCOURSE VI

Delivered to the Students of the Royal Academy, on the
Dtstrtbutton of the Prize*, December 10, 1774

IMITATION—GENIUS BEGINS WHERE HIXES END— INVEN-
TION : ACQUIRED BY BEING CONVERSANT WITH THE
INVENTIONS OP OTHERS—THE TRUE METHOD OF IMI-
TATING—BORROWING, HOW PAR ALLOWABLE—SOME-
THING TO BE GATEERED FROM EVERY SCHOOL

GENTLEMEN,
W^HEN I have taken the liberty of addressing youon the course and order of your studies, I never pro-posed to enter into a minute detail of the art 'iTiis

thpTnS "ir
I^ft.to t?^ .several professors, who pursuethe end of our institution with the highest honour

the^stdfn^s"^
^"' "*' *'^ '^^^'^'' '^--^« to

Mv purpose in the discourses I have held in theAcademy has been to lay down certain general positionswhich seem to me proper for the formation oFTmnnl
taste

: principles necessary to guard the pupils against

to their time of life has a tendency to leadthem • andwhich have rendered abortive thi hopes of s^ ma ysuccessions of promising young men iii all pa^ SEurope. I wished also to intercept and sSeLthose prejudices which particularly prevail when t^^mechanism of painting is come to its*^perfection and

destroVThr.-V ^"
r^"^^' *^« ce?^in utteri; odestroy the higher an^ more valuable parts of thisliterate and liberal profession

are^stnf IT\^* ^**° ""^ P""^»P*1 purpses
; theyare stiU as much my concern as ever ; andif I repeat

69
"
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my own notioM ^n the subject, you who know how
tast mistake and prejudice, when neglected, gain ground
upon truth and reason, will easily excuse Tie. I only

of«Tte*°
*** *^** **'''"^ *^^"*^ ^° *^® greatest variety

The subject of this discourse will be Imitation, as
far as a painter is concerned in it, By imitation, I do
not mean imitation in its largest sense, but simply the
following of other masters, and the advantage to be
drawn from the study of their works.
Those who have undertaken to write on our art, and

have represented it as a kind of inspiration, as a qin
bestowed upon peculiar favourites at their birth, seem
to insure a much more favourable disposition from their
readers, and have a much more captivating and liberal
air, than he who attempts to examine, cohlly, whether
there are anjr means by which this art may be acquired •

how the mind may be strengthened and expanded,
and what guides will show the way to eminence.

It is very natural for those who are unacquainted
with the came of anything extraordinary, to be
astonished at the effect, and to consider it as a kind of
magic. They, who have never observed the gradation
by which art is acquired ; who see only what is the
tuli result of long labour and application of an infinite
number and infinite variety of acts, are apt to conclude
from their entire inability to do the same at once, tliat
it IS not only inaccessible to themselves, but can be
done by those only who have some gift of the nature
ot inspiration bestowed upon them.
The travellers into the East tell us, that when the

Ignorant inhabitants of those countries are asked
concerning the ruins of stately edifices yet remaining
amongst them, the melancholy monuments of their
former grandeur and long-lost science, the\ always
answer, that thev were built by magicians. 'JThe
untaught mind finds a vast gulf between its own
powers and those works of complicated art, which it is
utterly unable to fatliom ; and it supposes that such a
void can be passed only by supernatural nowers.
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And, as for artists themselves, it is by no means
their interest to undeceive such judge*, however con-
scious they may be of the very natural means by
which their extraordinary powers were acquired •

though our art, being intrinsically imitative/reiect^
this Idea of inspiration, more perhaps than any other.

It IS to avoid this plain confession of the truth, as

1
«^°"'^,8?e?^^ that this imitation of masters, indeed,

almost all imitation, which implies a more regular and
progressive method of attaining the ends of uaintintr
has ever been particularly inveighed against with great
keenness, both by ancient and modern writers.

lo derive all from native power, to owe nothinir to
another, is the praise which men who do not muchthmk on what they are saying, bestow sometimes
upon othere, and sometimes on themselves ; and their
imaginary dignity is naturally heightened by h super-
cilious censure of the low, the barren, the m-ovelliW,
the servile imitator. It would be no wJnder if a
student, frightened by these terrific and disgraceful
epitiiets, with which the poor imitators are so often
oaded, should let fall his pencil in mere despaTr

te'T "I ^^"'"'* h ^«^ "^"«^h he has been
ndebted to the labours of others, how little, ho- very
little of his art was born with him); and consider itas hopeless, to set about acquiring by the imitation ofany human master, what he is taught to suppose ismatter of inspiration from heaven.
Some allowance must be made for what is said inthe gaiety of rhetoric. We cannot suppose that any-one can really mean to exclude all imitation of other4A position so wUd would scarce deserve ». seriou*

f=r?L^°' '} '' apparent, if we were forbid to make
nrfh« »if "^Yi'i^^f

'^^'''^ °"' predecessors afford
us, the art would be always to begin, and consequentlyremain always m its infant state ; and it is a common

to perfection at the same time.

if liU* *K ^"""f
«• entirely to reason and sobriety, let

It be observed, thpi a painter mart not only fc of

s 1
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necessity an imitator of the works of nature which

temutril n
''^P^'-^^'^ phantom o?i"4lrS"n'

«?\Sf •
^ *® necessarily an imitator of the worki

?s eatK;;^' •

i^''
"PP^--^ "^""-^ humTlilttriSIS equally true

; and no man can be an artist whatev«rhe may suppose, upon any other terms
'
^h'^t«'^«'

re"oTbir.ll^°^*i.":^° *PP^^ ""^'^ ^"derate andreasonable, allow that our study is to beeiu bv imititjon
;
but maintain that we should no Ser urihe"thoughts of our predecessors when we fre b^ome

?s't*hurtfS t\Tr''''' /""^y hold thaTim'S:?!'

sSiS£^«^-^^s
JS X^^ tt sX^o^afmttj;^ Wl^i^l; \if.call imitation, may be extended throughout our whole

varie?i°L*5?°"*''^^.P*^?"***«d *hat by imitation only,

I vvuho furh?/"^"^^'*^^^^°^«"-'o^ i« produced

allv s^,n .rfi ?'.®?v° ^f"'""' ** ^«^t ^hat gener-ally IS so called, is the child of imitation But as

^LAs^^-r-^ «- -'-is
tJ„*-^

opinion of the impossibility of acquiring thosebeauties, which stamp the work «dth the character of

r;^UTrandU\" ^^^r*^'"^
m:re ATedThan"I reality it is

, and that we always do and «»v.r aia

sVrVrire r*' r^^^'
'« wrtlhrrdt

?r"tMs tha?t£/^'^'*/^^^^^ But theirur,. is, that the degree of excellence which Di-oclaimsGemu, IS different in different times an7Serent
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places; and what shows it to bo so J- tho*have often changed their nnJr!;^

Js, that mankind
When the Artrwere^nK, -T" *^'« °^«tter.

merely drawimr thljTkJnJ? J '°^T ^'^^ P«^«' o^

People ignorant of th^'trf^cipTes of a^'^T"'?"same language even tn fUT^^ « "*' ^^^^^ the
found that e^ry man ^n„M L?!^" u®"* ^^^'^ '* ^-^
a great dealSXeTW^ ^ do this, and
precepts ; the namenf rL^ Jt

observance of certain

tion, And wi g v^n onl^t!.r *^t° ^^^^ '*« »PP"ca-
cha^cter onfroWect Cp 'T^^*'^'*H*^« P^^""*'
invention, exr eSn JrL7 !f°**'*^ '

^ ^™ ^^o had
qualities, or exceUencie^^h^^w ^'*/

' '^ ^^^-^^ ^^^^^
could not <Am be tauSt h- ^ ^^ "^'^

gated rules
*^^* **^ ^^^^ ^^^ and promul-

exjr^sS^^ onhr^assfonVt^r^f^^ ''^™' *^«
even the power ofS^aU!J"^-

°^ /composition,
a work, is at present vlr^iP^ H *'''

,''^ ?«»ndeur to
iules. These e^^pnln?-^""*'^ V"^®' *he dominion of

ken for insWi^n bn; «» r'*^^' '^^«"^« «
,

'^tion and ex^rilnS.
""' ^ '^' *^«^* °^ ^^o«e

-.tedthe;^ri%no,^ a^^?
observation., and

tor himself toVork bv hlTfhJi
'^^^^^b^e principle

no one went very far at'on.J/'®'''*^ ^"* probafly
J-ho gave the JiS^did no kl^T'*"^' *^^ «'«^
it steadily and methodtX . ^^T ^""^ *« P"wue
.beginning^ He SZfltUaVn T ''' *^«
It

; others worked mnrA 3 • ^*? *"*^ improved
the secret wafSfscZ^ed fnHhT'^ '".^^"' ^ ^
general as refined pSe can hi 1 T'*'"^ ^"'^^ «»«

more principles mav be%v?^ T"^®' ^^w many
cannot tell -but ^«-:- .**?

f?<^ ascertained, wj
hand wi h the art whLKr '\'^"^^ *« ^« handTn
to say, that as tharart .L" -^

^''*' "^^ '""^ """*"«

^B«*f
-o- and Ire' fiS; rX"' ^*^ ^^'^^ ^'^

But by whatever strides critl:sm"may gain ground,

c2
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we need be utuler uo apprehension that invention will

ever be annihilated, or subdued ; or intellectaal energy
be brought entirely within the restraint of written
law. Genius will still have room enough to expatiate,

and keep always at the same distance from narrow
comprehension and mechanical performance.

Vvhat we now call Genius, begins, not where rules,

abstractedly taken, end ; but where known vulgar and
trite rules have no longer any place. It must of
necessity be, that even works of Genius, like every
other effect, as they must have their cause, must like-

wise have their rules : it cannot be by chance that
excellenci > are produced with any constancy or any
certainty, for this is not the na':ure of chance ; but
the rules by which men of extraordinary parts, and
such as are called men of Genius, i^ork, are either
such as they discover by their own peculiar observa-
tions, or of such a nice texture as not easily to admit
being expressed in words ; especially as artists are
not very frequently skilful in tbat mode of communi-
cating ideas. Unsubstantial, however, as these rules

may seem, and difficult as it may be to convey them
in writinjf, they are still seen and felt in the m-^d of
the artist ; and he works from them with as u. ch
certainty as if they were embodied, as I may say,

upon paper. It is true, these refined principles cannot
be always made palpable, like the more gross rules uf
art ; yet it does not follow, but that the mind may
be put in such a train, that it shall perceive, by a
kind of scientific sense, that propriety, which words,
particularly words of unpractised writers, such as we
are, can '»at very feebly suggest.

Invention is one of the great marks of genius ; but
if we consult experience, we shall find, that it is by
being conversant with the inventions of others, that
we learn to invent; as by reading the thoughts of
others we learn to think.

Whoever has so far formed his taste, as to be able

to relish and feel the beauties of the great masters, has
gone a great way in his study; for, merely from a
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consciousness of this reliah nf !.» -• 1 ^ ^l

soniethhL n?»k '
*°^ °°* *'^^ *^»«'". fit to produce

works VeconSnnlat- ^^J'*^'^*'"?
"^^r'^*" «^hose

to think thrShS'nr^l, **"\T^nd«' accustomed

^
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^M? f®*®*^®* "®^«' *° raniwck any mind but his own,
will be soon reduced, from mere barrenness, to the
poorest of all imitations ; he will be obliged to imitate

SirT**'*'
"nd to repeat what he has before often repeated.

When we know the subject dpsigned by such men, it
will never be difficult to guess what kind of work is
to be produced.

It is vain for painters or poets to endeavour to invent
without materials on which the mind may work, and
from which invention must originate. Nothing can
come of nothing.
Homer is supposed to be possessed of all the leam-

T* °/ '"" *'*"*' ""'^ ^® *'"® ^e'^'n that Michel
Angelo, and Raffaelle, were equally possessed of all
the knowledge in the art which had been discovered
in the works of their predecessors.
A man enriched by an assemblage of all the treasures

of ancient and modern art, will be more elevated and
fruitful in resources, in proportion to the number
of ideas which have been carefully collected and
thoroughly digested. There can be no doubt but that
he who has the most materials has the greatest means
of invention ; and if he has not the power of using
them, it must proceed from a feebleness of intellect

;

or from the confused manner in which those collections
have been laid up in his mind.
The addition of other men's judgement is so far from

weakening our own, as is the opinion of many, that it
will fashion and consolidate those ideas of excellence
which lay in embryo, feeble, ill-shaped, and confused,
but which ar- "^nished and put in order by the
authority anu t*ractice of those whose works may be
said to have been consecrated by having stood the test
of ages.

The mind, or genius, has been compared to a spark
of fire, which is smothered by a heap of fuel, and
prevented from blazing into a flame. This simile,
which is made use of by the younger Pliny, may he
easily mistaken for argument or proof. But ;here is
no danger of the mind's being overburthened with
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knowledge, or the genius extiii^rui«hed by an addition
of iraage«; on the contrary, these acquisitions may as
well, perhaps better, be comiNired, i^ comparisons

IK *{!?'?'"??,'" •••*??»»'«?. to the .pply of livingembers which will contribute to stren, \Z the spark,
tha without the association of more ael would Vavedied away. The truth is, he whose feebleness is suchas to make other mens thoughts aa incumbrance tohim, can have no very great strength of mind or

h!ri,'lM. ^r" •" ^ '^"^troyed
;
so that not muchharm will be done ;.t worst.

VVe may oppose to Pliny the greater authority ofCicero, who is continually enforcing the necessity of
this method of study. In his dialogue on Oratory, hemakes Crassus say, that one of the first and mostimportant precepts is, to choose a proper model forour imitation. Hoc (rit primum in praeceptin mm, utaemonttremwt quern itnitemur.
A^eu I speak of the habitual imitation and con-

thTi ?"^ "^ "'*?*^'"'' •* '« "o* to ^ understood
that I advise any endeavour tot .y the exac ec ;liarcolour and complexion of anothei man's n 1 • thesuccess of such an attempt must always be ...e hiswho imitates exactly the air, mannn-, and gestures ofhim whom he admires. His model Lw be excellentbut the copy will be ridicule .. • this n. uale does notarise from his having imitate ' .at fron* x.is not havfngchosen the right mode of imitation.

^

walVserST7**i'*^
warrantable pride to disdain to

hfs rank -^.h
"^

"""J
individual however elevated

his rank. The true and liberal ground of imitation
IS an open field

; where, though he wLo precedes ha^had the advantage of 8tartin| before you, you nm?always propose to overtake him^- it is enough,loweverto pursue his course; you need not tread in his foo?:

?f?pu can.
^'°" ''"^^"^^ ^'"' * ''^^' *° °"t«t"P h^

artiite' cln^f li
recommend studying the art from

b^ n^Ip?t«H . V /lP^?x5** *° ™**" *h** nature is tobe neglected; I take this study in aid, and not in

i'f:
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exclusion of the other. Nature is and must be the
fountain which alone is inexhaustible, and from which
all excellencies must originally flow.
The great use of studying our predecessors is, to

open the mind, to shorten our labour, and to give us
the result of the selection made by those great minds
of what is grand or beautiful in nature ; her rich stores
are all spread out before us ; but it is an art, and no
easy art, to know how or what to choose, and how to
attain and secure the object of our choice. Thus the
highest beauty of form must be taken from nature

;

but it is an art of long deduction and great experience
to know how to find it We must not content ourselves
with merely admiring and relishing ; we must enter
into the principles on which the work is wrought:
these do not swim on the superfices, and consequently
are not open to superficial observers.
Art in its perfection is not ostentatious ; it lies hid

and works its effect, itself unseen. It is the proper
study and labour of an artist to uncover and find out
the latent cause of conspicuous beauties, and from
thence form principles of his own conduct ; such an
examination is a continual exertion of the mind ; an
great, perhaps, as that of the artist whose works he is

thus studying.

The sagacious imitator does not content himself
with merely remarking what distinguishes the different
manner or genius of each master ; he enters into the
contrivance in the composition, how the masses of
lights are disposed, the means by which the effect is
produced, how artfully some parts are lost in the
ground, others boldly relieved, and how all these are
mutually altered and interchanged according to the
reason and scheme of the work. He admires not the
harmony of colouring alone, but examines by what
artifice one colour is a foil to its neighbour. He looks
close into the tints, examines of what colours they are
composed, till he has formed clear and distinct ideas,
and has learnt to see in what harmony and good
colouring consists. ^I'hat is learnt in this manner
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from the works of others becomes really our own,
siaks deep, and is never forgotten ; nay, it is by
sezing on this clue that we proceed forward, and get
further and further in enlarging the principles and
improving the practice of our art.

there can be no doubt but the art is better learnt
froai the works themselves, than from the precepts
which are formed upon those works ; but if it is

difficult to choose proper models for imitation, it

requires no less circumspection to separate and dis-
tinguish what in those models we ought to imitate.

1 cannot avoid mentioning here, though it is not my
intention at present to enter into the art and method
of study, an error which students are too apt to fall
into. He that is forming himself, must look with
great caution and wariness on those peculiarities,
or prominent parts, which at first force themselves
upon view ; and are the marks, or what is commonly
called the manner, by which that individual artist is

distinguished.

Peculiar marks I hold to be, generally, if not
always, defects ; however difficult it may be wholly
to escape them.

Peculiarities in the works of art are like those in
the human figure ; it is by them that we are cogniz-
able, and distinguished one from another, but they
are always so many blemishes ; which, however, both
in real life and in painting, cease to appear defor-
mities to those who have them continually before
their eyes. In the works of art, even the most
enlightened mind, when warmed by beauties of the
highest kind, will by degrees find a repugnance within
him to acknowledge any defects ; nav, his enthusiasm
will carry him so far, as to transform them into
beauties and objects of imitation.

It must be acknowledged that a peculiarity of style,
either from its novelty or by seeming to proceed from
a peculiar turn of mind, often escapes blame ; on the
contrary, it is sometimes striking and pleasing ; but
this it is a vain labour to endeavour to imitate,
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A manner, therefore, beinir a defect -nJpainter, however pv«.o1Io«* i. •
«»erect, and every

to folio; thTS kdi 'f'ftfz* ' ™,?""' " ««"

authorities. Even thA J™» " ,"/ "" (treatMt

mav be ^ed to k«*i„1~'aton"n'/."dif«^'
^"«"°

V«..ti.o echooT to support'hto ""ff kT' J'
""

•election of obiecls hnt ^^l.. J- •/ ?' """"^ "o

« he find. itrKiike kemto"dt"' h"1;'
?°?"" J'"'

m the proportion, of hSC^ CorlJio iT^^*Wise incorrect If hia ^«i *
^orreggio was like-

united, Rubet wis e^ualW crudr T^J'^r^^^
*".^

no defect that may not be e3^rl«!i
.}"./^°rt, there is

excuse that it can^be imnut^d fn^ i*
w a sufficient

but it must be remeXred th^tT'''*'''*^^V^'«*« 5

defects they acqu^eTthetr r«i?.t .-^ ??* ^>^ ^''^^^

for"CS,*?haTml7:ut'^^^^^^^^^
fines his imitation to on^lv. T^* ^'*''^®' ''^^ con-
though he c*sresVe° .e t7rd%rrp:^ro'fT°
I^o^r'*""?

'^^ ""^^ «^ce"enci^ of hS^iSel if L"not by such narrow practice that a irenTus or m-clin the art s acauirad A «,«r •
&en us or mastery

prodncea a figure m^ore LTuUfTt 'Voan b.l°^'
Se'SSn'oie:-:', t^'^"' "" """• - l-S
.ppr<«ch ne:;:^ °t^ *i^'aTtfr.';'rift'
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masters. He who confines himself to the imitation

Xifi'nnf rl r'i
** »>« "e^er proposes to surpass, so

nJJr^
I'kelv to equal, the object of his imitation.He professes only to foilovr ; and he that follows must

necessarily be behind.

.

We should imitate the conduct of the great artists

«h}.u T'"' o^i^eir studies, as well as the workswhich they produced, when they were perfectly
formed. Raffaelle began by imitating implidtly themanner of Pietro Perugino, under whom he studied^hence his first works are scarce to be distinguished
from his master's; but soon forming higher andmore extensive views he imitated the grand outline
of Michel Angelo

; he learned the manner of using
colours from the works of Leonardo da Vinci, and
Fratre Bartolomeo

; to all this he added the contem-
plation of all the remains of antiquity that were within
his reach, and employed others to draw for him whatwas in Greece and distant places. And it is from his

rr^^l f if
°»*"y f"«<lels, that he became himself

iu7^wl;::S^zr'''''
^'^''^^^^^

'

^'-^'^ "-*^*-^>

If your ambition, therefore, be to equal Raffaelleyou must do as Raffaelle did, *ake many modek! andnot even Aim for your guide alone, to thi exclusion ofothers.1 And yet the number is infinite of those whoseem, if one may judge by their style, to have seen noother works but those of their master, or of some
favourite, whose manner is their first wish, and their

confi^iii^^lri?'' 1
^^"^ *^?* °^*'"'" '° ™« o^ *h« narrow,

confined, illiberal, unscientific, and servile kind ofimitators. Guido was thus meanlv copied by ElfXtte
^'^i^^.^''^ ^"V"' Cantariai; ^oZin, L vSdier

Paolo v'°'''
Pa'-'««&fiano, by JeroniW MamioHPaolo Veronese, and lacomo feassan, had for tSmutators their brothers and sons. Pi'etro da CoAjrawas followed by Ciro Ferri, and Romanelli ; RuSSt

Quin^han?"
'^"' '"*''''"" imitandus. etiam solus imitandus csi
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by Jacques Jordaens, and Diepenbeke ; Guercino, by

imitated by Giuseppe Chiari, and Pietro de Pietri

:

An *!:®" . 1*' ^y Bramer, Eeckhout, and Flink.
All these, to whom may be added a much lonirer listof painters, whose works amon^ the ignorant tmss forthose of their masters, are justly to be censured for
barrenness and servility.

mio yff^"? i'*,*^'^^^*.*
'^^ **"^t have adopted amore liberal style of imitation ;-Pellegrino fibaldi

^Z^\
*°** Pnmaticcio, did not coldly imitate, but

cauffht somethuifir of the fire that animites the worksof Michel Angelo. The Caraccis formed their style

scW ""X^"" ^'^^^'^
S°^?^^'«^

-d the VenetTan
school. Domenichino, Guido, Laufranco, Albano,
Guercino, Cavidone, Schidone, Tiarini, thoujrh it is
sufficiently apparent that they came from the school

«vti 1
^^f^^P's, have yet the appearance of men who

extended their views beyond the model that lay beforethem, and have shown that they had opinions of theirown, and thought for themselves, after they had made

KhZh
°'^*^'^ ^"^ *^* ^^""^'^^ principles of their

Le Sueur's first manner resembles very much that ofhis master Vouet; but as he soon excefied Wm, so hediffered from him in every part of the art farln

and 1 think owes his superiority to the extension of

RaZlT' '^-A^^
^isj«^ter Andrea Sacchi, h^StedRaffaelle, Guido, and the Caraccis. It is true there isnothing very captivating in Carlo M.raS ; but th s

FuShMT- * ^*°*
T^'*'^

^^""'^t be competelysupplied
; that is, want of strength of parts, fn Siscertainly men are not equal : and a rJ^r^an brinJhome wares only in proportion to the capital witfwhich he goes to market Carlo, by diliSSce n^dethe most of what he had ; but thereVal SuCd?^

formly, to his invention, expression, his drawinircolouring, and the general effect of his pictures The
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truth is, he never eaualled any of his patterns in any
one thing and he added little of his own.
But we must not rest contented even in tl is general

study of the moderns ; we must trace back the art to
Its fountain-head

; to that source from whence tliey
drew their principal excellencies, the monuments of
pure antiquity. All the inventions and thoughts of
the ancients, whether conveyed to us in statues, bas-
reliefs, intaglios, cameos, or coins, are to be sought
after and carefully stiulied ; the genius that hovers
over these venerable relics may be called the father
of modern art.

From the remains of the works of the ancients the
modtrn arts were rtvived, and it is by their means
that 1 hey must be restored a second time. However it
may n«ortify our vanity, we must be forced to allow them
our mc'sters : and we may venture to prophesy, that
when they shall cease to be studied, arts will no longer
flourish, and we shall a^ain relapse into barbarism.

rhe fire of the artist s own genius, operating upon
tliese msterials which have been thus diligently col-
lected, will enable him to make new combinations,
perhaps superior to what had ever before been in the
possession of the art ; as in the mixture of the variety
of metals, which are said to have been melted and run
together at the burning of Corinth, a new and till
then unknown metal was produced, equal in value to

'l"^^*'!*^"^®
***** '"'^ contributed to its composition

And though a curious refiner should come with his
crucibles, analyse and separate its various component
parts, yet Corinthian brass would etili hold its rank
amongst the most beautiful and valuable of metals.We have hitherto considered the advantages of imita-
tion as it tends to form the taste, and as a practice br
which a spark of that genius may be caught, whi
Illumines those noble works that ouglit always to be
present to our thoughts.
We come now to ipeak of another kind of imitation •

the borrowing a particular thought, an action, attitude,
or figure, and transplanting it into your own work

til
"4

u<
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il!

of coining tYe'Sj ''.'h:rrro;k"'^trddTi

trouble is. nm„rjfv '*"?'^U' """ie mth so much
col£S!orCte'S.^a?'Zr^ "{.""''J'"'- Such

x^rrsr^i4^«,s?'*° ^i^-^- Se-

ttrt°£SS^r——
be contented vri?h thkonV • ^o' I" ^'?'* ^^'^^l'* »«*

competition with his or&l 1?°"^/ *"'^'' '°**^ ^

Such imitaJon is so f«rZn ^- *° J»>s own work,

the serviHty of vd^mZ^^:"^^ "°J^^'"fi^ '« '* of
cise of the mind a^nS/oi • V-^ * Perpetual exer-

stealinir ^ith such^^ a^
»°^ention. Borrowing or

tothefameleSya'war^^^^^ ""^ ' "^^'^

utmos?lTent° leTmeTd'd ^S? .'^ ^"^'^*''°°' *° ^^e

furnish the -d^lfd^^^^ltCoTlJhX^^^^^^^^^
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painter, who is sensible of what he wants, and is in no
danjfer of being infected by the contact of vicious
models, will know how to avail himself. He will pick
up from dunghills what, by a nice chemistry, passing
through his own mind, shall be converted into pure
gold ; and under the rudeness of Gothic essays, he n-ill
find original, rational, and even sublime inventions.
The works of Albert Durer, Lucas Van Leyden, the

numerous inventions o; Tobias Stimmer, and Jost
Ammon, afford a rich mass of genuine materials,
which, wrought up, and polished to elegance, will add
copiousness to what, perhaps, without such aid, could
have aspired only to justness and propriety.

In the luxuriant style of Panl Veronese, in the
capricious compositions of Tintoret, he will find some-
thing that will assist his invention, and give points,
from which his own imagination shall rise and take
flight, when the subject which he treats v ill with
propriety admit of splendid effects.

In every school, whether Venetian, French, or
Dutch, he will find either ingenious compositions,
extraordinary effects -ome peculiar expressions, or
some mechanical ex^eiJence, well worthy of his atten-
tion, an<', in some measure, of his imitation. Even in
the lower class of the French painters, great beauties
are often found, united wich great defects. Though
Coypel wanted a simplicity of taste, and mistook a
presumptuous and assuming air for what is grand and
majestic, yet he frequently has good sense and judge-
ment in his manner of telling his stories, great skill in
his compositions, and is not without a considerable
power of expressing the passions. The modern affecta-
****]* ^L^^^ ^^ ^'® works, as well as in those of Bosch
and Watteau, may be said to be separated by a very
thin partition from the more simple and pure grace
of Correggio and Parmeggiano.
Among th Dutch painters, the correct, firm, and

determined pencil, which kc.-^ employed by Bamboccio
and Jean Miel on vulgar and mean subjects, might,
without any change, be employed on the highest ; to
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who h.ve show™ ^S^MferL P^'?'"'^ "?">

the works of Frank H«1p +1.^ ^ * «=*'-«ueucie«. m
pat lo«th,r, «tL p«nto«„i^ rt'. f"^?.""

he had joined to this wmt difficult MrtJfth^o.*

cue of the most dU^u?lV:?„S°r«-S rf

would have ranged with {h! '^5"L'n5"*^.^^ °"^
porters of our art

bilged with the great pillars and sun-

Men who, although thus bound down by th'i almost
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Invincible powers of early habits, have still exerted
extraordinary abilities within their narrow and con-
fined circle ; and have^ from the natural vigour of
their mind, given a very interesting expression, and
great force and energy to their works ; though they
cannot be recommended to be exactly imitated, may
yet invite an artist to endeavour to transfer, by a kind
of parody, their excellencies to his own performances.
>Vhoever has acquired the power of makmg this use of
the Flemish, Venetian, and French schools, is a real
genius, and has sources of knowledge open to him
which were wanting to the great artists who lived in
the great age of painting.

To find excellencies, however dispersed ; to discover
beauties, however concealed by the multitude of defects
with which they are surrounded, can be the work only
of him who, having a mind always alive to his art, has
extended his views to all ages and to all schools, and
has acquired from that comprehensive mass which
he has thus gathered to himself, a well-digested
and perfect idea of his art, to which everythmg is

referred. Like a sovereign judge and arbiter of art,
he is possessed of that presiding power which separates
and attracts every excellence from every school

;

selects both from what is great, and what is little

;

brings home knowledge from the East and from the
West ; making the universe tributary towards furnish-
ing his mind and enriching his works with originality
and variety of inventions.

Thus I have ventured to give my opinion of what
appears to me the true and only method by which an
artist makes himself master of his profession ; which I

hold ought to be one continued course of imitation,
that is Bot to cease but with his life.

Those who, either from their own engagements and
hurry of business, or from indolence, or from conceit
and vanity, have neglected looking out of themselves,
as far as my experience and observation reaches, have
from that time not only ceased to advance, and improve
in their performances, but have gone backward. They
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may be compared to men who have lived nnnn !.«•

you fo«u from the contempUtionT the »oaT'';J

own worlcfi T* {<. j:a! i/x '" Others, to their

togetlier
; that he had beenin Jr^t^ f

®®" ^^^^
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fts in rea«ion he ought to have done, at least once every
month of hig life.

I address myself. Gentlemen, to you who have made
some progress in the art, and are to be, for the future,
under the guidance of your own iudgement and discre-
tion. I consider you as arrived to that period when
you have a right to think for yourselves, and to presume
that every man is fallible ; to study the masters with a
suspicion that great men are not always exempt from
great faults; to criticize, compare, and rank their
works in your own estimation, as they approach to, or
recede from, that standard of perfection which you
have formed in your own minds, but which those
masters themselves, it must be remembered, have
taught you to make, and which you will cease to make
with correctness, when you cease to study them. It is
their excellencies which have taught you their defet s.

I would wish you to forget where yoti are, and who
It is that speaks to you ; I only direct you to higher
models and better advisers. We can teach you here
but very little

; you are henceforth to be your own
teachers. Do this justice, however, to the English
Academy; to bear in mind, that in this place you
contracted no narrow habits, no false ideas, nothing
that could lead vou to the imitation of any living
master, who may be the fashionable darling of the day.
As you have not been taught to flatter us, do not learn
to flai^-r yourselves. We have endeavoured to lead
you to che admiration of nothing but what is truly
admirable. If you choose inferior patterns, or if you
make your own former works your patterns for your
latter, it is your own fault.
The purport of this discourse, and, indeed, of most

ot my other discourses, is, to caution you against that
raise opinion, but too prevalent among artists, of thp
imaginary powers of native genius, and its sufficiency
in great works. This opinion, according to the temper
of mmd It meets with, almost always produces either
a vain confi.leiice or a sluggish des-r-V. both equallv
ratal to all proficiency.
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Study, therefore, the great workt of the ffreat

maiiterH, for ever. Study, m nearly as you can. in the

Jhir^wllif ""ST' '"^ "" **** principles, on whichthey studied. Study nature attentively, but always

71 1 aT V-*?*" '" y""'' "o^iPwiy
;
consider them

8s models winch you are to imitate, and at the sametime as rivals with whom you are to contend.



DISCOURSE VII

DellverHl to the Studmtt qfthe Royal Acadfmif, rm the
Diitribution ofthn Frixee, December 10, i77«J

THE REALITY OF A STANDARD OF TASTE, AH WELL AR
or CORPORAL BEAUTY—BEfUDE THIS IMMKOIATE
TRUTH, THERE ARE 8ECUM>ARY TRUTHS, WHK.H ARE
VARIABLE ; BOTH REQUIRINO THE ATTENTION OK
THE ARTIST, IN PROPORTION TO THEIR STAUIMTY
OR THEIR INFLUBNUE

GENTLEMEN,
It has been my uniform endeavour, since I first*

addressed you from this place, to impress you stronjfly
with one ruling idea. I wished you to bo persuaded,
that success in your art depends almost entirely on
your own industry ; but the industry which I j -inci-
pally recommended, is not the industry of the ..unrf#,
but of the mind.
As our art is not a divine gift, so neither is it a

mechanical trade. Its foundations are laid in solid
science

; and practice, though essential to perfection,
can never attain that to which t aims, unless it works
under the direction of principle.
Some writers upon art carry this point too far, and

suppose that such a body of universal and profound
learning is requisite, that the very enumeration of its
kinds is enough to frighten a begiiuier. Vitruvius,
after going through the many accomplishments of
nature, and the many acquirements of learning, neces-
sary to an architect, proceeds with great gravity to
assert that he ought to be well skilled in the civil law,
tliat he may not be cheated in the title of the ground
he builds on. But without such exaggeration, we
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.rtist »ho is Kros^lfml'i^n.te « "" """^ "* » «™'

or other rhaT;n".;"i^btr^aTj°r."«J
enlarge his stock of iieas He oE/^ 1^ •'

''°''

habit of comparing anriieestin^^n! '° f
"'"" ^"

of man %^r tWs puri^rit -f ^r*'""'"^ *^« ^^^^
should go into such a?^r^;**

'^ T^ necessary that lie

treated with that resnect anH Z^T ^ , .*, ^ '""^

justly their dnp T^* ?
deference which is so

they^make ft the pi?n?"nJ T^'^' ^u?""^
^''^'^' ^^

dJees, be admitted^'^^e/e i^f^'V /'^i'>>^they will insensibly comeKl and rl™^V^*"V"^^they live with anH «»T ^** '®®^
f"<* reason like those

imperceptTbl7fo?ld ?„ tw ''"^ T^ systematic taste

kuLhowto reduce to ;«fi ""I'u'^
^'"•=^' *h«y «^ill

truth to their owrpur^S^^b'^^^^^^
those to whom they oZ^U^r^'S! 'SunS

'''''

Of these studies, and this conVsatLn The desire
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T^AtTni^"^^
Offspring is a power of distinguishinirr^ht from wrong; which power, applied to works ofart^ ,8 denominated Taste. Let me then w[tho.itfurther introduction, enter upon tn examTS?whether teste be so far beyond our reachT to^unattemable by care

; or be so very vague and c^ricioS^that no care ought to be employed aSout it.

*P""°"'
It has been the fate of arts to be envelooed inmysterious and incomprehensible language ^ if Swas thought necessar/that even the tefms Shouldcorrespond to the ide^ entertained of the Tnstebm vand uncertainty of the rules which they expreied *^
To speak of genius and taste as in any way comiectedw,th reason or common sense, would be, in the"Son

^ some towenng talkers, to speak like a m^n whopossessed neither
; who had never felt that enthusiasmor, to use their own inflated language was nevTr'warmed by that Promethean fire wE^ animates thecanvas and vivifies the marble

«"imaies tiie

J\h °''*^
•

*
^l

^.intelligible, I appear to degradeart by bringing her down from the visionary situationin the clouds, it is only to give her a more soHdmansion upon the earth. It is necessary that It sometime or other we should see things as they reallV a^
w?t1."'v?Pr °" °"^^«^^«« ^y that falsTStude
Sough'fmis'r^

^pp^^^ ^^^^ --'^ indistS?;!:

We will allow a poet to express his meaning, whenhis meaning ,s not well known to himself wkh a

Sre'Tt :b;'"•""*{^- '' '« one'oA ofii.:suDiime. But when, m plain prose, we gravely talkof cour ing the Muse in shad/ bowWs ; ^wa tingthe
?ni i-l^

'"«P"-ation of Genius; finding out wl efe heinhabits, and where he is to be invoked with thegreatest success; of attend ir.g to times and seasonswhen the imagination shoots with the greatest vigourwhether at the summer solstice or the ferS eoufnov^

S?^"^^ ^^•'^••^'"^ ^^^ "'"'•h the wild leedon
fit n^t'*!

""^ imagination is cramped by atteSn toestablished rules; and how this^same"^ tm^^SioB

=;i
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begins to grow dim in advanced age, smothered and
deadened by too much judgement ; when we talk such
language, or entertain such sentiments as these, we
generally rest contented with mere words, or at best
entertain notions not only groundless but pernicious.

If all this means, what it is very possible was
originally intended only to be meant, that in order
to cultivate an art a man secludes himself from the
commerce of the world, and retires into the country
at particular seasons : or that at one time of the vear
his body is in better health, and consequently' his
mind fitter for Vit business of hard thinking than at
another time ; or that the mind may be fatigued and
grow confused by long and unremitted application

;
this I can understand. I can likewise believe that
a man eminent when young for possessing poetical
imagination, may, from having taken another road,
so neglect its cultivation as to show less of its powers
in his later life. But I am persuaded, that scarce a
poet is to be found, from Homer down to Dryden,
who preserved a sound mind in a sound body, and
continued practising his profession to the very last,
whose latter works are not as replete with the fire of
imagination as those which were produced in his
more youthful days.
To understand' literally these metaphors, or ideas

expressed in poetical language, seems to be equally
absurd as to conclude that because painters some-
times represent poets writing from the dictates of a
little winged boy or genius, that this same genius did
really inform him in a whisper what he was to write

;

and that he is himself but a mere machine, uncon-
scious of the operations of his own mind.
Opinions generally received and floating in the

world, whether true or false, we naturally adopt and
make our own : they may be considered as a kind of
inheritance to which we succeed and are tenants for
life, and which we leave to our posterity very nearly
in the condition in which we received it ; it not being
much in any one man's power either to impair or
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i™°n? '*• Th^.f'-eatest part of these opinions, like

Shnn. '°-S •" '*' circulation, we are used to 'take

,Wt.nt;nn'^'""^
°'* examining

;
but by this inevitable

inattention many adulterated pieces are receivedwh.ch when we seriously estimate our wealt Kwemust throw away. So the collector of popular opin onswhen he embodies his knowledge, and forms a sl^ em

a™relirr*'f?°'^ l^''^
"«*'•- ^-m those^wS

are only plausible. But it becomes more peculiarly aduty to the professors of art not to let any opinions
relating to Ma/ art pass unexamined. Tlie caution

'*WilT""T*'?''^ '^*1"'"^^ •" ^^"^^ examination we.hail presently have an opportunity of explaining.
Genius and taste, in their ommou accepUtion

oK*t'h-^%r7 "«-JyJ«l«ted ; the difference S
nr L ^'^'^i*''**

^e"'"« has superadded to it a habitor power of execution
; or we may say, that ta^tewhen this power is added, changes its name, aS^

called genius, 'lliey both, in the popular opi ioi^pretend to an entire exemption from^L restrS of

S'' i
^^^«"PP««ed that their powers are intuitive :that under the name of genius ^eat works are produced, and under the name of taste an exact judgem^ent

IS given. Without our knowing why, and witloTour

e:;Sct'
*'' ''"' °'''^^*^°" *°'«^^°"' P--pVor

th^r'T"" A-l'""^
State these opinions without exposingtheir absurdity

; yet they are constantly in the n^outli?of men and particularly of artists, 'hiey who havethought seriously on this subject do not carry the

tC T ^"'i'
>'"* ' r P^r^^aded, that evenlmongthose few who may be called thinkers, the prevalentomruon allows less than it ought to thJ powersof reason; and considers the principles of tTtewhich give all their authority tS the^ules of^rt'

reZ hive.
"' ^ *" ^''^' "P°° examination, they

owIJ'hT^'S'*"
saying, that ta,tes are not to be dhputed,owes Its influence, and it8 general reception, to the
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same error which leads us to ima^ne this faculty of
too high an original to submit to the authority of an
earthly tribunal. It likewise corresponds with the
notions of those who consider it as a mere phantom of
the imagination, so devoid of substance as to d. 'ude all

criticism.

We often appear to differ in sentiments from each
other, merely from the inaccuracy of terms, as we are
not obliged to speak always with critical exactness.
Something of this too may arise from want of words
in the language in which we speak, to express the
more nice disci 'mination which a deep investigation
discovers. A great deal, however, of this difference
vanishes, when esch opinion is tolerably explained i . \

understood by constancy and precision in the use of
terms.

We apply the term Taste to that act of the mind
by which we like or dislike, whatever be the subject.
Our judgement upon an airy nothing, a fancy whicli
has no fo- adation, is called by the same name whicli
we give to our determination concerning tVose truths
which refer to the most general and most unalterable
principles of human nature : to the works which are
only to be produced by the greatest efforts of the
human understanding. However inconvenient this
may be, we are obliged to take words as we find
them ; all we can do is to distinguish the things to
which they are applied.

We may let pass those things which are at once
subiqcts of taste and sense, and which, having as much
certainty as the senses themselves, give no occasion
to inquiry or dispute. The natural appetite or taste
of the human mind is for Truth ; whether that truth
results from the real agreement or equality of original
ideas among themselves ; from the agreement of the
representation of any object with the thing repre-
sented ; or from the correspondence of the several
parte of any arrangement with each other. It is the
very same taste which relishes a demonstration in

geometry, that ia pleased with the resemblance of
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o/'musfc
*° *° ^'^^'na^ and touched with the harmony

,

All these have unalterable and fixed foundation-m nature, and are therefore equally investigated bvreason and known by study; some with mofer«omewith less clearness, but all exactly in the same w^vA picture that is unlike, is falsef Disproportionate
ordonnance of parts is not right; becaJse it cannot

th.tZ'rl'^'*"'^"' *i°
^" " contradiction to asse •

that the parts have no relation to the whole. Colouring
IS true, when it is naturally adapted to the eve from
brightness, from softness, from h^armony from^%sem
blance

;
because these agree with their object, Natureand therefore are true ; as true as mathematica

demonstration
; but known to be true o^ly tTthotwho study these things. ^ ^^^"^

But besides real there is also apparent truth oropmion or prejudice. With regard to real truthwhen It IS known, the taste which conforms to it is

sortT wi,""'!""?'
^''t\ regard to the .ecomlsort of truth which may be called truth uponsufferance, or truth by courtesy, it is not fixed C

variable. However, whilst these opinions and preju-

artru?f-t;f .? ^^i«""l«d, contiiiue, they o^rTeas truth
, and the art, whose oflSre it is to Dlea«Pthe mmd, as well as instruct it, ust direct U?e]faccording to opinion, or it will / ttain ?ts end

.etllfftiZr *'r P"^"'^*^' - knownTo'Le

Smif tT ' ^^'"^ receiveu, the taste whichcontfims to them approaches nearer to certaintvand to a sort of resemblance to real science even'

iW^^'PT'T-*"" ?*""^ *« ^ "« bette Sn pre

duration anff^V^'^'^"'"^"^^ ^" «*^^«»"t oftlllduration and extent, to be considered as really truethey become capable of no small degree oT stebilityand^determmation, by their permanent and unS
lorlf l^^'!

prejudices become more narrow, more

"lore ore fantastical
; recedes from real science

;
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I': i

18 less to be approved by reason, and less followed
by practice

:
though in no case

i rhaps to be wholly
neglected, where it does not stand, as it sometimes
does in direct defiance of the most respectable opinions
received amongst mankind. ^

Haying laid down these positions, I shall proceed
with less method, because less will serve to explain
and appl^ them. '^

We will take it for granted that reason is some-
thing invariable and fixed in the nature of thintrs •

and without endeavouring to go back to an account
ot farst principles, which for ever will elude our
search, we wOl conclude, that whatever goes under
the name of taste, which we can fairly brine
under the dominion of reason, must be considered
as equally exempt from change. If, therefore, in
the course of this inquiry, we can show that there
are rules for the conduct of the artist wJ ich are
fixed and invariable, it follows of course, that the
art of the connoisseur, or, in other words, ta,te.
has likewise invariable principles.
Of the judgement which we make on the works

of art, and the preference that we give to one class
of art over another, if a reason be demanded, the
question is perhaps evaded by answering, I judffe
from my taste

; but it does not follow that a better
answer cannot be given, though, for common gazers,
this may be suflicient. Every man is not obliged to
inv^Bstigate the cause of his approbation or dislike

Ihe arts would lie open for ever to caprice and
casualty, if those who are to judge of their excel-
lencies had no settled principles by which they areno regulate their decisions, and the merit or defect
ot performances were to be determined by unguided
fancy. And indeed we may venture to assert, that
whatever speculative knowledge is necessary to the
artist, IS equally and indispensably necessary to the
connoisseur. ^

occurs in the consideration "<*

what is fixed in art;, or in taste, is that presiding
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intera.1 fabric and SJSon, «1 'lVS"Mt"othe human mind and imamnation 'Thiv^ I '
°'

criticize RembSt and of^.^nT,,*""':' "'<'" ""
iutroduced into thpir M=» • ^ "^^ painters, „ho

^nUtion,oaiWd"alXrlir.'iI?,,r-"''T'-

««y, an imitation of Sre?Ml,^ "°'."t '" ""y
who imitates her witl. tt' !' '"."°'' ""refere,
best artiVt > Btf^. ^* greatest fidelity be the
haa a higher XX^°tff/iT'^T'^ Rimbrandt

the influent Sf^^riff " '""''^ '^ conducted under

««^t"^i:f;fe-„trnS;:i-n'^^^^^^^^^^

,tfe-

j

m
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of taste, are those opinions which we first received
and adopted, the best choice, or the most natural
to the mind and imagination. In the infancy of
our knowledge we seize with greediness the good
that 18 within our reach; it is by after-considera-
tion, and in consequence <»f discipline, that we refuse
the present for a greater good at a distance. The
nobility or elevation of all arts, like the excellency of
virtue Itself, consists in adopting this enlarged and
comprehensive idea ; and all criticism built upon the
more confined view of what is natural, may properly
be called shallow criticism, rather than false ; its defect
IS, that the truth is not sufficiently extensive.

It has sometimes happened that some of the greatest
men in our art have been betrayed into errors bv this
confined mode of reasoning. Poussin, who, upon the
whole, may be produced as an artist strictly attentive
to the most enlarged and extensive ideas of nature
from not having settled principles on this point, ha«'
in one instance at least, I think, deserted truth for
prejudice. He is said to have vindicated the conduct
of Julio Romano for his inattention to the masses of
light and shade, or grouping ihe figures in The Battle
Q/" Constantine, as if designedly neglected, the
better to correspond with the hurry and confusion
of a battle. Poussin's own conduct in many of his
pictures makes us more easily give credit "to this
report. That it was too much his own practice, The
Sacrifice to Silenns, and The Triumph of Bacchus
and Ariadne,^ may be produced as instances; but
this principle is still more apparent, and may be said
to be even more ostentatiously displayed, in his Perseus
and Medusas Head?

This is undoubtedly a subject of great bustle and
tumult, and that the first effect of the picture may
correspond to the subject, every principle of composi'-
tion IS violated; there is no principal figure, no
principal light, no groups; everything is dispersed,

1 In the Cabinet of the Earl of Ashburnham.
2 In the Cabinet of Sir Peter Burrel.

o m.
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and in such a sUte of confusion, that the eye finds
no repose anywhere. In consequence of the forbid-
ding appearance, I remember turning from it with
disgust, and should not have looked a second time

f i •
"?* ?®®" *'*"®** ^^^^ *° a closer inspection!

1 then indeed found, what we may expect always to
faud in the works of Poussin, correct drawing, forcible
expression, and just character ; in short, all the excel-
lencies which so much distinguish the works of this
learned painter.

This conduct ofPoussin I hold to be entirely improper
to imitate. A picture should please at first sight, and
appear to invite the spectators attention : if, on the
contrary, the general effect offends the eve, a second
view IS not always sought, whatever more substantial
and intrinsic merit it may possess.

Perhaps no apology ought to be received for offences
committed against the vehicle (whetlier it be the
organ of seeing or of hearing) by which our pleasures
are conveyed to the mind. We must take care that
the eye be not perplexed and distracted by a confusion
of equal parts, or equal lights, or offended by an
uuharmonious mixture of colours, as we should guard
against offending the ear by unharnionious sounds.

**«,J!^*y,
"entire to be more confident of the truth

ot this observation, since we find that Shakespeare,
on a parallel occasion, has made Hamlet recommend
to the players a precept of the same kind,—never to
ofteud the ear by harsh sounds ; In the very torrent.
tempest, and whirlwind of your passion, says he, yoLmust acquire and beget a temperance that may gi^ it
•J^oothness And yet, at the same time, he very justly
observes, TAe end ofplaying, both at the first, aJ nolvms and is, to hold, as 'twere, the mirror up to nature.
.No one can deny that violent passions will naturallvemit harsh and disagreeable tones: vet this great

rouir.ir/'"
^^'-^^^^^ t^at this imitation of nfture

r^lt Kl
^''^ ""^*:^*' '^ purchased at the expense ofdiMgreeable sensations, or, as he expresseV it, of^Phttmg the ear. The poet and actor, ks well as the

Ul
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painter of genius, who is well acquainted with aU th«variety an3 «>urce8 of pleasure^ in the mind and

nature, or creeping after common tense. Bv over-

seizes the whole mind, and more powerfully accom-plishes his purpow. This success is ignorant"yimSdto proceed from inattention to all rules, and aSSceof rewon and judgement
; whereas it is in tru*h act?n^according to the best rules and the ju=test reason *^

..„«f 1

*'""•«» nature, in the narrow sense of theword ,s alone to be followed, will produce but a scantyentertainment for the imaginatiol, ; eyeryihinif Ts tS

ifjT T*?u^^'"^ '* is natural for the mind^^to bepleased, whether it proceeds from simplicityor variety..n.formity or irregularity; whether the^scen^ arefamihar or exotic
; rude and wild, or enriched and

MaltV-wh^i;^: aXoJs to'^ttufe

It IS the sense of nature or truth which ought mor«particularly to be cultivated by the profes3of"rt^and ,t may be observed, that many Vise and learnt*

fT.r truth ^r.
»«e"!tomed their miifds to admftiotSfor truth but wnat can be proved by mathematicaldemonstration, have seldom any relisH for thoTe a^

". d truJh'of' *^rK*^.^'l*°
^^'^ ^^-^y' the rectitaXand truth of which is known by another kind of

Enowll;~^
"* ""^ '"^^^ *?«* the^acqiSn of thlknowledge requires as much circumspection and s^a

capable of demonstration. Reason must ultimately•letermme our choice on every occasion • but ft ;{reason may still be exerted inekctuZ by applWngto taste principles which, though right L7ar Kefgo, yet do not reach the object.*^ No man for instance

thatl'riJt.*''' K-r-"'^
"*«"* ^'^^ ve;y reSSSthat a statue, which is to carry down to posterity the
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reMmblance of an individual, should be dressed in
the fashion of the times, in the dress which he himself
wore ; this would certainly be true if the dress were
part of the man ; but after a time the drMs u only
an amusement for an antiquarian ; and if it obstructs
the funeral desi(^n of the piece, it is to be disre^rarded
by the artist. Common sense must here five way to
a highe lense. In the naked form, and in the
dispositif.i. f the drapery, the difference between one
artist and another is principally seen. But if he is
compelled to exhibit t>ie modern dre^s, the naked form
is entirely hid, and the drapery ib already disposed
by the . kill of the tailor. Were a Phidias to obey
such absurd commands, he would plea^ae no more than
an ordinary sculptor ; in the inferior parts of every
art, the learned and the ignorant are nearly upon a
level.

These were probably among the reasons that induced
th^ sculptor of that wonderful figure of Laocoon, to
exh.

. t him naked, notwithstanding he was surprised
in the act of sacrificing to Apollo, and c<msequently
ought to have been shown in his sacerdotal habits, if
those greater reasons had not preponderated. Art is
not yet in so high estimation with us, as to obtain so
great a sacrifice as the ancients made, especially the
Cirecians, who suffered themselves to be represented
naked, whether they were generals, lawgivers, or kings.
Under this head of balancing and choosing the

greater reason, or of two evils taking the leaet, we may
consider the conduct of Rubens in the Luxembourg
gallery, where he has mixed allegorical figures with
the representations of real personages, which must be
a< knowledged to be a fault ; yet, if the artist considered
himself as engaged to furnish this gallerv with a rich
various, and splendid ornament, this 'could not be
done, at least in an equal degree, without peopling the
air and water with these allegorical figures ; he there-
fore accomplished all that he purposed. In this case
all lesser considerations, which tend to obstruct the
great end of the work, must yield and give way.
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tnilo? Ti!®*Ti
'^^Jph, portraits and modern dresses,mued with allegorical figures, produce, is not to b^shghUy given up upon a punctilio of reason, when that

T?m» T"'*'^* ""^ '"
?
™*"°*'* °^'*« ^en^ existence.

It must always be remembered that the business of a

fwpfn^«"?l '" *** P'''?"*^* * *f^*"' P»«*"^« ; »'« musttherefore take especial care not to be cajoled byspecious arguments out of his materials.
^

What has been so often said to the disadvantage of
allegorical poetry-that it is tedious, and uniniSost-
«ig,-cannot with the same propriety be applied toByintnig, where the interest is Xf a different khid

rl» JS'^T^ P*?".*'"» produces a greater variety ofIdeal beauty, a richer, a more various and delightful
composition and gives to the artist a greater oppor-tuinty of exh bitiiifir his skill, all the interest heSifor is accomplishe.r; such a picture not only attracts,but fixes the attention.

' *

;„^--*i^®
'*!'j««^*ed that Rubens judged ill at firstm kine it necessary to make his work so very

U^^^^t' ' ^^v
P"t«t»»« question upon new ground.

It was his peculiar stvle ; he could pTv in no other •

and he was selected for that work, probably because it

7Z ^VM!^^ti
Nobody will dispute but sCe of thebest of the Roman or Bolognian schools would haveproduced a more learned and more noble work.

lliis leads us to another important province of tastethat of weighing the value of the different class^ of
Au '

o<^ estimating them accordinglyAH arts have means within them of applying ti -m-seh^s with success both to intellectual and lensiti™part of our natures. It cannot be disputed, supposingboth these means put in practice with equd alihtiesto which we ought to give the preference; to him whorepresents the heroic arts and more dign/fied passionsof man or to him who, by the help of meretric ousornaments, however elegant and graceful, captivatesthe sensuality, as it may be called, of our t^te

ir^fl^A l^*"?}*"
*»d Bolognian schools are reasonably

preferred to the Venetian, Flemish or Dutch schools.
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M they address themselves to our best and noblest
taculties.

Well-turned periods in eloquence, or harmony of
numbers in poetry, which are in those arts what
colouring is in painting, liowever highly we may esteem
them, can never be considered as of equal importence
with the art of unfolding truths that are useful to
manknid, and which make us better or wiser. Nor
can those works which ren d us of the poverty and
meanness of our nature . . considered as of equal
rank with what excites ideas of grandeur, or raises and
diguihes humanity

; or, in the words of a late poet
wlmh makes the beholder team to venerate himtelf
as man. ' "^

It is reason and good sense, therefore, which ranks
and estimates every art, and every part of that art
accorduig to its importance, from the painter of
aiuniated, down to iiianimated nature. We will not
allow a man, who shall prefer the inferior style, to
say It IS his taste

; taste here has nothing, or at least
ouglit to have nothing, to do with the question. He
wants not taste, but sc'ii«;«and soumlDess ofjudgement

Indeed, perfecti(.n in an inferior stvle may b^
reasonably preferred to mediocrity in the highest
walks of art. A landscape of C la.ide Lorraine may be
preferred to a hhU> y by Luca Giordano ; but hence
appears the necessity of the connoisseur's knowinir inwhat consists the excellency of eacli class, in order to
judge how near it approaches to perfection.

Kven in works of the same kind, as *in history-
painting, which IS composed of various parts, excellence
ot an inferior sj)ecies, carried to a very high decree
will make a vvork very valuable, and in some ~>easure
compensate for tlie absence of the higher kinds of
merit. It is the duty of the connoisseur to know and
esteem, as much as it may deserve, every part of

IT^^ZV ^•\.'''" "^* *^^" ^^''"^^ even"^ fcsano
unworthy ot his notice; who, though totally devoid

1 Dr. Goldsmith.

d2
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truth m his manner of touching aimnalQ nf o ii Y- i

panics. NotwitlEdtagS daSTr °' ""^

spite of such +ranseresslons IW u '-
'^^^ '"

»o.„ .t
expression, the orgauizatiou of the soul • rmean the imagmat on and the Bassinn, Tl,.t ? •

'i

of these are S invariable i th^Xmer a^d JriT'' k'

?st'"ofrEd^Thitti:;,^ ^,Tt&fr
"

iill
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T'^TZ ^::C^;\-- J!^r^<^
be else an

would be p" 3^ u,f a '). V*^**^^'*^'
'"^«« o^art; it

affections w^ 1-
"

Clf jf^^7 *?• ^l^""^' *« ^«-«
AV;e have uo reasoa to sTsJ^ct tS ".°«<=qu-intecL

difference between our minify u^ *^ * greater
of which, though here Tip 1 **" HT^" «"'• ^"^ms

;

a general similftude that^L^tl
""^

l^'^^ J'^* *bere is

of mankind
; and those fc*'''''"?]?

*^^ ^^«^« race
can distinguish wha?lbpantr7'"^*'I^5*^ *beir taste,

other worls, Xt al eesTith"^^^^
«^' "»

general idea of natu^^S o^c^^V^w^S IZ tt

|ext^rJtrryt;\o1ieT^b"'^'^'^^ -, -" - tbe
seems then to folio "^SSe^i^t "^fj^^^.

"'"^o^m, it

IS incapable of Produdnranvthin^ •
*>« pagination

and can only vary and S-^iu^ originally of itself,

it is furnishU KnlnHf i'hV
^^eide^ ^^"'^b

necessarily an aSeeSuftio- '*"-^'' *^^^« "^^ te
senses of men. tS bein^ thu"^'"**'*'"'' ^« "» ^^e
that in all cases, in our ffw' agreement, it follovrs,

' ia our most serious actionfan?
^'""^^'^^nts, as well a^

must regulate our^^e^roL'ofl"fX^S\?.^"/«f-

'W

'I'
1:

voice. ItisfromkS,;i^^^^^^^^^ «P|»'«» to the public
and passions of rnS d^ tw '^ ^''^ ^^^"eral f^

ofwhatimaginati^zTis ?hou!hT.^
*'*'"*'*^ ^ *^"« '^^

nothing to do bu to consuff '* appears as if we had
tions, and these were sufficient T" P^'^'^^^^r sensa-
error and mistake

""^^'^nt to ensure us from all

^^^^^Zt^^^^^^ character of
a great deal will be itS t\a X ^l ^^P^rience

;

examining what passes [n our K*^ K^ ^*bit of
own motives of action a ..?] f

bosoms, what are our
-e are conscious r^'occS ""w

'' ""^''^^^^^
an uniformity, and concl .,,1^ +f? /u ^® ^^^^ suppose
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This examination will contribute to suggest to usmatters of inquiry

; but we can never be mre that oSown sentiments are true and right, till they Teconfirmed by more extensive observation. One manopposing another determines nothing; but a^enTr^union ofminds like ageneral combination of thf

S

In fectTi"b5 T^r " "^'"^^ '^'' •« irresistib?In tact as he who does not know himself, does notknow others, so t may be said with equal truth, that

fm^rfecti;!
" ""^ "*^'''' ^"""^ ^™^«^^ ^^' ^^^

A man who thinks he is guarding himself aeainst
prejudices by resisting the authority of otrersXvesopen every avenue to singularity, vanity, self-conceitobstinacy, and many aher vices, all tending to warpthe judgement, and prevent the natural opiation o?his faculties. This submission to others is a deferencewhich we owe, and, indeed, are forced involuntarHy opa>. In fact, we never are satisfied with our opinionswhatever we n ay pretend, till they are ratified andconfirmed by the suflfrages of the rest of mankind

Zt ^T^^ '""^
V^"^^^ ^r «^«^

' ^« endeavoui to

%« th T""" *u
"•'?' ^^"" ^« d° "^t go to themHe therefore who is acquainted with the workswhich have pleased different ages and difr^entcountries, and has formed his opinion on them hasmore materials, and more means of knowhT wha?

18 analogous to the mind of man, thanX Ihrisconversant only with the works of his own Le or

IS hkelv to please again: hence are derived the

This search and study of the history of the mindought not to be confined to one art only. U S bythe analogy that one art bears to another, that

?-;riX ^r'^'
"' ascertained, which either we e butfaintly seen, or perhaps, would not have been dis-

firinlf f"' '^?' '"^"^^^^ ^«d »°t received the
first hints from the practices of a sister art on a
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similar occasion.* 'Hie frequent allusions whirhevery man who treats of any In is oblS to maketo others, ni order to illustrate and^oncL hi!

tJafth^ir rulf^''
*^' medium of the senses ;Hfol?oH-:

wiffperitt;^to^^^^^^^^ ^'-y ^« -^'"S
We may therefore conclude that the real snh«tar,n«

o? Lr ''%'''}'''f ^^l«*
*^"- ""der tt^an e

thin^ th.t fh'**
^"*^ established in the nature o?

Ik"^ 'i^*.*^®*"® *'*® ^«'"t">» and regular causes W
S"'./^^ imagination and passion! of Ten areaffected; and that the knowledge of these Causes ^«

kuowTed^e vT'i '^""^ P''"^'*"^^ ^ ^^dom or

oierSs n.
^ \'

^''''?^^'' i"«ta"tane«us it«operations ni. ,.,,ear when thus acquired

viU^ *'''", ''^^" observed, that the good and

^ Nulla ars, non alterius artis. aut mater, aut popinqua est.

2 Omnes artes auap aH itt^''^'^'^- ^ '^'"'^ ^V Junius.
quoddan, commue ^vfncutam

^''""^'^'" pertinent, habent

continentur.-acERo. ^"*" «=°g"atione inter se
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iMil

looking forwards beyond ourselves to society, and tothe whole
; of arte, by extending our views in thesame manner, to all ages and all times.

Every art, like our own, has in ite composition
fluctuating as well as fixed principles. It is aratten-
tive inquiry into their difference that will enable
"^

1, u^f""""?® J*"""
^^'' ''^ *^e influenced by customand habit, and what is fixed in the nature of things.

lo distinguish how much has solid foundation, we
ffi iTf '?f°""«

*o tje same proof by which someS t '*/"^?* *? ^"-r^-"'^
' "'*^«ther it preserves

iteelf when translated. Tha. .it is false wliich can
subsist only in one language ; and that picture whirh
pleases only one age or one nation owes ite reception
to some local or accidental association of ideas.

i-iT ®i?*y *PP^y *^'s *o e^ery custom and habit of
.Ite. ITius, the general principles of urbanity, polite-
ness or civihty have been the same in all nations •

but the mode in which they are dressed is continually
varying. The general idea of showing respect is bymaking yourcelf less ; but the manner, wVether bybowing the body, kneeling, prostration, pulling off
the upper part of our dress, or taking away tlie lower '

18 a matter of custom.
Thi'.<j in regard to ornamente,—it would be unjust

to conclude that, because they were at first arbitrarily
contrived, they are therefore undeserving of our
attention; on the contrary, he who ne|lecte the
cultivation of those ornaments, acte contrary to nature
and reason. As life would be imperfect without its
highest ornamente, the Arts, so these arte themselves
would be imperfect without their ornamente. Thoughwe by no means ought to rank with these positiveand substantial beauties, yet it must be alloweo that
a knowledge of both is essentially requisite towards
forming a complete, whole, and perfect taste. It ism reality from their ornamente that arte receive their
peculiar character and complexion ; we may add, that

.K
^ P"* off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place whereonthou standest is holy ground.—Exodus, iii, 5.

^"crcon
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in them we find the characteristical mark of a national
taste

; as, by throwing up a feather in the air, we
know which way the wind blows, better than by a
more heavy matter.
The striking distinction between the works of the

Roman, Bolognian, and Venetian schools, consists
more in that general effect which is produced by
colours, than in the more profound excellencies of
the art

; at least it is from thence that each is distin-
guished and known at first sight. Thus it is the
ornaments rather than the proportions of architecture
which at the first glance distinguish the different
orders from each othor ; the Doric is known by iti
triglyphs, the Ionic by its volutes, and the Corinthian
by its acanthus.
What distinguishes oratory from a cold narration is

a more liberal, though chaste, use of those ornaments
which go under the name of figurative and metaphori-
cal expressions

; and poetry distinguishes itself from
oratory by words and expressions still more ardent
and glowing. What separates and distinguishes poetry
IS more particularly the ornament of terse ; it is this
which gives it its character, and is essential, without
which It cannot exist. Custom has appropriated
different metre to different kinds of composition, in
which the world is not perfectly agreed. In England
the dispute is not yet settled, which is to be preferred,
rhyme or blank verse. But however we disagree
about what these metrical ornaments shall be, that
some metre is essentially necessary, is universally
acknowledged.

'

In poetry or eloquence, to determine how far
hgnrative or metaphorical language may proceed, and
when It begins to be affectation or beside the truth,
must be determined by taste ; though this taste, we
must never forget, is regulated and formed by the
presiding feelings of mankind,—by those works which
have

' .^proved themselves to all times and all persons.
J nus, though eloquence has undoubtedly an essential
and mtnnsic excellence, and immovable principles
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common to all languages, founded in the nature of our

Srnf'*"?.
^ff««t'»"«> yet it has its ornaments andmodes of address, which are merely arbitrary. What

IS approved m the eastern nations as Jand andmajestic, would be considered by the Greeks andRomans as turgid and inflated ; Ld they, fn returnwould be thought by the Orientals to express themselves in a cold and insipid manner

thJtf'^c^K**?'-*'''^'"''*' *e
**>« *^'-«'^'t of ornaments,that It IS by their means that Art itself accomplishes

of tff^•^- *'''"*'-^ "*"^ colouring, which is o,^of the chief ornaments of painting, lena torori, thatwinch procures lovers and admirer!' to the more vaSuable excellencies of the art.
It appears to be the same right turn of mind whichenables a man to acquire the /.«M, or the just ideaof what IS nght, in the ornaments, as in the morestable principles of art. It has still the same ce"?reof nerfection, though it is the centre of a smaller

To illustrate this by the fashion of dress, in whichthere is allowed to be a good or bad t^ste ThecomponeMt parts of dress are continually changingfrom great to little, from short to long; but t Igeneral form still remains
; it is still the sa^m'e generddress, which .8 comparatively fixed, tliough on a verv

must refr°R*'"V
^"* ^' '^ '^^ ^^' ^^ich fasS

^r dllla • ^,f l^""
'°^^'^*" ^'^^ the most success,or dresses m the best taste, would probably, horn thesame sagacity employed to greate? purpo^s, iLw

discovered equal skill, or lave formed the slm?correct taste, in the highest labours of art

nni i''^i°'®f
'**"^ ^^ '" ^""^^^ ^hi«h is certainlyone of the lowest subjects to which this word is

Ttil ^1' ""
I
^""" ^^^^'•^ «^^«r^'«d, there! aright even here, however narrow its foundation respecting the fashion of any particular natfon' But

which 'nf'J? ?r «l«°'J«''^^ans of determTning towhich of the different customs of different agesf orcountries, we ought to give the preference, sinfe they
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to be all equally removed from nature.

113

seem
European, wnen he has cut off his beard, and put
false hair on his head, or bound up his own natural
hair in regular hard 'uots, as unlike nature as he
can possibly make it ; ttid after having rendered them
immovable by the help of the fat of the hogs, has
covered the whole with flour, laid on by a machine
with the utmost regularity; if, when thus attired,
he issues forth, and meets a Cherokee Indian, who
has bestowed as much time at his toilet, and laid on
with equal care and attention his yellow and red ochre
on particular parts of his forehead or cheeks, as lie
judges most becoming ; whoever of these two de^spibed
the other for this attention to the fashion of his
country, which ever first feels himself provoked to
laugh, is the barbarian.

All these fashions are very innocent ; neither worth
disquisition, nor any endeavour to alter them ; as the
change would, in all probability, be equally distant
from nature. ITie only circumstance against which
indignation may reasonably be moved, is, where the
operation is painful or destructive of health ; such as
some of the practices at Otaheite, and the strait-
lacing of the English ladies ; of the last of which
practices, how destructive it must be to health and
long life, the Professor of Anatomy took an opportunity
of proving a few days since in this Academy.

It is in dress as in things of greater consequence.
Fashions originate from those only who have the high
and powerful advantages of rank, birth, and fortune.
Many of the ornaments of art, those at least for which
no reason can be given, are transmitted to us, are
adopted, and ac«iuire their consequence from the
company in which we have been used to see them. As
Greece and Rome are the fountains from whence have
flowed all kinds of excellence, to that veneration
which they have a right to claim for the pleasure
and knowledge which they have aAorded us, we volun-
tarily add our approbation ofevery ornament and every
custom that belonged to them, even to the fashion ol
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almost all the Lrilffn/ I •
^° «c"Jpture remain

We have so farTsocTater^^^^^^ ^J-
"""«"* «••*•

persons thus repres^n?eran/ttr*"*k^'?"^ *° *h«

manner of repre^ntetioA tdJ !
'"^^ °^ "* *° *^'«''-

connexion was never formed TnHp»H 1/ i? ^
*"**

venture to paint a e-enVml «ffi •
^««0"'*1 no more

habit, than we coalH - 1.

'^'*"'
^

'^'""*" "^'^'^^7

uniform But sirice we h\v.
'^ '^*"- '° '^" P'-^^^"*

show how ready we are to adont'?hr*r?''"'>
*«

judices we ma/e the best authorftyItL th. J* H
^''-

serve the lame Durnoap n,!!™^ \
among the moderns

welf remember how commor it wS^a w ^ ""^^^

means it must be acknowledged vpr^^^^^^ ^^ *^"

merely fintaaticiil B..:jl? .? ' ." therefore not

w« other re«.u,Tr.2lsr;S''.h'^7p::,«^- I

lij
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among which we may justly rank the simplicity oi"

them, consisting of little more than one single piece
of drapery, without those whimsical capricious forms
by which all other dresses are embarrassed.
Thus, though it is from the prejudice we have in

favour of thf» apcirnts, who have taught us architecture,
that we have adopted likewise their ornaments ; and
though we are satisfied that neither nature nor reason
are the foundation of those beauties which we imagine
we see in that art, yet if anyone, persuaded of this
truth, should therefore invent new orders of equal
beauty, which we will suppose to be possible, they
would not please ; nor ought he to complain, since the
old has that great advantage of having custom and
prejudice on its side. In this case we leave what has
every prejudice in its favour, to take that which will
have no advantage over what we have left, but novelty ;

which soon destroys itseif, and at any rate is but a weak
antagonist against custom.
Ancient ornaments, having the right of possession,

ought not to be removed, unless to make room for
that which not only has higher pretensions, but such
pretensions as will balance the evil and confusion which
innovation always brings with it.

To this we may add, that even the durability of the
materials will often contribute to give a superiority
to one object over another. Ornaments in buildings,
with which taste is principally concerned, are composed
of materials which last longer than those of which
dress is composed ; the former, therefore, make higher
pretensions to our favour and prejudice.
Some attention is surely due to what we can no

more get rid of, than we can go out of ourselves. We
are creatures of prejudice ; we neither can nor ought
to eradicate it ; we must only regulate it by reason

;

which kind of regulation is indeed little more than
obliging the lesser, the local and temporary prejudices,
to give way to those which are more durable and lasting.
He, therefore, who in his practice ofportrait-painting,

wishes to dignify his subject, which we will suppose to

,„
•>

I
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dignity. V/Jkt«;^'hrhi?S^^^^ *"
to those ideas hiwl tl.o* V^ • .- . " correapond
will regulate thriudieLT*'**r*V°"

'"^''^^ »»« ^Sowg

8omethin^ofthemfS«!tf
of digmty, and preserves

prejudice. ^ *^® "°''® ^^««d and scientific

wh!?h"iriuVtor*"rt1' "°*
^'L^

^•"''^ «^^oIt«-e,
prejudices TnCkiud w f^h'f

*'''** ''^^P^^t for the
made entirely rkedarJ 1

'^ ""^4 *" ^"""^ »'»d,

thec.r .aalUsaid to K^*^^^^
""'^ emaciated as

mib:.t)....ebeenexi^otpS'. T^ *=?nseq"enc(. wasM-hat

prepossession which has taken S «^ ^ • *? *^®

the libra'y'ofl, MaX'1,1
""<" Jmtoret, to adorn

the Romans been the jndges of this wor^, p^^bSdy

i

L
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the determination would ^ave been just contrary ; for

in the more noble parts of the art Batti.«t;i Franco
was perhaps not inferior to any of his rivals.

Gk.ntlemkn,

It has been the main scope and principal end of
this discourse to demonstrate the reality of a stamlard
in taste, as wt 11 as in corporeal beauty ; that a false or
depraved taste is a thing as well known, as easily
discovered, as anything that is deformed, misshapen,
or wrong, in our form or outward make ; and that this
knowledge is derived from the uniformity of sentiments
among mankind, from whence proceeds the knowledge
of wiiat are the general habits of nature ; the result
of which is an idea of perfect beauty.

If what has been advanced be true—that beside
this beauty or truth, which is formed on the uniform,
eternal, and immutable laws of nature, and which of
necessity can be but one ; that beside this one immutable
verity there are likewise what we have called apparent
or secondary truths, proceeding from local and tempor-
ary prejudices, fancies, fashions or accidental connexion
of ideas ; if it appears that these last have still their
foundation, however slender, in the original fabric of
our minds ; it follows that all these truths or beauties
deserve and require the attention of the artist, in
proportion to their stability or duration, or as their
influence is more or less extensive. And let me add,
that as they ought not to pass their just bounds, so
neither do they, in a well-regulated taste, at all prevent
or weaken the influence of those general principles,
which alone can give to art its true and permanent
dignity.

To form this just taste Ij undoubtedly in your own
power, but it is to reason and philosophy that you
must have recourse ; from them you must borrow the
balance, by which is to be weighed and estimated tlie
value of every pretension that intrudes itself on your
notice.

The general objection which is made to the introduc-
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tiou of PhUowphy into the regions of taste, ii that

to efr o1 ^toZt^^\''^''^ •" over-carefulness nC

U fs not fT '^S"*^ry ^^.ff^on is Hkely to produce."18 not fo. Fear is neither reason nor DhifosoohvThe true spirit of philosophy, by givZ Wowffi"g.ves a niHuly confidence, ki.d subs Uutes ratioSdhrmness n. the nlace of vain presumption \ man of

rSLSj ann'th
^'- ' ™?" '^^ J"4ment in o?her

sTr^frn^ * °'* inventions which either disdain orShrink from reason, are generally, 1 fear, more likethe dreams of a .iistempe?ed brain, than thT ex. edenthusiasm of a sound and true genius. In thrmdatof the lughest flights of fancy of imagin.V on r^souought to pres de from first to last, though 1 admShermore powerful operation is upon reflection.

antiquity, and those who have most distinguishedthemselves in works of genius and imagra3 wereequally eminent for their critical skilKlato ^Tstotle, Cicero, and Horace
; and among the modernsBoileau, Corneille, Pope, and Dryden, are at l2

TZi:cSlrr^Zr 'T^.^-^'^oyek ^'aUentTnor suDjection to rules and science. I should hone

befn'S wooltl'"*r^
consequence of what iSoeen said, would be to excite n you a desire ofknowing the principles and conduct of the great

TuTXiZ^T^ ^"' ^-^P^^' ^"^ veneratlon^r

M



DISCOURSE VIII

Delivered to the Student* of the RoytU Academy, on the
IMntribution of the Prizes, December 10, 1778.

THE PRINCIPLES OF AKT, WHETHER POETRY OR PAINT-
ING, HAVE THEIR FOUNDATION IN THE MIND ; 8LCH A8
NOVELTY, VARIETY, AND CONTRAST ; THESE IN THEIR
EXCESS BECOME DEFECTS—SIMPLICITY, ITS EXCESS DI8-
AtiKEEABLE—RULES NOT TO BE ALWAYS OBSERVED IN
THEIR LITERAL SENSE .* SIFKICIKNT TO PRESERVE THE
SPIRIT OF THE LAW

—

0B:jEHVATI0N8 ON THE PRIZE
PiCTlRES

GENTLEMEN,
I HAVE recommended in fr*rmer * Discourses that

artists should learn their profession by endeavouring
to form an idea of perfection from the different ex-
cellencies which lie dispersed in tlie various schools
of painting. Some difficulty will still occur, to know
what is beauty, and where it may be found : one
would wish not to be obliged to bike it entirely on
the credit of fame; though to this, I acknowledge,
the younger students must unavoidably submit Any
suspicion in them of the chance of their being
deceived, will have more tendency to obstruct their
advancement, than even an enthusiastic confidence
in the perfection of their models. But to the more
advanced in the art, who wish to stand on more
stable and firmer ground, and to establish principles
on a stronger foundation than authority, however
venerable or powerful, it may be safely told that
there is still a higher tribunal, to which those great

1 Discourses II and VI.
U8
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masters themselves must submit, and to which indeedevery excellence m art must be ultimately referredHe who ig ambitious to enlarge the boundaries of

ilfi.\
' ""? '"^-^ his views, beyond the precepts

tvin .T ^°^°i^° ^?^' °'' W ^ drawn frJmthe practice of his predecessors, to a knowledire ofthose precepts in the mind, those operations of
intellectual nature-to which everything that aspires
to please must be proportioned and accommodated

«/°f^ •!'""^^ * ""''^ extensive power than our

»!^n«? r?
'^ mfluence over almost all the passions

;amonsr those may be reckoned one of our most
prevalent dispositions, anxiety for the future. Poetry

hl^7^yrfl^ our curiosity, engaging the mindby degrees to take an interest in the event, keeping
that event suspended, and surprising at last witfi an
unexpected catastrophe.

*- »
The painter's art is more confined, and has nothing

that corresponds with, or perhaps is equivalent to,
this power and advantage of leading tfie mind on
till attention is totally engaged. What is done by
paintine, must be done at one blow ; curiosity has
received at once all the satisfaction it can ever have
Ihere are, however other intellectual qualities and
dispositions which the painter can satisfy and affect
as powerfully as the poet : among those we may
[w^n °"r*-^°''^

""^ °°''^^*^' ^'*"*'y' *"d contrast

;

these qualities, on examination, will be found to
refer to a certain activity and restlessness which
has a pleasure and delight in being exercised andput m motion. Art therefore only administers tothose wants and desires of the mind.

It requires no long disquisition to show that the
dispositions which I have stated actually subsist in
the human mmd. Variety reanimates the attention,
which IS apt to languish under a continual sameness!
Novelty makes a more forcible impression on themind than can be made by the representation ofwhat we hav-e often seen before ; and contrasts rouseMe power of comparison by opposition. All this is
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obvioni ; but, on the other hand, it must be re-
membered, that the mind, though an active principle,
has likewise a disposition to indolence; and though
it loves exercise, loves it only to a certain degree,
beyond which it is very unwilling to be led, or
driven ; the pursuit therefore of novelty and variety
may be carried to excess. When variety entirely
destroys the pleasure proceeding from uniformity
and repetition, and when novelty counteracts and
shuts out the pleasure arising from old habits and
customs, they oppose too much the indolence of our
disposition : the mind therefore can bear with pleasure
but a small portion of novelty at a time. The main
part of the work must be in the mode to which we
have been used. An affection to old habits and
customs I take to be the predominant disposition of
the mind, and novelty cumes as an exception ; where
all is novelty, the attention, the exercise of the
mind is too violent Contrast, in the same manner,
when it exceeds certain limits, is as disagreeable
as a violent and perpetual opposition ; it gives to
the senses, in their progress, a more sudden change
than they can bear with pleasure.

It is then apparent, that those qualities, however
they contribute to the perfection of art, when kept
within certain bounds, if they are carried to excess,
become defects, and require correction : a work conse-
quently will not proceed better and better as it is
more varied ; variety can never be the ground-work
and principle of the performance—it must be only
employed to recreate and relieve.
To apply these general observations which belong

equally to all arts, to ours in particular. In a com-
position, when the objects are scattered and divided
into many equnl parts, the eye is perplexed and
tatigued, from not knowing where to find the princi-
Pjil action, or which is the principal figure ; for where
all are making equal pretensions to notice, all are in
equal danger of neglect.

ITie expression which is used very often on these

I

5*1
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occasions is, the piece wants repose ; a word which
perfectly expresses a relief of the mind from that state
of hurry and anxiety which it suffers, when looking
at a work of this character.
On the other hand, absolute unity, that is, a larire

work consisting of one group or mass of light only,
would be as defective as an heroic poem without
episode or any collateral incidents to recreate themind with that variety which it always requires.
An instance occurs to me of two painters (Rem-

brandt and Poussin), of characters totally opposite to
each other m every respect, but in nothing more thanm their mode of composition, and management of light
and shadow. Rembrandt's n-mner is absolute unity •

he often has but one group, and exhibits little more
than one spot of light in the midst of a large quantity
of shadow

: if he has a second mass, that second bears
no proportion to the principal. Poussin, on the
contrary, has scarce any principal mass of light at all,
and his figures are often too much dispersed, without
sufficient attention to place them in groups.
The conduct of these two painters is entirely the

reverse of what might be expected from their general
style and character ; the works of Poussin being asmuch distinguished for simplicity, as those of Rem-
brandt for combination. Even this conduct of Poussin
might proceed from too great an affection to simplicity
ot another kind ; too great a desire to avoid that ostenta-
tion of art, with regard to light and shadow, on which
Kembrandt so much wished to draw the attention;
howevCT, each of them ran into contrary extremes, and
It IS difficult to determine which is the most reprehen-
sible, both being equally distant from the demands of
nature, and the purposes of art.
The same just moderation must be observed in

regard to ornaments
; nothing will contribute more to

destroy repose than profusion, of whatever kind,
whether it consists in the multiplicity of objects, or
the variety and brightness of colours. On the other
hand, a work without ornament, instead of simplicity.
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to which it makes pretensions, has rather the appear-
ance of poverty. The desrree to which ornaments are
admissihle, must be regulated by the professed style
of the work ; but we may be sure of this truth—that
the most ornamental style requires repose to set off
even its ornaments to advantage. I cannot avoid
mentioning here an instance of rejiose, in that faithful
and accurate painter of nature, Shakespeare ; the short
dialogue between Duncan and Banquo, whilst thev
are approaching the gates of Macbeth 's castle. Their
conversation very naturally turns upon the beauty of
its situation, and the pleasantness of the air: and
Banquo observing the martlets' nests in every recess
of the cornice, remarks, that where those birds most
breed and haunt, the air is delicate. T? -s sulyect of
this quiet and easy conversation gives that repose so
necessary to the mind, after the tumultuous bustle of
the preceding scenes, and perfectly contrasts the scene
of horror that immediately succeeds. It seems as if
Shakespeare asked himself, what is a prince likely to say
to his attendants on such an occasion ? The modern
writers seem, on the contrary, to be always searching
for new thoughts, such as never could occur to man in
the situation represented. This is also frequently the
practice of Homer

; who, from the midst of battles and
horrors, relieves and refreshes the mind of the reader,
by introducing some quiet rural image, or picture of
familiar domestic life. The writers of every age and
coimtry, where taste has begun to decline, paint and
adorn every object they touch ; are always on the
stretch; never deviate or sink a moment from the
pompous and the brilliant. Lucan, Statins, and
Claudian (as a learned critic has observed), are
examples ofthis bad taste and want ofjudgement ; tliey
never soften their tones, or condescend to be natural

;

all is exaggeration and perpetual splendour, without
affording repose of any kind.
As we are speaking of excesses, it will not be remote

froni our purpose to say a few words upon simplicity
;which, in one of the senses in which it is used, is
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tf*'r "^«•'"P'« uu^TuhettedTature TTt
ItZ&Tn'' "''•^ ^°' PerfectioirSh neUheSlops Short of, nor oversteps, reality and truth

"""^'^

araw
. so far he is undoubtedly Heht • hnf ,.,.i., u ihe descends to nai-f.'/.,,io-o j *?

»,out^ unluckilv,

grace and dimto-' ]?• L.„ ''^'^'''f
*"' »"'' "«» "f

« .ucA an attitude thattZpL^^ °S '° *", "''""^

'rate «(.»«„„^mJ, L^Zk prJuv^.'%r'"-

appearance^? a^Zalilie™:; Lr^Ltr '^
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from creating respect, that it betrays vulgarity and
meanness, and new-acquired consequence.
The painters, many of them at least, have not been

backward in adopting the notions contained in these
precepts. The portraits ofRigand are perfect examples
of an implicit observance of these rules of De Piles ;

80 that though he was a painter of great merit in

many respects, yet that merit is entirely overpowered
by a total absence of simplicity in every sense.

Not to multiply instances, which might be produced
for this purpose from the works of history-painters, I

shf-.il mention only one—a picture which I have seen,
of the Supreme Being, by Coypell.
This subject the Roman Catholic painters have

taken the liberty to represent, however indecent the
attempt, and however obvious the impossibility of any
approach to an adequate representation ; but here
the air and character which the painter has given,
and he has doubtless given the highest he could
conceive, are so degraded by an attempt at such
dignity as De Piles has recommended, that we are
enraged at the folly and presumption of the artist,

and consider it as little less than profanation.
As we have passed to a neighbouring nation for

instances of want of this quality, we must acknowledge
at the same time, that they have produced great
examples of simplicity, in Poussin and Le Sueur. But
as we are speaking of the most refined and subtle
notion of perfection, may we not inquire, whether a
curious eye cannot discern some faults, even in those
great men ? I can fancy, that even Poussin, by abhor-
ring that affectation and that want of simplicity, which
he observed in his countrymen, has, in certain
particulars, fallen into the contrary extreme, so far
as to approach to a kind of affectation—to what, in
writing, would be called pedantry.
When simplicity, instead of being a corrector,

seems to set up for herself; that is, when an artist
seems to value himself solely upon this quality ; such
an ostentatious display of simplicity becomes then a» m
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^K'^Hi^::lrvr?„?h•*"^ °'^- ^-^ of .ffec.
«t down con ented wTth w/ol"^' ^^f^ "'""^^ »> '<>

finds the world look at it withTnH'^-^''^'
^"^ *^°"'f'' »'^

as being destitute of everrnLr? ^IT®"''®
*"* •^""'«e>

or give pleasure to the S.H^ l*^
***** ^*° '^^^reat^

that it has simplicUy! aSv i?'*^*
"°"^^«« ^''"^^If

us^l iVn^^SS^ r^^
inspire

merely his duty, to i a hero " "*"'* '^^ •"°''« ^«n

hig?e:^esS^:;ltet^^^^^^^^ - - the
to recommend them T^e /pollf^^"^''"P""*^Laocoon, the Gladiator have a i«U ^® ^*""'' *h«
of action, have contrasts sSfficienrt^l"

composition
«nergy in a high degree •Zt^\! V'u «"^^ ^^^
<)f the many thJusan?antinn^«f*

"''^stbe confessed
that their generaPchaSristL^lT ^^''^^ ""^ ^«^«>
on inanimate insipidity

"" bordenng at least

.va^e tlSkc:it*i:s:fr^iirf'^'^^ ^^.^ *« -- ^
I do not, however! ^sh t^ dM/i «"!Pic ous virtue,

the high estimation iTihV?t^Si",!:"'P^'<^'*y fron,
held. It is our barrier l^iljft^. ^*° ever justly
truth and nature/AXctaU^rL^l* ^''^* ^"^'ny tJ
to the pencil, and r^v to S^n^^'"^ '! «''«'• c«nging
thing it touches ^ ^"^^P '" ""^ Po«on every-

gre^iriu^r^from^'r a^ver^'?''^ P^-«^« - a
affectation. Thero is l?kew se ano.lf°

"'^''^^ ^'"^ ^^
much stress is lai.I un^n Iht!

*°°*^«'' ""^^^on why so
which artists have toTu ini "Jl'^"^ '

*^« Propensity
we therefore set a guard o^t£j ^T^^f^ ^^t^'n^e;
assailable. When a^vou.iir arfi«f

* '!?' ''^'''^ « ™ost
composition and his aSrmu^rbf"* ?'** ***** *^»
he must turn the head cont^ry to th.T*?"***^'.****'body, ,n order to produce „lZ«n? ^*'''*'.°" of theF uuuce grace and animation

; that
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his outline must be undulating, and swellinjr, to
Ifiye grandeur; and that the eye must be gratified
with a variety of colours ; when he is told this, with
certain animating words of Spirit, Dignity, Energy,
Grace, greatness of Style, and brUliancy of Tints, he
becomes suddenly vain of his newly acquired know-

[

ledge, and never thinks he can carry those rules too
far. It is then tliat the aid of simplicity ought to
be called in to correct the exuberance of youthful
ardour.

The same may be said in regard to colouring, which
in its pre-eminence is particularly applied to flesh.
An artist in his first essay of imitating nature, would
make the whole mass ofone colour, as the oldest painters
did ; till he is taught to observe not only the variety
of tints, which are in the object itself, but the differ-
ences produced by the gradual decline of light to
shadow

; he then ii - nediately puts his instruction in
practice, and introduces a variety of distinct colours.
He must then be again corrected and told, that though
there is this variety, yet the effect of the whole upon
the eye must have the union and simplicity of the
colouring of nature.
And here we may observe that the progress of an

individual student bears a great resemblance to the
progress and advancement of the art itself. Want of
simplicity would probably be not one of the defects of
an artist who had studied nature only, as it was not
of the old masters, who lived in the time preceding the
great Art of Painting ; on the contrary, their works
are too simple and too inartificial.

The art in its infancy, lik« the first work of a
student, was dry, hard, and sin«ple. But this kind of
barbarous simplicity would be better named Penury,
as It proceeds from mere want ; from want of know-
ledge, want of resources, want of abilities to be
otherwise

; their simplicity was the offspring, not of
choice, but necessity.

In the second stage they were sensible of this
poverty

; and those who were the most sensible of the
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™t, were the best judges ofthe measure ofthe supply.
I-here were painters who emerged from poverty wit^iout
ialling into luxury. Their Success iSduceJ Tther"

Sr«nS?^"^Tf r"^^ ^^ themselves have hadstrength of m.nd to discover the original defect, to

nto the contrary extreme. But however they may
lifl^f '^^*'^i'- "? ^'^I'P?*

recommend to them to return

•*1 !u l'^*^®'?'
^'"^ndance with a more sparinir handmth that dignity which makes no parade, eUher otIts riches, or of its art It is not eaiy to ^ve a ru?e

^^Z '^
• *? Tu^^y ^*^* ^""""^^ o' "earlv fixed themiddle point taken as a general principle, circum-

Stances may oblige us to depart from it, either on the sideof Simplicity or on that of Variety and Decoration

«fi^ J'-i
necessary in a former discourse, speakingof the difference of the sublime and omamentel st "if

more manly, noble, and digni.ied manner-to leaveperhaps an impression too contemptuous of tho«e

;ihfi3*?K*^ ^^^ ^^r """^ ^"^ «^^>«h many have

I said then, what I thought it was right at thattime to say
; I supposed the disposition of young men

Tc^in thn^-"
*^ 'P't?^''? negligence, thai periver"

!nffi ^"''°"T
application to acquire correctness :and therefore did as we do in making what is crooked

straight, by bending it the contrary way, in order that
It may remain straight at last.

"ruer mai

nJSl**^if P"T'®i *''®"' *"^ *" correct excess orneglect of any kind, we may here add, that it is not

thri^n^**" r'"^.''^
^^"'^'^

'
'' •""«* beVexing

J^u^^I ^t^'^^^
^""-"^ *? ^*:^"^^' •^»'« desires tojecure the first impression in his favour. Our taste

t^ -n»'r
^ of sensuality about it, as well a. a love ofthe sublime

;
both these qualities of the mind are tonave their proper consequence, as far as they do not

i'i .
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counteract each other; for that is the ^rand error
wh.«h much care ought to be taken to avoid.

niere are some rules, whose absolute authority, like
that of our nurses, continues no lonirer than while wp
are in a state of childhood. One of?he iSrst rult, for
instance, that I believe every master would give to ayoung pupil, respecting his conduct and management
of light and shadow, would be what Leonardo da Vincihas actually given

; that you must oppose a lightground to the shadowed side of your figufeVand a dark^ound to the light side. If Lonarfo haS liveS to
see the superior splendour and effect which has been
S.P r ^^^^ ,*-^t

e"ctly contrary conduct- bv
Jh ? •^^\'? V«^' «°^ shadow to shadow-though without doubt he would have admired it vet

r'^le w^fh*wT*Y'V^*^te ? "«"^*1 »«* ^ the\Q
tTons.

''°"^'* ^""'^ ^^^"" ^" '"«t^"c-

Again, in the artificial management of the figures

^ IS directed that they shalT contrast each '^otheraccording to the rules generally given; that if onefigure opposes his front to the spectator, the next

iTiidfviduaT J" "^i
'''^''' ^"^^^"^^ the HmKeach individual figure be contrasted

; that is, if thenght leg be put forward, the right arm is to be Lwii
It is very proper that those rules should be given

IS
*^® Academy; it is proper the young studentsshould be informed that some research^is to be madeand hat they should be habituated to consider Tvervexcellence as reducible to principles. Beside^ [t 'she natural progress of instruction to teach Ut what« obvious and peicentible to the senses, and from

comol/tr"'\^'**^"^^y *« "''^'^^^ large, liKl'rd
hSl ^

"n*"^
^^ comprise the more refined andhigher excellencies in art. But when students are

7chal?t"'''^' '}'y "'" ^"^ '^^' *^^ greatesf£aut1S

conw nL^"n '^.r/!r ^'' P'-^'^"^*^ without

a^stroy that natural energy of men engaged in real

K
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action, unsolicitous of grace. St. Paul preaching at
Athens, in one of the Cartoons, fiir from any affected

<icadeinical contrast of limbs, stands equally on both
legs, and both hands are in the same attitude: add
contrast, and the whole energy and unaffected grace
of the fiffure is destroyed. Elymas the sorcerer
stretches both hands forward in the same direction,

which gives perfectly the expression intended. Indeed
you never will find in the works of Raffaelle any of
those schoolboy affected contrasts. Whatever contrast
there is, appears without any teeming agency of art,

by the natural chance of things.

What has been said of the evil of excesses of all

kinds, whether of simplicity, variety, or contrast,

naturally suggests to the painter the necessity of a
general inquiry into the true meaning and cause of
i-ules, and now they operate on those faculties to which
they are addressed : by knowing their general purpose
and meaning, he will often find that he need not
confine himself to the literal sense ; it will be sufficient

if he preserve the spirit of the law.

Critical remarks are not always understood without
examples : it may not be improper, ';^erefore, to give

instances where the rule itself, 1* ough generally

received, is false, or where a uarr conception of it

may lead the artists into great e':ors.

it is given as a rule by Fresnoy, That the principal

figure o/* a tubject mutt appear in the midst of the

picture, under the principal light, to distinguish it from
the rest. A painter who should think himself obliged

secretly to follow, this rule, would encumber himself

with needless difficulties ; he would be confined to

great uniformity of composition, and be deprived of

: iny beauties which are incompatible with its obser-

v..nce. The meaning of this rule extends, or ought
to extend, no further than this :—^That the principle

figure should be immediately distinguished at the

first glance of the eye ; but there is no necessity

that the principal light should £dl on the principal

figure, or that the principal figure should be in the
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middle of the picture. It is sufficient that it be
distiuguished by ite place, or by the attention of
other figures pointing it out to the spectator. So
fi»r IS this rule from being indispensable, that it is
very seldom practised ; other considerations of greater
consequence often standing in the way. Examples
in opposition to this rule, are found in the Cartoons,m Christ's Charge to Peter, the Preaching of St!
Faul, and Elymas the Sorcerer, who is undoubtedly
the pnncipal object in that picture. In none of
those compositions is the principal figure in the
midst of the picture. In the very admirable com-
position of the Tent ofDarius, by Le Brun, Alexander
is not in the middle of the picture, nor does the
principal light fall on him ; but the attention of all
the other figures immediately distinguishes him, and
distinguishes him more properly ; ^e greatest light
fiUls on the daughter of Darius who is in the middle
of the picture, where it is more necessary the princi-
pal light should be placed.

^

It is very extraordinary that Felibien, who has
given a very minute description of this picture, but
indeed such a description as may be called rather
panegyric than criticism, thipkiug it necessary (accord-
ing to the precept of Fresnoy) that Alexander should
possess the principal light, has accordingly given it
to him; he might with equal truth have said that
he was placed in the middle of the picture, as he
seemed resolved to give this piece every kind of
excellence which he conceived to be necessary to
perfection. His generosity is here unluckily mis-
applied, as It would have destroyed, in a jrreat
measure, the beauty of the composition.
Another instance occurs to me, where equal libertymay be taken in regard to the management of light.

-bout the middle of the picture surrounded by shadow.

rnUr*''?ii"L'^ ^ practised, and the spirit of the

rpl!r^
'*'"

S*
preserved. Examples of this pi ociple

reversed may be found very frequently in the works of
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the Ven in School. In the great compoBitJon of Piiul
Veicufifc^, The Marriage at (ana, the figures are.
for r ,rt ru.^t part, in half shadow; the great light is
II «.c'

; and indeed, the general effert of this
puvir;.. w; ich is 60 striking, is no more tiian whatwe oft^-i .( , in latidscapes, in small pictures of fairsam .li.i ; feasl ; but those principles of light and
aha;., »»ja7

., red to a large scale, to a space
con.ail..ng v a uundred figures an larire as life,
ai.a i.,J!.ri

'1 o all «ppearance with as much facility,
ana w.th ... ittention as steadily fixed upon thi
whoU toaeU^r. .-> if it were a small picture immediately
under thfc eye, the work justly excites our admiration

;the difficulty being increased as the extent is enhirged.
Ihe various modes of composition are infinite*

sometimes it shall consist of one large group in the
middle of the picture, and the smaller groups on
each side; or a plain space in the i^iddle, and the
groups of figures ranked round this vacuity.
Whether this principal broad light be in the middle

suace of ground, as in The School of Athens; or in
the sky, as in The Marriage at (ana, in The
Andromeda, and in most of the pictures of Paul
Veronese

; or whether the light be on the groups

;

whatever mode of composition is adopted, everv
variety and license is allowable : this only is indis-
putably necessary, that to prevent the eye from beiiiif
distracted and confused bv a multiplicity of objects
of equal magnitude, those objects, whether thev
consist of lights, shadows, or figures, must be disposed
in large masses and groups properly varied and
contrasted

; that to a certain quantity of action a
proportioned space of plain ground is required ; that
light IS to be supported by sufficient shadow ; and
we may add, that a certain quantity of cold colours
18 necessary to give value and lustre to the warn,
colours

:
what those proportions are cannot Ha so

well learnt by precept as bv observation on pictures,
and m this knowledge bad pictures will instruct as
^eU as good. Our inquiry why pictures have -x bad
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<?ffect, may be as advantageous as the inquiry why
they have a good effect ; each will corroborate the
principles that are suggested by the other.

I'hough it in not mv biutinens to enter into the
detail of our art, yet l mutit take this opportunity
of mentioning one of the means of producing that
great effect which we observe in the works of the
Venetian p^iinters, U'^ I think it is not generally known
or ob^served. It ought, in my opinion, to be indispens-

ably observed, that the masses of light in a picture

be always ot' a warm melluw colour, yellow, red, or
a yellowish-white; and that the blue, the grey, or
the green colours be kept almost tiitirely out of these
masses, and be used only to si^pport atnd set off

thc^* warm ; olours ; and for this parp<^f , a small
pro|>ortion ol cold colours will be sufficient.

l-et this (t'lduct be reversed; let the light be
cold, and the surrounding colours warm, as we often
see in the works of the Roman and Florentine painters,

and it will be out of the power of art, even in the
hiiiuh of RubeuiK or Titian, to make a picture splendid
and ti.irmoniou^.

liC Brun and Carlo Maratti were two jtainters of
great merit, and particularly what may be 'alleii

Academical Merit, but were both deficient it this

management of colon r^s ; the want of observing thia

rule is one of the cause of that heaviness of effect

which is so observable iu their works. The principal
light in the picture of Le Brun, which I ju -t now
mentioned, falls on Statira, who is dress*' i very
injudiciously in a pale blue drapery : it s ue, he
has heightened this blue with gold, but thsi is not
"nough ; the whole picture has a heavy kjr, and by
no means answers the expectation rah by the print.

Poussin often made a spot of blue <.-ape-y, when
the general hue of the picture was int.inable to
brown or yeliuw ; whicli shows 3u0ici»--;tly that
harmony of colouring was not a part of tl art that
had much engaged the attention of that re; pai iter.

The conduct of 'I'itiau in the pictu <
" Bacvhu*
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and Ariadne, has been much celebrated, and iustlv

rtV^tL^'^rr °? °^
''°;°""°f ^« Ariadne is'gve^n'(say the cntics) a red .carf, to relieve the fiirurefrom the sea which is behind her. It is not^ forthat reason alone, but for another of much irreater

^rercrnVtS"" *-^f ^^V".^ '»•« ««"«'-l ^'^•^onv

seoarateS fr^V'^*"''^ ^^"^ ^^"""^ °^ Ariadne is

Wue whirl J3//*^f^* ^7"P' *"«* " ^r««s'd inoiue, which added to the colour of the sea mako^that quantity of cold colour which TitiaTthouX
necessary for the support and brilliancy of theStgroup

;
which group is composed, with ver^ mt?eexception, entirely o*f mellow colours But^as the

parts, one half cold, and the other warm, it wasnecessary to carry some of the mellow colour of the

C? nf?LP '"f5 ^* 'i^ P*"^ °^ the picture, and a

Sn Ji!
cold mto the great group; accordingly

litian gave Ariadne a red scarf, and to one of theBacchante a little blue drapery.
The light of the picture, as I observed, ought to be

?or't),?'™ '•^''VV' u^**"
*h°"^h ''»'>*• "^ay be used

nf !, ^T.^ru'^'P^i i'?h*' *^ ^"« *be practice of manyof the Dutch and Flemish painters, yet it is better tosuppose that u^hite illumined by thejellow ravs of the

nority of which manner is never more striking than

^rt?a?t"nf ? •''•'^? of pictures we chance to^ee aportrait of Titian s hanging by the side of a Flemish

?-« ri,^r*v*i°"/^ *^** «h°"^'^ be of the hand ofVandyck), which, however admirable in other respectsbecomes cold and grey in the comparison.
*^ '

wJi! i""i"!t*®^ Pu"*' °^ *'hj**'t« "« '" °at"'-e of awarmer tint than those that are in the shade; what

l^Jr^^^'TT^^l^'
therefore, is no more than thatthe same conduct be observed in the whole, which isacknowledged to be necessary in every individual partIt IS presenting to the eye the same effect as that which

iL..^r ««^«*'^fd to feel, which, in this case, asin every other, will always produce beauty ; no
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principle, therefore, in our art, can be more certain,

or is derived from a higher source.

When I just now mentioned of the supposed reason

why Ariadne has part of her drapery red, gives me
occasion here to observe, that this favourite quality of

giving objects relief, and which De Piles and aU the

Critics h. ve considered as a requisite of the utmost

importance, was not one of those objects which much
engaged the attention ofTitian ;

painters of an inferior

rank have far exceeded him in producing this effect

This was a great object of attention, when art was in

its infant state ; as it is at present with the vulgar and

i^orant, who feel the highest satisfaction in seeing a

figure, which, as they say, looks as if they could walk

round it. But however low I may rate this pleasure

of deception, 1 should not oppose it, did it not oppose

itself to a quality of a much higher kind, by counter-

acting entirely that fullness of manner which is so

difficult to express in words, but which is found in

perfection in the best works of Correggi*-, and we may
add, of Rembrandt. This effect is produced by melting

and losing the shadows in a ground still darker than

those shadows ; whereas that relief is produced by

opposing and separating the ground from the figure,

either by light, or shadow, or colour. This conduct of

in-laying, as it may be called, figures on their ground,

in order to produce relief, was the practice of the old

painters, such as Andrea Mantegna, Pietro Perugino,

and Albert Durer ; and to these we may add the first

manner of Leonardo da Vinci, Giorgione, and even
Correggio ; but these three were among the first who
began to correct themselves in dryness of style, by no
longer considering relief as a principal object. As
those two qualities, relief, and fullness of effect, can
hardly exist together, it is not very difficult to deter-

mine to which we ought to give *he preference. An
artist is obliged for ever to hold a balance in his hand,
by which he must determine the value of different

qualities; that, when tome fault must be committed,
he may choose the least. Those painters who have
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best understood the art of producing a irood effect

conformable to reason ; that a part may be icrificedfor the good of the whole. Thu*^ whetierthe m^i^s
IZ'u Jl

^'^^* °' '^'^^''' •* i"- necessary tha™STyshould be compact and of a pleading shaVeTto Send some parts may be made dJrker and some lighteJand reflections stronger thru nature would wafrant'

,K/rr^*- '*^^ *^'*** ^'''•rties of this kTnd li

pamtea in the shade, as no cause was MAn in *i,->
picture iteelf, h, .„rn^ „ff .h, iS^„i™br:S.w.rS*

But I cannot give a better instance of this practicethan a picture which I have of Rubena ; it i S^vrl
SlS^ir

°^
^ r^nlight. Rubens has n^tTnlydiffused more light over the picture than is in naturebut has b^towed on it those warm glowing colourby which his works are so much distiSguishfd It S

^ "°r\l''Ju^* ^I^y «*''«^ P»'«ters have given us ofW "^'^^V u*^*.'
'^ !"«*•* ^ «""y mistaken, "f he

sun "Rufcf 'itl'*"'-^^
^^^ * fainter Wttiiigsun. Rubens thought the eye ought to be satisfied

JndiH T'' ^^°"f ^" °'^«' considefation. ,? heSt
Sen at t^ T*^'

'' ""T r*"?^' ^"' »' wouW hYvebeen at the expense of what he thought of muchgreater consequence,-the harmony proceeding fromthe contrast and variety of / olours.
»-««»•"« 'rom

,

Ihis same picture will furnish us with anothermstance, where we must depart from nature ?or agreater advantage. The moSn in this picture doesuot preserve so great a superiority in regard to itsghtness over the subject which it ifluminesfL it does.n nature
;
this is likewise an intended deviaW andfor the same reason. If Rubens had preserved thesame scale of gradation of light between the moon andthe objects, which is found in nature, the pkturemust have consisted of one small spot of light onWand at . little distance from the picture nothing but
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thii spot would have been seen. It may be said,

indeed, that this being the case, it is a subject that
ought not to be painted; but then^ for the same
reason, neither armour, nor anything shining ought
ever to be painted ; for though pure white is used
in order to represent the greatest light of shining
objects, it will not in the picture preserve the same
superiority over flesh, as it has in nature, without
keeping that flesh-colour of a very low tint. Rembrandt,
who thought it of more consequence to paint light
than the objects that are seen by it, has done this

in a picture of Achilles which I nave. The head is

kept down to a very low tint, in order to preserve this

due gradation and distinction between the armour
and the face ; the consequence of which is, that upon
the whole, the picture is too black. Surely too much
is sacrificed here to this narrow conception of nature ;

allowing the contrary conduct a fault, yet it must be
acknowledged a less fault than making a picture so
dar'': that it cannot be seen without a peculiar light,

and then with difficulty. The merit or demerit of the
different conduct of Rubens and Rembranuc in those
instances which I have given, is not to be determined
by the narrow principles of nature, separated from its

effect on the human mind. Reason and common sense
tell us, that before, and above all other considerations,
it is necessary that the work should be seen, not only
without difficulty or inconvenience, but with pleasure
and satisfaction ; and every obstacle which stands in
the way of this pleasure and convenience must be
removed.
The tendency of this Discourse, with the instances

which have been given, is not so much to place the
artist above rules, as to teach him their reason ; to
prevent him from entertaining a narrow confined
conception of art ; to clear his mind from a perplexed
variety of rules and their exceptions, by directing his
attention to an intimate acquaintance with the passions
and affections of the mind, from which all rules arise,
and to which they are all referable. Art effects its

S
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purpose by their means; an accurate knowledge,
therefore, of those passions and dispositions of the
mind is necessary to him who desires to affect them
upon sure and solid principles.
A complete essay or inquiry into the connexion

between the rules of art, and the eternal and immut-
able dispositions of our passions, would be indeed
going at once to the foundation of criticism ; » but I
am too well convinced what extensive knowledge,
what subtle and penetrating judgement would be
required, to engage in such an undertaking; it is
enough for me, if in the language of painters, I have
produced a slight sketch of a part of this vast com-
position, but that sufficiently distinct to show the
usefulness of such a theory, and its practicability.

Before I conclude I cannot avr.d making one
observation on the pictures now before us. I have
observed, that every candidate has copied the cele-
brated invention of Timanthes in hiding the face of
Agamemnon in his mantle; indeed, such lavish
encomiums have been bestowed on this thought, and
that too by men of the highest character in critical
knowledge—Cicero, Quintilian, Valerius, Maximus,
and Pliny—and have been since re-echoed by almost
every modern that has written on the arts, that your
adopting it can neither be wondered at, nor blamed.
It appears now to be so much connected with the sub-
ject, that the spectator woiild perhaps be disappointed
in not finding united in the picture what he always
united in his mind, and considered as indispensably
belonging to the subject But it may be observed,
that those who praise this circumstance were not
painters. They use it as an illustration only of their
own art ; it served their purpose, and it was certainly
not their business to enter into the objections that
lie against it in another art. I fear we have but very
scanty means of exciting those powers ove»' the

1 This was inadvertently said. I did not recollect the ad-
mirable treatise On tlu Sublime and Beautiful.
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imagination which make so very considerabtle and
refined a part of poetry. It is a doubt with me,
whether we should even make the attempt. The
chief, if not the only occasion, which the painter ha^
for this artifice, is, wlien tlie subject is improper to
be more fully represented, either for the sake of
decency, or to avoid what would be disagreeable to be
seen ; and this is not to raise or increase the passions,

which is the reason that is given for this practice, but
on the contrary to diminish their effect.

It is true, sketches, or such drawings as painters
generally make for their works, give this pleasure of
imagination to a high degree. From a slight, unde-
termined drawing, where the ideas of the composition
and character are, as I may say, only just touched
upon, the imagination supplies more than the painter
himself, probably, could produce ; and we accordingly
often find that the finished work disappoints the ex-
pectation that was raised from the sketch ; and this

power of the imagination is one of the causes of the
great pleasure we have in viewing a collection of
drawings by great painters. These general idea.«,

which are expressed in sketches, correspond very well
to the art often useil in poetry. A great part of the
beauty of the celebrated description of Eve in Milton's
Paradite Lost, consists in using only general indistinct
expressions, every reader making out the detail accord-
ing to his own {>articula>* imagination—his own idea
of beauty, grace, expression, dignity, or loveliness

:

but a painter, when he represents Eve on a canvas,
is obliged to give a determined form, and his own
idea of beauty distinctly expressed.
We cannot on this occasion, nor indeed on any

other, recommend an undetermiuate manner or vague
ideas of any kind, in a complete and finished picture.
This notion, therefore, of leaving anything to the
imagination, opposes a very fixed and indispensable
rule in our art—that everytiiing shall be caremlly and
distinctly expressed, as if the painter knew, with
•orrectuess and precision, the exact form and character
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of whaterer is introduced into the picture. Thit is
what with us is called Science and Laming: which
must not ^sacrificed and given up for an uncertain
and doubtful heauty, which, not naturally belonginir
to our art will probably be sought for without success.
Mr. falconet has observed, in a note on this passagem his translation of Pliny, that the circumstincr of

covering the ftce of Agamemnon was probably not in
consequence of any fine imagination of the painter-
winch he considers as a discovery of the critics—but
merely copied from the description of the sacrifice, as
it IS found in Euripides.
The words from which the picture is supposed to

be taken, are the8<3 : Agamemnon taw Iphigenia advance
towarde the fatal altar; he groaned, he turned aside hie
head, he shed tears, and covered hisface wUh hit robe.

Jhalconet does not at all acquiesce in the praise that
18 bestowed on Timanthes ; not only because it is not
his invention, but because he thinks meanly of this
tnck of concealing, except in instances of blood, wht/e
the objects would be too horrible to be seen : but. savs
he, 'm an afflicted Father, in a King, in Agamemnon,
you, who are a painter, conceal from me the most
interesting circumstance, and then put me off with
sophistry and a veil. You are (he adds) a feeble
painter, without resource: you do not know even
those of your art : I care not what veil it is, whether
closed hands, arms raised, or any other action that
conceals from me the countenance of the Hero. You
think of veiling Agamemnon

; you have unveiled your
own Ignorance. A painter who represents Agamem-
non veiled, IS as ridiculous as a poet would be, who
in a pathetac situation, in order to satisfy my expec-
tations, and rid himself of the business, should say.
that the sentiments of his hero are so far above what-
ever can be said on the occasion, that he shall say
nothing. '

To what Falconet has said, we may add, that sup-
posing this method of leaving the expression of grief
to the imagination to be, as it was thought to be, the
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mTention of the painter, and that it deserves all the
praise that has been ifiven it, still it is a trick that
will serve but once ; whoever does it a second time,
will not only want novelty, but be justly suspected of
using artifice to evade difficulties. If difficulties over-
come make a great part of the merit of art, difficulties
evaded can deserve but little commendation.
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DISCOURSE IX

Delivered at the Opening of the Royal Academy, in
Somertet Place, October IC, 1780.

ON THE RKSfOVAL OP THE ROVAL ACADEMY TO 80MER.
SET PLACE—THE ADVANTAGI-» TO SOCIETY PROM
CCLTIVATINO INTEIXECTUAL PLEASURE

GENTLEMEN,
The honour which the Arts acquire by being per-

mitted to take possession of this noble habitation is
one of the most considerable of the many instances we
have received of his Majesty's protection ; and the
strongest proof of his desire to make the Academy
respectable.

Nothing has been left undone that might contribute
to excite our pursuit, or to reward our attainments.
We have already the happiness of seeing the Arts in
a state to which they never before arrived in this
nation. This building, in which we are now assembled,
will remain to many future ages an illustrious specimen
of the architect's * abilities. It is our duty to endea-
vour that those who gaze with wonder at the structure,
may not be disappointed wh-n they visit the apartments.
It will be no small addition to the glory which this
nation has already acquired from having given birth to
eminent men in every part of science, if it sho "be
enabled to produce, in consequence of this instifwitm,
a School of English Artists. The estimation in wi.ich
we stand in respect to our neighbours, will be in
proportion to the degree in which we excel or are
inferior to them in the acnuisition of intellectual

* Sir William Chambers.
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excellence, of which Trade and its consequential riches

must be acknowledged to five the means ; but a people

whose whole attention is absorbed in those means, and

who forget the end, can aspire but little above the rank

of a barbarous nation. Everv establishment that tends

to the cultivation of the pleasures of the mind, as

distinct from tiiose of sense, may be considered as an

inferior school of morality, where the mind is polished

and prepared for higher attainments.

Let us for a moment take a short snrvey of the

progress of the mind towards what is, or ought to be,

its true object of attention. Man, in his lowest state,

has no pleasures but those of sense, and no wants but

those of appetite ; afterwards, when society is divided

into different ranks, and some are appointed to labour

for the support of others, those whom their superiority

sets free from labour, begin to look for intellectual

entertainments. Thus, whilst the shepherds were

attending their flocks, their masters made the first

astronomical observations ; so music is said to have had

its origin from a man at leisure listening to the strokes

of a hammer.
As the senses, in the lowest state of nature, are

necessary to direct us to our support, when that sup-

port is once secure there is danger in following them
further ; to him who has no rule of action but the

gratificatiou of the senses, plenty is always dangerous :

it is therefore necessary to the happiness of individuals,

and still more necessary to the security of society,

that the mind should he elevated to the idea of general

beauty, and the contemplation of general truth ; by
this pursuit the mind is always carried forward in

searrh of something more excellent than it finds, and
obtains its proper superiority over the common senses

of life, by learning to feel itself capable of higher aims
and nobler enjoyments. In this gradual exaltation of
human nature, every art contributes its contingent
towards the general supply of mental pleasure. What-
ever abstracts the thoughts from sensual gratifications,

whatever teaches us to look for happiness within our*
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JUl^^'
"»* •dvance in some measure the dignity of

«f^YnT *^l'"*
'•

*v
^^*'*' P'*^f <»^ *h« excellency

of man than this -that to a mind properly cultivated
whatever » bounded is littie. The min*d i/continuaUy

wadationg of excellence, towards perfection, which is

.i"f^ ^u* * • ««»t though not hopeless distance,and which we must always follow because we nevercan attain
;
but the pursuit rewards itself; one truthtoachM another, and our store is always increasing,

though nature can never be exhausted. 'Our art, life
all arts which address the imagination, is appli^ toa somewhat lower faculty of the mind, wKch ap-
proaches nearer to sensuality : but through sense an^
fiincy It must make its way to reason ; for such is the
progress of thought, that we perceive by sense, wecombine ly fimcy, and distinguish by reason : and
without carrying our art out of its natural and true
character, the more we purify it from everything that
is gross in sense, in that proportion we advanceUs useand dignity

; and in proportion as we lower it to mere
sensuality, we pervert its nature, and degrade it from
the rank of a liberal art ; and this is whS every artist

S?vi. '^" *® remember. Let him remember also,
that he deserves just so much encouragement in the
state as he makes himself a member of it virtuously
useful, and contributes in his sphere to the general
purpose and perfection of society. » «

*

^, T°f '* '*^Jc*>,''e profess has beauty for its object:
this It w our business to discover and to express ; the
beauty of w;hich we are in quest U general and intel-
lectual

;
it IS an Idea that subsists only in the mind

;

the sight never beheld it, nor has the hand expressed

-li'i If ^ ,"*** residing in the breast of the artist,which he IS always labouring to impart, and which he
di<» at last without imparting; but which he is yetso jar able to communicate, as to raise the thoughts,
and extend the views of the spectator ; and which, bya succession of ait, may be so fer diffused, that its
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effects may extend themselves imperceptibly into

pablic benrats, and be among the means ot bestowing

on whole nations refinement of taste : which, if it does

not lead directly to purity of manners, obviates at

least their greatest depravation, by disentangling the
mind from appetite, and conducting the thoughts
through successive staces of excellence, till that con-
templation of universiu rectitude and harmony which
bc^n by Taste, may, a« it is exalted and refined,

conclude in Virtue.
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DISCOURSE X
i>e/.W to the Student, of the B^al Aeademp, m the

Dietrtbutton qfthe Pnzee, December 11, 1780

SCtXPTURB—HAt BUT ONB .TYLB~IW OBJECTS, FORMAND CHABACTKR—INEFFECTUAL ATTEMPTS OF THFMODERN SCULPTORS TO IMPROVE THE ART—ILLEFPECTB OF MODERN DRE8B IN SCULPTURE

GENTLEMEN,
I SHALL now «8 it has been customary on this davami on this occasion, communicate to yoJsuch oSvations a. have occurred to me on the k^orTotA^

Jl^TL^^^'f^'^' ^"' h'*^*"-'« referred princi-pally to painting, let it be remembered that this art is

Td^l/'T*?**"/'^* *"^ complicated than iulpt^ri'and aflFords therefore a more ample field for critSism •

and as the greater includes the less/tU leSpnnaples of sculpture are comprised in'thoJe o?

However, I wish now to make some remarks withK"h '*'**""" to sculpture; to consider where n

a^^"or1i?e"r"" w}.'V ^""i^^*'
'"'^ *^°«« °^ P»^"

W

?n*J and what it' jT •
" '"•'''° '*" P«^*' «^ Perform'ing, and what it is vain or improper to attempt • that.t may be clearly and distinctly known what ought

S^.fnf
'^'"^ P"""*^'* "/**•« «C"lptor's labours ^

Sculpture is an art of much more simplicitv and

aS?S"£:.**'i" Pr"°^' '' ^'^""^t wiS^prop^riery,and the best effect, be applied to many subje?te. S
J&ndrlP""*"'*"*-^.*^ ^^"'P"^^^ in two word.!

toTbut in nn?'**'' '

""''^ '^^ ^"""^^''^ «'•« P^^^entedto us but in one manner, or in one style onlv ; where-as the powers of painting, as they are more vaS
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and extensive, go thev ar« ezhibitMl in as great a

variety of maiinen. The Roman, Lombard, Floren-

tine, Venetian, and Flemish Schools, all pursue the

Mme end by different means. Bat sculpture having

but one style, can only to one st^le ot painting have

any relation ; and to this (which ih icdeed the highest

and most dignified that paititing an boaat), it haH

a relation so clotie, that it may be t^aid to be almost

the same art operating upon different materials. The
Mulptors of the laRt age, from not attending

safhciently to this discrimination of the differfnt

styles of painting, have beesi J 'd into many r.vn.rs.

'Fboagh they well knew th.it they -ere .iliuwed to

imitate, or take idww for the improvement of their

own art from the grand style of paitifiiijif, they were
not Mware that it whs not pe''j',iitted to borrow in the

$ame manner from the ornamental. When they

endeavour to copy the picturesque effects, contract--,

or petty excellencies of whatever kind, which i.ot

improperly find a place in the inferior branches of

paintifig, they doubtless imagine themseivex improving

and extending the boun^'aries of their art tiy thi.s

imitation ; but they are in .-eality violating its essential

character, by giving a different direction to its o[M>ra-

tinns, and proposing to themselves either what is

unattainable, or at best a meaner object of pursuit.

The grave and austere character of sculpture requires

the utmost degree of formality in composition

;

picturesque contrasts have here no place ; everything

is car$*fully weighed and measured, one side making
almd an exact equipoise to the other : a child is

not a proper balance to a full grown figure, nur is

a figure sitting or stooping a companion to an upright

figure.

The excellence of every art mu-^t cnns-^t in the
complete accomplishment of its pu. pose ; an'l if by
a false imitation of nature, or mean ambition of

producing a picturesque effect or illusion of any kind,

all the grandeur of ideas which this art endeavours to

excite, be degraded or destroyed, we may boldly
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oppose ourselves to any such innoration If tl,#.pnxiucing of a deception is the summ?to?' this art

which "tsr ^:\'^. '*"*"^ '^'^ '^^^^^^ of «oio"

;

«.!« •nJ^i,*'°''*7w?
""^"^ ^"'^"d* accomplishingthis end, than all those artifices which have bee?introduced and professedly defended, on no other

Su^l^
l^""*""* «r'-«°derlngthe work more naturaT

liable to th"/Jfn,"°'^S^^
'*-'*^*«'*' •'^^^y practice

Jif-K..o-
**'«"'"« Objection must fall with it Ifthe business of sculpture were to administer pleasure

te^V^Z^l^ZL^^'' entertainment to theTiS^tne Venus of Medicis might certainly receive much
3t:r'°V **^ ?^°"^^ *»•»* the^ crara^te" of•culpture makes it her duty to afford delight of a

resulting from the coutemplaton of perfect beautv •

and this, which is in trutfi pa intell^tuS plwsuTe'

^AA
""»7 i"««Pe«te incompatible with what iJ meref;addressed to the senses, such as that with TlSM^norance and levity contemplate elegance of formThe sculptor may be safely allowed to practiseevery means within the power of his art to Kcla deception, provided this practice does not iSterferewith or destroy higher excellencies; on these cm!

Sat°"th«'i::'"^ ^^''"^J i?'^^^"
^"^^^^ *« acknowledge

ii^M ?
^""^/"«« of his art have long been fixedand that all endeavours will be vain that hope to oass

^uTiIture!'*
'"' "°'^^ '^'•^^ '«™'*'" "f ---"

Imitation is the means, and not the end of art •
it

18 employed by the sculptor as the language by whichhw Ideas are presented to the mind o^hTspJcStor
but tlfnL°^-*'^°'"*'°"

of every sort make use of signsbut those signs are arbitrary and conventional. Theculptor employs the representation of the thing itself;but still as a means to a higher end-as a ^radua

-rflV^'T '^r'*"<''"^
to'-ards faultless form and

Si[ evenTh^r f
^' "l^ ^ ^^'^^^^^ ^' *^« ^^'^ view,

bto ll V 1 % °'*'^\V''*.^*''
Pe'-fe'^tly representedw to be valued and take its rank only for the sake
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of a still higher ohject, that of conveying sentiment

and character, as they ire exhibited by attitude, and
expression of the passions. But we are sure from

experience, that the beauty of form alone, without

the a^istance of any other quality, makes of itself a

great work, and justly claims our esteem and admira-

tion. As a proof of the high value we set on the

mere excellence of form, we may prodvce the greatest

part of the works of Michel Angelo, both in painting

and sculpture ; as well as most of the antique statues,

which are justly esteemed in a very high degree,

though no very marked or striking character or

expression of any kind is represented.

But, as a stronger instance that this excellence

alone inspires sentiment, what artist ever looked at

the Torso without feeling a warmth of enthusiasm,

as from the highest efforts of poetry? From whence
d(ies this proceed.^ \Vhat is there in this fragment
tliat produces this effect, but the perfection of this

science of abstract form .''

A mind elevated to the contemplation of excellence,

perceives in this defaced and shattered fragment,

dinjecta membra poetae, the traces of superlative genius,

the reliques of a work on which succeeding ages can
only gaze with inadequate admiration.

It may be said that this pleasure is reserved only to

those who have spent their whole life in the study and
contemplation of this art ; but the truth is, that all

wouli^ reel its effects, if they could divest themselves
of the expectation of deception, and look only for what
it really is, a partial representation of nature. The
only impediment of their judgement must then proceed
from their being uncertain to what rank, or rather

kind of excellence, it aspires ; and to what sort of

approbation it has a right. This state of darkness is,

without doubt, irksome to every mind ; but by atten-

tion to works of this kind the knowledge of what is

aimed at comed of itself, without being taught, and
almost without being perceived.

The sculptor's art is limited in comparison of others.
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but it has its variety and intricacy within its proper
bounds. lu essence is correctness: and when to
correct and perfect form is added the ornament of
grace, dignity ofcharacter, and appropriated expression,

*r %*.*?*/?**"**,' *^® ^®""*' ^^^ Uocoon, the Moses
of Michel Angclo, and many others, this art may be
said to have accomplished its purpose.
What Grace is, how it is to be acquired or conceived,

are m speculation difficult questions ; but cauw latet,
»w Mi notittima : without any perplexing inquirv, tlie
effect IS hourly perceived. I shall only observe) that
Its natural foundation is correctness of design ; and
though grace may be sometimes united with incorrect-
ness, it cannot proceed from it
But to come nearer to our present subject. It has

been said that the grace of the Apollo depends on a
certain degree of incorrectness ; that the head is not
anatomically placed between the shoulders ; and that
the lower half of the figure Js longer than just propor-
tion allows. *

I know that Correggio and Parmcgiano are often
produced as authorities to support this opinion ; but
very little attention will convin6e us, that the incorrect-
ness of some parts which we find in their works, does
not contribute to grace, but rather tends to destroy
It. The Madonna, with the sleeping Infant, and
beautiful group of Angels, by Parmegiano, in the
^alazzo Pitti, would not have lost any of its excellence,
|{ u:e neck, fingers, and indeed the whole figure of
the Virgin, instead of being so very longand incorrect
had preserved their due proportion.

In opposition to the first of these remarks, I have
the authority of a very able sculptor of this Academy,
wlio has copied that figure, consequently measured and
carefully examined it, to declare that the criticism is
not true. In regard to the last, it must be remembered
that Apollo is here in the exertion of one of his
peculiar powers, which is swiftness ; he has therefore
tliat proportion which is best adapted to that character.
Ihis IS no more incorrectness, than when there is
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given to an Hercules an extraordinary swelling and
strength of muscles.
The art of discovering and expressing grace is

difficult enougu of itself, without perplexing ourselves

with what is incomprehensible. A supposition of such

a monster as Grace, begot by Deformity, is poison to

the mind of the youug artist, and may make him
neglect what is essential to his art, correctness of

design, in order to pursue a phantom, which has no
existence but in the imagination of affected and refined

.speculators.

I cannot quit the Apollo, without making one
observation on the character of this figure. He is

supposed to have just discharged his arrow at the

Python ; and, by the liead retreating a little towards

the right shoulder, he appears attentive to its effect.

What I would remark is the difference of this attention

from that of the Discobulus, who is engaged in the

same purpose, watching the effect of his Discus. The
graceful, negli^':^ tit, though animated, air of the one,

and the vulgar .^emess of the other, furnish a single

insvauce of the judgement of the ancient sculptors in

their nice discrimination of character. They are both

equally true to nature, and equally admirable.

It may be remarked that Grace, Character, and Ex-
pression, though words of different sense and mean-
ing, and so understood when applied to the works of
painters, are indiscriminately used when we speak
of sculpture. This indecision we may suspect to pro-

ceed from the undetermined effects of the art itself;

those qualities are exhibited in sculpture rather by
form and attitude than by the features, and can there-

fore l)e expressed but in a very general manner.
Though the Laocoon and his two sons have more

expression in the countenance than perhaps any other
antique statues, yet it is only the general expression
of pain ; and this passion is still more strongly expressed
by the writhing and contortion of the body than by
tiie features.

It has been observed in a late publication, that if
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the attention of the father in this group had heen
occupied more by the distress of his children, than
by his own sufferings, it would have raised a much
greater interest in the spectator. Though this obser-
vation comes from a person whose opinion, in every-
thing relating to the Arts, carries with it the highest
authority, yet I cannot but suspect that such refined
expression is scarce within the province of this art

;

and in attempting it, the artist will run great risk of
enfeebling expression, and making it less intelligible
to the spectator.

As the general figure presents itself in a more
conspicuous manner than the features, it is there we
must principally look for expression or character;
patuit in corpore mUtus ; and, in this respect, the
sculptor's art is not unlike that of dancing, where
the attention of the spectator is principally engaged
by the attitude and action of the performer, and it
is there he must look for whatever expression that
art is capable of exhibiting. The dancers themselves
acknowledge this, by often wearing masks, with little
diminution in the expression. The face bears so very
inconsiderable a proportion to the effect of the whole
figure, that the ancient sculptors neglected to animate
the features, even with the general expression of
the passions. Of this the group of the Boxers is a
remarkable instance; they are engaged in the most
animated action with the greatest serenity of counten-
ance. This is not recommended for imitation (for
there can be no reason why the countenance should not
correspond with the attitude and expression of the
figure), but is mentioned in order to infer from hence,
that this frequent deficiency in ancient sculpture
could proceed from nothing but a habit of inattention
to what was considered as comparatively immaterial.
Those who think sculpture can express more than

we have allowed, may ask, by what means we discover,
at the first glance, the character that is represented
in a bust, cameo, or intaglio.'* I suspect it will be
found, on close examination, by him who is resolved
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not to lee more than he really does see, that the

figures are distinguished by their insignia more than

by any variety of form or beauty. Take from Apollo

his lyre, from Bacchus his thirsus and vine-leaves,

at]d Meleager the boar's head, and there will remain

little or no difference in their characters. In a Juno,
iVIiiierva, or Flora, the idea of the artist seems to

have gone no further than representing perfect beauty,

and afterwards adding the proper attributes, with a

total indifference to which they gave them. Thus
John de Bologna, after he had finished a group of

a young man holding up a young woman in his arms,

with an old man at his feet, called his friends together,

to tell him what name he should give it, and it was
a«rreed to call it The Rape of the Sabines ;

^ and this

is the celebrated group which now stands before the

(lid palace at Florence. The figures have the same
t;eneral expression which is to be found in most of

the antique sculpture ; and yet it would be no wonder
if future critics should find out delicacy of expression

which was never intended ; and go so far as to see.

Id the old man's countenance, the exact relation which
he bore to the woman who appears to be taken from
him.

I'hough painting and sculpture are, like many
other arts, governed by the same general principles,

yet in the detail, or what may be called the by-laws

of each art, there seems to be no longer any connexion
between them. The different materials upon which
those two arts fexert their powers, must infallibly

create a proportional difference in their practice,

'lltere are many petty excellencies which the painter
attains with ease, but which are imuracticable in

sculpture ; and which, even if it could accomplish
tliein, would add nothing to the true value and dignity
of the work.
Of the ineffectual attempts which the modern

sculptors have made by way of improvement, these

I See " II Repose di Raffaelie Borgbini.
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jeem to be the principal : The practice of detechinir

^0{ attempting to represent the effects of perspec-

inl m^JdTrn^d'i^^
*'' *'* "^ •''^''* «' «^-« ^'^'^-^

fln?ir fn"/*.
°'.»*^'"Pt»"? to make stone sport an.l

ft ?S nwn l! "t " ."'* ''PP-""** that it carries wit).

l..?J „ "^prehension
;
and yet to accomplish thisseemed to be the «rreat ambition of many modern

sculptors, particuhirTjr Bernini : his art was^soS
SL^° J^^'T^T^

thJs difficulty, that he was for ever

jSfhT*^
'*'

*'»°°^t,^y
that attempt he risked everj-thmg that was valuable in the art.

^

Bernini stands in the first class of modern sculptorsand therefore ,t is the business of criticism to preventtne HI effects of so powerful an example

». li*'?
''^^ "^'^y '^°'"'' °^ Ap«"o and Daphne,

the world justly expected he would rival the best pnnductioM of ancient Greece; but he soon strayed ffom
the "ght path. And though there is in his works some-thi^ which always distinguishes him from the common
fierd, yet he appears in his latter performances tohave lost his way. Instead of pursuing the study of
that ideal beauty with which he had so successfhilv
begun, he turned his mind to an injudicious que->of novelty, attempted what was not within the pro-
vince of the art, and endeavoured to overcome the
hardness and obstinacy of his materials ; which even
supposing he had accomplished, so far as to make
this species of drapery appear natural, the ill effectand confusion occasioned by its being detached from
the figure to which it belongs, ought to have been
alone a sufficient reason to have deterred him frc.n
that practice.

We have not, I think, in our Academy, any of
Bernini s works, except a cast of the head ot* his
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Neptune: this will be •ufRcient to serve us for an

example of the mischief produced by this attempt of

representing the effects of the wind. The locks of

the hair are flying abroad in all directions, insomuch

that it is not a superficial view that can discover what

the object is whicft is represented, or distinguish those

flying locks from the features, as they are all of the

same colour, ofequal solidity, and consequently project

with equal force.

The same entangled confusion which is here

occasioned by the hair, is produced by drapery flyinjf

off ; which the eye must, for the same reason, inevit-

ably mingle and confound with the principal parts of

the figure.

It is a general rule, equally true in both arts, that

the form and attitude of the figure should be seen

clearly, and without any ambiguity, at the first glance

of the eye. This the painter can easily do by colour,

by losing parts in the ground, or keeping them so

obscure as to prevent them from interfering with the

more principal objects. The sculptor has no other

means of preventing this confusion than by attaching

the drapery for the greater part close to the figure ;

the folds of which, following the order of the limbs,

whenever the drapery is seen, the eye is led to trace

the form and attitude of the figure at the same time.

The drapery of the Apollo, though it makes a large

mass, and is separated from the figure, does not affect

the present question, from the very circumstance of its

beiiiff so completely separated ; ani from the regularity

and simplicity of its form, it does not in the least

interfere with a distinct view of the figure. In reality,

it is no more a part of it than a pedestal, a trunk of

a tree, or an animal, which we often see joined to

statues.

The principal use of those appendages is to

strengthen and preserve the statue from accidents;

and many are of opinion, that the mantle which falls

from the Apollo's arm is for the same end ; but surely

it answers a much greater purpose, by preventing that
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drvne« of effect irhich v.ould inevitobly attend a

nrJ!^f^\x,^t ,d'«»«ree«ble effect which wouldproceed from the body and arm making a right angleThe Apostles, in the church of St John LateSuappear to me to fall under the censure of an SiC.OU8 imitotion of the manner of the painters Thedrapery of those figures, from being disCedTA larwmasse., gives undoubtedly that air of grVJdeuiwSmagnitude or quantity is sure to produl BurthoS

K S'Ik"""^
'?toU gence. and contrived toTppear as

solidity of stone was not to be overcome.

anl^M ^'"'*' '"®. """^^ •" «*y^« °f Carlo Maratti,

S^H ! ''^'7
"^-r

""'^"'« *»• ^^'^Id have made, if hehad attempted sculpture; and when we know he hadthe superintendence of that work, and was an intimate

th.?ii''^°°! ""V^^ P'^'^^^'P*^ «^"^Pto", we may sus^c?
that his teste had some influence, if he did iot evengive the designs. No man can look at those figure

'rli ?.
"cognising tl.e manner of Carlo Maratti.rhey have the same defect which his works so often

artifi'rialL h"^ ''T^H*^
''•'^ '^^^P^'-^' »»d that too

artificially disposed I cannot but believe, that ifRuscono Le Gros, Monot, and the rest of the wulp^orsSW '" *^»' ^o'-k, had taken for their guidl thesimple dress, such as we see in the antique statuesof tho philos<.|.l,ers, it would have giveii more real^r. lueur to their figures, and would certainly have

'vl "''"L* i"'^"® to the characters of the Apostles.
^
hough there is no remedy for the ill effect of those

a?wif?*?'''"' "^^^^^
^-^'"fi^ ^'^l^'y '" stone must

Jirir -P!?*^"'^!
m statues, yet in baLo-rilievos it is

totally different
; those detached parts of drapery thesculptor has here as much power Sver as theVaifiter,

nitTVj?^i"''l^'*'l"^ \* '° *^* Sf'"""*^' so that it shallnot in the least entangle and confuse the figure
But here again the sculptor, not content with this

successful imitaMon, if it may be so called, proceeds
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to represent figures, or groups of figures on different

plans ; that is, some on the foreground, and some at

a greater distance, in the manner of painters in

historical compositions. To do this he has no other
means than by making the distant figures of less

dimensions, ana relieving them in a less degree from
the surface ; but this is not adequate to the end ; tliey

will still appear only as figures on a less scale, but
equally near the eye with those in the front of the
piece.

Nor does the mischief of this attempt, which never
accomplishes its intention, rest here : by this division

of the work into many minute parts, the grandeur of
its general effect is inevitably destroyed.

Perhaps the only circumstance in which the modern
have excelled the ancient sculptors, is the manage-
ment of a single group in basso-rilievo ; the art of
gradually raising the group from the flat surface, till

it imperceptibly emerges into alto-rilievo. Of this

there is no ancient example remaining that discovers

any approach to tha skill which Le Gros has shown in

an altar in the Jesuits' Church at Rome. Different
plans or degrees of relief in the same group have, as

we see in this instance, a good effect, though the
contrary happens when the groups are separated, and
are at some distance behind each other.

This improvement in the art of composing a group
in basso-nlievo was probably first suggested by the
practice of the modern painters, who relieve their

figures, or groups of figures, from their ground, by
the same gentle gradation ; and it is accomplished in

every respect by the same general principles ; but as
the marble has no colour, it is thr* composition itself

tliat must give its light and shadow. The ancient
sculptors could not borrow this advantage from their
painters, for this was an art with which they appear
to have been entirely unacquainted : and in the basso-
rilievos of Lorenzo Ghiberti, the casts of which we
have in the Academy, this art is no more attempted
than it was by the painters of hit age.
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,
Ifae uezt imainiuirv improvemeut of the mcNieriM

i« the representing the erfecta of perspective in bas-
relief. Of thU little need l« .aid ;%ll'mu8t recolle. -

how lueflFectual hag been the attempt of muderu
Mulptors to turn the buildings which they havo intro-
duced as seen from their angle, with a view to makethem appear to recede fron. the eye in penpecUve.
Thia, though It may show indeed their eager de^re toencounter difficulties, ghows at the same time how
madeauato their materials are even to this theirhumble ambition.
The ancients, with great judgement, represented

only the elevation of whatever architecture they intro-
duced into their bas-relieft, which U composed of little
more than honiontal or perpendicular Unes ; whereas

i!?*r"l'P'*?° *»/ ^"""""^ 1»°««^ •«• whatever causes a
multiphcitv of subordinate parts, destroys that re^^u-
larity and firmness of effect on which grandeur of style
so much depends. '

We come now to the last consideration ; in what
manner statues a.e to be dressed, which are made in
honour of men, either now living, or lately departed.

I his IS a question which might employ a lonjr dis-
course of itself

; I shall at present only observ^ that
he who wishes not to obstruct the artist, and prevent
his exhibiting his abilities to their greatest advantaire.
will certainly not desire a modern dress.
The desire of transmitting to posterity the shape of

modern dress must be acknowledged to be purchased
at a prodigious price, even the price of everything
that IS valuable in art. ^ e

Working in stone is a very serious business ; and it
seems to be scarce worth while to employ such durable
materials in conveying to posterity a fashion of which
the longest existence scarce exceeds a year.
However agreeable it may be to the antiquary's

principles of eouity and gratitude, that as he has
received great pleasure from the conteOT..'atiou of the
fashions of dress of former ages, he v i^^s to give the
same satisfaction to future antiquaries

, yet, methinks,
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pieturw of in inferior »tyle, or prints, may be con-

sidered M vuite sufficient, without prostituting this

great art to such mean purposes.

In this town may be seen an equestrian statue in a

modern dress, which may be sufficient to deter future

srtists from any such attempt: even supporting no

other objection, the familiarity of the modern dress by

no means agrees with the dignity aid gravity of

sculpture.

Sculpture is formal, regular, and ausijre ; disdains

all familiar objects, as incompatible with its dignity

;

aud is an enemy to every species of affectation, or

appearance of academical art. All contrast, therefore,

of one figure to another, or of the limbs of a single

figure, or even in the folds of the drapery, must be

sparingly emj^loyed. In short, whatever partakes of

fancy or capnce, or goes under the denomination of

Picturesque (however to be admired in its proper

place), is incompatible with that sobriety and gravity

which is peculiarly the characteristic of this art.

'lliere u no circumstance which more distinguishes

a well-regulated and sound taste, than a settled

uniformity of design, where all the parts are com^ct,
aud fitted to each other, everything being of a piece.

This principle extends itself to all habits of life, as

well as to all works of art. Upon this general ground
therefore we may safely venture to pronounce, that

the uniformity and simplicity of the materials on which
the sculptor labours (which are only white marble),

prescribes bounds to his art, and teaches him to

contine himself to a proportionable simplicity of

design.
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DISCOURSE XI

Delivered to the Students of the Royal Academy, on th
Distribution of the Prizes, December \0, 1782

GENIUS—CONSISTS PRINCIPALLY IN THE COMPREHENSION
OF A WHOLE ; IN TAKING GENERAL IDEAS ONLY

GENTLEMEN,
The highest ambition of every artist is to be

thought a man of genius. As long' as this flattering
quality is joined to his name, he can bear with patience
the imputation of carelessness, incorrectness, or de-
fects of whatever kind.
So far, irideed, is the presence of genius from imply-

ing an absence of faults, that they are considered by
many as its inseparable companions. Some go such
lengths as to take indication from them, and not
only excuse faults on account of genius, but presume
genius from the existence of certain faults.

It is certainly true, that a work may justly claim
the character of genius, though full of errors ; and
It IS equally true, that it may be faultless, and yet
not exhibit the least spark of genius. This naturally
suggests an inquiry, a desire at least of inquirinjj,
what qualities of a work and of a workman may
justly entitle a painter to that character.

I have in a former Discourse * endeavoured to im-
press you with a fixed opinion, that a comprehensive
and critical knowledge of the works of nature is the
only source of beauty and grandeur. But when we
speak to painters, we must always consider this rule.
and all rules, with a reference to the mechanical

* Discourse III.
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practice of their own particular art. It is not properly
in the learning, the taste, and the dignity of the ideas,
that genius appears as belonging to a painter. 'ITiere
ii a genius particular and appropriated to his own
trade (as I may call it), distinguished from all others.
For that power, which enables the artist to conceive
his subject with dignity, may be said to belong to
general education ; and is as much the genius of a
poet, or the professor of any other liberal art, or
even a good critic in any of those arts, as of a painter.
Whatever sublime ideas may fill his mind, he is a
painter, only as he can put in practice what he knows,
and communicate those ideas by visible representation.

If my expression can convey my idea, I wish to
distinguish excellence of this kind by calling it the
genius of mechanical performance. This genius con-
sists, I conceive, in the power of expressing that which
employs your pencil, whatever it may be, as a whole ;

80 that the general effect and power of the whole may
take possession of the mind, and for a while suspend
the consideration of the subordinate and particular
beauties or defects.

The advantage of this method of considering objects
is what I wish now more particularly to enforce. At
the same time, I do not forget that a painter must
have the power of contracting as well as dilating his
sight

; because, he that does not at all express particu-
lars, expresses nothing ; yet it is certain, that a nice
discrimination of minute circumstances, and a punctil-
ious delineation of them, whatever excellence it may
have (and I do not mean to detract from it), never
did confer on the artist the character of genius.
Beside those minute differences in things which are

frequently not observed at all, and when they are,
make little impression, there are in all considerable
objects great characteristic distinctions, which press
stronglvon the senses, and therefore fix the imagina-
tion. These are by no means, as some persons think,
an aggregate of all the small discriminating particulars

:

uor will such an accumulation ofparticulars ever express
F

,r
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them. These ansvrer to what I have heard great
laviryerB call the leading points in a case, or the leading
cases relative to those points.

The detail of particulars, which does not assist the

expression of the main characteristic, is worse than
useless, it is mischievous, as it dissipates the attention,

and draws it from the principal point. It may be
remarked, that the impression which is left on our
mind even of things wh ch are ^miliar to us, is seldom
more than their general effect ; beyond which we do
not look in recognizing such objects. To express this

in painting, is to express what is congenial and natural

to the mind of man, and what gives him by reflection

his own mode of conceiving. The other presupposes
nicety and research, which are only the busmess of the

curious and attentive, and therefore does not speak

to the general sense of the whole species ; in vnirob

common, and, as I may so call it, mother tongue,

everything grand and comprehensive must be uttered.

I do not mean to prescribe what degree of attention

ought to be paid to the minute parts ; this it is hard
to settle. We are sure that it is expressing the general

effect of the whole, which alone can give to objects

their true and touching character ; and wherever this

is observed, whatever else may be neglected, we
acknowledge the hand of a master. We may even go

farther, and observe, that when the general effect

only is presented to us by a skilful hand, it appears

to express the object represented in a more lively

manner than the minutest resemblance would do.

These observations may lead to very deep questions,

which I do not mean here to discuss ; among others,

it may lead to an inquiry. Why we are not always

pleased with the most absolute possi' resemblance
of an imitation - to its original objet ; Cases may
exist in which such a resemblance may be even dis-

agreeable. I shall only observe that the effect of

figures in waxwork, though certainly a more exact

representation than can be given oy painting or

sculpture, is a sufficient proof that the pleasure we
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receive from imitation is not increased merely in

proportion as it approaches to minute and detailed

reality ; we are pleased, on the contrary, by seeing

ends accomplished by seemingly inadequate means.
To express protuberance by actual relief—to express

the softness of flesh by the softness of wax, seems rude
aud iuartificial, and creates no grateful surprise. But
to express distances on a plain surface, softness by
hard bodies, and particular colouring by material's

which are not singly of that colour, produce* that

magic which is the prize and triumph of art.

Carry this principle a step farther. Suppose the

effect of imitation to be fully compassed by means still

more inadequate ; let the power of a few well-chosen
strokes, which supersede labour by judgement aud
direction, produce a complete impression of all that

the mind demands in an object ; we are charmed with
«uch an unexpected happiness of execution, and beg.n
to be tired with the superfluous diligence, which in

vain solicits an appetite already satiated.

The properties of all objects, as far as a painter

is concerned with them, are, the outline or drawing,
the colour, and the light and shade. The drawing
gives the form, the colour its visible quality, and the
light aud shade its solidity.

Excellence in any one of these parts of art will

never be acquired by an artist, unless he has the habit
of looking upon objects at large, and observing the
effect which they have on the eye when it is dilated,

and employed upon the whole, without seeing any one
of the parts distinctly. It is by this that we obtain
the ruling characteristic, and that we learn to imitate
it by short and dexterous methods. I do not mean
by dexterity a trick or mechanical habit, formed by
guess, aud established by custom ; but that science,
which, by a profound knowledge of ends and means,
discovers the i^hortest and surest way to its own
purpose.

If we e; amine with a critical view the manner of
those painters whom we consider as patterns, we shall ill
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find that their great fame does not proceed from their
works being more highly finished than those of other
artists, or from . more minute attention to details,

but from that enlarged comprehension which sees the
whole object at once, and that energy of art which
gives its characteristic effect by adequate expression.

Raffaelle and Titian are two names which stand the
highest in our art ; one for Drawing, the other for
Painting. The most considerable and the most
esteemed works of Raffaelle are the Cartoons, and his
Fresco works in the Vatican ; those, as we all know,
are far from being minutely finished: his pnncipal
care and attention seems to have been fixed upon the
adjustment of the whole, whether it was the general
composition, or the composition of each individual
figure ; for every figure may be said to be a lesser
whole, though in regard to the general work to which
it belongs it is but a part ; the same may be said of
the head, of the hands, and feet. Though he possessed
this art of seeing and comprehending the whole, as
far as form is concerned, he did not exert the same
faculty in regard to the general effect, which is pre-
sented t ' the eye by colour, and light and shade. Of
this the deficiency of his oil pictures, where this
excellence is more expected than in fresco, is a
sufficient proof.

It is to Titian we must turn our eyes to find excel-
lence with regard to colour, and light and shade in

the highest degree. He was both the first and the
greatest master of this art. By a few strokes he
knew how to mark the general image and character
of whatever object he attempted ; and produced, by
this alone, a truer representation than his master
Giovanni Bellini, or any of his predecessors, who
finished every hair. His great care was to express
the general colour, to preserve the masses of light
and shade, and to give by opposition the idea of that
solidity which is inseparable from natural objects.
When those are preserved, though the work should
possess no other merit, it will have in a proper place
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its complete effect ; but where any of these are want-

ing, however minutely laboured the picture may be

in the detail, the whole will have a false and even

an unfinished appearance, at whatever distance, or in

whatever light, it can be shown.
It is in vain to attend to the variation of tints, if,

in that attention, the general huo of flesh is lost

;

or to finish ever so minutelv the parts, if the masses

are net observed, or the whole not well put together.

Vasari seems to have had no great disposition to

favour the Venetian painters, yet he everywhere justly

commends iV modo di/are, la maniera, la Sella practica ;

that is, the admirable manner and practice of that

schooL On Titian, in particular, he bestows the

epithets of giudicioso, bello, e stupendo.

This manner was then new to the world, but that

unshaken truth on which it is founded, has fixed it

as a model to all succeeding painters ; and those who
will examine into the artifice, will find it to consist

in the power of generalizing, and in the shortness

and simplicity of the means employed.
Many artists, as Vasari likewise observes, have

ignorantly imagined they are imitating the manner
of Titian when thev leave their colours rough- and
neglect the detail ; but, not possessing the principles

on which he wrought, they have produced -?hat he
calls goffe pitture, absurd foolish pictures; for such

will always be the consequence of affecting dexterity

without science, without selection, and without fixed

principles.

Raffaelle and Titian seem to have looked at nature

for different purposes ; they both had the power of

extending their view to the whole ; but me looked
only for the general effect as produced by form, the

other as produced by colour.

We cannot entirely refuse to Titian the merit of

attending to the general/orm of hh object, as well as

colour ; but his deficiency lay, a deficiency at least

when he is compared with Raffaelle, in not possessing

the power like ixim '-.' correcting the form of his model

; 1

«-i
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this his St Sebastian is a particular instance. This
figure appears to be a most exact representation both
ot the form and the colour of the model, which he
then happened to have before him ; it has all the
force of nature, and the colouring is flesh itself; but
unluckily, the model was of a bad form, especially the
legs. Titian has with as much care preserved these
defects, as he has imitated the beauty and brilliancy
of the colouring. In his colouring he was large and
general, as in his design he was minute and partial •

in the ono he ^s a genius, in the other not much
above a copier. I do not, however, speak now of all
his pictures : instances enough may be produced in
his works, where those observations on his defects
could not with any propriety b3 applied ; but it is

'", .T^™?°°«^ "'• ^nffuage* «» it may be called, in
which Titian and others of that school express them-
selves, that their chief excellence lies. This manner
IS in reality, in painting, what language is in poetry

;

''i "V"*«? '''^« ^"^"^ differently the imagination is
»tf?ct.d by the same sentiment expressed in different
words, and how mean or how grand the same object
appears when presented to us by different painters.
Whether it is the human figure, an animal, or even
inanimate objects, there is nothing, however unpro-
mising m appearance, but may be raised into dignity
convey sentiment and produce emotion, in the hands
ot a painter of genius. What was said of Virgil, that
he threw even the dung about the ground with an
air of dignity, may be applied to Titian : whatever
he touched, however naturally mean, and habitually
tamihar, by a kind of magic he invested with grandeur
and importance.

I must here observe, that I am not recommending
a neglect of the detail; indeed it would be difficult,
it not impossible, to prescribe certain bounds, and tellhow far, or when, it is to be observed or neglected •

much must, at last, be left to the taste and judgement
ot the artist. I am well aware that a judicious detail
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will sometimes jfive the force of truth to the work,

and consequently interest the spectator. I only wish

to impress on your minds the true distinction between

essential and subordinate powers; and to show what

qualities in the art claim your chief attention, and

what may, with the least injury to your reputation,

be neglected. Something, perhaps, always must be

neglected ; the lesser ought then to give way to the

greater ; and since every work can have but a limited

time allotted to it (for even supposing a whole life

to be employed about one picture, it is still limited),

it appears more reasonable to employ that time to the

best advantage, in contriving various methods of

composing the work,—in trying different effects of light

and shadow,—and employing the labour of correction

in heightening by a judicious adjustment of the parts

the effects of the whole,—than that the time should

be taken up in minutely finishing those parts.

But there is another kind of high finishing, which

may safely be condemned, as it seems to counteract its

own purpose ; that is, when the artist, to avoid that

hardness which proceeds from the outline cutting

ainst the ground, softens and blends the colours to

..cess; this is what the ignorant call high finishing,

t which tends to destroy the brilliancy of colour, and

the true effect of representation ; which consists very

much in preserving the same proportion of sharpness

and bluntness that is found in natural objects. This

extreme softening, instead of producing the effect of

softness, gives the appearance of ivory, or some other

hard substance, highly polished.

The portraits of Cornelius Jansen appear to have

this detect, and consequently want that suppleness

which is the characteristic of flesh ; whereas, in the

works of Vandyck we find the true mixture of softness

and hardness perfectly observed. The same defect

may be found in the manner of Vanderwerf, in opposi-

tion to that of Teniers ; and such also, we may add, is

the manner of Raffaelle in his oil pictures, in comparison

with that of Titian.
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The name '^hich Raffaelle has so jugtiy maintained

as the first of oamters, we may venture to say was not
acquired by this laborious attention. His apolojrymay be made by saying that it was the manner of iiis
country; but if he had expressed his ideas with the
Jacility and eloquence, as it may be called, of Titian
his works would certainly not have beru less excellent •

and that praise, which agps and nations have poured
out upon him, for possessing genius in the liigher
attainments of art, »vould have been extended tothem all.

Those who are not conversant in works of art, are
often surprised at the high value set by connoisseurs
on drawings which appear careless, and in every
respect unfinished

; but they are truly valuable; and
their value arises from this, thit they give the idea of
an whole

; and this whole is often expressed by a
dexterous facility which indicates the true power of
a painter, even though roughly exerted ; whether it
consists 111 the general composition, or the general
form of each figure, or the turn of the attitude wnich
liestows grace and elegance. All this we may see
Jully exemplified in the very skilful . wings of
I arniegiano and Correggio. On whatever account we
value these drawings, it is certainly not for high
hnishing, or a minute attention to particulars.

Excellence in every part, and in every province of
our art, from the highest style of history down to the
resemblances of still-life, will depend on this power of
extending the attention at once to the whole, without
which the greatest diligence is vain.

I wish you to bear m mind, that when I speak of
an whole, I do not mean simply an whole as belong-
ing to composition, but an tohole with respect to the
general style of colouring; an iohoie with regard to
the light and shade ; an whoie of everything whichmay separately become the main object of a painter.

1 remember a landscape-painter in Rome, who was
known by the name of Studio, from his patience in
high finishing, in which he thought the whole excellence
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of art consisted ; so thnt he once endeavoured, ai he
said, to represent every individual leaf on a tree. This
picture 1 never saw ; liut I am very sure that an artist,

who looked only at the general character of the species,

the order of the hranches, and the masses of the

fuliafre, would in a few minutes pro4luce a more true

resenihlance of trees, than this painter in as many
months.
A landscape-painter certainly ought to study

anatomically (if I may use tlie expression) all the

objects which he paints ; but when he is to turn his

studies to use, his skill, as a man of genius, will be
displayed in showing the general effect, preserving

the same degree of hardness and softness which the
o)>jects have in nature ; for he applies himself to the
imagination, not to the curiosity, and works not for

the virtuoso or the naturalist, but for the common
observer of life and nature. ^Vhen he knows his

subjec*, he will know not only what to describe, but
wh> *^ *.o omit ; and this skill in leaving out, is, in all

thi , a great part of knowledge and wisdom.
'x..^ same excellence of manner which Titian dis-

played in history or portrait-painting, is equally
conspicuous in his landscapes, whether they are
professedly such, or serve only as backgrounds. One
of the most eminent of this latter kind is to be found
in the picture of St. Pietro Martire. The larg-3 trees,

which are here introduced, are plainly distinguished
from each other by the different manner with which
tlie bi-anches shoot from their trunks, as well as by
their differec* foliage ; and the weeds in the foreground
are varied in .he same manner, just as much as variety
requires, and no mere. When Algarottij speaking of
this picture, praises, it for the minute discriminations
of the leaves and plants, even, as he says, to excite the
admiration of a botanist, his intention was undoubtedly
to give praise even at the expense of truth ; for he
must have known, that this is not the character of the
picture ; but connoisseurs will always find in pictures
what they think they ought to find : he was not aware

f2
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that he was giviug a description injurious to the repu-
tation of Utiau.
Such accounts may be v^ry hurtful to youn^^ artists,

who never have had an opportunity of seeing the work
described ; and they may possibly conclude, that this
great artist acquired the name of the Divine Titian from
his eminent attention tu such trifling circumstances,
which in reality would not raise him above the level of
the most ordinary painter.

We may extend these observations even to what
seems to have but a single, and that an individual
object. The excellence of portrait-painting, and, we
may add, even the likeness, the character, and coun-
tenance, as I have observed in another place, depend
more upon the general effect produced by the painter,
than on the exact expression of the peculiarities, or
minute discrimination of the parts. The chiefattention
of the artist is therefore employed in planting the
features in their proper places, which so much con-
tributes to giving the effect and true impression of the
whole. The very peculiarities may be reduced to
claues and general descriptions ; and there are there-
fore large ideas to be found even in this contracted
subject. He may afterwards labour single features t((

what degree he thinks proper, but let him not forget
continually to examine whether in finishing the parts
he is not destroying tlie general effect.

It is v.-iri.a\n\y a thing to be wished, that all excel-
lence - applied to illustrate subjects that are
interesting and worthy of being commemorated

;

whereas, of half the pictures that are in the world,
the subject can be valued only as an occasion which
set the artist to work ; and yet, our high estimation
of such pictures, without considering, or perhaps
without knowing the subject, shows how much our
attention is engaged by the art alone.

Perhaps nothing that we can say w>ll so clearly
show the advantage and excellence of this faculty, as
that it confers tlie character of genius on works that
pretend to no other merit ; in which is neither ox-
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preMioD, character, or dignitv, and where uoue are
interested in the Bubiect. iVe car at refuse the
character of genius to the iVIarriage of nolo Veronese,
without opposing the general sense c .nankind (graat
authorities have called it the triumph of painting), or
to the altar of St Augustine at Antwerp, by Rubens,
which equally deserves that title, and for the same
res ion. Neither nf those pictures have any interesting
story to support cbem. That of Paolo Veronese is
only a representation of a great concourse of people
at a dinner ; and the subject of Rubens, if it may be
called a subject where nothing is doing, is au assembly
of various sainU that lived in different ages. The whole
excellence of those pictures consists in mechanical
dexterity, working however under the influence of
that comprehensive faculty which I have so often
mentioned.

It is by this, and this alone, that the mechanical
power is ennobled, and raised ~iuch above ' « n»tural
rank. And it appears to me, v.. it with p .riety it
acquires this character, as an instan'^e of t supe-
riority with which mind predon^inates .jver matter,
by contracting into one whole what nature has made
multifarioui-i.

The great advantage of t^'^' idea of ;. whole is, that
a greater quantity of truth maybe said to be contained
and expressed in a few lines or touches, than in the
most laborious finishing of the parts where this is not
regarded. It is upon this foundation that it stands

;

and the justness of the observation wnuld be c >ntirmed
by the ignorant in art, if it were possible to take their
opmions uuseduced by some false notion of what
they imagine they ought to see in a picture. As it is
an art, they think they ought to be pleased in propor-
tion as they see that art ostentatiously displayed

;

?• ^£*-^' ^''°™ *^'* supposition, prefer neatnest
liigh-finishiug, and gaudy colouring, to the truth'
simplicity, and unity of nature. Perhaps, too, the
totally Ignorant beholder, like the ignorant artist,
cannot comprehend an whole, nor even what it means.

• c
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But if false notions do not anticipate their perceptions,
they who are capable of observation, and who, pre-
tending to no skill, look only straight forward, will
praise and condemn in proportion as the painter
has succeeded in the eflFect of the whole. Here,
general satisfaction, or general dislike, though perhaps
despised by the painter, as proceeding from the
ignorance of the principles of art, may yet help to
regulate his conduct, and bring back his attention to
that which ought to be his principal object, and from
which he has deviated for the sake of minuter beauties.
An instance of this right judgement I once saw

in a child, in going through a gallery where there
were many portraits of the last ages, whic)j , though
neatly put out of hand, were very ill put together.
The child paid no attention to the neat finishing or
naturalness of any bit of drapery, but appeared to
observe only the ungracefiilness of the persons-
represented, and put herself in the posture of every
figure which she saw in a forced and awkward attitude.
The censure of nature, uninformed, fastened u])on
the greatest fault that could be in a picture, because
it related to the character and management of the
whole.

I should be sorry, if what has been said should be
understood to have any tendency to encourage that
carelessness which leaves work in an unfinished state.

I commend nothing for the want of exactness ; I mean
to point out that kind of exactness which is the best,
and which is alone truly to be so esteemed.

So far is my disquisition from giving countenance
to idleness, that there is nothing in our art which
enforces such continual exertion and circumspection,
as an attention to the general effect of the whole. It
requires much study and much practice ; it requires
the painter's entire mind ; whereas the parts may be
finishing by nice touches, while his mind is engaged
on other matters ; he may even hear aplay or a novel
read without much disturbance. The artist who
Hatters his own indolence, will continually find himself
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evading this active exertion, and applying? his thoughts

to the ease and laziness of highly linishing the parts,

producing at last what Cowley cails * laborious effects

of idleness.'

No work can be too much finished, provided the
diligence employed be directed to its proper object

;

but I have observed that an excessive labour in the
detail has, nine times in ten, been pernicious to the

general effect, even when it has been the labour of
great masters. It indicates a bad choice, which is an
ill setting out in any undertaking.

To give a right direction to your industry has been
my principal purpose in this Discourse. It is this

which I am confident often makes the difference

between two students of equal capacities, and of equal
industry. While the one is employing his labour ou
minute objects of little consequence, the other is

acquiring the art, and perfecting the habit, of seeing
nature in an extensive view, in its proper proportions,

and its due subordination of parts.

Before I conclude, I must make one observation
suiTiciently connected with the present subject.

The same extension of mind which gives the excel-

lence of genius to the theory and mechanical practice

of the art, will direct him likewise in the method of
study, and give him the superiority over those who
narrowly follow a more confined track of partial imita-

tion. Whoever, in order to finish his education,
should travel to Italy, and spend his whole time
there only in copying pictures, and measuring statues
or buildings (though these things are not to be
neglected), would return with little improvement. He
that imitates the Iliad, says Dr. Young, is not imita-
ting Homer. It is not by laying up in the memory the
particular details of any of the great works of art, that
any man becomes a great artist, if he stops without
making himself master of the general principles on
which these works are conducted. If he even hopes
to rival those whom he admires, he must consider
their works as the means of teaching him the true art
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DISCOURSE XII

Dtlivered to the Students of the Royal Academy, on the

Disttibution of the Prizes, December 10, 1784

PARTICULAR METHODS OP STUDY OF LITTLE CONSEQUENCE

LITTLE OP THE ART CAN BE TAUGHT—LOVE OP

METHOD OFTEN A LOVE OP IDLENESS—PITTORI IMPROV-

VI8ATORI APT TO BE CARELESS AND INCORRECT;

SELDOM ORIGINAL AND STRIKING— THIS PROCEEDS

FROM THEIR NOT STUDYING THE WORKS OF OTHER

MASTERS

GENTLEMEN,
In consequence of the situation in which I have

the honour to he placed in this Academy, it has often

happened that I have heen consulted by the young

students who intend to spend some years in Italy,

concerning the method of regelating their studies. I

am, as 1 ought to be, solicitously desirous to communi-

cate the entire result of my experience and observation ;

and though my openness and facility in giving my
opinions might make some amends for whatever was

defective in them, yet I fear my answers have not often

given satisfaction. Indeed, I have never been sure

that I understood perfectly what they meant, and was

not without some suspicion that they had not them-

selves very distinct ideas of the object of their

inquiry.

If the information required was, by what means the

path that leads to excellence could be discovered ; if

tliey wished to know whom they were to take for their

guides ; what to adhere to, and what to avoid ; where

they were to bait, and where they were to take up

their rest ; what was to be tasted only, and what

should be their diet; such general directions are
175
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certainly proper for a student to ask, and for me, to
the best of my capacity, to give ; but these rules have
been already given ; they have, in reality, been the
subject of almost all my Discourses from* this place.
But I am rather inclined to think, that by method of
study, it was meant (as several do mean) that the
times and the seasons should be prescribed, and the
order settled, in which everything was to be done :

that it might be useful to point out to what degree
of excellence one part of the art was to be carried,
before the student proceeded to the next ; how long
he was to continue to draw from the ancient statues,
when to begin to compose, and when to apply to the
study of colouring.
Such a detail of instruction might be extended with

a great deal of plausible and ostentatious amplification.
But it would at best U useless. Our studies will be
for ever, in a very great degree, under the direction of
chance; like travellers, we must take what we can
get, and when we can get it; whether it is or is not
administered to us in the most commodious manner
in the most proper place, or at the exact minute when
we would wish to have it.

Treatises on education, and method of study, have
always appeared to me to have one general fault.
They proceed upon a false supposition of life ; as if we
possessed not only a power over events and circum-
stances, but had a greater power over ourselves than
I believe any of us will be found to possess. Instead
of supposing ourselves to be perfect patterns of wisdom
and virtue, it seems to me more reasonable to treat
ourselves (as I am sure we must now and then treat
others) like humoursome children, whose fancies are
often to be indulged, in order to keep them in good
humour with themselves and their pursuits. It is
necessary to use some artifice of this kind in all
processes which by their very nature are long, tedious,
and complex, in order to prevent our taking that
•version to our studies, which the continual shackles
of methodical restraint are sure to produce.
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I would rather wish a student, as scon as he goes

abroad, to employ himself upon whatever lie has been

incited to by any immediate impulse, than to go slug-

gishly about a prescribed task ; whatever he does in

such a state of mind, little advantage accrues from it,

as nothing sinks deep enough to leave any lasting

impression ; and it is impossible that anything should

be well understood, or well done, that is taken into a

reluctant understanding, and executed with a servile

hand. ^ • ^ n ^ i

't is desirable, and indeed is necessary to intellectual

heilth, that the mind should be recreated and re-

freshed with a variety in our studies ; that in the

irkiomeness of uniform pursuit we should be relieved,

and, if I may 50 say, deceived, as much as possible.

Besides, the minds of men are so very differently

constituted, that it is impossible to find one method

which shall be suitable to all. It is of no use to

prescribe to those who have no talents ; and those who

have talents will find methods for themselves—metlH)ds

dictated to them by their own particular dispositions,

aud by the experience of their own particular

However, I would not be understood to extend this

doctrine to the younger students. The first part of

the life of a stu'c'ent, like that of other schoolboys,

must necessarily be a life of restraint. The grammar,

the rudiments, however unpalatable, must at all events

be mastered. After a habit is acquired of drawing

correctly from the model (whatever it may be) which

he has 'before him, the rest, I think, may be safely

left to chance ; always supposing tliat the student is

employed, and that his studies are directed to the

proper olyect.

A passion for his art, and an eager desire to excel,

will more than supply the place oi method. By leaving

a student to himself,' he may possibly indeed be led to

undertake matters above his strength : but the trial

will at least havs this advantage, it will discover to

himself his own deficiencies ; and this discovery alone
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is a very considerable acquisition. One inconvenience,

iZ^TTl^'F"' ""*y
'!f^°^

^""^^ *"^ -^'^"O"^ attempts
frequent failure may dii,courage. This evil, however
IS not more pernicioua than the slow proficiency . hich
18 the natural consequence of too easy tasks.

nfZ,Jt^^''Z »'!r»°**g«« method may have in dispatch

but 1 Hlf ^'"l
i^*"' it certainly has many), /havebut little confidence of its efficacy in acquirinir

excellence, in any art whatever. Indeed, I havlalways strongly suspected, that this love of method, onwhich some persons appear to place so great depend-

iJ^^Ltl Z^"'^""'.
.^^''^-^ *° P*^* themselves intoimmediate action

: it is a sort of an apology to them-

mtlJV t'°^.i'°*^l°'^- ^ ^-^^^ known Vrtists X
r;^o J^ ^*i.*^

^'^ ^ *'*''® *P*°* *^«''- '^hoJe lives, or

lui^ .^f^ precious part of their lives, inplanning methods of study, without ever beginning •

resolving, however, to put it all in practice at sometime or other,—when a certain period arrives,-when

?iZt-?°''*T°*'®^ "\P''°^"^«'*'-0' ^hen theyremove to a certain place better calculated for study
It 18 not uncommon for such persons to go abroadwith the most honest and sincere resolution ofstudying
hard, when they shall arrive at the end oftheir journey:rhe same want of exertion, arising from the same cau.^

iTntfl fW if i r ? ^^'^^ P"* ""^ *^« ^^J- o^ labour

«;!,L -^t/? ^°"°? a proper scheme for it, still con-

w?tnjtS« V ^' """^ ^^""^ consequently return homewitn little, if any, improvement.
In the practice of art, as well as in morals, it is

necessary to keep a watchful and jealous eye over

?nT!* '
'm ®?^' assuming the specious di^uise of

industry, will lull to sleep all suspicion of o7r want
ot an active exertion of stvength. A provision of
endless apparatus, a bustle of infinite inquiry and
research, or even the mere mechanical labour of copy-
ing, may be employed to evade and shuffle off reallabour—the real labour of thinking.

I have declined for these reasons to point out any
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particular method and course of study to youiijf artists

on their arrival in Italy. I have lijtt it to their own

prudence, a prudence which will j^row and improve

upon them in the course of unremitted, ardent

industry, directed by a real love of their profession,

and an unfeigned admiration of those who have been

universally admitted 8.3 patterr i of excellence in the

art.

In the exercise of that general prtidence, I shall

here submit to their consideration such miscellaneous

observations as have occurred to me on considering the

mistaken notions or evil habits, which have prevented

that progress towards excellence, which the natural

abilities of several artists might otherwise have enabled

them to make.
False opinions and vicious habits havo done far

more mischief to students, and to professois too, than

any wrong methods of -.ttidy.

Under the influence of sloth . or of some mistaken

notion, is that dis < ition which always wants to lean

on other men. ouch students are always talking of

the rodigious progress they should make, if they

could but have the advantage of being taught by some

particular eminent master. To him they would wish

to transfer that care which they ought and must take

of themselves. Such are to be told, that after the

rudiments are past, very little of our art can be

taught by others. The most skilful master can do

little more than put the end of the clue into the hands

of his scholar, by which he must conduct himself.

It ii true the beauties and defects of the works of

our predecessors may be pointed out; the principles

on which their works are conducted may be explained

;

the great examples of ancient art may be spread out

before th ii ; but the most sumptuous entertainment

is prepared in vain -k li.o guests will not take the

trouble of helping themselves.

Even the Academy itself, where every convenience

for study is procured and laid before them, may,

from that very circumatance, from leaving no difficultiea

H J

L.
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n? j!f„f"^"V"*."*'^ V'
^''^ I'"""'"'*' «^«"«« » remission

nlfl V M?*7- ^' ^' "*»* uncommon to see vouuk

f.ril^^7
'*

*''^L\7
'^*'"'?»^>°« "^ith every oitacl?m their way, exert themselves with such success a.

to outstrip competitors possessed of every means of.mprovement. the promising expectation which w^s
fcnned, on so much Being done with so little mean.,

?iJfJ^Tu™^"'^®'*
*^^"* *" * P^t'on^ "^'o has supplied

ijm? ? • ?''f^.
convenience of study

; from tl.at

fo^vlnTi, '"'^"l'"^
and eagerness of pursuit has

Such men are like certain animals, who wiL feedonly wh^n there is but little provender, and that
jfo at with difficulty through She barsW a rack

LlrftW *°"'' •* "'*" '''^'^ '^ - '^^""^--

Perhaps such a falling off may proceed from the
faculties being overpoivered by the immensity of the

Z^?J' KV^^-
*'"^"""^' '^^P*'^^ ^'-'^ to a^rri^e at

Iht ^^.A
"*

u- u
JO'^f^ey, when the whole extent of

his vTw
'^ *"* P^' '^ ^* *'"*=® displayed to

Among the first moral qualties, therefore, whiclia student ought to cultivate, is a just and manly
confidence in himself, or rather in the effects of that
pereevermg industry which he is resolved to possess.

Rr.m«nt.^?^*S*^ ^?' "^^^^ °^ ^'* Connexion withBramante, the Pope's architect, was fixed upon toadorn the Vatican with his works, he had done
nothin^f that marked in him any great superiority

vnf,L I '^P^t^^PP'-a^es ; though he was tVen butyoung, he had under his direction the most consider-
able artists of his age; and we know what kindotmen those were; a lesser mind would have sunk
under such a weight ; and if we should judge i om
the meek and gentle disposition which we ire toldwas the character of Raffaelle, we might expect this

appeared to increase m proportion as exertion was

.1

I.
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required ; and it is not improbable that we are

indebted to the good fortune which first placed him

in that conspicuous situation, for those great examples

of excellence which he has left us.

The observations to which I formerly wished, and

now desire, to point your attention, relate not to

errors which are committed by those wlio have no

claim to merit, but to those inadvertencies into which

men of parts only can fall by the overrating or the

abuse of some real, though perhaps subordinate,

excellence. The errors last alluded to are those of

backward, timid characters; what I shall now speak

of belong to another class : to those artiste who

are distinguished for the readiness and facility of

their invention. It is undoubtedly a splendid and

desirable accomplishment to be able to design in-

stantaneously any given subject. It is an excellence

that I believe every artist would wish to possess ;

but unluckily, the manner in which this dexterity

is acquired habituates the mind to be contented with

first thoughts without choice or selection. The
judgement, after it has been long passive, by degrees

loses its power of becoming active when exertion is

necessary.

Whoever, therefore, has this talent, must in some

measure undo what he has had tlie habit of doing, or

at least give a new turn to his mind : great works,

which are to live and stand the criticism of posterity,

are not performed at a heat. A proportionable time

is required for deliberation and circumspection. I

remembpr when I was at Rome looking at the fighting

Gladiator, in company with an eminent sculptor, and

I expressed my admiration of the skill with which the

whole is composed, and the minute attention of the

artist to the change of every muscle in that momen-
tary exertion of strength : he was of opinion that a

work so perfect required nearly the whole life of man
to perform.

I believe, if we look around us, we shall find, that

in the sister art of poetry, what has been soon done.
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a diMdvautage to him : he iid LtL h*^"*"?""^.'

acter or exDr&jsion • Ut« +1! ^ ^' without char-

them afterwards from nature or' til-
°°' «0"ect"'b'
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but he must be acquainted likewise with the general

principles of composition, and possess a habit of fore-

seeing, while he is composing', the effect of the

masses of light and shadow^ that will attend such a
disposition. His mind is entirely occupied by his

attention to the whole. It is a subsequent considera-

tion to determine the attitude and expression of indi-

vidual figures. It is in this period of his work that I

would recommend to every artist to look over his

portfolio, or pocket-book, in which he has treasured

up all the happy inventions, all the extraordinary

and expressive attitudes, that he has met with in

the course of his studies ; not only for the sake
of burrowing from those studies whatever may be
applicable to his own work, but likewise on accouiu I;

of the great advantage he will receive by bringing the
ideas of great artists more distinctly before his mind,
wl;ich will teach him to invent other figures in a
similiar style.

Sir Francis Bacon speaks with approbation of the
provisionary methods Demosthenes and Cicero em-
ployed to assist their invention ; and illustrates their

use by a quaint comparison after his manner. These
particular Studiog being not immediately connected
with our art, I need not cite the passage I allude to,

and sh^^l only observe that such preparation totally

opposes trie general received opinions that are floating

iu the world, concerning genius and inspiration. The
same great man in another place, speaking of his own
essays, remarks, that they treat of 'those things,

wherein both men's lives and persons are most conver-
''ant, whereof a man shall find much in experience,
but little in books

;
' they are then wliat an artist

would naturally call invention ; and yet we may
suspect that even the genius of Bacon, great as it was,
would never have been enabled to have made those
observations, if his mind had not ^-^n trained and
disciplined by reading the observt. 'Others. Nor
could he without such reading ha jwn that those
opinions were not to be found in other books.
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I know there are many artiste of jfreat fame who

appear never %,. have looked out of themselve., andwho probably would think it deroMtory to their
character to be supposed to borrow from any other
painter But when we recollect, and compare thework, of such men with those who took to their
assistance the inventions of others, we sliall be con-
vimred of the great advanta»:e of this latter practice.

I he two men most eminent for readiness of inven-
tion, that occur to me, are Luca Giordano and U
tajte

; one in pamtinjr, and the other in drawinir.
lo such extraordinary powers as were possessed bv

both of those artists, we cannot refuse -,he character
ot genius

; at the same time, it must be acknowk '

ed
thHt It was that kind of mechanic ge^-us wliich
operates without much assistance of the head. In all
their works, which are (as might be expected) verv
numerous, we may lo(.k in vain for anything that can
be said to be original and striking ; and vet, accordin^r
to the ordinary ideas of originality, they' have as ifood
pretensions as most painters ; for they borrowed verv
little from others, and still less will any artist, that
can distinguish between excellence and insipidity, everborrow from them. ^ "
To those men, and all such, let us oppose the

practice of the first of painters. I suppose we shall
all agree that no man ever possessed a greater oower
of invention^ and stood less in need of foreign assist-
ance, than Raffaelle; and yet, when ho was designin?
one of his greatest as well as latest works, the ('artoons,
It IS very apparent that he had the studies which lie
had made from Masaccio before him. Two noble
figures of St. Paul, which he found there, he adoptedm his own work ; one of them he took for St Paul
preaching at Athens

; and the other for the same
hamt, when chastising the sorcerer Elvmas. Another
figure m the same work, whose head is sunk :u his
breast, with his eyes shut, appearing deeply wrapt up
_ thought, was introduced amongst the listeners to
the preaching of St. Paul. The most material altera-
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tioD that is made in thoie two figures of St Paul, is

the addition of the left hands, which are not seen in

the original. It is a rule that Raifaelle observed (and

indeed ought nf>ver to be dispenred with), in a principal

figure, to show both hands ; that it shouM never be a

question, what is become of the other hand. For the

sacrifice at Listra, he took the whole ceremony much
as it stands in an ancient basso-rilie\ o, since published

iu the Admiranda.
I have given examples from those pictures only of

Kaffaelle which we have among us, though many other

instances might be produced of this great painter's not

disdaining assistance; indeed his known wealth wa*

su great, that he might borrow where he pleased

without loss of credit

It may be remarked, that this work of Masaccio,

from which he has borrowed so freely, ^aa a public

uork, and at no farther distance from Rome than
Florence ; so that if he had considered it a disgraceful

theft, he was sure to be detected ; but he was well

satisfied that his character for invention would be
little affected by such a discovery ; nor is it, ex > pt in

the opinion of those who are ignorant of the uianner
iu which great works are built

Those who steal from mere poverty ; who having
nothing of their own, cannot exist a minute without
making such depredations ; who are so poor that tliey

have no place in which they can even deposit what
they have taken ; to men of this description nothing
can be said : but such artists as those to whom I

supf/ose myself now speaking, men whom I consider
as competently provided with all the necessaries and
conveniences of art, and who do not desire to steal

baubles and common trash, but wish only to possess

peculiar rarities which they select to ornament their

cabinets, and take care to enrich the general store
with materials of equal or of greater value than
what they have taken ; such men surely need not be
ashamed of that friendly intercourse which ought
to exist among artists, of receiving from the dead

itim

M^'
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hl;«lf '^ " "*" ^'^'r ^*y ^°' ^''^ ^ become ^reathimself terpen, nisi eerpentem comederiL nan fit

JhfliiV ^^"'Y''.**^ * whimsical natural' historywh.ch I have read, though I do not recollect iTml-
toSu''^' "^ *" ''•^^'^"^' •' '« applicable enough

Raffaelle,as appears from what has been said hadcarefully studied the works of Ma«accio ; and, ndeedthere was no other, if we except iMichel AnJo (whomhe likewise imitated), so worthy of hi. attent on • andthough his manner was dry an/ hard, his compositionsformal, and not enough diversified according to?hecustom of painters in that early period, yet his works

Jnri'vli"*^'^"?""'"
""^ ^™P^^'> -h'^'h accompanyand even sometimes proceed from, regularity and

.tete'oTthfaT^P V- "'."^* ''^'^^'^ t^« "-baro"

s

w« «n i;Jl? ^^^^J^^^^^^
h'« time, when skill in drawingwas so little understood that the best of the painter?could not even foreshorten the foot, but every fiffureappeared to stand upon his toes; and what served^

fj'

?„?rZ:>^"^\^r *^" ''*^'^"««« *»d smallneTof thefolds too much the appearance of cords clinging roundthe body. He first introduced large drapery, flow n^

bl ti; TVl^ ^?*"^^^ ™*"°«'--- '"deed hrappears tobe the first who discovered the path that leads to evervexcel ence to which the art afterwards arr ved and

Fa^^r'sTf^Zdet^-rl^-^^^^^^^ ^ one of th^e'grTat

1 hough I have been led on to a longer diffre«sion

ZTf'^'l^''
great painter than I intendeTve Icannot avoid mentioning another excellence which he

distinguished among his contemporaries for his diligence

mind Vv7'
"" ^" ,7:["'" '^' "^^"^^1 f«<^"itie.s S h s

^hio^^ *r* ***'^. *^** ^'^ -hole attention wasabsorbed in the pursuit of his art, and that he acquired
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the name of Masaccio,' from his total disregard to hii^

dress, his person, and all the common concerns of life.

He is, indeed, a signal instance of what well directed

diligence will do in a short time ; he lived but twenty-

even years ; yet in that short space carried the art

so far beyond what it had before reached, that he
appears to stand alone as a model for his successors.

Vasari gives a long catalogue of painters and sculptors,

who formed their taste and learned their art by study-

ing his works ; among those, he names Michel Angelo,
Leonardo da Vinci, Pietro Perugino, Raffaelle, Bartolo-

meo, Andrea del Sarto, II Rosso, and Pierino del Vaga.
The habit of contemplating and brooding over the

ideas of great geniuses, till you find yourself warmed
hy the contact, is the true method of forming an
artist-like mind ; it is impossible, in the presence of
thiise great men, to think, or invent in a mean manner ;

a state of mind is acquired that receives those ideas

only which relish of grandeur and simplicity.

Besides the general advantage of forming the taste

by such an intercourse, there is another of a particular

kind, which was suggested to me by the ]>ractice of
Raffaelle, when imitating the work of which I have
been speaking. The figure of the Proconsul, Sergius
Paulus, is taken from the Felix of Masaccio, though
one is a front figure, and the other seen in profile ; the
action is likewise somewhat changed ; but it is plain

Raffaelle had tliat figure in his mind. There is a
circumstance indeed, which I mention by the by,

which marks it very particularly ; Sergius Paulus
wears a crown of laurel ; this is hardly reconcilable
to strict propriety, and the costume, of which Raffaelle
was in general a good observer ; but he found it so in

Masaccio, and he ditl not bestow so much pains in

disguise as to change it. It appears to me to be an
excellent practice, thus to su])pose the figures which
you wish to adopt in the works of those great painters
to be statues ; and to give, as Raffaelle has here given,

* The addition of accio denotes some deformity or imperfection
attending that person to whom it is applied.— R.

m
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another view, taking care to preserve all the sninfand grace you find in the original ^ "*

I should hope, from what has been lately said tli»t
It ,8 not necessary to guard myself against aiiy suntsition of recommending an entire dependence ur^former masters. I do not desire thatC shouldTptother people to do your business, or toS?or yo^u*I only wish you to cotisult with, to call in wcoun'sellors, men the most distinguished for theiJ knowLTe"and exprr..uce, the result of which counsel must «f"lately depend upon yourself Such condu^" in tt"commerce of life has never been considered ardisgraclful, or in any respect to imply intellectual inXe^iUU-It 18 a sign rather of that true wisdom, which feels iudi'vidual imperfection

; and is consciourto iteelf hotmuch collective observation is necessary to fill the immense extent, and to comprehend the infinite varietv^fnature. I recommend neither self-dependence nirnlfgiarism. I advise you only to take tharassiX^e whth

hZTnotdtdJnV^.'^''
8:'ven the greatest paintersiiaye not disdained to accept. Let mp arlH tKo+ +k„

diligence required in the 'search,' and the' exelt onsubsequent m accommodating those ideas to your ownpurpose, IS a business which idleness will not, andT^norance cannot perform. But in order more dSXto explain what kind of borrowing I mean, when I re^

maXs1e?„rf"^^-^*^^
study ^of the works of greatmasters, let us, tor a minute, return again to Raffaeli..

TmShi^'f'^'^ °' P^"^*'«^' «^ ende^ot tJimitote hmi, ,n his manner of imitating others.The two figures of St. Paul which I lately mentioned

warno^tn^r^"''^ '^ ^^-''^-' tha^^'w^
Tatse and^mi ^^Tf

^"^" "^ Raffaelle himseff toraise and improve them, nor has he attempted if

w?iitut Sfmt^ f' '"If'" *°.^^^°^« - som^Ksu e'

he ha. LhS fi°^ *lT ^T^^""' «^ *''«•'• character :

di^rnSr tS " ^ \"S'^*'
^^""^ ""^ ^ ^^'•e^e composed

to thl mnrf
^^™ated expression which was necessaryto the more active employment he as.^gned them
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In the same manner he has given more animation

to the figure of Sergius Paulus, and to that which

is introduced in the picture of St. Paul preaching, of
which little more than hints are given by Masaccio,

which Raifaelle has finished. The closing the eyes of

this figure, which in Masaccio might be easily mistaken

for sleeping, is not in the least ambiguous in the
Cartoon : his eyes indeed are closed, but they are

closed with such vehemence, that the agitation of

a mind perplexed in the extreme is seen at the first

glance ; but what is most extraordinary, and I think

particularly to be admired, 's, that the same idea

is continued through the whole figure, even to the

drapery, which is so closely muffled about him, that

even his hands are not seen ; by this happy correspon-

dence between the expression of the countenance, and
the disposition of the parts, the figure uppears ta
think from head to foot. Xlen of superior talents

alone are capable of thus using and adapting other
men's minds to their own purposes, or are able to

make out and finish what was only in the original a

hint or imperfect conception. A readiness in taking

such hints, which escape the dull and igni-r.at, makes
in my opinion no inconsiderable part of that faculty

fifthe mind which is called Genius.
it often happens that hints may be taken and

employed in a situation totally different from that m
which they were originally employed. There is a
figure of a Bacchante leaning backwards, her head
thrown quite behind her, which seems to be a favourite

invention, as it is so frequently repeated in basso-

rilievos, cameos, and intaglios ; it is intended to

express an enthusiastic frantic kind ofjoy. This figure

Baccio Bandinelli, in a drawing that I have of that

master of the Descent from the Cross, has adopted
(and he knew very well what was worth borrowing)
for one of the Marys, to express frantic agony of grief.

It is curious to observe, and it is certainly true, that
the extremes of contrary passions are with very little

variation expressed by the same action.

Ji
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If I were to recommeud method in any part of thestudy of a painter, it would be in regard to invenio,.that young students should not presun^e to tCkthemselves qualified to invent, till they were acquan tedwith those stor^ of invention the world^^1

possesses, and had by that means accumulated suffictnt
materials for the mind to work with. It wou dcertainly be no improper method of forming the mh dof a young artist to begin with such exercises as heItalians call a Pasticcio composition of the differentexcellences which are dispersS in all other wiS ^the same kind It is not supposed that he is t 'too

if'iwr **•"« \" \*° ?cquB:^by this meais the ai?

?h»n w^J first what is truly excellent in art, andthen what ,s still more excellent in nature; a tSwhich without this previous study, he will be butill qualified to perform.
"^

ul^^ ^°*=*""« ^^»«1' is J»ere advanced, is acknow-

But I onl^' demand for it the reception of a strangera favourable and attentive consideration, without that

^utioHtT^*^^""^ ^^'"J "'•^^^ be claimed undeauthoritative recommendation.
After you have taken a figure, or any idea of afigure, from any of those great painteJs,trere i'another operation still remaining, which I hold to beindispensably necessary, that ii, never to neglect

s caken from a model, though the first idea may havebeen suggested by another, you have a just right toconsider as your own property. And here I Snnotavoid mentioning a circumstance in placing the Selthough to some it may appear trifling. ItTsT terto possess the model with the attitude you requ ethan to place him with your own hands : by thi

rrt.n ^^PP^"* °*^*° *b** **»« °^«^«I P'^ts himself inan action superior to your own imagination It is a

l"2ifTZ '" \' '" "'« ^'^>' °^ acc^dent^and to b^

when [^n'fiv .r*^^ '? t«ke advantage of it: besides,when >ou fix the position of a model, there is danger
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of putting him in an attitude into which no man would

naturally faJl. This extends even to drapery. We
must be cautious in touching and altering a fold of

the stuff, which serves as a model, for fear of giving it

inadvertenUy a forced form ; and it is perhaps better to

take the chance of another casual throw, than to alter

the position in which it was at first accidentally cast.

Rembrandt, in order to take the advantage of

accident, appears often to have used the pallet-knife

to lay his colours on the canvas, instead of the pencil.

Whether it is the knife or any other instrument, it

iuffices if it is something that does not follow exactly

the will. Accident in the hands of an artist who
knows how to take the advantage of its hints, will

often produce bold and capricious beauties of handling

and facility, such as he would not have thought of,

or ventured, with his pencil, under the regular

restraint of his hand. However, this is fit only on
occasions where no correctness of form is required,

such as clouds, stumps of trees, rocks, or broken

ground. Works produced in an accidental manner
will have the same free unrestrained air as the works
of nature, whose particular combinations seem to

depend upon accident.

I again repeat, you are never to lo

tlie instant you do, you are all abrr

every gust of fashion, without knc
point to which you ought to steer,

you ,nake, you must still have nature in your eye
Such deviations as art necessarily requires, I hope
in a future Discourse to be able to explain. In the

meantime, let me recommend to you, not to have too

great dependence on your practice or memory, however
strong those impressions may have been which are

there deposited. Tliey a:-e for ever wearing out, and
will be at last obliterated, unless they are continually
refresihed and repaired.

It i uncommon tc meet wi*h artists who, from
a Ion lect of cul+i vating this necessary intimacy
with h. 3, do not evc. know her when they see her

;

sight of nature

;

it the mercy of

, or seeing the
Whatever trips

*r^!
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she appearing a stranger to t' '>m, from their being so
long habituated to their own representation of her. I

have heard painters acknowledge, though in that
acknowJedgenient no degradation of themselves was
intended, that they could do better without Nature
than with her ; or, as they expressed it themselves,
that tt only put them out. A painter with such ideas
and such habits, is indeed in a most hopeless state.
The art ofseeing Nature, or, in other words, the art of
using models, is in reality the great object, the point
to which all our studies are directed. As for the
power of being able to do tolerably well, from practice
alone, let it be valued according to its worth. But 1

do not see in what manner it can be sufficient for the
production of correct, excellent, and finished pictures.
Works deserving this character never were produced,
nor ever will arise, from memory alon. ; and I will
venture to sav, that an artist who brings to his work a
mind tolerably furnished with the general pi-inciples of
art, and a taste formed upon the works of good artists,
in short, who knows in what excellence consists, will,
with the assistance of models, which we will likewise
suppose he has learnt the art of using, be an over-match
for the greatest painter that ever lived who should be
debarred such advantages.
Our neighbours, the French, are much in this prac-

tice of extempore invention, and their dexterity is such
as even to excite admiration, if not envy ; but how
rarely can this praise be given to their finished
pictures

!

The late Director of their Academy, Boucher, was
eminent in this way. When I visited him some years
since in France, I found him at work on a very large
picture, without drawings or models of any kind. On
my remarking this particular circumstance, he said,

when he was young, studying his art, he found it

necessary to use models ; but he had left them off for

many years.

Such pictures as this was, and such as I fear always
will be produced by those who work solely from
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practice or memory, may be a convincing proof of the
necessity of the conduct which I have recommended.
However, in justice I cannot quit this painter without
adding, that in the former part of his life, when he
was in the habit of having recourse to nature, he was
not without a considerable degree of merit-enoueh
to make half the painters of his country his imitators

;
he had often grace and beauty, and good skill in
composifcion

; but I think all under the influence of a
bad taste: his imitators are indeed abominable
Those artists who have quitted the service of nature

(whose service, when well understood, is perfect free-
dom) and have put themselves under the direction
of I know not what capricious fantastical mistress
who fascinates and overpowers their whole mind, and
from whose dominion there are no hopes of their beine
ever reclaimed (since they appear perfectly satisfied,
aud not at all conscious of their forlorn situation), like
the transformed followers of Comus,—

Not once perceive their foul disfigurement

;

liut boast themselves more comely than before.

Methinks, such men, who have found out so short
a path, have no reason to complain of the shortness of
ite, and the extent of art ; since life is so much longer
than IS wanted for their improvement, or indeed is
necessary for the accomplishment of their idea of
perfection. On the contrary, he who recurs to nature
at every recurrence renews his strength. 'ITie rules of

S?,' h
"* °f.r '' '•*^""^' subtle, and infinitely

various, beyond the power and retention of memory :
t IS necessarj-^ therefore, to have continual recourse
10 ner. in this intercourse, there is no end of hisimprovement; the longer he lives, the nearer he
approaches to the true and perfect idea of art

140
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DISCOURSE XIII

Delivered to the Students of the Royal Academy, on the
Distribution of the Prizes, December 11, 1786

ART NOT MERELY IMITATION, BUT UNDER THE DIRECTION
OP THE IMAGINATION—IN WHAT MANNER POETRY,
PAINTING, ACTING, GARDENING, AND ARCHITECTURE
DEPART FROM NATURE

GENTLEMEN,
To discover beauties, or to point out faults, in the

works of celebrated masters, and to compare the con-

duct of one artist with another, is certainly no mean
or inconsiderable part of criticism ; but this is still no

more than to know the art through the artist. This

test of investigation must have two capital defects ; it

must be narrow, and it must be uncertain. To enlarge

the boundaries of the Art of Painting, as well as to fix

its principles, it will be necessary, that, that art, and

those principles, should be consiaered in their corre-

spondence with the principles of the other-arts, which,

like this, address themselves primarily and principally

to the imagination. When those connected and kindred

principles are brought together to be compared, another

comparison will grow out of this ; that is, the com-
parison of them all with those of human nature, from

whence arts derive the materials upon which they are

to produce their effects.

When this comparison of art with art, and of all arts

with the nature of man, is once made with success, our

guiding lines are as well ascertained and established as

they can be in matters of this description.

This, as it is the highest style of criticism, is at the

same time the soundest ; for it refers to the eternal

and immutable nature of things.
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YoQ are not to imagine
at large, or to recommend
of this vast field of science,

my faculties to reach it

that I to tomean
to your research , the whole

It is certainly much above
and though it may not be

above yours to comprehend it fully, if it were fully
and properly brought before you, yet perhaps the most
perfect criticism requires habits of speculation and
abstraction, not very consistent with the employment
which ought to occupy, and the habits of mind which
ought to prevail in a practical artist. I only point
out to you these things, that when you do criticize
(as all who work on a plan will criticize more or less),
your criticism may be built on the foundation of true
principles ; and that though you may not always travel
a great way, the way that you do travel may be the
right road.

I observe, as a fundamental ground, common to all
the arts with which we have any concern in this
Discourse, that they address themselves only to two
faculties of the mind, its imagination t^nd its sensibility.

All theories which attempt to direct or to control
the art, upon any principles falsely called rational,
which we form to ourselves upon a supposition of what
ought in reason to be the end or means of art, inde-
pendent of the known first effect produced by objects
on the imagination, must be false and delusive. For
thougli it may appear bold to say it, the imagination
IS here the residence of truth. If the imagination be
affected, the conclusion is fairly drawn ; if it be not
affected, the reasoning is erroneous, because the end
IS not obtained ; the effect itself being the test, and
the only test, of the truth and efficacy of the means.
There is in the commerce of life, as in art, a sagacity

which is far from being contradictory to right reason,
and is superior to any occasional exercise of that
faculty, which supersedes it, and does not wait for
the slow progress of deduction, but goes at once, by
what appears a kind of intuition, to the conclusion.A man endowed with this faculty, feels and acknow-
ledges the truth, though it is not always in his power.

Mm
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perhaps, to give a reason for it ; because he cannot
recollect and bring before him all the materials that
pave birth to his opinion; for very many and very
intricate considerations may unite to form the principle,
even of small and minute parts, involved in, or depen-
dent on a great system of things : though these in
process of tima are forgotten, the right impression
still remains fixed in his mind.

This impression is the result of the accumulated
experience of our whole life, and has been collected,
we do not always know how, or when. But this mass
of collective observation, however acquired, ought to
prevail over that reason, which however powerfully
exerted on any particular occasion, will probably
comprehend but a partial view of the subject ; and our
conduct in life, as well as in the Arts, is, or ought
to be, generally governed by this habitual reason : it

is our happiness that we are enabled to draw on such
funds. If we were obliged to enter into a theoretical
deliberation on every occasion, before we act, life

would be at a stand, and art would be impracticable.
It appears to me, therefore, that our first thoughts,

that is, the effect which anything produces )n our
minds, on its first appearance, is never to be forgotten

;

and it demands for that reason, because it is the first,

to be laid up with care. If this be not done, the
artist may happen to impose on himself by partial
reasoning ; by a cold consideration of those animated
thoughts which proceed, not perhaps from caprice or
rashness (as he may afterwards conceit), but from the
fullness of his mind, enriched with the copious stores
of all the various inventions which he had ever seen,
or had ever passed in his mind. These ideis are
infused into his design, without any conscious eftV rt

;

but if he be not on his guard, he may re-consii^.er aad
correct them, till the whole matter is reduced to a
commonplace invention.

This is sometimes the effect of what I mean to
caution you against ; that is to say, an unfounded
distrust of the imagination and feeling, in favour of
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narrow, partial, confined, argumentative theories;
and of principles that seem to apply to the design
in hand

; without considering those general impressions
on the fancy in which rA^I nrinoinHio ^e .^..^lion the fancy in which real nrinciples of tound reason,

e weight and importance, are involved.
and ofmuch more „.p... „ j,„. ^„^^, ^^^ .uvoiven,
and, as it were, lie hid, under the appearance of a
sort of vulgar sentiment.
Reason, without doubt, must ultimately determine

everyth r ;
at this minute it is required to inform us

"^V^u ^\ f^®*^
reason is to give way to feeling.

Though I have often spoken of that mean conception
of our art which confines it to a mere imitation, I
must add, that it may be narrowed to such a mere
matter of experiment, as to exclude from it the
apphcation of science, which alone gives dignity and
compass to any art. But to find proper foundations
tor science is neither to narrow or to vulgarize it

•

and this is sufficiently exemplified in the success of
experimental philosophy. It is the false system of
r-soning grounded on a partial view of things,
ag. si which I would most earnestly guard you.
And I do It the rather, because those narrow theories,
80 coincident with the poorest and most miserable
practices, and which are adopted to give it countenance,
have not had their origin in the poorest minds, but in
the mistakes, or possibly in the mistaken interpre-
tations, of great and commanding authorities. Ve
are not, therefore, in this case misled by feeling, but
by false speculation.

*

When such a man as Plato speaks of painting as
only an imitative art, and that our pleasure proceeds
from obserying and acknowledging the truth of the
imitation I think he misleads us by a partial theory.

*L".i1w^P°^°''' partial, and so far false view of
the art that Cardinal Bembo has chosen to distinguish
evenRaffaelle himself, whom our enthusiasm honours

rdlnfi t
"p""* of Divine. The same sentiment isadopted by Pope in his epitaph on Sir Godfrey Kneller

:

and he turns the panegyric solely on imitation, a^
It IS a sort of deception.
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I shall not think my time misemployed, if by anv

means I may contribute to confirm your opinion ofwhat oupht to be the object of your pur«uit ; because,
though the best critics must always have exploded
this strange idea, yet I know that there is a disposition
towards a perpetual recurrence to it, on account of
it« simplicity and superficial plausibility. For this
reason 1 shall beg leave to lay before you a few
thoughts on this subject ; to throw out Home hints
that mav lead your minds to an opinion (which I
take to be the truth), that painting is not only to be
considered as an imitation, operating by deception,
but that It 18, and ought to \e, in many points of
view, and strictly speaking, no imitation at all of
external nature. Perhaps it ought to be as fur
removed from the vulgar idea of imitation, as the
refined civilized state in which we live is removed
from a gross state of nature; and those who have
not cultivated their imaginations, which the majority
ot mankind certainly have not, may be said, in regard

arts, to continue in this state of nature. Such
men will always prefer imitation to that excellence
which IS addressed to another f. ( alty that they do
not possess

; but these are not the persons to whom
a painter is to look, any more than a judge of moraN
and manners ought to refer controverted pt.ints upon
those subjects to the opinions of people taken from
the banks of the Ohio, or from New Holland.

It is the lowest style only of arts, whether of Paint-
ing, Poetry, or Music, that may be said, in the vulinir
sense, to be naturally pleasing. The higher .-ffoits of
those arts, we know by experience, do not affect minds
wholly uncultivated. This refined taste is the conse-
quence of education and habit : we are born only with
a capacity of entertaining this refinement, as we are
born with a disposition to receive and obey all the
rules and regulations of society ; and so far it may be
said to be natural to us, and no further.
What has been said, may show the artist how neces-

sary It IS, when he looks about him for the advice
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and criticiam of hia frienda, to make some diatiuctinn

of the character, taste, experience, and observation

in this art, of those from whom it is received. An
ignorant uneducated man may, like Apelles's critic, be

a competent judge of the truth of the representation

of a sandal ; or, to go somewhat higher, like Moliere's

old woman, may dct^ide upon what is nature, in regard

to comic humour ; but a critic in the higher style of
art ought to possess the same refined taste, which
directed the artist in his work.
To illustrate this prin le by a comparison with

other arts, I shall now oduce some instances to

show, that they, as well as our own art, renounce the
narrow idea of nature, and the narrow theories derived
from that mistaken principle, and apply to that reason
only which informs us not what imitation is — a
natural representation of a given object— but what it

is natural for the imagination to be delighted with.

And perhaps there is no better way of acquiring this

knowledge, thon by this kind of analogy ; each art
will corroborate and mutually reflect the truth on the
other. Such a kind ofjuxtaposition may likewise have
this use, that whilst the artist is amusing himself in

the c.tutemplation of other arts, he may habitually
transfer the principles of those arts to that which he
professes : which ought to be always present to his
mind, and to which ever)rthii:g is to be referred.

So far is art fro.n being derived from, or having any
immediate intercourse with, particular nature as its

model, that there are many Arts that set out with a
professed deviation from it.

This is certainly not so exactly true in regard to
painting and sculpture. Our elem<^nts are laid in
gross common nature—an exact imitation of what is

before us : but when we advance to the h^^her state,

we consider this power of imitation, though hrst in the
order of acquisition, as by no means the highest in the
scale of perfection.

Poetry addresses itself to the same faculties and
the same dispositions as painting, though by different
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.,-,1

wmth are found by experience full as canablp nfaffonhng such gratification. It sets guThS « I

another pHnciole fn St ^ sentiment, there is

the Italia,, Opera -as W6m,!„° ".
the recilatire of

Chorus that aSded'tZ: a^KTamT "Imi" ",'
the ™<«t viole„t passio,^, thrlSghrdi^.Je'J,'':"^!;
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death itself, are expressed in singing or recitative, I
would not admit as .cnnd criticism the condemnation of
such exhibitJO s OM uccouiit of their being unnatural

* I V?-"^I"
*^ ^'7 ''"'' ^^""^^^ *"*1 0"r imaginations,

to be dehghte u-.ih singini , with instrumental music
with poetry, ai-- sAh ^rracful action, taken separately
(none of them benig in ti.o vulgar sense natural, even
ui that separate state), it is conformable to experience
and therefore agreeable to reason as connected and
referred to experience, that we should also be delighted
with this union of music, poetry, and graceful action,
joined to every circumstance of pomp and magnificence
calculated to strike the senses of the spectator. Shall
reason stand in the way, and tell us that we ought not
to ike what we know we do like, a ,d prevent us from
feeling the full effect of this complicated exertion of
art? I his is what I would understand bv poets and
painters being allowed to dare everything ; for what
can be more daring, than accomplishing the purpose
and end of art, by a complication of means, none of
winch have their archetypes in actual nature?

550 far, therefore, is servile imitation from being-
necessary, that whatever is familiar, or in any way
reminds us of what we see and hear everyday, perhaps
does not belong to the higher provinces of art either
in poetry or painting. The mind is to be transported,
as Shakespeare expresses it, beyond the ignorant L-esent
to ages past. Another and a higher order of beings is
supposed

;
and to those beings everything which is intro-

duced into the work must correspond. Of this conduct
under these circumstances, the Roman and Florentine
schools afford sufficient examples. Their style by thismeans is raised and elevated above all others ; andDy the same means the compass of art itself is enlarged

JiJ f ?u ^'"T ^"'^ ^''^'*^ subjects attempted by
artists of another school ; who though excellent in the

SLtpTlf f r'*'
P''°e««^'"& o" tl»e principles which

iW w .f
''^^''' ^"'^

"f^ recollecting, or not know-

fafultv nfJi^^ "'•^T J"
''^^''^^^ themselves to another

lacuity of the mind, have become perfectly ridiculous

h

G Z
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The picture which 1 have at present in my thoughts
is a sacrifice of Iphigenia, painted by Jan Steen, a
painter of whom I have formerly had occasior, to speak
with the highest approbation ; and even in this picture,
the subject of which is by no means adapted to his

genius, there is nature and expression ; but it is such
expression, and the countenances are so familiar, and
consequently so vulgar, and the whole accompanied
with such finery of silks and velvets, that one would
be almost tempted to doubt whether the artist did not
purposely intend to burlesque his subject.

Instances of the same kind we frequently see in

poetry. Parts of Hobbes's translation of Homer are

remembered and repeated merely for the familiarity
and meanness of their phraseology, so ill correspond-
ing with the ideaT which ought to have been expressed,
and as I conceive, with the style of the original.
We may proceed in the same manner through the

comparatively inferior branches of art. There are, in

works of that class, the same distinction of a higher
and a lovvt style ; and they take their rank and degree
in proportion as the artist departs, more or less, from
common nature, and makes it an object of his attention
to strike the imagination of the spectator by ways
belonging especially to art,—unobserved and untaught
out of the school of its practice.

If our judgements are to be directed by narrow,
vulgar, untaught, or rather ill taught, reason, we must
prefer a portrait by Denner, or any other high finisher,

to those of Titian or Vandyck ; and a landscape of

Vanderheyden to those of Titian or Rubens ; for they
are certainly more exact representations of nature.

If we suppose a view of nature represented with all

the truth of the camera obscura, and the same scene
represented by a great artist, how little and mean wil'

the one appear in comparison of the other, where no
superiority is supposed from the choice of the subject I

The scene shall be the same, the difference only wil!

be in the manner in which it is represented to the

eye. With what additional superiority then will the
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lame artist appear when he has the power of selecting
his materials as well as elevating his style? Like
Nicolas Poussm, he transports us to the environs of
ancient Rome, with all the objects which a literary
education makes so precious and interesting to man";
or, like Sebastian Bourdon, he leads us *o the dark
antiquity of the pyramids of Egypt ; or, like Claude
Lorraine, he conducts us to the tranquillity of Arcadian
scenes and fairy-land.

Like the history-painter, a painter of landscapes in
this style and with this conduct, sends the imagination
back into antiquity

; and, like the poet, he makes the
cements sympathize with his subject; whether the
clouds roll in volumes like those of Titian or Salvator
R„sa,-or, like those of Claude, are gilded with the
setting su!i

; whether the mountains have sudden and
bold projections, or are gently sloped ; whether the
branches of his trees shoot out abruptly in right aneles
from their trunks, or follow each other with only a
pntle inclination. All these circumstances contribute
to the general cliaracter of the work, whether it be of
the elegan' f the more sublime kind. If we add
to this tht > ful materials of lightness and dark-
ness, over w. .. die artist has complete dominion, to
vary and dispose them as he pleases ; to diminish or
increase them as will best suit his purpose, and cor-
respond to the general idea of his wor^; a landscape
thus conducted, under the influence of a poetical mind
will have the same superiority over the more ordinary
and common views, as Milton's Al/egro and Pensero/o
nave over a cold prosaic narration or description : and
such a picture would make a more forcible impression

before ,1^'° ^*'®"®^' ''^^^ *^®^ presented

«,5/jl'^°^.^^''°**l
*** ''*^®'' ^•^«' ^e may observe thesame distinction, the same division into two classes

:

each of them acting under the influence of two difl^er-
ent principles, in which the one follows nature, theother varies it, and sometimes departs from it.

ifte theatre, which is said to hold the mirror up to

I M

•M
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nature, comprehends both those ideas. The lower
kind of comedy, or farce, like the inferior style of

painting, the more naturally it is represented, the

better ; but the higher appears to me to aim no more
at imitation, so far as it belongs to anything like

deception, or to expect that the spectators should think

that the events there represented are really passins?

before them, than UafFaelle in his Cartoons, or Poussin

in his Sacraments, expected it to be believed, even for

a moment, that what they exhibited were real figures.

For want of this Mstinction, the world is filled witii

false criticism. i» / "^^ is praised for naturalness

and deception, which h. jertainiy has not accomplished,

and as certainly never intended ; and our late great

actor, Garrick, has been as iguorantly praised by his

friend Fielding ; who doubtless imagined he had hit

upon an ingenious device, by introducing, in one of

his novels (otherwise a work of the highest merit), an

ignorant man, mistaking Garrick's representation of

a scene in Hamlet for reality. A very little reflection

will convince us, that there is not one circumstance in

the whole scene that is of the nature of deception. 'Hie

merit and excellence of Shakespeare, and of Garrick,

when they were engaged in such scenes, is of a differ-

ent and much higher kind. But what adds to the

falsity of this intended compliment is, that the best

stage-representation appears even more unnatural to a

person of such a character, who is supposed never to

have seen a play before, than it does to those who have

had a habit of allowing for those necessary deviations

from nature which the art requires.

In theatric representation, great allowances must

always be made for the place in which the exliibition

is renresented ; for the surrounding company, the

lighted candles, the scenes visibly shifted ui your siuht,

and the language of blank verse, so different from

common English ; which merely as English must

appear surprising in the mouths of Hamlet, aiul i-.ll the

court and natives of Denmark. These allowances are

made ; but their being made puts an end to all manner
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of deception ; and further, we know that the more low,
illiteiate, and vulgar any person is, the less he will he
disposed to make these allowances, and of course to be
deceived by any imitation; the thinjfs in which the
trespass against nature and common piubability is

made in favour of the theatre, being quite within the
sphere of such uninformed men.
Though I have no intention of entering into all the

circumstances of unnaturalness in theatrical repre-
senbitions, I must observe that even the expression of
violent passion is not always the most excellent in pro-
portion as it is the most natural ; so, great terror and
such disagreeable sensations may be communicated to
the audience, that the balance may be destroyed by
which pleasure is preserved, and holds its predominancy
in the mind: violent distortion of action, harsh
screamings of the voice, however great the occasion,
or however natural on such occasions, are therefore not
admissible in the theatric art. Many of these allowed
deviations from nature arise from the necessity which
there is, that everything should be raised and enlarged
beyond its natural state ; that +he full effect may come
home to the spectator, which otherwise would be lost
in the comparatively extensive space of the Tlieatre.
Hence the deliberate and stately step, the studied
grace of action, which seems to enlarge the dimen-
sions of the actor, and alone to fill the stage. All this
unnaturalness, though right and proper in its place,
would appear affected and ridiculous in a private room :

quid enim deformiiis quam scenam in vitam transferre ?
And here I must observe, and I believe it may be

considered as a general rule, that no art can be
grafted with success on another art For though they
all profess the same origin, and to proceed from the
same stock, yet each has its owa peculiar modes both
of imitating nature, and of deviating from it, each
for the accomplishment of its own particular purpre.
ihese deviations, nutre especially, will not bear tri.iis-
pL station to anoth<M soil.

If a painter should eimeavour to copy the theatrical

rs

J
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i

pomp and parade of dress, and attitude, inst^d of

that simplicity, which is not a greater beauty in life

than it is in painting, we should condemn such pic-

tures, as painted in the meanest style.

So, also, gardening, as far as gardening is an art,

or entitled to that appellation, is a deviation from
nature ; for if the true taste consists, as many hold,

in banishing every appearance of art, or any traces

of the footsteps of man, it would then be no longer

a garden. Even though we define it, " Nature to

advantage dressed," and in some sense is such, and
much more beautiful and commodious for the recrea-

tion of man ; it is, however, when so dressed, no
longer a subject for the pencil of a landscape-painter,

as all landscape-painters know, who love to have
recourse to Nature herself, and to dress her according
to the principles of their own art ; which are far

different from those of gardening, even when con-

ducted according to the most approved principles;

and such as a landscape-painter himself would addpt

in the disposition of his own grounds, for his own
private satisfaction.

I have brought together as many instances as appear

necessary to make out the several points which I

wished to suggest to your consideration in this

Discourse ; that your own thoughts may lead you

further in the use that may be made of the analogy

of the Arts : and of the restraint which a full under-

standing of the diversity of many of their principles

ought to impose on the employment of th.it analogy.

The great end of all those arts is, to make an

impression on the imagination and the feeling. The
imitation of nature frequently does this. Sometimes
it fails, and something else succeeds. I think, there-

fore, the true test of all the arts is not solely whether
the production is a true copy of nature, but whether
it ans»Ters the end of art, which is, to produce a

pleasing effect upon the mind.
It remains only to speak a few words of architecture,

which does not come under the denomination of an
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imitative art. It applies itself, like music (and, I

believe, we may add poetry), directly to the imagination,

without the intervention of any kind of imitation.

There is in architecture, as in painting, an inferior

branch of art, in wh'ch the imagination appears to

have no concern. It Joes not, however, acquire the
name of a polite and liberal art from its usefulness,

or administering to our wants or necessities, but
from some higher principle ; we are sure that in the
hands of a man of genius it is capable of inspiring

sentiment, and of tilling the mind with great and
sublime ideas.

it may be worth the attention of artists to consider
what materials are in their hands, that may contri-

bute to this end ; and whether this art has it not
in its power to address itself to the imagination with
effect, by more ways than are generally employed
by architects.

To pass over the effect produced by that general
symmetry and proportion, by which the eye is de-
lighted, as the ear is with music, architecture certainly
possesses many principles in common with poetry and
painting. Among those which may be reckoned as

the first, is, that of affecting the imagination by means
of association of ideas. Thus, for instance, as we
have naturally a veneration foi- antiquity, whatever
building brings to our remembrance ancient customs
and manners, such as the castles of the barons of
ancient chivalry, is sure to give this delight. Hence
it is that towers and battlements * are so often selected
by the painter and the poet to make a part of the
composition of their ideal landscape ; and it is from
hence, in a great degree, that, in the buildings of
Vanbrugh, who was a poet as well as an architect,
there is a greater display of imagination, than we
shall find perhaps in any other, and this is the ground
of the effect we feel in many of his works, notwith-

i Ij

t'.'

1 Towers and Battlements it sees
Bosom'd high in tufted trees. MiLTON, L'Allegro.—VL
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standing the faults with which many of 1 lem are justly

tl'K A
*''* *^" P"'"'*^''®' VanbruKh appears tJhave had recourse to some of the principfes of theGoth.c architecture

; which, though n-^ so ancient

Ik- If *u '"®'!!f"'
.'^ '"*"*® ^° *•* *»"» 'magJnatioii, nithwhidi the artist is more concerned than with absolute

The barbaric splendour of those Asiatic buildinir'which are now publishing by a member of thisAcademy,! may possibly, in the same manner, furnishan architect, not with models to copy, but with hints
ot composition and general effect, which would not
otherwise have occurred.

It is, I know, a delicate and hazardous thinff (andas such I have already pointed it out) to carrv the

fn nnA °f r' *'*• *^ ^''''^^'^'' «'• «^«» t« reconcilem one object the various modes of the same art, whenthey proceed on different principles. The sound rules

-a
yr^T^ architecture are not to be liffhtlv

sacrihced. A deviation from them, or evenan addltioi,
to them, is like a deviation or addition to, or frcn,

who IS thoroughly conversant in the nature of manas well as all combinations in his own art
'

It may not be amiss for the architect to take advan-^gesometme. of that to which I am sure the painter

acc1Sen'^^.TnV^^''^l' '^'I'^^T' ' '"-'^ the^'se

S,« ll*''/u"°"'7^^" they lead, and to improvethem, rather than always to trust to a regular pla ,It often happens that additions have heel made tohouses, at various times, for use or pleasure. As suchbuildings depart from regularity, they now and heu

TlZllT'^'^'^S! ^'^"^^^ b/\hisLcident, which
1 should think might not unsuccessfully be adopted by

much interfere with convenience. Variety and intri-cacy ,s a beauty nnd excellence in every u^her of the

rrUtcture^^ ''' i^nagination:U why ^t?

! Mr. Hodges.
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The forms and turnings of the streets of London
and other old towns are produced by accident, with-

out any original plan or design, but they are not

always the less plensant to the walker or speculator,

on that account. On the contrary, if the city had
been built on the regular plan of Sir Christopher
^ 'ren, the effect might have been, as we know it

is in some new parts of the town, rather unpleasing ;

the uniformity might have produced weariness, and a
slight degree of disgust.

I can pretend to no skill in the detail of archi-

tecture. J judge now of the art, merely as a painter.

When I speak of Vanbrugh, I mean to speak of him
in the language of our art To speak then of Van-
brugh in the language of a painter, he had originality

of invention, he understood light and shadow, and
had great skill in composition. To support his princi-

pal object, he produced his second and third groups
or masses ; he perfectly understood in his art what
is the most difficult in ours, the conduct of the back-
ground ; by which the design and invention is set

off to the greatest advantage. Wiiat the background
is in painting, in architecture is tlie real ground on
which the building is erected ; and no architect took
greater care than he that his work should not appear
cruuc and hard ; that is, it did not abruptly start out
of the ground without expectation or preparation.
This is a tribute which a painter owes to an

architect who composed like a painter ; and was
defrauded of the due reward of his merit by the wits
of his time, who did not understand the principles
of composition in poetry better than he ; and who
knew little, or nothing of what he understood per-
fectly, the general ruling principles of architecture
and painting. His fate was that of the great Perrault

;

both were the objects of the petulant sarcasms of
factious men of letters ; and both have left some
of the fairest ornaments which to this day decorate
their several countries ; the fa9ade of the Louvre,
Blenheim, and Castle Howard.

!.]

ill
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Upon the whole it seems to me, that the object

and intention of all the arts is to supply the natural
imperfection of thinjfs, and often to ^ratify the
mind by realizing and embodying what never existed
but in the imagination.

It is allowed on all hands, that facts, and events
however they may bind the historian, have no
dominion over the poet or the painter. With us
history IS made to bend and conform to this great
Idea of art. And why.? Because these arts, in
their highest province, are not addressed to the gross
senses; l)ut to the desires of the mind, to that spark
of divinity which we have within, impatient of beinjr
circumscribed and pent up by the world which is
about us. Just so much as our art has of this just
so much of dignity, I had almost said of divinity, it
exhibits; and those of our artists who possessed
this mark of distinction in the highest degree,
acquired from thence the glorious appellation of
DiVINB.



DISCOURSE XIV

Delivered to the Students of the Royal Academy, on the

Distribution of the Prizes, December 10, 1788

CHARACTER OF GAINSBOROUGH—HU EXCELLENCIES
AND DEFECTS

GENTLEMEN,
In the study of our art, as in the study of all arts,

something is the result of our own ohservation of

nature ; something, and that not a little, the effect

of the example of those who have studied the same
nature before us, and who have cultivated before us

the same art with diligence and success. The less we
coniiue ourselves in the choice of those examples, the

more advantage we shall derive from them ; anii the

nearer we shall bring our performances to a corre-

spondence with nature and the great general rules of

art. When we draw our examples from remote and
revered antiquity—with some advantage undoubtedly
in that selection—we subject ourselves to some
inconveniences. We may suffer ourselves to be too

much led away by great names, and to be too much
subdued by overbearing authority. Our learning,

in that case, is not so much an exercise of our
judgement, as a proof of our docility. We find

ourselves perhaps too much over-shadowed ; and the

character of our pursuits is rather distinguished by
the 'n:-eness of the follower, than animated by the

spirit of emul<.tion. It is sometimes of service, that

our examples should be near us ; and such as raise a
reverence, sufficient to induce us carefully to observe

them, yet not so great as to prevent us from engaging
with them in something like a generous contention.

We have lately lost Mr. Gainsborough, one of the
211
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greatest ornameuts of our Academy. It is not our
business here to make panegyrics on the livinir, or
even on the dead who were of our body. The piaUe
of the former mij^ht bear the appearance of adulation •

and the latter of untimely justice
; perhaps of envy to

those whom we have still the happiness to enjoy, by
an ohhque sujfgestion of invidious comparisons, in
discoursnig, therefore, on the tilents of the late Mr
Gainsborough, my object is, noi so much to praiso or
to blame him, as to draw from 'lis excellencies and
defects, matter of instruction to the students in our
Academy. If ever this nation should produce genius
sufficient to acquire to us the honourable distinction
of an English School, the name of Gainsborough will
be transmitted to posterity, in the history of the art
among the very first of that rising name. That our
reputation m the Arts is now only rising, must he
acknowledged

; and we must expect our advances to
be attended with old prejudices, as adversaries, and
not as supporters

; standing in this respect in a very
different situation from the late artists of the Roman
school, to whose reputation ancient prejudices have
certainly contributed : the way was prepared for tiiem
and they may be said rather to have lived in the renuta
tion of their country, than to have contributed to it
whilst whatever celebrity is obtained by English artist*,
can arise only from the operation of a fair and true
comparison. And when they communicate to their
country a share of their reputation, it is a portion of
fame not borrowed from others, but solely ac(iuired
by their own labour and talents. As Italy has
undoubtedly a prescriptive right to an admiration
bordering on prejudice, as a soil peculiarly adapted,
congenial, and, we may add, destined to the production
of men of great genius in our art, we may not
unreasonably suspect that a portion of the ereat fame
of some of their late artists has been owing to the
general readiness and disposition of mankind, to
acquiesce in their original prepossessions in favour of
the productions of the Roman School.
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On thiR jfround, however unsafe, I will venture to

prophesy, that two of the last diKtinguished pa'^te"

of that country, I mean Pompeio Battoni and Kaff*elle

Menjrs, however great their names may at present

lound in our ears, will very soon fall into the rank

of Imperiale, Sebastian Concha, Placido Constanza,

Masaccio, and the rest of their immediate predecessors ;

whose names, though equally renowned in their life-

time, are now fallen into what is little short of total

oblivion. I do not say that those painters were not

superior to the artist I allude to, and whose h.ss we

lament, in a certain routine of practice, which, to the

eyes of common observers, has the air of a learned

composition, and bears a sort of superficial resemblance

to the manner of the great men who went before

them. I know this perfectly well ; but I know like-

wise, that a man looking for real and lasting reputa-

tion, must unlearn much of the common-place method

so observable in the works of the artists whom I have

named. For my own part, I confess, I take more

interest in and am more captivated with the powerful

impression of natur^j, which Gainsborough exhibited

in his portraits and in his landscapes, and the interest-

in" simplicity and elegance of his littlo ordinary

beggar-children, than with any of the works of that

School, since the time of Andrea Sacchi, or perhaps

we may say Carlo Maratti ; two painters who may

truly be said to be Ultimi Romanorum.

I am well aware how much I lay myself open to the

censure and ridicule of the academical professors of

other nations, in preferring the humble attempts of

Gainsborough to the works of those regular graduates

in the great historical style. But we have the sanction

of all mankind in preferring genius in a lower rank of

art, to feebleness and insipidity in the highest.

It would not be to the present purpose, even if I

had the means and materials, which I have not, to

enter into the private life of Mr. Gainsborough. 'Die

history of his gradual advancement, and the means by

which' he acquired such excellence in his art, would

I
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come nearer to our purposes and wishes, if it wereby any means attainable ; but the slow proirress ofadvancement is in general imperceptible to tie man
himself ,vho makes it ; it is the consequence of an accu-
mulation of various ideas which his mind has received
he does not perhaps know how or when. Sometimes
indeed It happens, that he may be able to mark thetime when from the sight of a picture, a passage in anauthor, or a hint in conversation, he has received, as
It were some new and guiding light, something like
inspiration, by which his mind his been expandedand ,s morally sure that his whole life and conduct has
been affected by that accidental circumstance. Such
interesting accounts, we may however sometimes obtaintrom a man who has acquired an uncommon habit of
seJt-exammation, and has attended to the proirress of
his own improvement.

It may not be improper to make mention of someof the customs and habits of this extraordinary man-
points which come more within the reach of an
observer

;
I, however, mean such only as are connected

r«.!l f
^?'*^ *"^. '°*^®®? '^^'®' *» I apprehend, the

causes of his arriving to that hig-n degree of excellence,which we see and acknowledge in his works. Ofthese

^^If^^v,"^^^} '^**^ ^' *^« fundamental, the lovewhich he had to his art ; to which, indeed, his wholemind appears to have been devoted, and to which
everything was referred

; and this we may fairly con-
clude from various circumstances of his life whichwere known to his intimate friends. Among others,he had a habit of continually remarking to those whohappened to be about him whatever peculiarity of
countenance, whatever accidental combination of
figure, or happy effects of light and shadow, occurred
in prospects m the sky, in walking the streets, or incompany. If, m his walks, he found a character thathe liked, and whose attendance was to be obtained, he
ordered him to his house; and from the fields hebrought into his painting-room, stumps of trees,
weeds, and animals of various kinds ; and designed
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them not from memory, but immediately from the

objects. He even framed a kind of model of land-

scapes on his table, composed of broken stones, dried

herbs, and pieces of looking-glass, which he magnified

and improved into rocks, trees, and water. How far

this latter practice may be useful in giving hints, the

professors of landscape can best determine. Like

every other technical practice, it seems to me wholly

to depend on the general talent of him who uses it.

Such methods may be nothing better than contemptible

and mischievous trifling ; or they may be aids. I

think, upon the whole, unless we constantly refer to

real nature, that practice may be more likely to do

harm than good. 1 raention it only, as it shows the

solicitude and extreme activity which he had about

everything that related to his art ; that he wished to

have his objects embodied as it were, and distinctly

hefore him ; that he neglected nothing which could

keep his faculties in exercise, and derived hints from

every sort of combination.

We must not ^orget, whilst we are on this subject,

to make some remarks on his custom of painting by

night, which confirms what 1 have already mentioned,

—his great affection to his art ; since he could not

amuse himself in the evening by any other means so

agreeable to himself. I am indeed much inclined to

believe that it is a practice very advantageous and im-

proving to an artist : for by this means he will acquire

a new and a higher perception of what is great and
beautiful in nature. By candlelight, not only objects

appear more beautiful, but from their being in a

greater breadth of light and shadow, as well as having

a greater breadth and uniformity of colour, nature

appears in a higher style ; and even the flesh seems to

take a higher and richer tone of colour. Judgement is

to direct us in the use to be made of this method of

study ; but the method itself is, I am very sure,

advantageous. I have often imagined that the two
great colourists, Titian and Correggio, though I do
not know that they painted by night, formed their
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high ideas of colouring from the effects of objects by
this artificial light ; but I am more assured that who-
ever attentively studies the first and best manner of
Guercino, will be convinced that he either painted by
this light, or formed his manner on this conception.
Another practice Gainsborough had, wliich is worth

mentioning, as it is certainly worthy of imitation •

1mean his manner of forming all the parts of his
picture together ; the whole going on at the same
time, in the same manner as nature creates her works.
1 hough this method is not uncommon to those who
have been regularly educated, yet probably it was
suggested to him by his own natural sagacity. That
this custom is not u- .versal appears from the practice
ot a painter whom I have just mentioned, Pompeio
Uattoni, who fin*shed his historical pictures part after
part, and in his portraits completely finished one
teature before he proceeded to another. The conse-
quence was, as might be expected ; the countenance was
never well expressed ; and, as the painters say, the
whole was not well put together.

'Hie first thing required to excel in our art, or I
believe m any art, is not only a love for it, but even
an enthusiastic ambition to excel in it. This never
fails of success proportioned to the natural abilities
with which the artist has been endowed by Providence
Of Gainsborough, we certainly know, that his passioa
was not the acquirement of riches, but excellence in
his art

;
and to enjoy that honourable fame which is

sure to attend it.—That hefelt this ruling passion strong
tn death, I am myself a witness. A few days before
he died, he wrote me a letter, to express his acknow-
ledgments for the good opinion I entertained of his
abilities, and the manner in which (he had been
informed) I always spoke of him ; and desired he
might see me once more before he died. I am aware
how flattering it is to myself to be thus connected with
the dying testimony which this excellent painter bore
to his art. But I cannot prevail on mycelf to suppress
that I was not connected with him, by any habits of
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fomiliarity : if any little jealousies had subsisted

between ua, they were forgotten, in those moments of
sincerity ; and he turned towards me as one, who was
engrossed by the same pursuits, and who deserved his

good opinion, by being sensible of his excellence.

Without entering into a detail of what passed at this

last interview, the impression of it upon my mind was,

that his regret at losiug life, was principally the regret

of leaving his art ; and more especially as he now
began, he said, to see what his deficiencies were

;

which, he said he flattered himself in his last works
were in some measure supplied.

When such a man as Gainsborough arrives to great
&me, without the assistance of an academical educa-
tion, without travelling to Italy, or any of those
preparatory studies which have been jO often recom-
mended, he is produced as an instance, how little

such studies are necessary ; since so great excellence
may be acquired without them. This is an inference
not warranted by the success of any individual ; and
I trust it will not be thought that I wish to make this

use of it.

It must be remembered that the style and department
of art which Gainsborough chose, and in which he so
much excelled, did not require that he should go out
of his own coutiti-y for the objects of his study ; they
were everywhere about him ; he found them in the
streets, and in the fields, and from the models thus
accidentally found, he selected with great judgement
such as suited his purpose. As his studies were
directed to the living world principally, he did not
pay a general attention to the works of the various
masters, though they are, in my opinion, always of
great use, even when the character of our subject
requires us to depart from some of their principles.
It cannot be denied, that excellence in the department
of the art which he professed may exist without them

;

that in such subjects, and in the manner that belongs
to them, the want of them is supplied, and more than
supplied, by natural sagacity, and a minute observation

Hi

at
111
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of particular nature. If Gainsborough did not look
at nature with a poet's eye, it must be acknowledged
that he saw her with the eye of a painter ; and ^ave
a faithful, if not a poetical, representation of what he
had before him.
Though he did not much attend to the works of

the great historical painters of former ages, yet he
was well aware that the language of the art—the
art of imitation—must be learned somewhere; and
as he knew that he could not learn it in an equal
degree from his contemporaries, he very judiciously
applied himself to the Flemish School, who are

undoubtedly the greatest masters of one necessary
branch of art ; and he did not need to go out of

his own country for examples of that school : from
that he learnt the harmony of colouring, the manage-
ment and disposition of light and shadow, and every
means which the masters of it practised, to oruament
and give splendour to their works. And to satisfy

himself as well as others, how well he knew the

mechanism and artifice which they employed to bring

out that tone of colour which we so much admire
in their works, he occasionally made copies from
Rubens, Teniers, and Vandyck, which it would be no

disgrace to the most accurate connoisseur to mistake,
at the ^rst sight, for the works of those masters.
What he thus learned, he applied to the originals

of nature, which he saw with his own eyes ; and
imitated, not in the manner of those masters, but

in his own.
Whether he excelled in portraits, landscapes, or

fancy pictures, it is difficult to determine : whether
his portraits were most admirable for exact truth of

resemblance, or his landscapes for a portrait-like

representation of nature, such as we see in the works
of Rubens, Ruysdael, and others of those schools.

In his fancy pictures, when he had fixed on his

object of imitation, whether it was the mean and

vulgar form of a wood-cutter, or a child of an

interesting character, as he did not attempt to raise
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the one, so neither did he lose any of the natural

grace and elegance, of the other ; such a grace^ and
such an elegance^ as are more frequently found in

cottages than in courts. This excellence was his

own, the result of his particular observation and
taste ; for this he was certainly not indebted to the

Flemish School, nor indeed to any school ; for his

grace was not academical or antique, but selected

by himself from the great school of nature ; and
there are yet a thousand modes of grace, which are

neither theirs, nor his, but lie open iu the multiplied

scenes and figures of life, to be brought out by skilful

and faithful observers.

Upon the whole, we may justly say, that whatever

he attempted he carried to a high degree of excellence.

It is to the credit of his good sense and judgement,
that he never did attempt that style of historical

painting, fur which his previous studies had made
no preparation.

And here it naturally occurs to oppose the sensible

conduct of Gainsborough, in this respect, to that of

our late excellent Hogarth, who, with all his extra-

ordinary talents, was not blessed with this knowledge
of his own deficiency ; or of the bounds which were
set to the extent of his own powers. After this

admirable artist had spent the greater part of his

life in an active, busy, and, we may add, successful

attention to the ridicule of life ; after he had invented
a new species of dramatic painting, in which prob-
ably he will never be equalled, and had stored his

mind with infinite materials to explain and illustrate

the domestic and familiar scenes of common life,

which were generally, and ought to have been always,

the subject of his pencil ; he very imprudently, or
rather presumptuously, attempted the great historical

style, for which his previous habits had by no means
prepared him : he was indeed so entirely unacquainted
with the principles of this style, that he was not
even aware that any artificial preparation was at all

necessary. It is to be regretted^ that any part of
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the life of such a genius should be fruitlessly employed.Ut his failure teach us not to indul^fe ourselves in
the vam imagination, that by a momentary resolution
we can give either dexterity to the hand, or a new
habit to the mind.

I have, however, little doubt, but that the same
sagacity, which enabled those two extraordinary men
to discover their true object, and the peculiar excellence
ot that branch of art which they cultivated, would have
been equally effectual in discovering the principles of
the higher style

; if they had investigate/ those prin-
ciples with the same eager industry which they exerted
in their own department. As Gainsborough never
attempted the heroic style, so neither did he destrov
the character and uniformity of his own style, by the
Idle affectation of introducing mythological learning
in any of his pictures. Of this boyish folly we see
instances enough even in the works of great painters.When the Dutch School attempt this poetry of our
art m their landscapes, their performances are beneath
criticism

;
they become only an object of laughter.

Ihis practice is hardly excusable, even in Claude
Lorraine, who had shown more discretion, if he had
never meddled with such subjects.
Our late ingenious Academician, Wilson, has, I fear,

been guiltv, like many of his predecessors, of intro-
ducing gods and goddesses, ideal beings, into scenes
which were by no means prepared to receive such
personages. His landscapes were in reality too nearcommon nature to admit supernatural objects. In
consequence of this mistake, in a very admirable picture
ot a storm, which I have seen of his hand, many figures
are introduced in the foreground, some in apparent
distress, and some struck dead, as a spectator would
naturally suppose, by the lightning ; had not the
painter injudiciously (as I think) rather chosen that
their death should be imputed to a little Apollo, who
appears m the sky, with his bent bow, and that those
hgures should be considered as the children of Niobe.
To manage a subject of this kind, a peculiar style of
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art is required : and it can only be done without
impropriety, or even without ridicule, when we adapt
the character of the landscape, and that too, in all its

parts, to the historical or poetical representation. This
is a very difficult adventure, and it requires a mind
thrown back two thousand years, and as it were
naturalized in antiquity, like that of Nicolo Poussin,

to achieve it. In the picture alluded to, the first idea

that presents itself is that of wonder, at seeing a figure

in 80 uncommon a situation as that in which the Apollo
is placed ; for the clouds on which be kneels have not
the appearance of being able to support him ; they have
neither the substance nor the form fit for the receptacle

of a human figure ; and they do not possess in any
respect that romantic character which is appropriated
to such an object^ and which alone can harmonize with
poetical stories.

It appears to me, that such conduct is no less absurd^
than if a plair man, giving a relation of real distress

occasioned by an inundation accompanied with thunder
and lightning, should, instead of simply relating the
event, take it into his head, in order to give a grace
to his narration, to talk of Jupiter Pluvius, or Jupiter
and his thunderbolts^ or any other figurative idea ; an
intermixture which, though in poetry, with its proper
preparations and accompaniments, it might be manHged
with effect, yet in the instance before us would coun-
teract the purpose of the narrator, and^ instead of being
interesting, would be only ridiculous.

The Dutch and Flemish style of landscape, not even
excepting those ofRubens, is unfit for poetical subjects

:

but to explain in what this ineptitude consists, or to
point out all the circumstances that give nobleness,
grandeur, and the poetic character, to style, in land-
scape, would require a long discourse of itself ; and the
end would be then perhaps but imperfectly attained.
The painter who is ambitious of this perilous excellence
must catch his inspiration from those who have
cultivated with success the poetry, as it may be called^
of the art. ; and they are few indeed.
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I cannot quit this subject without mentioning two
examples which occur to me at present, in which the
poetical style of landscape may be seen happily exe-
cuted: the one is Jacobs Dream by Salvator Rosa,
and the other the return of the Ark from Captivity, by
Sebastian Bourdon. With whatever dignity those
histories are presented to us in the language of Scrip-
ture, this style of painting possesses the same power of
inspiring sentiments of grandeur and sublimity, and is

able to communicate them to subjects which appear by
no means adapted to receive them. A ladder against
the sky has no very promising appearance of possessing
a capacity to excite any heroic ideas ; and the Ark, in
the hands of a second-rate master, would have little
more effect than a conunon wagon on the highway

:

yet those subjects are so poetically treated throughout]
the parts have such a correspondence with each other,
and the whole and every part of the scene is so visionary
that it is impossible to look at them, without feeling,
in some measure, thr enthusiasm which seems to have
inspired the painters.

By continual contemplation of such works, a sense
of the higher excellencies of art will by degrees dawn
on the imagination ; at every review that sense will
become more and more assured, until we come to
enjoy a sober certainty of the real existence (if I may
so express myself) of those almost ideal beauties;
and the artist will then find no diflSculty in fixing in

his mind the principles by which the impression is

produced; which he will feel and practise, though
they are perhaps too delicate and refined, and too
peculiar to the imitative art, to be conveyed to the
mind by any other means.
To return to Gainsborough : the peculiarity of his

manner, or style, or we may call it—the language in

which he expressed his ideas, has been considered by
many as his greatest defect. But without altogether
wishing to enter into the discussion—whether this

peculiarity was a defect or not, intermixed, as it was,
with great beauties, of some of which it was probably
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the cause, it becomes a proper subject of criticism and
inquiry to a painter.

A novelty and peculiarity of manner, as it is often a
cause of our approbation, so likewise it is often a
ground of censure ; as being contrary to the practice

of other painters, in whose manner we have been
initiated, and in whose favour we have perhaps been
prepossessed from our infancy ; for, fond as we are of

novelty, we are upon the whole creatures of habit.

However, it is certain, that all those odd scratches

and marks, which, on a close examination, are so
observable in Gainsborough's pictures, and which even
to experienced painters appear rather the effect of

accident than design : this chaos, this uncouth and
shapeless appearance, by a kind of magic, at a certain

distance assumes form, and all the parts seem to drop
into their proper places, so that we can hardly refuse
acknowledging the full effect of diligence, under the
appearance of chance aud hasty negligence. That
Gainsborough himself considered this peculiarity in his

manner, and the power it possesses of exciting surprise,

as a beauty in his works, 1 think may be inferred from
the eager desire which we know he always expressed,
that his pictures, at the Exhibition, should be seen
near, as well as at a distance.

The slightness which we see in his best works cannot
always be imputed to negligence. However they may
appear to superficial observers, painters know very
well that a steady attention to the general effect takes
up more time, and is much more laborious to the
mind, than any mode of high finishing, or smoothness,
without such attention. His handling, the manner of
leaving the colours, or, in other words, W.*". methods he
used for producing the effect, had \ery much the
appearance of the work of an artist who had never
learned from others the usual and regular practice
belonging to the art ; but still, like a man of strong
intuitive perception of what was required, he found
out a way of his own to accomplish his purpose.

It is no disgrace to the genius of Gainsborough, to
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compare him to such men as we ometimes meet with,

whose nataral eloquence appears even in speaking a

language which they can scarce be said to understand

;

and who, without knowing the appropriate expression
of almost any one idea, contrive to communicate the

lively and forcible impressions of an energetic mind.
I think some apology may reasonably be made for

his manner without violating truth, or running any
risk of poisoning the minds of the younger students,
by propagating false criticism, for the sake of raising

the character of a favourite artist. It must be allowed,
that this hatching manner of Gainsborough did very

much contribute to the lightness of effect which is go

eminent a beauty in his pictures ; as, on the contrary,
much smoothness, and uniting the colours, is apt to

produce heaviness. Every artist must have remarked,
how often that lightness of hand which was in his

dead colour, or first painting, escaped in the finishing

when he had determined the parts with more preci-

sion : and another loss he often experiences, which is

of greater consequence ; whilst he is employed in the

detail, the effect of the whole together is either for-

fotten or neglected. The likeness of a portrait, as I

ave formerly observed, con.'' ts more in preserving
the general effect of thecoun ance, than in the most
minute finishing of the fea^ es, or any of the parti-

cular parts. Now Gainsboroigh's portraits were often

little more, in regard to finishing, or determining the

form of the features, than what generally attends a

dead colour ; but as he was always attentive to the

general effect, or whole together, I have often imagined
that this unfinished manner contributed even to that

striking resemblance for which his portraits are so

remarkable. Though this opinion may be considered
as fanciful, yet I think a plausible reason may be

given, why such a mode of painting should have such

an effect. It is pre-supposed that in this undetermined
manner there is the general effect ; enough to remind
the spectator of the original ; the imagination supplies

the rest, and perhaps more satisfactorily to himself, if
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not more exactly, than the artist, with all his care,
could posHibly have done. At the same time it must
be acknowledged there is one evil attending this mode

;

that if the portrait were seen, previous to any know-
ledge of the original, different persons would furm
different ideas, and all would be disappointed at not
finding the original correspond with their own concep-
tions; under the great latitude which indistinctness
gives to the imnginatiun to assume almost what
character or form it pleases.

Every artist has some favourite part, on which he
fixes his attention, and which he pursues witli such
eagerness, that it absorbs every other consideration

;

and he often falls into the opposite error of that which
he would avoid, which is always ready to receive him.
Now Gainsborough, having truly a painter's eye for
colouring, cultivated those effects of the art which
proceed from colours ; and sometimes appears to be
indiffierent to or to neglect other excellencies. What-
ever defects are acknowledged, let him still experience
from us the same candour that we so freely give upon
similar occasions to the ancient masters ; let us not
encourage that fastidious disposition, which is dis-
coutented with everything short of perfection, and
unreasonably require, as we sometimes do, a union of
excellencies, not perhaps quite compatible with each
other. We may, on this ground, say even of the
divine Raffaelle, that he might have finished his
picture as highly and as correctly as was his custom,
without heaviness of manner ; and that Poussin might
have preserved all his precision without hardness or
dryness.

To show the difficulty of uniting solidity with
lightness of manner, we may produce a picture of
Rubens in the church of St. Gudule, at Brussels, as
an example ; the subject is Christ's Charge to Peter

;

which, as \t is the highest, and smoothest, finished
picture I remember to have seen of that master, so
it is by far the heaviest ; and if I had found it in
any other place, 1 should have suspected It to be a

li9
H
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ccT'V ; for painters know very well, that it is principallr

I , his air of facility, or the want of it, that originai!>

are v istinguished frunn copies. A lightness of effect

i J ced by colour, and tnat produced by facility of

ing, are generally united ; a copv may preserve

;.;».„ '

;H'"

utfe- •

but

ling of the one, it is tru*-, but hardly ever of

her ; a connoisseur, therefore, fiiiri.s it often

^ry ' ' ik carefully into the picture before

e ' ; -J on its originality. Gainsboroinfh
-•; this quality of lightness of manner and

. 'hiuk, to an unexampled degree of excellence

:

.. .st be acknowledged, at the same time, that

the oHi i-iiice which he made to this ornament of our

art, was too great ; it was, in reality, preferring the

lesser excellencies to the greater.

To conclude. However we may apologize for the

deficiencies of Gainsborough (I mean particularly his

want of precision and finishing), who so ingeniously

contrived to cover his defects by his beauties ; and

who cultivated that department of art, where suih

defects are more easily excused ; you are to rememWr,
that no apology can be made for this deficiency, iu

that style which this Academy teaches, and which

ought to be the object of your pursuit. It will l»e

necessary for you, in the first place, never to lo«e

sight of the great rules and principles of the art,

as they are collected from the full body ot the be^t

general practice, and the most constant ana uniform

experience ; this must be the groundwurk of all your

studies : afterwards you may profit, as in this case

I wish you to profit, by the peculiar experiente and

personal talents of artists living and dead
;
you may

derive lights, and catch hints, from their practicn;

but the moment you turn them into models, you "

infinitely below them
;

you may be corrupted by

excellencies, not so much belonginfr to the art, as

personal and appropriated to the artisl , and 'i»e« oine

bad copies of good painters, instead of excellent

imitators of the great universal truth of things.



DISCOURSE XV

Delirered to the Students of the Royal Academy, on the
Distribution of the Prizes, DecenUter 10, 171)0

THE PRESIDENT TAKES i:.EAVK OP THE ACADEMY—A REVIEW
OF THE DI8C0UR8F»—THE STUDY OF THE WORKS OF
MICHEL ANOELO REC0MME>-DEO

GENTLEMEN,
Thi intimate connection which 1 have had witli

the RovAL Academy ever since its establishment, the
social (is ^ies in which we have all mutually engaged
for so many years, make any profession of attachment
to this Institution, on my part, altogether super-
fluous ; the influence of habit alone in such a coiiuex-
ion would naturally have produced it.

Amoujr men united in the same body, and en;;.ftrt?d

in the same pursuit, along with permaient frinulship
occasional diflFerences will arise. In the-e dispute
men are naturally too favourable to them -elves, an*i
think perhaps too hardly of their antagoiiist But
composed and cor stituted as we are, th- s( little
contentions will be lost to others, and 'uey oiight
certainly to be lost amongst ourselve in mutual
esteem for talents and acquirements every con-
troversy ouglit to be, and 1 am p. su led will be,
sunk in oir zeal for the perfectioi o our common
Art.

lu parting with the Acadei . I s^hall remember
"^jth pride, affection, and grai itude tlie support
with wliicji I have almost unixonniy been honoured
from the commencement of our inter ourse. I shall
leave you. Gentlemen, with unaffe^te rdial wishes
for your future concord, and w h i well-founded

227
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hope, that in that concord the auspicious and not
obscure origin of our Academy may be forgotten in

the splendour of your succeeding prospects.
My age, and my infirmities still more than my

age, make it probable that this will be the last time
1 shall have the honour of addressing you from this

place. Excluded as I am, spatiit iniquis, from
mdulging my imagination with a distant and forward
perspective of life, I may be excused if I turn my
eyes back on the way which I have passed.
We may assume to ourselves, I should hope, the

credit of having endeavoured, at least, to fill with
propriety that middle station which we hold in the

general connexion of things. Our predecessors have
laboured for our advantage, we labour for our
successors ; and though we have done no more in

this mutual intercourse and reciprocation of benefits,

t!-an has been effected by other societies formed in

this nation for the advancement of useful and orna-

mental knowledge, yet there is one circumstance
which appears to give us an higher claim than the

credit of merely doing our duty. What I at present
allude to, is the honour of having been, some of us,

the first contrivers, and all of us the promoters and
supporters, of the annual Exhibition. This scheme
could only have originated from artists already in

possession of the favour of the public ; as it would
not have been so much in the power of others to

have excited curiosity. It must be remembered, that

for the sake of bringing forward into notice concealed
merit, they incurred the risk of producing rivals to

themselves ; they voluntarily entered the lists, and
ran the race a second time for the prize which they

had already won.
When we take a review of the seven! departments

of the In&bitution, I think we may safely congratulate
ourselves on our good fortune in having hitherto

seen the chairs of our Professors filled v ith men of

distinguished abilities, and who have so well acquitted

themselves of their duty in their several departments.
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I look upon it to be of importance, that none of them
should be ever left unfilled : a neglect to provide
for qualified persons, is to produce a neglect of quali-
fications.

In this honourable rank of Professors, I have not
presumed to class myself; though in the Discourses
which I have had the honour of delivering from this
place while in one respect I may be considered as
a volunteer, in another view it seems as if I was
involuntarily pressed into this service. If prizes
were to be given, it appeared not only proper, but
almost indispensably necessary, that something should
be said by the President on the delivery of those
prizes : and the President for his own credit would
wish to say something more than mere words of
complimetit, which, by being frequently repeated,
would soon become flat and uninteresting, and by
being uttered to nv\iiy, would at last become a
distiuction to none : 1 thought, therefore, if I were
to preface this compliment with some instructive
observations on the art, when we crowned merit in
the artists whom we rewarded, I might do something
to animate and guide them in their future attempts.

I am truly sensible how unequal I have been to
the expression of my own ideas. To develop the
latent excellencies, and draw out the interior prin-
ciples, cf our art, requires more skill and practice
in writing, than is likely to be possessed i)y a man
perpetually occupied in the use of the pencil and
the palette. It is for that reason, perhaps, that the
sister art has had the advantage of better criticism.
Poets are naturally writers of prose. They may be
said to be practising only an inferior department of
their own art, when they are explaining and expati-
ating upon its most refined principles. But still
such difficulties ought not to deter artists, who are
not prevented by other engagements, from putting
their thoughts in order as well as thev can, and from
Riving to the public the result of their experience.
The knowledge which an artist has of his subject
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I

will more than compensate for any want of elegance
in the manner of treating it, or even of perspicuity,
which is still more essential; and I am convinced
that one short essay written hy a painter, will
contribute more to advance the theory of our art,

than a thousand volumes such as we sometimes see

;

the purpose of which appears to be rather to display
the refinement of the author's own conceptions
of impossible practice, than to convey useful know-
ledge or instruction of any kind whatever. An artist
knows what is, and what is not, within the province of
his art to perform ; and is not likely to be for ever
teasing the poor student with the beauties of mixed
passions, or to perplex him with an imaginary union
of excellencies incompatible with each other.
To this work, however, I could not be said to

come totally unprovided with materials. I had seen
much^ and I had thought much upon what I had
seen ; I had something of an habit of investigation,
and a disposition to reduce all that I observed and
felt in my own mind, to method and system ; but
never having seen what I myself knew, distinctly
|)laced before me on paper, I knew nothing correctly.
To put those ideas into something like order was, to

my inexperience, no easy task. The composition,
the ponere totum even of a single Discourse, as well

as of a single statue, was the most difficult part, as

perhaps it is of every other art, and most requires
the hand of a -naster.

For the mai.ner, whatever deficiency there was, 1

might reasonably expect indulgence ; but 1 thought
it indispensably necessary well to consider the opinion?
which were to be given out from this place, and
under the sanction of a Royal Academy ; I therefore
examined not only my own opinions, but likewise
the opinions of others. 1 found in the coui-se of

this research, many precepts and rules established
in our art, which did not seem to me altogether
reconcilable with each other, yet each seemed in

itself to have the same claim of being supported by

L
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troth and nature ; and this claim, irreconcilable as

they may be thought, they do in reality alike possess.

To clear away those difficulties, and reconcile those

contrary opinions, it became necessary to distinguish

the greater truth, as it may be called, from the lesser

truth ; the larger and more liberal idea of nature

from the more narrow and confined ; that which

addresses itself to the imagination, from that which

is solely addressed to the eye. In consequence of

this discrimination, the diflferent branches of our

art, to which those different truths were referred,

were perceived to make so wide a separation, and

put on so new an appearance, that they seemed

scarcely to have proceeded from the same general

stock. The different rules and regulations, which

presided over each department of art, followed of

course : every mode of excellence, from the grand

style of the Roman and Florentine Schools down to

the lowest rank of still life, had its due weight and

value,—fitted some class or other ; and nothing was

thrown away. By this disposition of our »rt into

classes, that perplexity and confusion, which I appre-

hend every artist has at some time experienced from

the variety of styles, and the variety of excellence

with which he is surrounded, is, I should hope, in

some measure removed, and the student better

enabled to judge for himself, what peculiarly belongs

to his own particular pursuit.

In reviewing my Discourses, it is no small satisfac-

tion to be assured that I have, in no part of them, lent

my assistance to foster newly-hatched unfledged opinions,

or endeavoured to support paradoxes, however tempting

may have been their novelty, or however ingenious

I might, for the minute, fancy them to be ; nor shall

I, I hope, anywhere be found to have imposed on the

minds of young students declamation for argument, a
smooth period for a sound precept, I have pursued
a plain and honest method : I have taken up the art

simply as I found it exemplified in the practice of the

most approved painters. That approbation which the
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world has uniformly given, I have endeavoured to

justify by such proofs as questions of this kind will

admit ; by the analogy which painting' holds with the

sister arts, and consequently by the common con-

geniality which they all bear to our nature. And
though in what has been done no new discovery is

pretended, I may still flatter myself, that from the

discoveries which others have made by their own
intuitive good sense and native rectitude ofjudgement,
I have succeeded in establishing the rules and prin-

ciples of our art on a more Arm and lasting foundation
than that on which they had formerly been placed.

Without wishing to divert the student from the

practice of his art to speculative theory, to make him
a mere connoisseur instead of a painter, I cannot but

remark, that he will certainly And an account in con-

sidering once for all, on what g* jund the fabric of our

art is built. Uncertain, confused, or erroneous opinions

are not only detrimental to an artist in their immediate
operation, but may possibly have very serious con-

sequences ; affect his conduct, and give a peculiar

character (as it may be called) to his taste, and to his

pursuits, through his whole life.

I was acquainted at Rome in the early part of my
life, with a student of the French Academy, who
appeared to me to possess all the qualities re(|uisite to

make a great artist, if he had suffered his taste and
feelings, and I may add even his prejudices, to have

fair play. He saw and felt the excellencies of the

great works of art with which we were surrounded,

but lamented that there was not to be found that

Nature which is so admirable in the inferior schools

;

and he supposed with Felibien, De Piles, and other

theorists, that such an union of different excellencies

would be the perfection of art. He was not aware,

that the narrow idea of nature, of which he lamented

the absence in the works of those great artists, would

have destroyed the grandeur of the general 1Jeas which

he admired, and which was indeed the cause of his

admiration. My opinions being then confused and
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unsettled, I was in dan^i^er of being borne down by this

kind of plausible reasoning, though I remember I then

had a dawning of suspicion that it was not sound

doctrine; and at the same time I was unwilling

obstinately to refuse assent to what I was unable to

confute.

That the young artist may not be seduced from the

right path, by following, what, at first view, he may
think the light of Reason, and which is indeed Reason

in part, but not in the whole, has been much the object

of these Discourses.

I have taken every opportunity of recommending a

rational method of study, as of the last importance.

'ITie great, I may say the sole, use of an Academy is

to put, and for some time to keep, students in that

course, that too much indulgence may not be given to

peculiarity, and that a young man may not be taught

to believe, that what is generally good for others is not

good for him.

I have strongly inculcated in my former Discourses,

as I do in this my last, the wisdom and necessity of

previously obtaining the appropriated instruments of

the art, in a first correct design, and a plain manly
colouring before anything more is attempted. Rut by

this I would not wish to cramp and fetter the mind,
or discourage those who follow (as most of us may at

one time have followed) the suggestion of a strong

inclination : something must be conceded to great and
irresistible impulses : perhaps every student must not

be strictly bound to general methods, if they strongly

thwart the peculiar turn of his own mind. I must
confess that it is not absolutely of much consequence,

whether he proceeds in the general method of seeking

first to acquire mechanical accuracy, before he attempts

poetical flights, provided he diligently studies to attain

the full perfection of the style he pursues ; whether
like Parmegiano, he endeavours at grace and grandeur
of manner before he has learned correctness of drawing,

if like him he feels his own wants, and will labour, as

that eminent artist did, to supply those wants ; whether

H 2

.
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he starts from the East or from the AVest, if he relaxes

in no exertion to arrive ultimately at the same goal.

The first pablic work of Parmegiano is the St
EustachiuSj in the church of St. Petronius in Bologna,

and was done when he was a boy ; and one of the last

of his works is the Moses breaking the Tables^ in Parma.

In the former there is certainly something of grandeur

in the outline^ or in the conception of the figure,

which discovers the dawnings of future greatness ; of

a young mind impregnated with the sublimity of

Michel Augelo, whose style he here attempts to

imitate, though he could not then draw the humau
figure with any common degree of correctness. But
this same Piirmegiano, when in his more mature apre

he painted the Moses^ had so completely supplied iiis

first defects, that we are here at a loss which to admire

most, the correctness of drawing, or the grandeur of

the conception. As a confirmation of its great excel-

lence, and of the impression which it leaves on the

minds of elegant spectators, I may observe, that our

great lyric poet, when he conceived his sublime idea

of the indignant Welsh bard, acknowledged, that

though many years had intervened, he had warmed
his imagination with the remembrance of this noble

figure of Parmegiano.
When we consider that Michel Angelo was the

great archetype to whom Parmegiano was indebted for

that grandeur which we find in his works, and from

whom all his contemporaries and successors have

derived whatever they have possessed of the dignified

and the majestic ; that he was the bright luminary,

from whom painting has borrowed a new lustre ; that

under his hands it assumed a new appearance, and is

become another and superior art ; I may be excused if

I take this opportunity, as I have hitherto taken every

occasion, to turn your attention to this exalted

founder and father of modern art, of which he was

not only the inventor, but which, by the divine energy

of his own mind, he carried at once to its highest

point of possible perfection.
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The sudden maturity to which Michel An^elo
brought our ait, and the comparative feebleness of his
followers and imitators, might perhaps be reasonably,
at least plausibly explained, if we had time for such
an examination. At present I shall only observe, that
the subordinate parts of our art, and perhaps of other
arts, expand themselves by a slow and progressive
growth ; but those which depend on a native vigour
of imagination generally burst forth at once in fullness
of beauty. Of this Homer probably, and Shakespeare
more assuredly, are signal examples. Michel Angelo
possessed the poetical part of our art in a most eminent
degree ; and the same daring spirit which urged him
to explore the unknown regions of the imagination,
delighted with the novelty and animated by the success
of his discoveries, could not have failed to stimulate
and impel him forward in his career beyond those
limits, which his followers, destitute of the same
incentives, had not strength to pass.
To distinguish between correctness of drawing, and

iiiat part which respects the imagination, we may
Bay t^-e one approaches to the mechanical (which
in its way too may make just pretensions to genius),
and the other to the poetical. To encourage a solid
and vigorous course of study, it may not be amiss
to suggest, that perhaps a confidence in the mechanic
produces a boldness in the poetic. He that is sure
of the joodness of his ship and tackle puts out
fearlessly from the shore ; and he who knows that
his hand can execute whatever his fancy can suggest,
sports with more freedom in embodying the visionary
forms of his own creation. 1 will not say Michel
Angelo was eminently poetical, only because he was
greatly mechanical; but I am sure that mechanic
excellence invigorated and emboldened his mind to
carry painting into the regions of poetry, and to
emulate that art in its most adventurous flights.
Michel Angelo equally possessed both qualifications.
Yet of mechanic excellence there were certainly great
examples to be found in ancient sculpture, and
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particularly in the fragment known by the name of

the Torso of Michel Angelo ; but of that grandeur

of character, air, and attitude, which he threw into

all his figures, and which so well corresponds with

the grandeur of his outline, there was no example

;

it could therefore proceed only from the most poetical

and sublime imagination.

It is impossible not to express some surprise, that

the race of Painters who preceded Michel Angelo,

men of acknowledged great abilities, should never

have thought of transferring a little of that grandeur

of outline which they could not but see and admire

in ancient sculpture, into their own works; but

they appear to have considered sculpture as the later

schools of artists look at the inventions of Michel

Angelo,—as something to be admired, but with which

they have nothing to do : quod super noa, nihil ad nos.

—The artists of that age, even Raifaelle himself,

seemed to be going on very contentedly in the dry

manner of Pietro Perugino ; and if Michel Angelo

had never appeared, tlie art might still have continued

in the same style.

Beside Rome and Florence, where the grandeur

of this style was first displayed, it was on this

foundation that the Caracci built the truly great

Academical Bolognian School, of which the first stone

was laid by Pellegrino Tibaldi. He first introduced

this style amongst them ; and many instances might

be given in which he appears to have possessed as

by inheritance, the true, genuine, noble and elevated

mind of Michel Anjelo. Though we cannot venture

to speak of him with the same fondness as his country-

men, and call him, as the Caracci did, Nostro Michel

Angelo ri/ormato, yet he ha* a right to - considered

amongst the first and greatest of ii followers

;

Hiere are certainly many drawings and inventions of

his, of which Michel Angelo himself might not disdain

to be supposed the author, or that they should be,

as in fact they often are, mistaken for his. I will

mention one particular instance, because it is found
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in a book which is in every young artist's hand

—

Bishop's Ancient Statues. He there has introduced

a printj representing Polyphemus, from a drawing

of Tibaldi, and has inscribed it with the name of

Michel Angelo, to whom he has also in the same book

attributed a Sibyl of RafTaelle. Both these figures,

it is true, are professedly in Michel Angelo's style and
spirit, and even worthy of his hand. But we know
that the former is painted in the Institute a Bologna

by Tibaldi, and the other in the Pace by Raffaelle.

The Caracci, it is acknowledged, adopted the mecha-
nical part with sufficient success. But the divine

part which addresses itself to the imagination, as

possessed by Michel Angelo or Tibaldi, was beyond
their grasp : they formed, however, a most respectable

school, a style more on the level, and calculated to

please a greater number ; and if excellence of this

kind is to be valued according to the number rather

than the weight and quality of admirers, it would
assume even a higher rank in art. The same, in

some sort, may be said of Tintoret, Paolo Veronese,

and others of the Venetian painters. They certainly

much advanced the dignity of their style by adding

to their fascinating powers of colouring something
of the strength of Michel Angelo ; at the same time

it rnay still be a doubt, how far their ornamental
elegance would be an advantageous addition to his

grandeur. But if there is any manner of painting

which may be said to unite kindly with his style,

it is that of Titian. His handling, the manner in

which his colours are left on the canvas, appears

to proceed (as far as that goes) from a congenial

mind, equally disdainful of vulgar criticism.

MiCHKL Anoelo's strength thus qualified, and made
more palatable to the general taste, reminds me of

an observation which I heard a learned critic ' make,
when it was incidentally remarked, that our translation

of Homer, however excellent, did not convey the

character, nor had the grand air of the original.

^ Dr. Johnson.
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He replied, that if Pope had not clothed the naked
majesty of Homer with the graces and elefirauces
of modem fashions,—though the real dignity of
Homer was degraded by such a dress, his translation
would not have met with such a favourable reception,
and he must have been contented with fewer readers.
Many of the Flemish painters, who studied at Rome

in that great era of our art, such as Francis Floris,
Hemskirk, Michael Coxis, Jerom Cock, and others,
returned to their own country with as much of this
grandeur as they could carry. But like seeds falliug
on a soil not prepared or adapted to their nature,
the manner of Michel Angelo thrived but little with
them ; perhaps, however, they contributed to prepare
the way for that free, unconstrained, and liberal
outline, which was afterwards introduced by Rubens
through the medium of the Venetian painters.
The grandeur of style has been in different degrees

dispsminated over all Europe. Some caught it by
livirjg at the time, and coming into contact with the
orii^nal author, whilst others received it at second
hand ; and being everywhere adopted, it has totally
changed the whole taste and style of design, if tliere
could be said to be any style before his time. Our
art, in consequence, now assumes a rank to which
it could never have dared to aspire, if Michel Angelo
had not discovered to the world the hidden powers
which it possessed. Without his assistance we never
could have been convinced, that painting was capable
of producing an adequate representation of the persons
and actions of the heroes of the Iliad.

I would ask any man qualified to judge of such
works, whether he can look with indifference at the
personification of the Supreme Being in the centre
of the Capella Sistina, or the figures of the Sibyls
which surround that chapel, to which we may add the
statue of Moses ; and whether the same seubatiuns are
not excited by those works, as what he may remember
to have felt from the most sublime passages of Homer .^

I mention those figures more particularly^ as they
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C(Mne nearer to a comparison with his Jupiter, hii

demi-gods, and heroes ; those Sibvls and Propliets

beinfc a kind of intermediate beings between men and

angels. Though instances may be produced in the

works of other painters, which may justly stand in

competition with those I have mentioned, Huch as the

Isaiah, and the vision of Ezekiel, by Raifaelle, the

St. Mark of Frate Bartolomeo, and many others ; yet

these, it must be allowed, are inventions so much in

Michel Angelo's manner of thinking, that they may
be truly considered as so many rays, which discover

manifestly the centre from whence they emanated.

The sublime in painting, as in poetry, so over-

powers, and takes such a possession of the whole

mind, that no room is left for attention to minute

criticism. The little elegancies of art in the presence

of these great ideas thus greatly expressed, lose all

their value, and are, for the inst£.at at least, felt to

be unworthy of our notice. The correct judgement,

the purity of taste which characterize Raffaelle, the

exquisite grace of Correggio and Parmegiano, all

disappear before them.
That Michel Angelo was capricious in his inven-

tions, cannot be denied ; and thir may make some
circumspection necessary in studying his works ; for

though they appear to become him, an imitation of

them is always dangerous, and will prove sometimes

ridiculous. * Within that circle none durst walk but

he.' To me, I confess his caprice does not lower the

estimation of his genius, even though it is sometimes,

I acknowledge, carried to the extreme : and however
those eccentric excursions are considered, we must at

the same time recollect that those faults, if they are

faults, are such as never could occur to a mean and

vulfrar mind : that they flowed from the same source

which produced his greatest beauties, and were there-

fore such as none but himself was capable of commit-
ting : they were the powerful impulses of a mind
unused to subjection of any kind, and too high to be
controlled by cold criticism.

,
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Mnny lee his daring extravagance, who can tee

nothi.ig else. A young artist finds the works of

Michel Angelo so totally different from those of his

own master, or of thos«» with whom j is surrounded,
that he may be easily persuaded to abandon and neglect

studying a style, which appears to him wild, mysterious,

and above his comprehension, and which he there-

fore feels no disposition to admire ; a good disposition,

which he concludes that he should naturally have,

if the style deserved it. It is necessary therefore,

that students should be prepared for the disappoint-

ment which they may experience at their fir»it setting

out ; and they must oe cautioned, that probably they

will not, at first sight, approve.

It must be remembered, that this great style itself

is artificial in the highest degree : it presupposei^ in

the spectator a cultivated and prepared artificial state

of mind. It is an absurdity therefore, to suppose that

we are born with this taste, though we are with the

seeds of it, which, by the heat and kindly influence of

this genius, may be ripened in us.

A Tate philosopher and critic * has observed, speaking

of taste, that we are on no account to expect that fine

things .shoufd descend to us—our taste, if possible, must
be made to ascend to them. The same learned writer

recommends to us even to feign a relish, till we find a

relish come ; and/eel that what began infiction, terminates

in realify. If there be in our art anything of tliat

agreement or compact, such as I apprehend there is

in music, with which the critic is necessarily required

previously to be acquainted, in order to form a correct

judgement : the comparison with this art will illustrate

what I have said on these points, and tend to show the

probability, we may say the certainty, that men are

not bom with a relish for those arts in .their most
refined state, which as they cannot understand, they

cannot be impressed with their effects. This great

style of Michel Angelo is as far removed from the

1 James Harris, Elsq.—R.
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imple represpntation ofthe comm<.n objects oi' oature,

ai the mout refined Italian music is fnun the martitieial

notes of nature, from whence they both profess to

originate. But without such a supposed comimnt, we

may be very confident that the highest state of rehne-

mentin either of those arts will not be relished with-

out a lonir and industrious at t^tion. ,j J

In pursuinir this great art, it must be acknowledged

that we labour under grecer difficulties than those

who were bora in the age «>f it«< di^overy, and whose

minds from their infiincy were habituated to this

ft?le: who learne<i it as language', as their mother

tomrue. Tliey had !u ni^'an tast^ ^c u .learn
;
they

needed no per8ua>ive .11 . -urse to allure them to a

fiivourable reception of it. io aktruse investigation

of its principles to conviuct ilien. <.f the great late-t

truths on which i' is founded. We are constrainea,

in these latter days, to have recourse to a sort of

Grammar and Dictionary, as the only means ot recover-

inir a dead language. It was by them le«irned by rote,

and perhaps better learned that way than by precept.

The style of Michel Angelo, which I have compared

to language, t:\d which may, poetically speaking, be

called the language of the gods, now no longer exists,

as it did in the fifteenth century ;
yet, with the aid

of diligence, we may in a great measure supply the

deficiency which I mentioned—of not having his works

80 perpetually before our eyes—by having recourse to

casts from his models and designs in sculpture ; to

drawings, or even copies of those drawings; to priiits,

which, however ill executed, still convey something

by which this taste may be formed, and a relish may

be fixed and established in our minds for this grand

style of invention. Some examples of this kind we

have in the Academy ; and I sincerely wish there were

more, that the younger tr.(!.':i^- might in their first

nourishment imbibe thii U-^^e , whilst others, though

settled in the practice cf the commonplace style of

painters, might infuse, by this means, a grandeur into

their works.
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T A^^u" °°7 "*^® ^"® remarks on the course whichI think mo.t proper to be pursued in such a studT Iwish you not to go so mucfc to the derivative «?Zjas to the fountain-head
; though the copies are n^t^obe neglected

; because they may give^ vou hiSts inwhat manner you may copy, anl how the geS of

another"
""^ ""^'^ *^ ^' *^* ^"^^ ^°°«' ^i

«Jf/T'^r?'".!?"' ^^' ^ ^o"''^ recommend younirartists to study the works of Michel Angelo, as hfhimself d.d the works of the ancient sculptors f hebe^n when a child, a copy of a mutilated 4Wr!head, and finished in his mo'del what was wa„tKthe ongmal In the same manner, the first exefci ethat I would recommend to the foung artist when

?f'noL?blfrP*'.'"'?°*'°"' ''' *° ilect^vf;;'figure"If possible, from *ae inventions of Michel Ancelo Ifsuch borrowed figures wiU not bend to hts furposeand he is constrained to make a change to sunnTv

the same style with the rest; and his taste w 11by this means be naturally initiated, and nursed inthe ap of grandeur. He will sooner perceive whitconstitutes this grand style by one pracS Triathan by a thousand speculations, and he will fn somesort procure to himself that advantage wWcnnthese later ages has been denied him; the advantage

fnstrS.
''' ^"'^^'* ^' ''-''^'^ ^- ^- --te; a^d

nf'^]f«"f
* lesson Should be, to change the purpose

Tintoreth^rr ^'t^^f"* changing the attituder slintoret has done with the Samson of Michel AnjeloInstead of the figure which Samson bestrides, he hasPlaced an eagle under him : and instead of the law

thTjA^""*^'' '7 '!^^*"'"^ '-^ ^"« right hand jaiTd

th^Wt/ .u^T,*^'*=^ represents God dividin,;the light from the darkness in the vault of the Capella

Cado^e" \n^
h"J"t7<l"ced it in the famous batt ifCadore, so much celebrated by Vasari ; and extra-
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ordinary as it may seem^ it 's here converted to a

general, falling from his horse. A real judfre who
should look at this picture, would immediately pro-

nounce the attitude of that fijfure to be in a greater

style than any other figure of the composition. These

two instances may be sufficient, though many more
might be given in their works, as well as in those of

other great artists.

AVhen the student has been habituated to this grand
conception of the art, when the relish for this style

is established, makes a part of himself, and is woven
into bis mind, he will, by this time, have got a power
of selecting from whatever occurs in nature that is

grand, and corresponds with that taste which he has

uow acquired, and will pass over whatever is common-
place and insipid. He may then bring to the mart
such works of his own proper invention as may enrich

and increase *^e general stock of invention in our

art

I am confident of the truth and propriety of the

advice which I have recommended ; at the same time

I am aware, how much by this advice I have laid

myself open to the sarcasms of those critics who
imagine our art to be a matter of inspiration. But
I sliould be sorry it should appear even to myself that

1 wanted that courage which I have recommended to

the students in another way ; equal courage perhaps

is required in the adviser and the advised ; tiiey iM>th

must equally dare and bid defiance to narrow criticism

Mu\ vulgar opinion.

That the art has been in a gradial state of decline,

from the age of Michel Angelo to the present, must be

acknowledged ; and we may reasonably impute this

declensio.. to the same cause to which the ancient

critics and philosophers have imputed the corruption

of eloquence. Indeed the eame causes are likely at

all times and in all ages to produce the same effects ;

indolence,—not takitig the same pains as our great

predecessors took,—desiring to find a shorter way,

—

are the general imputed causes, llie words of
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tte'^riS .tw ?ol.itr„txrd "iT-
'"" ''™

•aying, that labour U Ae pri™ whL th.^r^"'set upon everything valuable ° ^'^ '""'''

wintptiiLj^rarwrtoV"'" ••'"',
'i,"
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him *If said of Raffaelle, that he did not possess his

art ttom nature^ but by long study. * He was conscious

that the great excellence to which he arrived was
gained by dint of labour, and was tinwilling to have
it thought that any transcendent skill, however natural

its effects might seem, could be purchased at a cheaper
price than he had paid for it. This seems to have
been the true drift of his observation. We cannot
suppose it made with any intention of depreciating

the genius of Raffaelie, of whom he always spoke,

as Condivi says, with the greatest respect : though
they were rivals, no such illiberality existed between
them ; and Raffaelle on his part entertained the greatest

veneration for Michel Angelo, as appears from the
speech which is recorded of him, that he congratulated
himself, and thanked God, that he was born in the
same age with that painter.

If the high esteem and veneration in which iMichel

Angelo has been held by all nations and in all ages,

should be put to the account of prejudice, it must
still Ht> granted that those prejudices could not have
been t^ntertained without a cause : the ground of
our prejudice then becomes the source of our admira-
tion. But from whatever it proceeds, or whatever it

is called, it will not, I hope, be thought presumptuous
in me to appear in the train, I cannot say of his

imitators, but of his admirers. I have taken another
conrse, one more suited to my abilities, and to the
taste of the times in which I live. Yet however
uiL'qual I feel myself to that attempt, were I now
to i)egin the world again, I would tread in the steps

of that great master: to kiss the hem of his garment,
to catch the slightest of his perfections, would
be glory and distinction enough for an ambitious
man.

I feel a self-congratulation in knowing myselfcapable

1 Che Raffaelle non ebbe quest arte da natura, ma per lungo
Uudio.—R,
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of such sensations as he intended to excite T «.« .not without vanity, that these DUcourS^' lL^tV>mony of my admiration of that trnir?;„-

'***'

and I should desire that t^o i
^ **7*°® ™*°

!

should pronounce in 4iJ A^Li^* ''°^, '^^'^'h '

place, mVt he thi°na^m"e t^S^^J^:^ ^^
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THE IDLER
NUMBER 70. fiturdatf, September 29, 1769

TO THE IDLER
SIR,

1 WAS much pleased with your ridicule of those
iballow critics, whose judgement, though often right as
far as it goes, yet reaches only to inferior beauties ; and
who, unable to comprehend the whole, judge only by
parts, and from thence determine the merit of extensive
works. But there is another kind of critic still worse,
who judges by narrow rules, and those too often false,

aud which though they should be true, and founded
on nature, will lead him but a very little way towards
the just estimation of the sublime beauties in works of
genius ; for whatever part of an art can be executed or
criticized by rules, that part is no lonfjer the work of
genius, which implies excellence out of the reach of
rules. For my own part, I profess myself an Idler,
and love to give my judgement, such as it is, from my
immediate perceptions, without much fatigue of think-
ing ; and I am of opinion, that if a man has not those
perceptions right, it will be vain for him to endeavour
to supply their place by rules ; which may enable him
to talii more learnedly, but not to distinguish more
acutely. Another reason which has lessened my
affection for the study of criticism is, that critics, so far
as I have observed, debar themselves from receiving
any pleasure from the polite arts, at the same time
that they profess to love and admire them ; for these
rules being always uppermost, give them such a pro-
peusity to criticize, that inste«d of giving up the reins
of their imagination into tlieir author's hands, their

24!J
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frigid minds are employed in examining whether the
performance be according to the rule* of art.
To those who are resolved to be critics in spite of

nature, and at the same time have no great disposition
to much reading and study, I would recommend to
assume the character of connoisseur, which may be
purchased at a much cheaper rate than that of a
cntic in poetrjr. The remembrance of a few names
of painters, with their general characters, and a few
rules of the Academy, Which they may pick up amonir
the painters, wiU go a great way towards making a
very notable connoisseur.
With a gentleman of this cast, I visited last week

the Cartoons at Hampton Court ; he was just returned
from Italy, a connoisseur, of course, and of course
his mouth full of nothing but the Grace of Raffaelle
the 1 unty of Domenichino, the Learning of Poussin'
the Air of Guido, the Greatness of Taste of the
Caraccis, and the Sublimity and Grand Coiitorno of
AJichel Angelo; with all the rest of the cant of
criticism, which he emitted with that volubility which
generally those orators have, who annex no ideas to
their words.
As we were passing through the rooms, in our way

*r /?.® V^"®'"y' ^ "^ade him observe a whole length
of Charles the First, by Vandyck, as a perfect repre-
sentation of the character as well as tlio figure of
the man. He agreed it was very fint^, bu'. it wanted
spirit and contrast, and had not the Ihming line,
withou wliich a figure could not possibly be graceful.
When we entered theGallerv, I though tl could perceive

D"ii-'"^n*'''®^**"^
^'* ^^^^^ ^y "^^'^^^ ^^ ^^ *•*> criticize

Raffaelle. I shall pass over his observation of the
boats being too little, and other criticisms of that
kind, till we arrived at St. Paul prearhing. 'This,'
says he, *is esteemed the most excellent of all the
Cartoons

: what nobleness, what dignity there is in
that figure of St. Paul ! and yet what an addition to
that nobleness could Raffaelle have given, had the
art of Contrast been known in his time ; but above
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til, the flowing line, which constitutes Grace and
Beauty ! You would not then have seen an upright
figure standing equally on both legs, and both hands
stretched forward in the same direction, and his

drapery, to all appearance, without the least art of
disposition.' The following picture is the Charge to

Peter. * Here,' says he, ' are twelve upright figures ;

what a pity it is that RafFaelle was not acquuinted
with the pyramidal principle! ho would then have
contrived the figures in the middle to have been on
higher ground, or the figures at the extremities
stooping or lying ; which would not only have formed
the group into the shape of a pyramid, but likewise
contrasted the standing figures. Indeed,' added he,
'I have often lamented that so great a genius as
RafFaelle had not lived in this enlightened age, since
the art has been reduced to principles, and had his
education in one of the modern Academies ; what
glorious works might we then have expected from
his divine pencil

!

'

I shall trouble you no longer with my friend's obser-
vations, which, 1 suppose, you are now able to continue
by yourself. It is curious to observe, that at the same
time that great admiration is pretended for a name of
fixed reputation, objections are raised against those
very qualities by which that great name was acquired.
These critics are continually lamenting that Ruffaelle

had not the colouring and hirmony of Rubens, or
the light and shadow of Rembrandt, witliout consider-
ing how much the gay harmony of the former, and
affectation of the latter, would take from the dignity
of Raffaelle ; and yet Rubens had great liarniony, and
Rembrandt understood liglit and shadow ; but what
may be an excellence ia a lower class of painting,
becomes a blemish in a higher ; as the quick, sprightly
turn, which is the life and beauty of epigrammatic
compositions, would but ill suit with the majesty of
heroic poetry.

To conclude ; I would not be thought to infer from
anything that has been said, that rules are absolutely

i

ib
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unnecesMry, but to censure scrupulositf, a Mrrile
attention to minute exactness, which is sometimes
inconsistent with higher excellence, and is los n the
blaze of expanded genms.

I do not kno%v whether you will think paintinir a
general subject. By inserting this leUer, peri.aps
vou will incur theceri««ire aman would deserve, whose
business being to entertain a whole room, should turn
his back on the company, and talk to a particular
person.

'^

I am, Sir, &e.



NvMBEB 79. Saturday, October 20, 1759

TO THE IDLER
SIR,

YouB acceptance of a foimer letter on painting,
give* me encouragement to oflfer a few more sketchea
on the same subject.

Amongst the painters and the writers on paiutinir
there 18 one maxim universally admitted and contiim-
allv inculcated. Imitate Nature, is the invariable
rule; but I know none who have explained in what
manner this rule is to be understood ; the consequence
of which 18, that every one Ukes it in the most obvious
sense,—that objects are represented naturally, when
they have such relief that they seem real. It may
appear strange, perhaps, to hear this sense of the rule
disputed; but it must be considered, that if the
excellency of a painter consisted only in this kind of
imitation, painting must lose its rank, and be no lonirer
considered as a liberal art, and sister to poetry : this
imiUtion being merely mechanical, in which the
slowest intellect is always sure to succeed best ; for
the painter of genius cannot stoop to drudgery in
which the understanding has no part ; and what
pretence has the art to claim kindred with poetry
but by Its power over the imagination > To this power
the painter of genius directs his aim ; in this sense he
studies Nature, and often arrives at his end, even bv
being unnatural, in the confined sense of the word
The grand style of painting requires this minute

attention to be carefully avoided, and must be kept as
separate from it as the style of poetry from that of
liistorv. Foetical ornaments destroy that air of truth
•nd plainness which ought to characterize history:
but the very being of poetry consists in departing from

268
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this plain narration, and adopting every ornament tbat

will warm the imagination. To desire to see the

excellencies of each style united, to mingle the Dutch

with the Italian School, is to join contrarieties which

cannot subsist together, and which destroy the eflficacy

of each other. ITie Italian attends only to the invari-

able, the great and general ideas which are fixed and

inherent in universal nature; the Dutch, on the

contrary, to literal truth and a minute exactness in the

detail, as I may say, of nature, modified by accident.

The attention to these petty peculiarities is the very

cause of this naturalness so much admired in the

Dutch pictures, which, if we suppose it to be a beauty,

is certainly of a lower order, that ought to give place

to a beauty of a superior kind, since one cannot be

obtained but by departing from the other.

If my opinion were asked concerning the works of

Michel Angelo, whether they would receive any advan-

tage from possessing this mechanical merit, 1 should

not scruple to say, they would lose, in a great measure,

the effect which they now have on every mind suscep-

tible of great and noble ideas. His works may be said

to be all genius and soul ; and why should they be

loaded with heavy matter, which can only counteract his

purpose by retarding the progress of the imagination }

If this opinion should be thought one of the wild

extravagances of enthusiasm, I shall only say, that

those who censure it are not conversant in the works

of the great masters. It is very difficult to determine

the exact degree of enthusiasm that the arts of painting

and poetry may admit. There may perhaps be too

great an indulgence, as well as too great a restraint

of imagination ; and if the one produces incoherent

monsters, the other produces what is full as bad, life-

less insipidity. An intimate knowledge of the passions

and good sense, but not common sense, must at last

determine its limits. It has been thought, and I

believe with reason, that Michel Angelo sometimes

transffressed those limits; and I think I have seen

figures by him, of which it was veiy diflicult to deter-
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mine whether they were in the highest degree guhlime

or extremely ridiculous. Such faults may be said to

be the ebullition of genius ; but at least he had this

merits that he never was insipid ; and whatever

passion his works may excite, they will always escape

contempt.
What I have had under consideration is the sub-

limest style, particularly that of Michel Angelo, the

Homer of painting. Other kinds may admit of this

naturalness, which of the lowest kind is the chief

merit ; but in painting, as in poetry, the highest style

has the least of common nature.

One may safely recommend a little more enthusiasm

to the modern painters ; too much is certainly not the

vice of the present age. The Italians seem to have

been continually declining in this respect from the

time of Michel Angelo to that of Carlo Maratti, and

from thence to the very bathos of insipidity to which

they are now sunk; so that there is no need of

remarking, that where I mentioned the Italian painters

in opposition to the Dutch, I mean not the moderns,

but the heads of the old Roman and Bolognian

Schools ; nor did I mean to includ«» in my idea of an

Italian painter, the Venetian School, which may be

said to be the Dutch part of the Italian genius. I have

only to add a word of advice to the painters,—that

however excellent they may be in painting naturally,

they would not flatter themselves very much upon it

;

and to the connoisseurs, that when they see a cat or

a fiddle painted so finely, that, as the phrase is, it looks

as if you could take it up, they would not for that

reason immediately compare the painter to Raffaelle

and Michel Angelo.

r



Number 82. Saturday, November 10, 1750

TO THE IDLER
SIR,

Discoursing in my last letter on the different

practice of the Italian and Dutch painters, I observed

that 'the Italian painter attends only to the invari-

able, the great, and general ideas, which are fixed

and inherent in universal nature.*

I was led into the subject of this letter by

endeavouring to fix the original cause of this conduct

of the Italian masters. If it can be proved that by

this choice they selected the most beautiful part of

the creation, it ^viU show how much their principles

are founded on reason, and, at the same time, discover

the origin of our ideas of beauty.

I suppose it will be easily granted, that no man
can judge whether any animal be beautiful in its

kind, or deformed, who has seen only one of that

species ; this is as conclusive in regard to the human
figure ; so that if a man, born blind, were to recover

his sight, and the most beautiful woman were brought

before him, he could not determine whether she was

handsome or not ; nor if the most beautiful and most

deformed were produced, could he any better determine

to which he should give the preference, having seen

only those two. To distinguish beauty, then, implies

the having seen many individuals of that species. If

it is asked, how is more skill acquired by the obser-

'•ation of greater numbers } i answer, that, in con-

equence of having seen many, the power is acquired,

even without seeking after it, of distinguishing between

accidental blemishes and excrescences which are

continually varying the surface of Nature's works,

and the invariable general form which Nature most
256
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frequently produces, and always seems to intend in

her productions. r *i.^

Thus amongst the hlades of grass or leaves of the

same tree, though no two can he found exactly alike,

the general form is invariahle : a Naturalist, hefore

he chose one as a sample, would examine nianv
;
smce

if he took the first that occurred, it might have, by

accident or otherwise, such a form as that it would

scarce he known to belong to that species ; he selects

as the painter does, the most heautiful, that is, the

most general form of nature. „ ^ ^ .

,

Every species of the animal as well as the vegetable

creation may be said to have a fixed or determinate

form, towards which Nature is continually inclining,

like various lines terminating in the centre ;
or it

nay be compared to pendulums vibrating in different

directions over one central point : and as they all

cross the centre, though only one passes through

any other point, so it will be found that perfect

beauty is oftener produced by Nature than deformity :

I do not n ean than defoi-mity in general, but than

any one kind of deformity. To instance in a particular

part of a feature : the line that forms a ridge of the

nose is beautiful when it is straight ; this then is the

central form, which is oftener found than either

concave, convex, or any other irregular form that

shall be proposed. As we are then more accustomed

to beauty than deformity, we may conclude that to

be the reason why we approve and admire it, as we

approve and admire customs and fashions of dress

for no other reason than that we are used to them ;

so that though habit and custom cannot be said to

be the cause of beauty, it is certainly the cause of

our liking it; and I have no doubt but that it we

were more used to deformity than beauty, deformity

would then lose the idea now annext. to it, and

take that of beauty : as if the whole world should

agree, that yes and no should change their meaning

;

yet would then deny, and no would affirm.

Whoever undertakes to proceed further m this

148 I
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argument, and endeavours to fix a general criterion of

beauty respecting different species, or to show why
one species is more beautiful than another, it will be

required from him first to prove that one species is

reuly more beautiful than another. That we prefer

one to the other, and with very good reason, will be

readily granted; but it does not follow from thence

that we think it a more beautiful form ; for we have

no criterion of form by which to determine our judge-

ment. He who says a swan is more beautiful than a

dove, means little more than that he has more pleasure

in seeing a swan than a dove, either from the stateli-

ness of its motions, or its being a more rare bird

;

and he who gives the preference to the dove, does it from

some association of ic.eas of innocence which he always

annexes to the dove ; but if he pretends to defend the

preference he gives to one or the other by endeavouring

to prove that this more beautiful form proceeds from

a particular gradation of magnitude, undulation of a

curve, or direction of a line, or whatever other conceit

of his imagination he shall fix on, as a criterion of

form, he will be continually contradicting himself, and

find at last that the great Mother of Nature will not

be subjected to such narrow rules. Among the various

reasons why we prefer one part of her works to

another, the most general, 1 believe, is habit and

custom ; custom makes in a certain sense, white black,

and black white ; it is custom alone determines oit

preference of the colour of the European& to the

Ethiopians, and they, for the same reason, prefer their

own colour to ours. I suppose nobody will doubt, if

one of their painters were to paint the Goddess of

Beauty, but that he would represent her black, with

thick lips, flat nose, and woolly hair ; and, it seems

to me, he would act very unnaturally if he did not

:

for by what criterion will anyone dispute the piopriety

of his idea .'' VVe indeed say that the form and colour oi

the European is preferable to that of thts Ethiopian

;

but I know of no other reason we have for it, but that

we are more accustomed to it. It is absurd tu say
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that beauty is possessed of attractive powers, which
irresistibly seize the corresponding mind with love and
admiration, since that argument is equally conclusive
in favour of the white and the black phujsophers.
The black and white nations must, in respect of

beauty, be considered as of uiiferent kinds, at least a
different species of the same kind : from one of which
to the other, as I observe^i, no inference can be
drawn.

Novelty is said to be one of the causes of beauty.
That novelty is a very sufliuieut reason why we should
admire is not denied ; but because it is uncommon, is

it therefore beautiful } The beauty that is produced
by colour, as when we preffcr one bird to another,
though of the same form, on account of its colour,
has nothing to do with the argument, which reaches
oulv to form. I have here considered the word Beauty
as heing properly applied to form alone. There is a
necessity of fixing this confined sense ; for there can
be no argument, if the sense of the word is extended
to everything that is approved. A rose may as well
be said to bo oeautrful, because it has a fine smell, as a
bird because of its colour. When we apply the word
Beauty, we do not mean always by it a more beautiful

form, but something valuable on account of its rarity,

usefulness, colour, or any other property. A horse is

said to be a beautiful animal ; but had a horse as few
good qualities as a tortoise, I do not imagine that he
would then be deemed beautiful.

A fitness to the end proposed, is said to be anotLer
cause of beauty ; but supposing we were proper judges
of what form is the most proper in an animal to
constitute strength or swiftness, we always determine
concerning its beauty, before we exert our understand-
ing; to judge of its fitness.

Prom whav has been said, it may be inferred,
that the works of Nature, if we compare one species
with another, are all equally beautiful, and that pre-
ference is given from custom or some association
of ideas ; and that, in creatures of the Si.ine specieR,

r
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beauty ia the medium or centre of all its various

**T?'conclude, then, by way of corollary: if it has

been proved that the painter, by attending to the

invariable and general ideas of Nature, produce beauty,

he must, by regarding minute particularities and

accidentia diicriminationt, deviate from the universal

rule, and pollute his canvas with deformity.

!
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93. Bacon's Advancement of Learning and The NewAtlantis. With an Litrodnction by Professor Case.
94. Scott's Lives of the Novelists. With an Introduction

by Austin Dobson.

95. Holmes's Poet at the Breakfev^Table. With an
Introduction by W. Robertson N^ dll.

96-98. MoUey's Rise of the Dutch Republic. With an
Introduction by Clement Shorter. Three V^ols.

5
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99

100-

List of Titles {continued)

log.

uo.

U5.

116.

117.

u8.

ng.

lao,

132.

133.

134.

135,

137.

138.

isg.

130,

Coleridge's Poenu. With an Introduction by A. T.
QUILLER-COUCH. '

108. Shakespeare's Plays and Poems. Edited by
iHKopoRE Watts-Dunton, with a Preface by Alger-
non Charles Swinburne. Nine Vols. In preparation.
Geoige Herbert's Poems. With an Introduction byArthur Waugh.
Bfrs. Gadcell's Cranford, and The Moorland Cottage.
With an Introduction by Clement Shorter.
Essays and Sketches by Leigh Hunt With an
IntroducUon by R. Brimley Johnson.
SophoclM. The Seven Plays. Translated into English
verse by Professor Lewis Campbell.

Aeschyliw. The Seven Plays. Translated into English
Verse by Professor Lewis Campbell.
Horae Subsecivae. By Dr. John Brown. With an
Introduction by Austin Dobson.
Cobbold's Margaret Catchpole. With an Introduction
by Clement Shorter.
131. Dickens's Pickwick Papers. In Two Vols., with
43 Illustrations.

Mrs. Caudle's Curtain Lectures, and other Stories
and Essays by Douglas Jerrold. With an Intro-
duction by W alter Jerrold, and 90 Illustrations.

Goldsmith's Poems. Edited by Austin Dobson.
Hazlitt's Lectures on the English Comic Writers.
With an Introduction by R. Brimley Johnson.
136. Carlyle's French Revolution. With an Intro-
duction by C. R, L. Fletcher, Two Vols.
Horne's New Spirit of the Age. With an Intro-
duction by Walter Jerrold.
pldcens's Great Expectations. With 6 Illustrations
by Warwick Doble.
Jane Austen's Emma. With an Introduction by

131. Don Quixote. Jervas's translation. With an Intro-
duction by J. Fitzmaurice-Kelly. Two Vols.
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T.

List of Titles (continued)
13a. Leigh Hunt's The Town. With an Introdaction and

Notes by AUSTIN DoBsoN, and a Frontispiece.

133* Palgmvc's Golden Treasury, with additional Poems.
134. Aristophanes. Frere's translation of the Achar-

nians, Knights, Birds, and Frogs. With an Intro-
daction by W. W. Merry.

i3S« Marlowe's Dr. Faustus and Goethe's Faust (Anster's
translation). Intro, by A. W. Ward. Nearly Ready.

136. Butler's Analogy. Edited by W. E. Gladstone.
137. Browning's Poems. Vol. II (Dramatic Lyrics and

Romances, Men and Women, and Dramatis Personae).

In preparation.
138. Cowper's Letters. Selected, with an Introduction, by

E. V. Lucas. Inpreparation.
139' Gibbon's Autobiography. With Intro, by J. B. Bury.
140. Trollope's The Three Clerks. With an Introduction

by W. Teignmouth Shore,
141* Anne Bronte's Agnes Grey.
14a. Fielding's Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon. With

Introduction and Notes by Austin Dobson, and Two
Illustrations.

143. Wells'sA True Vagabond-Poet (Charles Wells). By
T. Watts-Dunton. With the full text of ' Joseph and
hb Brethren ', and an Introductory Essay by Algernon
Charles Swinburne.

144. Carlyle's Life of John Sterling. With an Intro-
duction by W. Hale White.

145. Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies, and Ethics of the
Dust Ruskin House edition. /« preparation.

146. Ruskin's Time and Tide, and The Crown of Wild
Olive. Ruskin House edition. In preparation.

147' Ruskin's A Joy for Ever, and The Two Paths.
Ruskin House edition. /« preparation.

148. Ruskin's Unto this Last, and Munera Pulveris.
Ruskin House edition. /« preparation.

Other volumes in preparation.
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.



The Boys' Classics
Pott 8vo (size 6x4 Inches)

CLOTH I/- net

SULTAN -RED LEATHER, limp,
gilt top 1/6 net

4-

5-

6.

7-

I. The Captain of the Guard. By James Grant.
a. Mr. BUdshipman Easy. By Captain Marryat.
3. The Scottish Chiefe. By Jane Porter.
The Tower of London. By W. Harrison Ainsworth.
The Last of the Mohicans. By J. Fenimore Cooper.
Robinson Crusoe. By Daniel Defoe.
The King's Own. By Captain Marryat. With 6

lUastrations by Warwick Goble.
8. Harold. By Lord Lytton. With 6 Illustrations by

Charles Burton. Nearly Ready.

9. The Rifle Rangers. By Captain Mayne Reid. With
6 lUaitrations by J. £. Sutcliffe.

10. The Scalp Hunters^ By Captain Mayne Reid. With
6 Illustrations by A. H. Collins.

11. Captain Singleton. By Daniel Defoe. With 6 Illus-

trations by Warwick Goble.

Other volumes in preparation.

Bookcases
In Two Sizes

i. To hold 50 Volumes, World's Classics size.

In Fumed Oak, with two fixed shelves. Size 32x31^x4!
inches. Price 5*. net.

ii To hold 100 Volumes, World's Classics size.

In Polished Mahogany or Mahogany French Stained and
Ebonized, with fancy ornamental top, and three adjust-

able shelves, best cabinet make. Size 44 x 36 x 6 inches.

Price 28J. net.
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